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Abstract

This thesis reports on a case study of scientific and public aspects o f the recent 

controversy over the possible health risks of mobile phones and their base stations. 

The research for this project involved 31 interviews with key actors (scientists, 

advisory scientists and representatives from interest groups and industry) and 

archive and documentary research. Using theoretical perspectives from Science and 

Technology Studies, I recount the move from a style of scientific advice in which 

non-experts were prevented from engaging with science to one in which their 

concerns and knowledge were ostensibly considered.

These advisory discourses are described as constructing (and reconstructing) not 

only a level o f scientific uncertainty, but also the limits of public engagement. In this 

way, scientific and social orders are co-produced in the course o f pubhc science. 

‘Public concern’ about mobile phones is revealed as a malleable, dynamic set of 

interests and actions. Experts, in taking public concern into account, reshape it, 

controlling areas o f pubhc engagement. As well as the narrative of changing 

scientific advice which prompts these insights, I consider the meanings attached to 

the term ‘anecdotal evidence’ as a site for the contesting of uncertainty and pubhc 

concern.
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Introduction
Or; How we learned to start worrying, while loving the mobile phone

In 1989, long before ‘text’ was a verb, mobile phones were safe. They were not safe 

because they were built to more stringent standards, nor because they operated at 

different frequencies from those used today, nor because all scientists agreed that 

they were harmless. They were safe because they were not objects of public or 

scientific health concern. Ten years later, mobile phones were risky. They were not a 

definite risk in the way that playing Russian Roulette is a defiinite risk,̂  but the 

interactions between experts, non-experts, interest groups and the media through 

the late 1990s had unearthed sufficient uncertainty to support concerns that mobüe 

phones and their base stations might be harmful. By 1999, an opinion poU could teU 

us that, “Nearly half of frequent users of mobile phones fear health risks,”  ̂whatever 

that might mean.

This thesis considers how questions about knowledge o f mobile phone risk or safety 

were opened up. It is retrospective, but it is also an explanation o f a controversy that 

is ongoing. My attention was drawn towards the mobile phones health controversy 

in 2000, when it was at its most fevered. Since then, 1 have followed its pubhc 

developments in my capacity as a researcher. National newspapers seem to have 

relaxed, reporting new scientific studies with less vigour. Nevertheless, the 

controversy has not left the pubhc sphere. As 1 was starting to think my account was 

historical, new developments tested my understanding o f the contested areas 

described in these chapters.

Since starting work on this introduction, a study (TNO 2003) claiming that worrying 

symptoms can be experienced by people who hve near third generation mobile 

phone masts has attracted a share of media attention (in October 2003). On bonfire 

night (5* o f November), in the Warwickshire village o f Wishaw, protesters removed

’ It might seem  clumsy to interrupt the text o f  my thesis with a first footnote so early, but, for the 

sake o f  com pleteness, 1 should point out that one commentator has explicitly likened the risks o f  

mobile phones to playing Russian Roulette (Kane 2001).

2 MORI (Market and Opinion Research International) -  “Nearly half o f  frequent users o f  mobile 

phones fear health risks,” —Press release, 3''‘* June 1999

h ttp ://w w w .m ori.com /poUs/1 9 9 9 /tecnoao.shtml. accessed 10‘*’ N ovem ber 2003

http://www.mori.com/poUs/1999/tecnoao.shtml
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the bolts from the base of a mobile phone mast that was seen as the cause o f local 

clusters o f illness. Advisory scientists (such as those interviewed for my project) 

were called upon to explain why the presence of such illness does not count as valid 

evidence, but that robust research was needed to look at the question of base station 

risk.  ̂The day before these protesters destabilised the target of their concerns, the 

programme that currendy manages relevant UK research into the health effects of 

mobile phones had held its third pubhc meeting to discuss how pubhc concern 

(about things like mobile phone masts) should be taken into account in finding out 

about mobile phone risks.

It is the purpose o f this thesis to explain, from a Science and Technology Studies 

(STS) viewpoint, the development of what science knows about the risks of mobile 

phones and the context of ongoing research into the problem. This thesis is about 

the emergence o f a controversy. But it does not aim to explain in any real depth how 

we — the general pubhc — began to worry about mobile phones. I hope instead to 

contribute an understanding of how we — experts, non-experts and ah — came to 

reahse our level of uncertainty about the science that might previously have 

reassured us of safety. My thesis aims to explain how our experts came to know 

about the possible health risks of mobile phones, and how subsequent changes 

forced the re-evaluation of this knowledge. My thesis is a study o f science, but it is a 

study of science in context. In particular, it is a study o f scientific uncertainty in 

context, asking how pubhc science emerged from negotiations about what different 

groups did not know. These uncertainty claims carried varying degrees of credibihty 

among other groups, but ah were put forward as part o f a controversy in which the 

stakes were potentiahy very high. The vast majority of the British population now 

owns a mobhe phone,"̂  and the number of base stations (necessary for rehable 

networks) has expanded hugely in the last decade. Even the smahest problem that 

can be attributed to this now-ubiquitous technology would have enormous

 ̂ For example, ‘G M TV ’ on the morning o f  IF*’ N ovem ber 2003, reporting from the scene o f  the 

ongoing protest (preventing the network operator from replacing the downed mast). Professor 

Lawrie Challis was interviewed in his capacity as chair o f  the Mobile Telephones Health research 

Programme.

According to the MORI (Market Opinion Research International) ‘Technology Tracker’, ownership 

o f  a mobile phone is now  beginning to tail o ff  at about 75% o f  the population (Updated August 

2003) h ttp ://w w w .m ori.com /emori/tracker.shtml. accessed 10̂ '’ N ovem ber 2003

http://www.mori.com/emori/tracker.shtml
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implications, a fact which lies behind the arguments of the actors in this narrative 

and my own.

The controversy over mobile phones, which emit Electromagnetic fields (EMFs), 

arrived as part o f a lineage of controversies about the health effects of EMFs. The 

1980s saw similar arguments take place over the hazards o f living near powerlines, 

generators o f Extremely Low Frequency (ELF) EMFs.^ Later, doubts were made 

public about the safety of microwave ovens, which cook with fields of similar 

frequencies to mobile phones, albeit at hundreds of times the power. Similarly, 

concerns have been expressed about various radar, TV and radio transmitters and 

about computer monitors. Each EMF technology carries its own controversies and 

its own stories (see Brodeur (1989) for a popular summary) but they share interest 

groups, styles of reasoning, and the types of evidence that emerge as significant.

The first suggestion o f harm from a mobile phone which received global attention 

was a single story of a man in America who decided to sue a mobile phone company 

in 1992, blaming his wife’s brain tumour on her exposure to mobile phone radiation. 

The publicity granted to David Reynard’s story caused a large dip in the stock 

market value o f American mobile phone manufacturers. In 1995, a federal judge had 

ruled that the evidence submitted in the Reynard case was not “scientifically vahd”'̂ . 

But by this time the controversy was weU under way, and was about to cross the 

Atlantic, where it began to excite UK newspapers in 1996 (Burgess 2004).

My analysis aims to suggest a context for the role played by such stories in science, 

given that most scientists would argue that one man’s account of his wife’s brain 

tumour (often pejoratively categorised as ‘anecdotal’) is as weak as evidence gets. 

Scientists claim to have been studying the health implications o f EMFs for as long as 

EMFs have been used, since Marconi first broadcast radio.  ̂And yet, in the case of

5 Much o f  the controversy over power lines was powered by an epidemiological study that detected 

an increase in childhood leukaemia in families living near powerlines (Wertheimer and Leeper 1979). 

N ew  studies continue to aim towards a definitive confirmation or refutation o f  this link.

 ̂The judge in this case followed the precedent set by the landmark Daubert vs. D o w  case. For an 

insight into the importance o f  this case to the assessment o f  science (and ‘junk science’) in the 

courtroom, see Solom on and Hackett (1996).

 ̂ One scientist told me: “The study o f  electricity, magnetism and microwaves has existed since, what, 

Gugliekno Marconi started producing, you know, w e started getting electrification in the ‘20s and the
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mobile phones, knowledge has emerged not just from science, but from the conflict 

and resolution that has occurred between experts and non-experts, between robust 

evidence and evidence that might traditionally have been considered inadequate.

This thesis is about experts, non-experts, evidence, uncertainty and policy. It asks 

questions about two main themes. Firstly, it asks how uncertain science is 

constructed and communicated. Secondly, it asks what part non-experts play in 

building scientific knowledge about an ongoing health controversy. The theme of 

‘anecdotal evidence’ is pertinent to both questions, but fits most easily within the 

latter. The focus o f my study is ‘scientific advice’, but I have used the phrase ‘public 

science’ to describe both the outcome of these negotiations and the process of 

ongoing research. ‘Scientific advice’ seems to me to suggest that there is a body of 

knowledge that exists to be communicated to non-scientists. As we shall see in this 

thesis, the ‘science’ that I am talking about is a dynamic, poHticaUy-located set of 

interactions between knowledge, research and public engagement. ‘Public science’ 

therefore describes the ongoing production and communication of expert 

knowledge about an issue in the public gaze.

As with many recent controversies (and the mobile phones controversy is still less 

than ten years old), there is a time lag between events and their representation or 

explanation in academic terms. Much has been written about the scientific and 

policy challenges o f mobile phone health uncertainties, but most has come from 

scientists themselves (e.g. Foster et al 2000, WHO 2003) (notable exceptions being 

Leiss and Paoli (2001) and Burgess (2002; 2004)). My account offers a different 

perspective on the issue. It problematises the state o f expertise about mobüe phones 

and comes to some very different conclusions about the concerns, both scientific 

and public, that other commentators have taken for granted as fixed (cf. Burgess 

2004). This thesis looks primarüy at expertise. It therefore represents only a partial 

treatment o f an issue that could have been covered in any number of other ways (as 

a ‘moral panic’, as a risk perception problem, or maybe as a mass hysteria fuelled by 

media attention). This thesis questions experts and it questions science. However, its 

ambitions He beyond providing an explanation o f the science o f mobüe phone risk

‘30s. I think people started to worry. This electricity, does it cause cancer? D oes it cause [cell] 

reproduction? D oes it affect my brain? The questions w e’re still asking now, and I think those were 

the questions they were asking then” (Interview transcript. N o. 32).
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assessment. The issues surveyed and developed teU us about more than just mobile 

phones science and more than just science. They teU us about science in public  ̂

shaping the world about which it claims to know and being shaped by the people 

inside and around it.

This thesis does not contribute an assessment of the reality of mobile phone health 

risks. My own opinions, which I keep to myself, are borrowed wholesale from those 

interviewees whose opinions and expertise I most trusted. But a perception o f risk is 

not a fixed opinion. The certainties and worries o f many o f my interviewees have 

adjusted with their experiences of the public science of mobile phone risks. And 

many of my own preconceptions and concerns have been reversed in the 

researching of this controversy.

Thesis structure

Chapter two considers some theoretical insights from Science and Technology Studies 

that winch my perspective away from Tact-making’ to ‘sense-making’ (Jasanoff 

2004b). My analysis adopts a constructivist approach to science, informed by 

insights from the broad field of Science and Technology Studies (STS). I consider 

the influence o f the Sociology of Scientific Knowledge, but I suggest reconnecting 

with the growing field of Public Understanding of Science to better explain how, in 

public, experts, non-experts and policymakers combine and react to create some 

kind of social order around an issue. My aim in this chapter is to understand how 

STS sees experts making sense of the actions of non-experts and vice versa. I 

conclude with the adoption of a recent STS synthesis known as co-production, 

which steadies the progress of subsequent chapters.

Chapter three explains how I found out about the case o f mobile phone health risks — 

the methods I used and the methodologies that enlightened these methods. The 

research for this thesis was qualitative, based around more then 30 interviews with 

many of the key players in the budding of this area o f public science. These 

interviews, supplemented by archival and documentary research, allowed me to 

reconstruct the specifics of the case of mobde phone risks, which I retell and explain 

in chapters four, five and six.
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Chapterfour explains what science claimed to know about EMF risks before mobile 

phones became a ubiquitous technology. I introduce the National Radiological 

Protection Board (NRPB), whose responsibility it was to suggest, scientifically, what 

level o f EMF exposure was safe for the public. By explaining some o f the challenges 

to the existing consensus and its advisory offshoot, I argue that the defence of 

science and regulation formed a ‘discourse o f compliance’, limiting the scope for 

public engagement.

Chapterfive considers how the Government responded to a loss o f advisory 

credibility, prompted by a public realisation that science was no longer answering 

their questions. This chapter is about the Independent Expert Group on Mobile 

Phones (lEGMP) and their report (the Stewart report). This report reconfigured 

scientific advice, prying open new areas of uncertainty and prompting new areas of 

research. Chapters four and five are ordered chronologically, but they are also 

ordered thematically. My analysis suggests that the lEGMP significantly contributed 

to the re-engagement of certain groups, reconstructing science and social order 

around mobile phone risks.

Chapter six looks back over the stories o f the previous two chapters and asks about 

the importance of one easily-neglected term in the controversy: ‘Anecdotal 

Evidence’. I describe anecdotal evidence as a microcosm for the broader 

negotiations taking place between experts and non-experts. I take the term to be 

flexible and poorly-defined, which allows an illustration o f how contested 

epistemological and political status can construct a debate. In a general sense, this 

chapter says more about what it means to dismiss something as ‘anecdotal’ or take 

on board anecdotal evidence than it does about what anecdotal evidence is in a 

public science debate.

Chapter seven considers the messages of the previous chapters and argues that the 

pattern of public engagement that has emerged since the Stewart report forces us to 

think more deeply about the co-production of science and society. ‘Pubhc concern’ 

emerges alongside scientific uncertainty as a malleable resource in the shaping of 

pubhc science. The styles of pubhc science described through earher chapters are 

summarised as constructing not only the state o f scientific uncertainty but also the
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legitimacy (and limits) of public engagement. Expert and public understandings 

(scientific and social orders) are co-produced in the shaping o f public science.

Another point needs to be made before we continue. This thesis reports on a UK 

case study. It looks at the changes that have occurred in British public science. But, 

as with any study o f science, its target — knowledge — is, or often claims to be, global. 

Much of my source material is international, and I hope that my work wiU inform 

similar studies abroad, but the focus throughout is on the development of science as 

it applies to the UK experience of mobile phone health risks.

At three points in my text, I provide anecdotes for consideration. They are not 

interpreted in great detail in the main text. I leave it to the reader to determine their 

relevance. They might simply provide introductions to sections o f analysis, or they 

might ground the theoretical work in experience. My thesis is deliberately hesitant in 

its judgement o f what an anecdote is, or what counts as anecdotal evidence. For 

some readers, my three anecdotes might begin to suggest this interpretative 

flexibility. For others, they might confirm the disadvantages of what many people 

understand by anecdotal evidence.® Two are based on my own experiences and one 

is second-hand, relayed to me by the transcription of a public meeting.

As I implied in this chapter’s first paragraph, the safety o f mobile phones wül be a 

societal decision rather than a scientific one. Expertise and evidence wül play a part 

in the assessment of risks, but the public science of studying and managing risks wül 

necessarüy include broader issues o f credibility and trust. It is for this reason that we 

must look at scientific knowledge and research in its context. The next chapter 

considers theoretical insights that have considered both the laboratory contexts in

* Using an anecdote to introduce anecdotes is a useful tool to provide depth to my explanation, and 

also to address issues o f  reflexivity, helping to frame my own research according to the insights 

gained from constructivist studies o f  scientific research (see Woolgar 1988). (Although another level 

o f  self-conscious reflexivity might show  that using anecdotes in this way might be a clumsy way o f  

protecting my research from criticism).
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which science is produced and the broader contexts in which it is communicated 

and understood.
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Perspectives on Public Science

As explained in the introductory chapter, the mobile phones controversy is a 

controversy about scientific uncertainty, public engagement and the acceptability of 

different types of evidence. The theory with which I interpret my research therefore 

needs to consider these features. It needs to consider science, but it cannot ignore 

the public dimension of this controversy. It needs to consider how people make 

facts, but it also needs to consider how people make sense: how experts make sense 

of non-experts and vice versa.

The purpose of this chapter is to suggest a theoretical framework to illuminate my 

empirical research. I will explore a number o f broad themes that are pertinent to 

science and its relationship with its publics. I wiU explore in detail some themes that 

are particularly relevant to my case study, themes that I wiU return to as I explore the 

findings o f my research. This chapter aims to contribute an explanation of the 

dynamics of public science, a realm in which experts must communicate with 

decision-makers (whoever they may be) and the pubhc, providing credible advice 

while controlling knowledge production, while appreciating the pohtical context of 

their own actions.

I begin by looking at the sociological insights that help us to problematise science, 

expertise and, by imphcation, its pubhc context. The next section deals with the 

thorny issue of scientific uncertainty — how it is defined, shaped, represented and 

dealt with by experts and decision-makers. I then look at the social context of 

scientific evidence, asking what evidence means in science and how evidence is dealt 

with when it emerges from non-scientific sources. These middle sections both aim 

to ask important questions about the role that the pubhc might play in changing 

scientific and pohcy practices, and about the changing nature o f the science/pubhc 

boundary. My conclusion takes the form of a discussion o f a recent overarching 

explanation for the nature of scientific and pubhc debates. The concept of co

production helps to resolve some of the difficulties I have felt with other social 

explanations that concentrate on scientific practice. This chapter contributes to a 

richer understanding o f issues that affect science and pohcy, when the development 

of knowledge cannot be prised away from its pubhc context.
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In one sense, the way I will illuminate my research falls neatly into the field of  

Sociology o f Scientific Knowledge (broadly defined). 1 will discuss, as SSK does 

“ideas such as the experimenters’ regress, the enchanting effect o f distance from the 

research front, the impact of the evidential context in which claims are cast, and so 

forth” (Collins 1995, p. 308). However, 1 adopt a critical position with respect to 

large sections of SSK Literature. Internationally, this follows the call of authors who 

have suggested the need to contextuaHse SSK analyses beyond ‘science’ (e.g.

Richards 1996), complementing research that gives itself the broader umbrella title 

of Science and Technology Studies (STS).

The UK tradition of SSK’ has doubtless been hugely influential in furthering a view 

of science that emphasises the vagaries of its practice rather than its neatly-packaged 

products. But it has limitations in dealing with science in its broad socio-political 

context. Incorporating insights from further afield in science and technology studies 

win hopefully illuminate many aspects of the poorly-understood realm of public 

scientific advice. One of the areas that has grown up concurrendy with SSK in the 

UK, but has crossed over Htde, is the field of Public Understanding of Science 

(PUS), a term which unfortunately brings its own ideological baggage. My research 

aims to further the relationship between SSK-based studies o f science and PUS 

analyses of knowledges in their context (Wynne 1991).

My theoretical toolkit, as well as plotting some theoretical movements within science 

and technology studies, also aims to contribute to explaining a subtly different 

context of public science. As a result of past lessons, general social trends and, 

perhaps, some acceptance o f the established insights 1 describe below, the 

relationship between science and the public and political spheres has been revealed 

as flexible.^ It can no longer be taken for granted that ‘science’ occupies a single

’ The U K  tradition o f  SSK might be best characterised by the work o f  Barnes, Bloor, Edge, Collins 

and Pinch (e.g. Bloor [1976] 1991, Barnes and Edge 1982, Collins 1985 and, for a more popular 

introduction, Collins and Pinch [1993] 1998).

2 A recent report from the House o f  Lords Science and Technology Select Committee, to which  

Brian W ynne was a special adviser, contains a number o f  STS-inspired recommendations for a new  

appreciation o f  science-in-pubhc (House o f  Lords 2000). O ne paragraph recomm ends, “That direct 

dialogue with the public should m ove from being an optional add-on to science-based policy-making 

and to the activities o f  research organisations and learned institutions, and should becom e a normal 

and integral part o f  the process.” (paragraph 5.48)
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position in society or politics. It is therefore necessary for any framework I suggest 

to be able to adequately explain a shifting context for pubhc science. It would be aU 

too easy to whisk the rug from beneath a canonical view of science without checking 

whether anyone was still standing there.

I begin my investigation of the Hterature by asking whether the influential canon of 

constructivist thought that has formed the bedrock o f STS hterature is as 

informative when we move from the laboratory into the open ground o f pubhc 

engagement.

Making Science Public, Making Public Science

Social studies o f science have convincingly demonstrated over the last three decades 

that social factors are vital to the estabhshment o f facts, the closure o f areas of 

controversy and the preservation o f authority. A key to the success o f these studies 

is a symmetrical treatment of ‘right’ and ‘wrong’ science. This ‘symmetry postulate’ 

(see Bloor 1991, p. 7, also pp. 175-9) allows for exploration o f the construction of 

scientific knowledge regardless of whether it is later expertly considered to be true or 

false. To take one example, Bruno Latour’s story of Louis Pasteur’s success in 

gaining acceptance o f his theories and techniques does not rely on the correctness of 

Pasteur’s work. It describes how, through attracting the interests o f other necessary 

parties, in effect bringing his laboratory into their context, Pasteur convinced others 

of the problem of anthrax and the efficacy o f his solution. This allowed him to 

estabhsh his laboratory as the only location through which applicable knowledge 

about anthrax can be reached (Latour 1983).^

SSK has, over the years, taken up the task o f problematising and taking apart the 

construction o f certain facts in ‘black boxes’ (Latour 1987), which are difficult, if not 

impossible to open after they have been sealed. The analysis of science-in-the- 

making (ibid.) can reveal the troubles o f the route to the closure o f these black

 ̂This is a simplistic description o f  what would be referred to as ‘mutual enrolment o f  actors’ in a real 

Actor Network Theory analysis. Pasteur’s lab becom es an ‘obligatory passage point’ for knowledge 

about anthrax.

■* In later work, Bruno Latour uses the word ‘research’, as distinct from ‘science’ to better capture the 

practice o f  what scientists do rather than the packaged products o f  their efforts (see Latour 1999)
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boxes. In another obligatory passage point^ o f the SSK canon, Harry CoUins’ 

influential work on the nature of experimentation and rephcation has demonstrated 

that, in the absence o f experimental closure o f debates, due to inevitable 

disagreements about what counts as replication, social factors wiU necessarily 

contribute to settlement (Collins 1985). This ‘experimenter’s regress’ has provided a 

cornerstone for thought about the socially contingent nature of scientific knowledge. 

We win see in later chapters how reports o f scientific results fuel debate about the 

adequacy and relevance of particular experiments in deterrrdning the presence of risk 

from mobile phones. When decisions have important implications beyond the 

scientific community, the impotence of experimental results in sealing debate is even 

more marked.

Studies within SSK are enormously helpful in understanding science’s social 

contingencies, and I wül return to other examples during this chapter. But many of 

these studies, CoUins’ especiaUy, have tended to deal within science. Steven Shapin, 

reviewing Bruno Latour’s science is action, points out that there is as much politics 

inside science as outside it (Latour 1987, cited in Shapin 1995a) and it is this that 

SSK has proved so effective in unraveUing. But, without wishing to detract from 

their influence, many SSK studies do not say as much about the activities at the 

edges of science. Looking into the constitution o f scientific knowledge has provided 

a rich seam of literature which helps us to understand the contingencies of science as 

a social activity.  ̂But there is stUl much work to be done looking around science, 

where scientists and the pubhc are forced into problematic and highly asymmetric

5 Bruno Latour, coiner o f  the phrase ‘passage point’ is a hugely influential contributor to the STS 

field. Whüe many authors fully subscribe to Actor N etwork Theory, developed by Latour and others, 

many more see Latour’s major contribution in providing a “descriptive vocabulary for construing 

scientific success and power” (Shapin 1995, p. 307). In effect, his enrolment is working better than 

his control (ibid., note 17).

'’Scientific knowledge had previously been considered unworthy o f  sociological attention. Early 

attempts to explain knowledge in social terms formed a ‘sociology o f  error’ (Bloor [1976] 1991, p. 12), 

providing socio-political explanations for scientific deviance from truth. This represented a positivist 

exercise in which, “It is the task o f  the social scientist to investigate the psychological, cultural and 

social foundations o f  the popular adherence to such scientifically disproven treatments” p. 510 

(Martin and Richards 1995, p. 510). The symmetry postulate (see Bloor [1976] 1991, p. 7) o f  the 

strong programme opens up ‘good science’ to investigation, removing any assumption that it might 

be ‘value-free’.
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relationships. These relationships are built on trust. The public, if they want to live 

calmly and benefit from the innovation science contributes to, must place a degree 

of trust in expertise, but this trust must be built, rather than assumed.

The times when the question of pubhc trust resurfaces tend to be when there is an 

element o f disagreement among the experts we rely on. Scientific controversies call 

into question the aspects of science which might be taken for granted, such as the 

nature o f consensus, uncertainty and credibihty, and the difficulties of 

experimentation. Controversies have therefore provided a rich seam for research 

within science and technology studies.  ̂As Harry CoUins says, it is only by exarnining 

scientific controversies while they are in progress that the mechanism by which ships 

(scientific findings) get into bottles (vahdity) can be understood. “If this process is 

not seen in operation it may be thought that the ships were always in the bottles, and 

that aU scientists did was to find them ready assembled, as it were” (CoUins 1981, p. 

45). Controversies, reveahng expertise as plural, fractured voices, can lead the pubhc 

to justifiably question the source and the extent o f their rehance upon experts. 

Controversies provide a site for the pubhc to engage in ‘informal technology 

assessment’ (Rip 1987). In this sense, a pubhc science controversy aUows both the 

pubhc and scientists to gain a wider and deeper appreciation of the risks, benefits 

and interests. From the perspective of a social researcher, controversies provide a 

valuable opportunity to observe the pohtical dimensions of debates that are often 

obscured or inaccessible (Petersen and Markle 1989, p. 7; also Brante 1993). This is 

because “debates within science are simultaneously debates about science and how it 

should be done — or who should be doing it” (Epstein 1996, p.3, original emphasis). 

Issues involving risk and expert disagreement, such as the mobUe phones health 

debate, are thus easUy prised open by social research.

However, we should not assume that a scientific controversy is purely scientific. As 

we wiU see later in this chapter, and through the bulk of this thesis, the uncertainty 

that is revealed by controversy is not purely a scientific creation (see section on 

uncertainty and ignorance in pubhc science, below). Nor is its resolution a purely 

scientific task. A ‘scientific’ controversy might hide a multitude of pohtical sins and 

pubhc disenchantment which wiU contribute to its development, and ultimately 

decide its closure.
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Although this thesis draws upon the school of thought that has emerged from the 

sociology of scientific knowledge, I question the applicability of some o f SSK’s more 

well-known insights (particularly the notion of ‘core-sets’ o f experts) to the study of 

‘public science’, a term I will develop over the next few pages. First, I wiU use the 

work o f Harry Collins to illustrate some possible limitations of SSK-in-public. I will 

then, using the work of Brian Wynne and other writers, illustrate a more 

constructive way o f looking at pubhc science, reconnecting SSK with recent insights 

from the related study of the Pubhc Understanding of Science.

SSK and core-sets in public

The sociology o f scientific knowledge tradition has provided some useful insights 

into how facts are ‘black-boxed’ by groups of scientists before being presented to 

those outside. This communication between groups of scientists and others has 

occupied much of the most influential thought in STS. Collins uses the term ‘core

set’ to refer to “the group of technicahy informed speciahsts who participate in the 

resolution of scientific controversy through their esoteric technical activity” (Collins 

1988, p. 728).® It is only the core-set who fuUy understand the uncertainties inherent 

in their activities as they negotiate their way around the limitations o f experiment 

and replication, towards the closure of disputes and the creation of certifiable, 

consensual knowledge (Collins 1985 p. 143).^

In a recent article with Robert Evans, Collins brings the core-set model further into 

the public domain, attempting a representation of the problems of lay and expert 

input during the process o f scientific controversies (CoUins and Evans 2002). As we 

move away from the core-set into the larger scientific community, in a normal 

scientific situation, the doubts and disputes of research are suppressed, with 

knowledge acquiring certainty and facticity as it moves into the public domain. In 

this model, the core-set are an inner circle, with concentric outer rings representing 

first the scientific community and then the public (ibid. pp. 244-5). For normal

 ̂ For a review o f  social explanations o f  scientific controversy, see Mercer (1996)

® This quote is taken from one o f  a pair o f  papers by Collins looking at the interactions between the 

core-set and the public. For the other, see Collins (1987).

 ̂ Michael and Birke (1994) make the point that “this set o f  persons does not necessarily act as a 

“group”. They are bound only by their close, if  differing, interests in the controversy’s outcom e.” 

(note 1)
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scientific situations, in which non-experts do not show much interest, knowledge is 

communicated outwards, and formalised (certified) as it travels past the eyes of 

other scientists.

According to Collins and Evans, problems occur for science when the public are 

able to sneak a look at science before any kind o f consensus has been reached, 

before a ‘black box’ can be sealed. This is the domain of public science, and it raises 

myriad questions about the relationship between science and the public. However, 

Collins’ (and Evans’) model, based around a core-set of experts, is ill-equipped to 

provide answers. In an earlier article, Collins foomotes a comment from Trevor 

Pinch that core-sets cannot be applied to technology because public involvement is 

necessary for closure (Collins 1988, note 10). As we will see, in the realm of public 

science, similar doubts emerge. The types of issue that are Likely to involve the 

public are those in which experts alone cannot negotiate closure. This thesis will 

argue that core-sets of experts become meaningless when an issue is recast through 

public engagement.

As weU as being informed by the evidence presented throughout this thesis, my 

criticisms o f models base around core-sets of experts ‘becoming’ public are 

informed by other STS perspectives that deal explicitly with the public nature of 

public science. Hilary Arksey studied an issue that shares some important features 

(such as expert confusion and public accumulation of evidence) with the mobile 

phones debate. Through looking at the construction o f a contested condition. 

Repetitive Strain Injury, Arksey concludes that both the descriptive and (implicitly) 

normative elements of Collins’ work are unhelpful in informing public science 

(Arksey 1998, p. 173). CoUins’ work has tended to rely upon esoteric scientific 

pursuits rather than pubhc ones (a distinction he makes himself (CoUins and Evans 

2002)). In esoteric science, the boundary o f the core-set wUl largely match the 

boundary o f the problem, because of the lack o f external interest. Controversies are 

therefore opened and closed by experts. In pubhc, however, problems can be 

extended beyond expert control, at which point it is no longer clear that whatever 

core-set might once have existed should remain solely responsible for deterrnining 

the outcome o f the issue. As we wiU see throughout this thesis, the role o f the 

pubhc, as providers o f evidence, experience or expertise, fundamentaUy reshapes the 

construction of expertise and controversies.
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SSK and the Public Understanding of Science

Brian Wynne has made the point that the strand of SSK that developed from the 

work of Barnes, Bloor, Edge, Collins et al needs development if it is to offer insights 

about science in the public sphere on a par with those that it offers about the 

production o f knowledge within scientific communities (Wynne 1993, p. 331). 

Wynne commends Actor Network Theory, the other major strand within 

constructivist studies o f knowledge, for its location o f science in the public domain, 

and its refusal to assume easy boundaries between science and society.^° But he 

points out that because enrolment in networks is mutual, the interests and identities 

of actors overlap (ibid.). We can therefore say little about the asymmetries o f  

relationships with expertise. ANT is “disempowering and essentially conservative in 

its effects” (Richards 1996, p. 328). (I will return to the theme of expert and public 

enrolment in chapter five). Wynne suggests that both SSK and ANT might benefit 

from the incorporation of research within the new but poorly defined field o f the 

Public Understanding of Science (PUS). This has helped to show that the public, far 

from being passive receptors of expertise and purveyors o f trust, react to public 

science in an active, reflexive manner.

‘Public Understanding o f Science’ emerged in the USA from attempts to improve 

the public appreciation of science and scientific institutions (Lewenstein 1992), sensing 

a loss of public attention and confidence. In the UK, the Royal Society (1985) 

report, which formally framed the problem, suggested that scientists needed to 

communicate more effectively with The Public to boost wider understanding of 

scientific issues. As well as becoming more au fait with scientific knowledge (such as 

the orbits o f the planets or the causes o f tides), it was hoped that greater scientific 

understanding would improve The Pubhc’s appreciation of risk issues. One o f the 

Royal Society’s recommendations suggests that:

“Understanding the nature of risks and uncertainty is an important part of the 

scientific understanding needed both for many public policy issues and for everyday 

decisions in our personal lives... Once again it must be argued that better 

understanding fosters better public and personal decisions” (Royal Society 1985, p.

10, paragraph 2.10)

For the debate between Collins’ brand o f  SSK and Latour’s A N T , see the chapters o f  Pickering 

(1992)
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.. .the implication being that it is the responsibility o f scientists, as objective 

assessors of risk, to warn or reassure the public about the real risks they face. While 

few people would doubt that the answer to the question, “How do we make the 

public understand science?” is, “Teach them about it,” recent attempts to better 

understand how the public understand science have asked very different questions. 

These questions have largely been informed by insights gained from SSK, which is 

in a unique position to contribute to understanding o f the science-public 

relationship (see Yearley 1994).

Firstly, it has been suggested that the public should understand how science really 

m rks rather than what science fr, or what it would hke to be (Shapin 1992; Collins 

and Pinch, [1993] 1998, pp. 140-3). Such an education would be courtesy of science 

studiers, exposing the politics within and around science, to better enable the public 

to make informed judgements, possibly more informed than the scientists (whose 

views may be clouded by professional commitments). This perspective prescribes 

teaching the public as ‘faulty sociologists’ rather than ‘faulty scientists’ (Locke 2002, 

p. 90; see also Locke 1999, p. 79).

But this still does not accept the possibility of a two-way relationship between the 

public and their experts. Once we problematise the social nature o f scientific 

expertise, we can illuminate more clearly its place in society. In doing so, we are 

implicitly critiquing what is now referred to as the ‘deficit’ model of public 

understanding, epitomised by the Royal Society report mentioned above.Rather  

than an attempt to understand negotiations between science and the public, the 

deficit model serves only to formalise the implicit constructions of the public often 

harboured by experts in their interactions with the public (Irwin and Wynne 1996, 

p.9, pp. 241-2).^  ̂The constructions of the pubhc implicit in naïve models of science 

and society illustrate science’s lack o f refiexivity (Wynne 1993, p. 330). To really 

observe the dynamics of public science, we should treat the pubhc and scientists 

symmetrically, assuming that the pubhc can interact with science with a degree of 

‘lay expertise’ (e.g. Irwin and Wynne 1996, Kerr et al 1998; Epstein 1996).

” For more examples o f  deficit-style PUS thinking, see Wolpert (1992), Dawkins (1998).

Steve Woolgar has also discussed the degree to which experts (in his case computer engineers) 

construct hom ogenised images o f  the public (users) and their relationship with technology (Woolgar 

1991).
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A socially-enlightened approach to theorising the relationship between science and 

the public allows us to observe the public responding actively to scientific 

information or practice. The public’s reaction to expert advice is likely to depend 

upon previous encounters with expertise (Wynne 1996b) a feature that has become 

clear in the wake o f the advisory mistakes over BSE (see chapter five). Public 

frameworks o f trust, built up over time, help them reflexively interpret expert advice 

for their own needs. But the pubhc might have no choice but to behave as i f  they 

trust expertise (Wynne 1996c), which will further lessen their chances o f  

contributing to decision-making. There is evidence to suggest that the pubhc might 

actively maintain an ignorance of issues which scientists think should concern them 

(Michael 1996; Wynne 1995). This might be because of constraints of time or effort, 

because the pubhc do not want to discover uncertainties which may prove upsetting, 

or because they feel powerless (Wynne 1995, p. 380; Wynne 1991, p. 118). For some, 

it appears, ignorance might be bhss. But it would be a mistake to interpret this 

ignorance as an educational hole that needs filhng. It could be indicative of an active 

disenchantment with expert advice. We might expect that, with a hugely popular 

technology such as the mobile phone, some people wül actively maintain ignorance 

of the (pubhc) science that suggests worrying uncertainties.

Questioning Expertise

Both the sociology and the philosophy o f science show that scientific knowledge is 

indeterminate in providing descriptions of nature or prescriptions for action^ .̂ 

Science can however powerfuUy inform technical decision-making. But numerous 

case studies o f regulatory science have shown that, while pohcy would hke to rely on 

science as a value-free source of authority the pressures exerted by pohtical demands 

wül remove any ‘neutrahty’ that scientific evidence might once have had (e.g. Nelkin 

1975, Jasanoff 1990).

In cases of pubhc science, once we adopt the constructivist approach of denying the 

neutrahty o f expertise, we can begin to see better the values and interests shaping 

aspects o f a debate that might otherwise have been ignored as ‘technical.’ Expertise,

‘Underdetermination’ or the “Duhem-Qurne thesis” is a concept from the philosophy o f  science, 

describing the insufficiency o f  data in supporting or rejecting theories. It is a useful crossover point 

between social and philosophical studies o f  science (Laudan 1998, p. 321).
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rather than being relied upon for contributions to ‘correct’ policy decisions 

(“speaking truth to power” (see Wüdavsky 1979)), can instead be used to add weight 

to a predetermined position (Nelkin 1975)^\ giving the impression that a decision is 

technocratic/^ This has led some commentators to observe that science is largely 

irrelevant in decision-making. It is either accepted if it supports a policy consensus, 

or obfuscated in technical debate if it proves problematic (CoUingridge and Reeve 

1986). This view might seem cynical, but it provides a useful heuristic with which to 

look at the actions of advisory scientists and the technocratic justifications for 

policy. As we will see in later chapters, there is no one true road from ‘sound 

science’ to ‘sound pohcy’. But there might be better or worse ways of using the 

available scientific knowledge in credible pohcy-making.

As science and technology, and their accompanying styles o f reasoning and rhetoric, 

seep more and more into hfe outside the laboratory, the boundary between technical 

and social is blurred. It is not clear where scientific knowledge ends and pohtical 

decisions begin. The underlying pohtical nature o f technical decision-making is one 

of a number of arguments which prompt caUs for extended pubhc involvement in 

decision-making (Shrader-Frechette 1995). The more uncertain the science, as we 

wül see later, or the more controversial the circumstances, the more important 

pubhc participation becomes in decision-making (ibid., also Funtowicz and Ravetz 

1992). Daniel Fiorino has classified arguments for greater pubhc participation in 

expert decision-making under three headings: Norynative — that representation of the 

pubhc is in itself a good thing according to democratic ideals, Substantive — that lay 

assessments o f risk are vahd and useful in decision-making, and Instrumental — that 

the appearance o f greater pubhc involvement makes decisions more legitimate 

(Fiorino 1990, pp. 227-8).

In later chapters, I wiU explore the attempts made by experts to engage the pubhc in 

a broader advisory process. But this engagement may not easüy be described as 

either normative, substantive or instrumental. Negotiations over expert/non-expert

Denying the political neutrality o f  expertise allows us to account for policy decisions in the past 

which drew upon the same, globally-recognised ‘sound science’, but produced very different local 

responses (e.g. Gillespie, Eva and Johnston 1979, Van Zwanenberg and Mülstone 2000).

See Millstone and Van Zwanenerg (2001) for an illustration o f  the B SE /C JD  fiasco: a perfect 

example o f  the power and dangers o f  using expertise to support political decision-making.
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interactions are likely to contain elements of all three. As the recognition of the 

importance o f the public in decision-making grows, along with a recognition o f a 

‘crisis in trust’, we should be careful to closely analyse any claim of pubhc 

engagement. As Wynne has demonstrated, mechanisms such as pubhc inquiries can 

reinforce asymmetries of expertise. Though the pubhc might see inquiries as an 

important forum, they can have httle real impact on expertise (Wynne 1982, p. 72). 

They therefore become another mechanism for social control. When investigating 

the contributions of the pubhc in pubhc science, we should therefore bear in mind 

an important caveat. It is easy for scientific advice to pay hp service to pubhc 

participation, and the temptation grows stronger as the image of pubhc science 

moves through a ‘pohtical turn’ (Cozzens and Woodhouse 1995, p.533; also Michael 

1992). This does not mean that control of knowledge is moving towards the pubhc, 

or even being negotiated in pubhc.

Returning to Actor Network Theory, we can see how the idea o f mutual enrolment 

might be apphed to expert engagement with the pubhc. Michael and Birke discuss a 

group of experts enrolling certain animal rights interest groups into their ‘core-set’, 

partly in order to marginahse more extreme groups and partly to increase the 

legitimacy of their work (Michael and Birke 1994). Their story is an example o f the 

redefinition of a core set through pubhc engagement. However, they suggest that the 

term ‘envelopment’ might be more ihustrative than ‘enrolment’ (ibid. p. 92). As we 

saw above. Actor Network Theory in its most pure form is bad at explaining power 

asymmetries and the role of interests in such disputes.

The potential o f the pubhc to engage in knowledge production has emerged as a key 

feature of recent science studies hterature. Phil Brown talks about the emergence of 

‘popular epidemiology’ in pubhc health issues (Brown 1987, 1992). Brown 

conceptuahses popular epidemiology as the “process by which laypersons gather 

scientific data and other information, and also direct and marshal the knowledge and 

resources o f experts in order to understand the epidemiology of disease” (Brown 

1992, p. 269). The important element of his argument is not, however, the intrusion 

of lay knowledge acquisition, but the clash o f perspectives. Scientists and lay people 

tend to have very different priorities at aU stages of the scientific and pohcy 

processes. While these differing understandings may hinder communication, the 

wider base o f knowledge production can be beneficial, especiaUy in questioning the
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framing assumptions which underlie risk assessments. Lay involvement wiU also help 

highhght incidences of ‘bad science’ or suppressed knowledge, and it will help 

demonstrate the limitations of normal science in investigating ignorance (ibid., p. 

277). Science can obviously not sceptically investigate every knowledge claim, so 

there will likely be a strong element of ‘epistemological dilution’. But, as Brown 

points out, this is the price that must be paid for past expert policy failures (Brown 

1987, p 278). It also leads us to rethink whether epistemological purity should be the 

priority of public scientists.

Steven Epstein has shown, through his study o f AIDS activists in the USA, that the 

public can play an important role in shaping the production of knowledge about 

disease (Epstein 1996). The aim of the activists in this case was to mould science 

into a more socially-relevant form, at the expense o f what the scientists claimed was 

‘good science’ (moving from ‘pure science’ to ‘impure science’). But in order to 

interact effectively with scientists, some activists had to become ‘lay experts’ in the 

field, reducing the asymmetry that would have prevented communication. The story 

here, while indicating a small victory for lay involvement, is o f the pubhc playing 

scientists at their own game (albeit with distinct motives) rather than contributing an 

alternative epistemological stance. Without a degree o f expertise, and the credibihty 

that comes with it, theit voices in this controversy might not have been heard.

Cases o f pubhc knowledge contributions, coupled with a critical, constructivist view 

of expertise give us a more open view o f expertise. Michel CaUon gives his 

impression o f what these developments have meant...

“Since science is at best incomplete, at worst unreahstic and, in any event, incapable 

of accounting for the complexity of the specific problems to which it is apphed, it is 

advisable to open the forum for discussion and dehberation so as to create the 

conditions of its enrichment.” (Gallon 1999, p. 86)is

CaUon presents us with our current malaise. The interactions between expertise and 

the pubhc can take one of three forms. Model 1, in which the pubhc are educated 

and pubhc knowledge is ignored as substandard (akin to the deficit PUS model 

described above). Model 2, in which it is appreciated that the pubhc are useful in

This article is an enlightening attempt to review and synthesise the insights o f  three decades o f  

science studies. Oddly, for a review article, it only gives two references.
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questioning framing assumptions and providing complementary knowledge 

(Epstein’s story above might be an example). And Model 3, which represents 

tension between science and the public, between standardised, universal knowledge 

and knowledge that is locally applicable and contextual (Gallon 1999). Crucially, the 

third model, ignoring questions of its applicability, would induce no crisis o f trust, as 

there is no attempt by experts to redefine identities of different publics (ibid.).

Model 1, which relies on pubhc trust, undermines itself. It is powerless to address a 

loss of trust in expertise’̂ .

The negotiation of knowledge with non-experts puts pubhc science in a difficult 

position. It is caUed upon to produce authoritative scientific advice, but it cannot do 

so in a pohtical vacuum. Pubhc science has to negotiate its identity between the 

private, scientific world and the pohtical, accountable world. As we will see, the 

pubhc science of finding out about the risks of mobile phones also involves finding 

out about the limits o f expertise and the hmits of pubhc trust.

Protecting Boundaries

Citadels of expertise, when they are forced into a hybrid pubhc domain such as 

scientific advice, find that they are under attack (or at least under pressure). Pohcy 

intervention is hkely to undermine the constructed certainties o f scientific 

knowledge, unveihng its fragüity (Jasanoff 1987, 1990) Scientists in such 

circumstances might be justifiably expected to defend their status as the source of 

cognitive authority both within science and outside it (Barnes and Edge 1982, p.2). 

One of the ways they do this is through what Tom Gieryn calls ‘boundary work’ 

(Gieryn 1983). Gieryn and others, rather than asking the essentiahst question of 

‘what makes science special?’, ask ‘what do scientists do to make science special?’ 

(see also Jasanoff 1987). Boundary work is the collection of rhetorical tactics that 

scientists use to place things inside or outside ‘science’. External pressures placed 

upon science, such as the mixing o f knowledge with authoritative advice, wiU lead

This is a similar argument to the reflexive modernisation thesis, in which the institutions o f  

modernity highlight their own weaknesses (see Beck 1992, Giddens 1996, ch. 2)

Jasanoff makes the point that this is especially true in the US, where scientific evidence is 

deconstructed in public, policy and legal fora: “a process that tends to fragment expert opinions and 

observations into their m ost elementary analytical constituents and to illuminate constantly changing 

frontiers o f  scientific uncertainty and disagreement" (Jasanoff 1989, p. 153).
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scientists to rethink the nature of scientific authority and so work their boundaries in 

new ways.

Scientific experts tend to rhetorically construct what science is, to clarify that more 

problematic areas are actually politics or transscience (Jasanoff 1987; see also Weinberg 

1972). Boundary work analyses have therefore proved very useful in explaining the 

various constructions o f science and politics that occur in the hybrid science/public 

domain of scientific advice. Sheila Jasanoff notes in her studies of regulatory science 

that successful boundary work is necessary for scientific advice to hold political 

legitimacy. Maintenance of this boundary lets scientists refuse entry to non

scientists, so establishing a complete cognitive monopoly. Successful boundary work 

can mean that a regulatory organisation with scientific and political aims can be both 

scientifically and politically legitimate by demarcating its activities into one sphere or 

the other (Jasanoff 1990, p. 236).

However, scientists, while rhetorically demarcating their work to avoid criticism and 

maintain authority, display an active desire to extend control of their knowledge and 

ways o f understanding into the pubhc or pohcy domain. David Rier notes that 

epidemiologists, whose work often attracts media attention, tend to add caveats to 

papers aiming to control how their findings are interpreted (Rier 1999). But the 

omni-directional communication of science across the constructed boundary is more 

complex than scientists might maintain (Hügartner 1990). N ot only do ‘popular’ 

representations o f scientific knowledge feed into aU parts o f knowledge production 

(ibid., pp. 524-8), but scientists also deploy rhetoric o f popularisation to defend the 

‘real’ nature o f their work (ibid., pp. 530-533).

Expert attempts to maintain effective boundaries (distancing themselves from 

pohtical debates), while controlling the flows of information (engaging themselves) 

win always be highly complex in pubhc science. This is especially problematic with 

the increasing role o f ‘hybrid’ science/pohcy/regulatory institutions that necessarily 

work in ah areas (Jasanoff 1990, Hügartner 2000). As we wül see in Chapter four 

with the case of the NRPB, such institutions, and their relationships with exphcitly 

pohcy-making bodies and with ad hoc advisory committees, teU us a great deal about 

the boundary problems encountered by scientific advice. The buüding and 

maintenance work that occurs at the boundaries between science and the pubhc 

defines the relationship between the two sides. We wül see later in this thesis how
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different approaches to this boundary produce very different advisory responses, 

influenced by the scale o f uncertainty highlighted by public controversy.

Uncertainty and Ignorance in public science

“The message is that there are known knowns. There are things that we know that we 

know. There are known unknowns. That is to say there are things that we now know 

we don’t know. But there are also unknown unknowns. There are things we don’t 

know we don’t know. So when we do the best we can and pull all this information 

together, and we then say well, that’s basically what we see as the situation, that is 

really only the known knowns and the known unknowns. And each year, we discover 

a few more of those unknown unknowns.

This speech, from US Defense secretary Donald Rumsfeld during America’s ‘War 

on Terror’, is partly intentional obfuscation and partly an attempted explanation of 

the problem of pohcy decisions when it ceases to be clear what exactly it is that 

decision-makers don’t know. Rumsfeld oratorical knots were received with derision 

at the time, but his comments suggest that the accumulation o f evidence to support 

a decision (in this case inteUigence to support mihtary action) rests largely on the 

identification of what we don’t know — what dangers might exist. In pubhc 

controversies such as that over mobile phones, the control and rhetorical 

deployment of uncertainty is just as powerful as the control of certified evidence to 

support a case.

Uncertainty and ignorance — areas without consensus or without knowledge — 

provide a target for the production of scientific knowledge. Uncertainty represents 

gaps to be fhled in. It is as crucial to the scientific representation of reahty as 

knowledge is (Stocking 1998). It has attracted a good deal o f science and technology 

studies attention from those who feel that the study o f knowledge necessarily 

involves considering areas of non-knowledge.

Before looking at the constructions o f uncertainty that emerge from social studies of  

science, we should acknowledge the intricacies of what it means not to knoŵ *̂ .

February 12, 2002, US Department o f  D efense news briefing on intelligence about terrorism. 

This problem was recognised by econom ists such as Keynes (1936) and Shackle (1955), w ho, in 

attempting to account for the role o f  expectations in determining phenomena such as interest rates.
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Wynne (1992) has identified four areas of incomplete knowledge, and their 

implications. These are risk, uncertainty, ignorance and indeterminacy. Science and 

technology can adequately deal with concepts o f risk and uncertainty (indeed these 

concepts can help define what science is). But ignorance and indeterminacy (where 

we are not aware, or can never be aware, o f what we don’t know) are more 

problematic, and science alone cannot provide solutions (ibid.). My discussions of 

uncertainty and ignorance will flit between the two terms. I am, however, looking at 

how scientists go about constructing their grey areas, and it is apparent that areas of 

ignorance and indeterminacy are often represented and treated as though they were 

simple risks or uncertainties (Shackley and Wynne 1996) (I refer you back to the 

Royal Society’s comments on PUS; “Understanding the nature of risks and 

uncertainty is an important part of the scientific understanding needed both for 

many pubhc pohcy issues and for everyday decisions in our personal hves” (Royal 

Society 1985, p. 10)). My purpose, as a social researcher, is not to evaluate the ‘real’ 

state of knowledge or degree of indeterminacy. And, as wiU become clear in later 

chapters, there is no ‘real’ uncertainty in a pubhc science debate. Uncertainty only 

exists as that which emerges from negotiations about the adequacy and relevance of 

current knowledge.

Constructivist commentators have considered how uncertainty is represented within 

science and outside it. Uncertainty is part of the normal course of aU scientific 

investigations (Wynne 1992), but its representation tends to vary as we move into 

the pubhc domain. MacKenzie (1990) describes a ‘certainty trough’ for technological 

uncertainty as an analogous model to Colhns’ depiction o f uncertainty decreasing 

with distance from the research front. ‘Distance lends enchantment’ has become one 

of the central tenets within the SSK canon. Colhns ascribes this reduction in 

uncertainty to the core-set’s appreciation of the craft-based nature o f scientific 

practice (Collins 1987), which gets lost when facts are black-boxed for external 

presentation. Star has pointed out that the management o f local uncertainties, while 

striving for global certainty, is one of the central aspects which defines scientific 

work (Star 1985, p. 393). We can begin to see that uncertainty is relevant at many

investm ent and employment, emphasised the presence o f  ‘real uncertainty’ as a concept that could 

not be reduced to probabilities. Central to Shackle’s theory o f  uncertainty was the concept o f  

‘surprise’ which, by definition, is unexpected and cannot be built into models (Shackle 1955, pp. 56- 

62).
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levels. As we will see in later chapters, the uncertainties that are problematic for 

scientists at a laboratory level do not necessarily bear any resemblance to the 

uncertainties discussed during advisory decision-making.

The ideas presented so far fit with the majority o f studies o f scientific uncertainty in 

seeing uncertainty as an embarrassment that should be preferably hidden to preserve 

authority (Martin and Richards 1995). In a public context, we can see why 

admissions o f uncertainty could be harmful to the authority of advisors. After all, 

what is the point of seeking authoritative, expert advice if the advisors are plagued 

by the same uncertainties that concern the pubhc and pohcymakers? (Zehr 1999).

Other commentators have attempted to explain apparent divergences in the 

understanding of uncertainty between science and the pubhc. Though much of this 

hterature (e.g. Zehr 1999, 2000) has helped to improve understanding of the 

relationship between science, the pubhc and the media, some ideas and prescriptions 

have tended to suffer from assuming that, because scientists often disguise 

uncertainties, the pubhc are unused to scientific uncertainty, and therefore bad at 

handling it rationaUy. One such attempt to theorise the science/pohcy relationship 

with respect to uncertainty (Bradshaw and Borchers 2000) sees pubhc confidence as 

lagging behind scientific confidence (a type o f constructed certainty), leading to 

problems in science communication. One of their suggested solutions for aUeviating 

this ‘science pohcy gap’ is to “reahgn the definition o f scientific uncertainty as 

perceived by the pubhc and pohcy makers with that o f the science community” 

(ibid.)̂  ̂This recommendation aUows us to point out the limitations o f a naive 

concept o f scientific ignorance. Such a prescription comes from assuming that, whhe 

uncertainties and complexities are features inherent in the processes o f science 

(Wynne 1987), in time, scientists wiU erase the uncertainties and better understand 

the complexities. Imphcit, also, is the assumption that there is only one correct view 

of uncertainty, and this hes within the realm of scientific knowledge production.

This thesis considers uncertainties about mobile phone risks as flexible, with the 

potential for expansion as weU as reduction, and mouldable by groups outside 

science. Uncertainties are seen as contributory resources in the production o f pubhc

21 See Stilgoe (2001a) for a brief critique o f  som e o f  the features o f  this model. The m odel assumes 

that the public will increase their confidence as they learn more about the relevant science. SSK and 

recent PUS research have shown that this is likely to be far from the case.
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science about mobile phones. Some recent STS work has considered how scientists 

actively construct uncertainties for specific ends, with various constructions of 

uncertainty coming together in scientific disputes.

Constructing Ignorance

Scientific knowledge does not reduce ignorance in any general way. While certain 

research might lessen targeted areas of uncertainty, scientific investigation expands 

the potential for further investigation (Nelkin 1979, Ravetz 1987, Funtowicz and 

Ravetz 1990) shedding light on new areas of ignorance. Ignorance is therefore a 

product of scientific activity, (often produced in a quest to reduce uncertainty 

(Wynne 1992)) rather than a target (Smithson 1989). Technological innovation wül 

have a sirrdlar impact, opening up new chasms of ignorance. Ignorance is 

constructed at a cognitive-strategic \&Yt\ (Wynne 2001, p.7), as a product o f unbounded 

scientific curiosity.

To better understand scientific and policy debates in nascent, contested scientific 

areas, we need to follow the lead of a few recent commentators within science and 

technology studies and adapt the tools developed for understanding knowledge to 

look at ignorance, and how it is constructed on a more rhetorical level. We begin 

with the appreciation that “uncertainty as such is not a problem” (Wynne 1987, p.95, 

original emphasis). It becomes a problem when someone authoritatively decides that 

it has problematic implications (ibid.). For it to be considered an issue o f concern, at 

some stage the level and nature of uncertainty must be authoritatively declared. This 

authority becomes the focus o f constructivist studies o f uncertainty.

One o f the targets of SSK is the control that scientists are observed to aim for over 

knowledge. The boundary-work scientists engage in is a way of protecting 

knowledge from slipping out of their control, which might lessen its cognitive 

authority (Gieryn 1995). The control of ignorance is more difficult, because ‘what 

we don’t know’ wül always be contested ground. But it is just as important for 

marshaUing the production o f knowledge. Scientists wül aim to have technical 

control of uncertainty, specifying areas for attention (Merton 1987) and fashioning it 

into manageable, do-able, problems (Fujimura 1987). But they wül also aim for social 

control of uncertainty (Wynne 1987), as there is always a danger that ‘technical 

uncertainty’ may become, or be perceived as, ‘social uncertainty’ (Jasanoff and
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Wynne 1998). An example o f exercising social control is provided by Baimer (2000), 

who notes that scientists in biological weapons programmes invoked social 

uncertainty in the form of ‘fear of the possible’, as part of a strategy to maintain 

political support. Such claims raise the issue, which will be discussed below, o f what 

is at stake in decisions under uncertainty.

Well-managed scientific uncertainty can become a resource for cognitive authority 

rather than a problem (Wynne 1987). For policy prescription, the deployment of 

uncertainty claims can be especially authoritative when used to support the status 

quo (Campbell 1985). Just as with scientific knowledge, constructing uncertainty is a 

vital part o f maintaining relationships and identities in science and pohcy (Jasanoff 

and Wynne 1998, p. 76). In pubhc, however, these identities can be chaUenged by 

reconstructions of uncertainty that originate from outside whatever ‘core-set’ might 

previously have existed.

Uncertainty in public

In pubhc, managing uncertaint)  ̂becomes more problematic, because, as scientists 

know ‘more and more about less and less’, they are hkely to possess a significant 

level of ignorance about science outside their speciahty (FuUer 1993, ch.2). Pubhc 

science is often interdisciplinary and, as we wiU see in this thesis, there is sometimes 

no easily-identifiable core-set, so authority under uncertainty is a huge chaUenge.

This is why regulatory networks are hkely in uncertain, dynamic debates to ‘anchor’ 

themselves on an area of consensus, around which pohcy can be discussed in a 

constructive way (Van der Sluijs et al 1998).

Uncertain situations justify the appreciation of a diverse set of knowledges and a 

questioning o f framing assumptions (what Funtowicz and Ravetz (1992) refer to as 

‘extended peer-review’). Uncertainty wiU therefore be negotiated within the pubhc 

sphere. But, as Stephen Zehr has pointed out, “scientific uncertainty is ijot only a 

reflection of what scientists are uncertain about; rather.. .it can be constructed 

through scientists individuaUy clear and concise but variable accounts o f nature” 

(Zehr 1994, p. 215). The pubhc reconstruction o f expertise is hkely to fashion new, 

pubhc uncertainties in science.
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The active construction and deployment of uncertainty has been the focus of a more 

recent Hterature in the sociology o f scientific knowledge^ .̂ As mentioned above, it 

would be a mistake to assume that controversies are purely scientific creations which 

fuel pubhc unease. Brian Campbell (1985), begins his account o f a pubhc science 

controversy by saying that, while it is tempting to blame controversies on 

uncertainty, it is more constructive to see uncertainty as constructed in the course of 

pubhc disputes, just as knowledge is (see also Wynne 1982, p. 64). We can then 

consider the reasons behind such constructions, and look at how uncertainty claims 

are managed by scientists to increase or preserve their cognitive authority, rather 

than aUow it to be undermined. This is the essence of a constructivist view of 

ignorance.

Scientists rhetoricaUy construct areas of uncertainty and ignorance in the day-to-day 

production o f scientific knowledge. Devices such as identifying “gaps in the 

hterature” (Zehr 2000) and “areas of concern” are used to justify investigation and 

better locate their work around the boundary between existing knowledge and 

ignorance. Shackley and Wynne (1996) have pointed out that the rhetorical 

management of uncertainty is vital in preserving ordered boundaries between 

science and the pubhc. Zehr (2000) has also noted that uncertainty can be used to 

help separate scientific and pubhc worlds, by emphasising the authoritative 

definition o f the state of the science and necessary directions for exploration o f areas 

of ignorance. But it also gives different communities easy access to pubhc scientific 

debates, as it provides a common area for discussion (Shackley and Wynne 1996).

Uncertainty and ignorance in pubhc science disputes is a crucial area of debate. 

Firstly because o f the complexity o f problems encountered by recent pubhc science. 

Such situations are multidimensional and often deal with poorly-understood 

environmental systems, so reductionist science can fail to address the scale o f our 

ignorance (Wynne and Mayer 1993). Secondly, authoritative claims o f uncertainty 

can set the agenda for discussion just as knowledge claims can. Issues can often be 

ignored through ignorance, while others are targeted as relevant for further research. 

Uncertainty determines the questions that might be asked and the possible range of  

pohcies that might be implemented.

.. .or the sociology o f  scientific ignorance as som e commentators would have it (see Stocking 1998)
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Policy in uncertain times

Uncertainty about mobile phone risks points the way for further research. But it also 

suggests that policy might intervene to prevent unwanted effects if our lack of 

knowledge is sufficiently great. Scientific knowledge about the health effects o f  

mobile phones might be insufficient to provide a reasonable assurance o f safety.

We do not need to take an SSK perspective to see that there are situations in which 

science cannot answer aU that is asked o f it. Alvin Weinberg’s conception of such 

situations, which he calls ‘trans-scientific’, does not problematise ‘real’ science at 

all^, yet it appreciates the need for changing features of sound science, such as a 

burden o f proof, to accommodate the demands o f policy and the problems of 

uncertainty (Weinberg 1972). In the last few decades, such thinking has been 

furthered by a constructivist picture o f science providing a clearer picture of what it 

means to be uncertain, and by formal expressions of precautionary styles of 

envitonmental protection.

Funtowicz and Ravetz provide a normative picture o f uncertain science. In 

situations of what they caU ‘post-normal science’, there is not only scientific 

uncertainty, but also high decision stakes (Funtowicz and Ravetz 1992). While this 

model does not include any multi-dimensional notions of uncertainty such as the 

constructivist ideas mentioned above, it does provide a robust recommendation for 

‘extended peer review’, incorporating lay knowledges and perspectives, as a means to 

mitigate the problems of making important decisions based upon incomplete 

information. Before continuing, I should note one criticism of the post-normal 

science model. Authors have questioned whether the two variables of uncertainty 

and decision stakes can be seen as independent or whether they control one another 

to an extent (Yearley 2000, Jasanoff and Wynne 1998). A more constructivist 

viewpoint (e.g. Wynne 1992) would suggest that the degree o f uncertainty in a pubhc 

controversy is determined largely by what is at stake. As we wiU see later in this 

thesis, the stakes involved in pohcy decisions can be key determinants of the 

uncertainties which emerge as sahent.

^ From an SSK perspective, this maintenance o f  a domain o f  real science, removed from trans

science, is boundary work, as Jasanoff has pointed out (Jasanoff 1987).
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The categorisation of uncertainty provided by, amongst others, Brian Wynne has 

some important implications for policy (see Wynne 1992, Stirling 1999). Once we 

problematise uncertainty by noting that ignorance and indeterminacy cannot be seen 

as linear extensions of uncertainty, we can justify qualitatively different, 

precautionary policies.

Precaution is flexibly defined, based around a principle which has a number of 

formulations. But precaution encompasses some crucial features which differentiate 

it from narrow, risk-based assessments, allowing it to play a proactive, rather than 

responsive, role in technological development (Stirling 1999). The precautionary 

principle originally emerged as a concept from German environmental science, 

justifying action to prevent serious environmental harm in the future, even when no 

strong proof existed o f a threat (Harremoës et al 2002, p. 13). This is not to say that 

it is not science-based. As Stirling has pointed out, precaution merely asks for a 

broader definition of science (Stirling 1999). Constructivist perspectives on science 

can therefore contribute a great deal to policy under uncertainty.

It may be tempting to argue that, if uncertainty is constructed by different groups 

according to their interests, then policy responses based upon an identified degree of 

uncertainty will never be robust (Wynne 1992). Just as uncertainty is used to justify 

precaution, so precautionary approaches might be used to justify uncertainties 

(Levidow 2001). Uncertainty and ignorance are multidimensional, contested areas. 

There is no easy way of maintaining control over the construction or removal of 

uncertainties in public science. The role of policy under uncertainty might not 

therefore be to measure and respond to uncertainty, but to incorporate diverse 

perspectives proactively into policy to reduce the possibility of surprise in the future.

Discussions of the relevance of uncertainty to interventionist, precautionary pohcies 

are often laden with debate about what counts as uncertainty. We have discussed 

above what it means not to know about something, but worrying uncertainties are 

necessarily fuelled by suggestive evidence. In order to be suspicious o f whether GM 

foods, BSE-infected beef or mobile phones are harmful (as opposed to, maybe, face 

cream or CD players), our suspicions need to be aroused by some form of evidence. 

Just as the condition of not-knowing is part o f the context of knowledge, so 

evidence is part o f the context of not-knowing. As Donald Rumsfeld might put it.
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we need to know that we don’t know. The construction o f uncertainty is thus tied to 

the assessment of evidence, in its many guises.

Standards of evidence in public science 

Science and Evidence

In one sense, the majority of theorising which emerges from problematising 

scientific knowledge is about evidence: how evidence is accepted, rejected or ignored 

(e.g. Collins and Pinch 1979); or how evidence is gathered, displayed, trimmed and 

translated into knowledge (e.g. Latour 1987, Gilbert 1976). Science is a way of 

gathering, sifting and rearranging evidence. And different appreciations o f what 

counts as evidence act as a major factor in causing or sustaining controversy 

(Engelhardt and Caplan 1987, p.11). But when we bring these ideas into a world of 

pubhc science and ‘evidence-based’ pohcy, we see that there is room for 

explanations that might better account for the role o f standards of evidence, formal 

and informal, at the boundaries between science, pohcy and the pubhc.̂ "̂

Constructivist studies o f science aUow us an insight into the processes through 

which evidence is accepted or rejected. Again, the SSK tradition has gone a long 

way, along with some work in the philosophy of science^ ,̂ to ihustrating the 

importance o f social context in the treatment o f evidence. Cohins and Pinch’s (1979) 

study of the rejection of para-psychological evidence suggests that, through 

permeating the boundary between the constitutive and contingent forums for 

science, evidence can be rejected exphcitly in the course of a scientific controversy, 

or imphcitly, when it is ignored by orthodoxy (ibid., p. 239).

A paper by Caroline Joan Picart (1994) uses the Cohins and Pinch framework to 

narrate the high-profile controversy involving Jacques Benveniste’s claims in the late 

1980s in support of the theory behind homeopathy. The suggested explanation for 

the closure o f this controversy seems sound, but, as has been suggested in a 

response article, it might miss some crucial aspects. Judith Fadlon and Noah Lewin-

2-* O n a reflexive note, in the light o f  the previous section, it should be clear that I am hereby 

justifying my own research by identifying (constructing) ‘gaps in the Hterature.’

25 See Longino (1990, ch. 3) and Feyerabend ([1975] 1993) for philosophical perspectives on the 

value-laden appreciation o f  evidence.
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Epstein (1997) criticise the Picart account of the controversy for failing to recognise 

the importance of the science-public boundary in controversy and closure. They 

suggest that the explanation for the move from implicit to explicit rejection of 

evidence might lie outside the scientific community (Fadlon and Lewin-Epstein 1997, note 

3). Picart focuses is on what is going on within science rather than around it. Fadlon 

and Lewin-Epstein’s comments highlight a limitation o f some of the most respected 

work in the SSK canon, which is similar to the criticisms I have suggested earlier in 

this chapter. Writers such as Collins tend to consider the sociology of issues within 

science (Wynne 1996a, p. 361), which limits the applicability o f their insights to the 

more macro-political situations in which questions about risk, regulation and the 

public must be addressed. In this context, we must move away from looking at how 

scientists treat one another’s evidence. We should instead begin to look at how 

evidence might travel, or be dragged, across the science-pubHc boundary, in both 

directions, altering its appearance and its status.

We will see later in this thesis that a defining feature o f the mobile phones 

controversy has been the lay reporting of symptoms attributed to mobile phone 

technologies. Expert and lay constructions of disease and illness can provide a 

fascinating site for observing knowledge and credibility struggles over what counts 

as acceptable evidence. We can most easily observe these tensions in contested or 

controversial diseases, which challenge scientific understanding through the 

experiences o f sufferers. Zavestoski et al examine the dispute over the existence, 

aetiology and treatment of Gulf-War related diseases, and conclude that the 

experience o f sufferers o f an illness that is not accepted by what they call the 

‘dominant epidemiological paradigm’, can actively contribute to knowledge about 

the disease (Zavestoski et al 2002, p. 200). But the sufferers in this case do not aim 

to simply be providers of evidence. They are also contributors to ethical and political 

debates about treatment, blame, trust and control. However, in order to have these 

concerns accepted, they must fall in hne with science-based advice, downplaying 

their broader claims (ibid., p. 198). Their status is thus reduced to that o f providers 

of evidence; evidence which falls outside current scientific thinking. We are dealing 

here with evidence at the science-pubHc boundary. This is evidence at the bottom of 

the epistemological barrel — what scientists might refer to as ‘anecdotal.’
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Investigating Anecdotal Evidence

Part o f the aim of this thesis is to further clarify what ‘anecdotal evidence’ might 

mean, so I will postpone a strict definition until later. For the time being, a workable 

definition might be evidence gathered in an unscientific way, often in the form of a single 

example, sometimes presented as a form of story (the contrast with science wtU be 

problematised later). My research into the nature and role o f anecdotal evidence is 

prompted empirically, by a recommendation that it be paid proper attention in the 

case o f mobile phones, but the topic resonates with much o f the STS literature. The 

term ‘anecdotal evidence’ has received no explicit attention within science and 

technology studies, but its appearance in some cases helps us to give it a theoretical 

place. Wynne studied the scientific and occupational understandings of a pesticide, 

2,4,5-T (‘agent orange’). Users of the pesticide had reported cases of medical 

damage...

“Throughout the 1970s the official Government Pesticides’ Advisory Committee 

(PAC) conducted several inquiries and issued eight reassurances that there was no 

scientific evidence of harm. The forestry and farmworkers’ arguments were dismissed 

as unscientific and largely anecdotal.” (Wynne 1989, p. 36)

Wynne goes on to illustrate how this rejection of evidence is symptomatic of a naive 

view o f the world outside the lab, in which usage of the pesticide was very different 

from that assumed by scientists in their risk assessments (ibid., p. 37).

Investigating anecdotal evidence is a useful way of observing interactions between 

scientists and the public, or among scientists themselves. Wynne’s example above 

shows how the term can be used in boundary work, to cordon off areas of scientific 

risk assessment from intrusion. When evidence is ‘dismissed as anecdotal’, we 

should ask what the underlying social processes are. In this case, risk assessors 

dismissal of the evidence can be seen as an inability to reflexively question their own 

framing assumptions. Aside from Wynne’s brief example, which is not really about 

anecdotal evidence per se, little mention is made of the term in science studies 

literature. But a number of science studies insights deal with similar issues, and these 

contribute to placing my discussion alongside ubiquitous themes such as public 

engagement, local knowledge and trust in expertise.
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Ron Westrum provides a case which demonstrates how anecdotal evidence from 

French Peasants, demonstrating the reality of meteorites, was ignored by the 

scientific estabhshment of the time (Westrum 1978). Acceptance came only through 

the slow accumulation of reports and the scientific acceptance of plausible causes 

(ibid.). In effect, the pubhc, anecdotal evidence was scientised, *̂̂  a feature that I will 

discuss in detail in chapter six.

The case o f the meteorites demonstrates one o f the most sahent features of evidence 

across the science-pubhc boundary; that acceptance or rejection, far from being 

determined by quahty or quantity o f evidence, is contextual (ibid. p. 469). Colhns 

and Pinch, in their study of battling factions in the parapsychology debate, note that 

some criticisms o f parapsychological experimentation were based upon readings of 

what they cah anecdotal evidence. This consisted of information never considered 

for pubhcation, which should have moved it out of the constitutive forum of 

scientific debate (Colhns and Pinch 1979, p. 257). For Colhns and Pinch, this 

treatment o f anecdotal evidence helps iUustrate the scientists’ flexible definition of 

what counts as ‘real science’.

Just as with any rule in science (see Shapin 1995a, p.303-4), we might expect the 

apphcation of standards of evidence to be contextual. In pubhc, factors such as trust 

and status affect how anecdotal evidence from outsiders is received and treated. In a 

pohcy context, evidence that might be considered weak and anecdotal evidence can 

be used to support important decisions if it conforms with the current position of a 

pohcy body^ .̂ Abraham and Sheppard, in their description of the regulation of a 

drug, triazolam, point out that

“.. .the PDAC [Psychopharmacological Drugs Advisory Committee] emphasized the

anecdotal evidence of triazolam’s efficacy in clinical practice, while discounting such

O n another reflexive note, Shapin, am ong others, has pointed out that we must look at the larye 

number o f  case studies in the Sociology o f  Scientific Knowledge in order to see support for its 

theoretical claims (Shapin 1982, p. 157). Many individual studies, without any chance o f  independent 

validation, might be considered ‘anecdotal’.

27 Personal Communications: Kevin Quigley, Queen’s University, Belfast, Sept 2002; Adrian Ely, 

University o f  Sussex, Sept, 2002. Susan Leigh Star has also pointed out the scientific usefulness o f  

generalising from single cases to m ove from a position o f  local uncertainty towards global certainty 

(Star 1985, p. 407).
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evidence when it related to ADRs [Adverse Drug Reactions]. Thus the PDAC altered 

its boundaries of causal ‘proof over the same drug, according to which boundary 

emphasized the drug’s benefits and which discredited its risks.” (Abraham and 

Sheppard 1999 p. 827, original emphasis)

The above example is particularly worrying because the boundaries o f causal proof 

are not altered, as we might hope, to take account o f what is at stake in decision

making. Rather it is skewed in the opposite direction, a reverse o f precautionary-style 

thinking.

Anecdotal evidence is sociologically interesting because it flows across the science- 

pubhc boundary, but it is also interesting because it might represent a ‘subjugated’ 

form of knowledge. Its position at the bottom of any normal hierarchy of evidence 

makes it an interesting way o f looking at power relations in science. Although this is 

not the main subject of my thesis, a large and informative hterature looks at the role 

of subjugated knowledge in science (e.g. Harraway 1991, ch.9). Donna Harraway 

makes the point that, although there are insights to be gained from looking at 

alternative, subjugated knowledges (because they are less hkely to faU foul of the 

myths that come with power), we should be careful not to over-privilege such 

positions, as some feminist theorists have done (Richards 1996, p. 324). Such 

positions should also be open to deconstruction (Harraway 1991).

The fluctuating, contextual nature of standards o f evidence, whether in exphcit rules 

or as part of the tacit framework used by science to protect its authority, provide us 

with a fascinating site for considering the layers o f a pubhc science debate. We can 

consider the meanings that ‘anecdotal evidence’ might have at the boundary between 

pubhcs and experts. Are these meanings stable enough to place the term as a 

‘boundary object’ (Star and Griesmer 1989), giving actors in different social worlds a 

common point for understanding, while aUowing sufficient flexibihty to preserve the 

identities of those involved? Anecdotes might also provide a ‘window on the world’; 

access-points for lay entry into cognitive areas that might previously have been out- 

of-bounds (Rip 2003a). Through consideration o f these themes, I hope to hluminate 

how the term, its meanings and its deployment in the case o f the mobile phones 

debate help us to understand the relationships that construct pubhc science. 

‘Anecdotal evidence’ is a term that wül pepper my thesis. Its relationship with 

expertise wül provide the background to the insights developed through my
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research. ‘Anecdotal evidence’ provides an analytical focus for consideration o f the 

themes of uncertainty, non-expert engagement and the limits of scientific evidence 

that I have seen defining the pubhc controversy over the health effects of mobile 

phones.

The Co-production of public science and the public in 
science

In 1996, a special edition of the journal Social Studies of Science sought to contribute 

answers to a highly pertinent question within science studies: should studies o f  

science pohticaUy contribute to the debates they strive to unravel, or should they 

remain pohticaUy neutral?̂ ®

One contribution, by Sheila Jasanoff, suggested that, rather than worrying about 

taking sides in controversies, it might be more interesting, when deahng with 

pohticised issues, to see forms of knowledge and social order (and ensuing 

controversies) as co-produced (Jasanoff 1996).

“An important source of confusion, in my view, is the transposition of the idea of 

‘controversy’ -  together with its stripped-down, binary distinctions between ‘winners’ 

and ‘losers’ — from the weU-de fined context of laboratory studies of science to the 

complex and shifting terrain of social and pohtical disputes involving science and 

technology. I argue that a move from the framework of controversy to the more 

expansive framework of co-production does greater justice to the topography of 

science and technology in socio-pohtical settings outside, or even inside the 

laboratory.” (ibid., p. 397)

Informed by the teachings of Actor-Network Theory, co-production considers how 

networks are formed around issues, giving them scientific and socio-pohtical 

meaning, shaping knowledge and social structures. Scientific research, pohcy and the 

pubhc frame and shape one another. We can contrast this to a caricature of how 

science-in-pohcy was once considered: as ‘science speaking truth to power’, causing 

a (pohtical) pohcy response, which in turn might have caused a reaction among some 

members of the pubhc.

^ Social Studies o f  Science, Vol. 26, N o. 2, Special Issue on 'The Politics o f  SSK: Neutrality, 

Commitment and beyond'. May, 1996
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The model of co-production leads us to rethink the dichotomy that separates science 

from its policy application (Jasanoff and Wynne 1998, p. 6). Distinctions between 

science and ‘science-used’ or ‘policy-relevant science’ presuppose a tidy set of 

knowledge ready to be employed. This prejudices our analyses of science in public, 

which is why I have used the phrase ‘public science’ as a much more general way of 

describing science with a pubhc context, whether it was intended for pohcy 

apphcation or not. Co-production provides a way of integrating the useful lessons of 

Pubhc Understanding of Science with some of the radical approaches of Sociology 

of Scientific Knowledge.

This chapter has considered some theoretical perspectives on what goes into 

constructing science-in-pubhc. I have emphasised that studies of science in itself 

miss some sahent aspects of the construction o f pubhc science controversies. It is 

now an STS staple to argue that controversy in pubhc is not a product o f scientific 

uncertainty, but one o f its determinants (e.g. CampbeU 1985). So an explanation of 

pubhc science as a direct extension of explanations o f hermeticaUy-sealed private 

science wül teU us httle. The co-production idiom aUows us to accept a wider set of 

explanatory factors for the production of science and its pubhc context. To return to 

the recent paper by Colhns and Evans discussed above, in which decision-making is 

seen within the context of a core-set of experts, we can see that the difference in 

emphasis is marked. My own reservations about the extension o f CoUins’s core-set 

model to the pubhc domain have been recently better-expressed by Sheüa Jasanoff 

in a response to the Colhns and Evans article.

“A great deal of the discussion paper’s argument turns on C&E’s [Collins and Evans’] 

apparent determination to resurrect Cohins’ ideas of the ‘core-set’ in lab-based 

science controversies and to give it new meaning in the context of pubhc decision

making. That translation unfortunately does not work.” (Jasanoff 2003, p. 395)

The core-sets-in-pubhc model presupposes a set of expert decision-makers who are 

presented with an issue of pubhc concern. However, as we shah see in later chapters, 

the growth o f a pubhc problem does not happen around, or behind the backs of, a 

core-set. Many problems have no weh-defined group of relevant experts when they 

rear their heads, and experts and non-experts can drasticaUy reshape the nature of 

the problem itself, disenfranchising any ‘core-set’ that might have existed. The co-
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evolving patterns of scientific and social order that come from a public science 

controversy expand the group of actors who play a role in its closure.

The model of co-production is more expansive than previous attempts to explain 

science as the product of laboratory practice. However, as we gain this explanatory 

clarity, we perhaps have to sacrifice some of the power that was achieved by early 

STS work in undernaining simplistic science-based assumptions of what makes good 

pohcy. The co-production style leaves us with some problems when we consider the 

use of science-in-pohcy, or the provision of scientific advice. Here are two to bear in 

mind while reading this thesis: Firstly, if knowledge and social order are co-produced, 

surely knowledge contributes towards the construction of ‘pubhc interest’ and 

‘pubhc concern’. How then should these be ‘taken into account’ when we make 

pohcy? Second^, if scientific uncertainty is co-produced with knowledge as a product 

of controversy, rather than being its cause (see above), how do actors take the level 

of uncertainty into account when they make pohcy decisions? (We wül see in chapter 

five that arguments over precaution ihustrate that, just as advisors cannot appeal 

directly to an unproblematic state of knowledge, so advocates o f precaution cannot 

appeal to an unproblematic level of uncertainty).

Jasanoff has, in attempting to summarise and advocate the development of co

production thinking, claimed that its strength hes in its descriptive richness (Jasanoff 

2004a). Jasanoff is less convinced that co-production can offer normative help (but 

this issue has always been controversial within STS, as shown in the aforementioned 

issue o f Social Studies of Science). Co-production can indeed trace the paths o f power 

into previously unconsidered places (ibid.), which can permit symmetrical analysis of 

pohcy issues. Just as constructivist studies of science reacted against an 

unsymmetrical ‘sociology o f error’, so co-production can prevent us from limiting 

our gaze only to a ‘sociology of cock-ups’. Many useful science-pohcy studies have 

considered advice that has been shown, post hoc, to be unsympathetic, narrow

minded or wrong. It has been shown that in past cases advisors did not take into 

account uncertainties (e.g. Millstone and Van Zwanenberg 2001), the expertise of 

non-scientists (e.g. Wynne 1996b), or the flexibihty o f what counts as safe (Wynne
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1988).^  ̂But these post hoc irrationalisations are illuminated in part by the knowledge 

that there was a better way things could have been done. In the case o f mobile 

phones, it wiU not be clear for many years whether scientific advice was as effective, 

as balanced and as clear as it should have been. But this thesis, informed by the co

production approach, wiU provide an explanation that contributes to the 

understanding of scientific advice in which aspects such as ‘uncertainty’ and ‘pubhc 

concern’ cannot be taken for granted. Indeed, pubhc concern might be just as 

flexible a set of interests as the knowledge that is marshaUed as an expert 

contribution to pubhc science.

Chapter Postscript: Perspectives on mobile phone risk 
and policy

Mobile Phones are pervasive cultural objects, sociaUy-shaped and contributing to the 

shaping o f our world. They have unsurprisingly attracted a deal o f attention from 

sociologists, although the novelty of their usage suggests that current insights into 

their history and cultural significance (e.g. Agar 2003, Brown et al 2002, Katz and 

Aakhus 2002) represent a tiny fraction of the hkely attention they wUl receive. WhUe 

this hterature is sociologicaUy interesting and useful in contextuahsing my analysis, it 

is not directly relevant to the controversy over the health effects o f mobile phones.

Perceiving Risk

The majority o f hterature that has emerged around the mobile phones health 

controversy has come from the field of risk perception and communication. This 

area has a close relationship with STS, and a similar inteUectual history, but from 

which there are some important points o f departure. The field of risk perception 

emerged as an attempt to conceptuahse the divergence between expert and lay risk 

assessments. The ‘psychometric paradigm’ (Slovic 1987, 1992) suggested that lay 

people used psychological heuristics to make sense of the uncertainties that 

surround them. This approach is helpful to an extent, but from a constructivist STS 

perspective, it only tells us half of the story. The implicit assumption is that there is a 

right to view risk, obtainable through expertise, and that lay perceptions are

^ Wynne uses the example o f  the Challenger space shuttle disaster to make the point that, just as 

scientific controversies provide a site for analysis o f  context and construction in science, so accidents
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distortions. The paradigm therefore slots neatly into the deficit-style thinking that we 

are trying to move away from.

Constructivist commentators on risk, after Mary Douglas, have suggested that the 

emphasis should be on how social groups select, accept and construct risks, in line 

with their cultural beliefs.

“The perception of risk is a social process. All societies depend upon combinations of 

confidence and fear... Some fears are physical, some are social... In addressing 

questions of acceptable risk without considering their social aspects, we could be 

speaking to the wrong problems” (Douglas and Wüdavsky 1992, 6).

This model has contributed a style of thinking from which have emerged many post

deficit ideas about the Public Understanding of Science, namely that a lay 

understanding does not represent a deficiency, but an active position taken 

according to deeply embedded cultural norms (see Douglas 1992). But this model is 

only weakly constructivist (Lupton 1999, p. 28), again implying that there is a correct 

way of thinking about risk, which is then distorted by social factors. The advantage 

of STS approaches to risk is that no assumption is taken about correctness. This has 

allowed commentators to observe the social assumptions that feed into objective 

scientific risk assessment, and the ones that are left out (e.g. Wynne 1989), and the 

impact these assumptions can have on the coherence of risk assessments (Stirling 

1999).

Mobile Phone risks

The majority o f the literature that concerns itself with the construction of mobüe 

phone risk emerges with a positivist spin often from the scientists who have been 

involved in research. Articles have appeared throughout the debate in popular and 

scientific and popular scientific journals such as The Tancet, New Scientist and the 

British Medical Journal, as well as risk theory journals. Much o f the language of risk 

perception, communication and policy has been readüy accepted in scientific circles. 

Quirino Balzano and Asher Sheppard (two scientists who have contributed research 

to the controversy) argue in a recent paper that there is no evidence of a risk from 

mobüe phones, so the application o f the precautionary principle to mobüe phones is

provide a site for the research o f  similar issues with technology (Wynne 1988).
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unjustified (BaLzano and Sheppard 2002). Their impression is that policy is following 

fear rather than quantified risk assessment, and so operating sub-optimally. 

Adherence to the precautionary principle, they argue, produces weak, or erroneous 

policy (ibid., p. 361). Three other influential scientists criticised the application of the 

precautionary principle to policy on mobile phones for similar reasons. They noted 

that the principle is poorly defined and designed for environmental rather than 

technological problems and that its application undermines the vast body of existing 

scientific knowledge (Foster et al 2000). In the article, they cite the 

recommendations of the communication from the EC, discussed above, as a 

possible road to better policy. Adam Burgess provides a more constructivist account 

which leads to the conclusion that precautionary approaches to the mobile phone 

issue, especially in the UK, have contributed to the perception o f risk by the public^” 

(Burgess 2002). (See chapter five for further discussion of the constructions behind 

these precautionary and anti-precautionary arguments).

Literature along these Hnes, and there is plenty more, helps explain some of the 

pubhc concern about mobile phone risks, but it suffers from requiring assumptions 

about their safety from the outset. Two Polish scientists who are more wary o f the 

health effects of mobile phones conclude in a risk article that the pubhc underestimate 

risks from handsets, while overestimating risks from base stations (Szmigielski and 

Sobiczewska 2000). This article is mainly a scientific review, portraying risk 

perception lessons as logical offshoots from its scientific conclusions.

Taking a position on the reahty or otherwise of a risk can lead to erroneous or 

unhelpful conclusions. STS can provide us with a privileged perspective by 

suspending judgement about the reahty of risks, problematising expert risk 

assessments and appreciating that any level o f uncertainty is contested (see above). 

Suspending judgement aUows us to consider the risk issue rather than the risk. 

Wüham Leiss, presenting the mobile phone controversy as a case study, 

recommends a move from ‘risk management’ to ‘risk issue management’ (Leiss 2001,

Burgess uses the phrase ‘construction o f  risk’ (Burgess 2002, p. 175), but this seems inappropriate 

without a problematisation throughout the risk spectrum, rather than just at the ‘social’ end. Scientific 

risk assessments are not seen as problematic. The use o f  the term ‘construction’ in this way, 

disguising a realist account o f  risk, has been a feature o f  much risk perception literature.
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p.10)/^ This sheds light on risk (as characterised by scientific assessment) as one 

contested perspective in a wider public context. The risk need not therefore define 

the controversy. Such a perspective help us to explain how issues emerge and fade, 

how they should be understood and the role of policy.

STS and EMFs

Mobile phones, as mentioned in the introduction are one o f a number of 

technologies that induce electromagnetic fields (EMFs). Other recent EMF 

technologies that have caused similar controversies include microwave ovens, power 

lines and computer VDUs (visual display units). The controversies cannot be seen in 

isolation from one another, just as the mobile phones debate cannot be seen as 

separated from other recent debates. There are features of other EMF technological 

controversies that apply to the mobile phones example without much adjustment. It 

would be churhsh therefore to ignore the insights that STS has provided in these 

areas. The following section also represents a useful means of introducing the 

perspectives described above to the case study considered in this thesis.

As I mentioned above, few scholars have dealt with issues around Electromagnetic 

Fields (EMFs) from an STS perspective. David Mercer has pointed out that the issue 

has received little theoretical attention, despite a large quantity of more popular 

literature addressing some of its social and political themes (Mercer 2002, p. 206). As 

well as active engagement with risk and policy debates, in which an STS perspective 

is brought to bear on a number of myths which pervade the debate (Mercer 2001), 

Mercer has addressed the discourse used in credibility debates in public EMF science 

(Mercer 2002). He uses the EMF debate to explain how, in public science issues, aU 

aspects of science are contested (ibid. p.223). Flexible interpretations o f bias, trust, 

credibility, methodology and epistemology can all contribute to the widening o f an 

issue, maintaining its pertinence in the face o f attempted regulatory closure (ibid.). 

This paper highlights some o f the most fascinating elements of the EMF 

controversy, aU o f which appear in the mobile phones example.

Funtowic2 and Ravetz make a similar point. In issues involving post-normal science, in which  

decisions are urgent, science is uncertain and the stakes are high, research is issue-dtvvcn (Funtowicz 

and Ravetz 1992) , rather than driven by curiosity or by client demands.
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From a more anthropological perspective, a paper by Lisa Mitchell and Alberto 

Cambrosio has addressed the issue of how electromagnetic ‘pollution’ is constructed 

as a hybrid^  ̂entity (MitcheU and Cambrosio 1997). The paper looks at the use of 

measurement devices for EMFs, often used to ‘define’ the level of EMF risk. In 

measuring, people are opening a black-box of previously unobtainable knowledge 

about field that surround us, which can have important impacts on identities (ibid.). 

These insights, though not explicitly addressing issues of expertise and public 

science (ibid., p. 223), serve to contextualise the mobile phones debate and highlight 

some of its most salient features. The fields produced by mobile phone technology, 

which many people consider to be risky, are invisible but measurable (which raises 

the question o f who has access to knowledge of field strengths); they are natural and 

simultaneously the product of technology; and they are pervasive. As the limited STS 

scholarship of EMFs has helped to show, along with the other insights into public 

science offered in this chapter, perspectives on such technologies and the expertise 

behind assessing their risk are about more than just ‘science’.

The term ‘hybrid’ is borrowed from Bruno Latour to describe things that emerge in many places, 

with many meanings, as a pro'duct o f  networks o f  scientific, political and public actors. Such things 

are both ‘natural’ and ‘social’ (Latour 1993).
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M ethods and M ethodology

nm e

H alfw ay through my research, I had a m eetin g  w ith  an ep id em io log ist w h ose  

particular expertise lay in research design. A t the end o f  the interview , I turned the 

tape o f f  and our conversation  turned to the m echanics o f  socia l research. T he  

scien tist asked w h o  funded my research, (w ith an im plied ‘w hy?’). H e asked, “So w hat 

d o  you  do w ith this?” , pointing to the tape recorder. I replied that I w ould  go  back to  

the o ffice , transcribe it, anonym ise it, analyse it and tp' to  draw out so m e them es that 

w ou ld  illustrate the w orkings o f  a scientific  and public con troversy. 1 con tin ued  that 1 

w ou ld  produce a thesis that reflected m y con clu sion s. H e  asked, “So h ow  does  

anybody validate it?” A fter a pause, 1 answ ered that n o -o n e  really could. My research  

and its results reflected m y interpretation. 1 cou ld  o ffer m y accum ulated data to  

oth ers, but a separate analysis w ould  look  at d ifferent th ings, reveal a separate 

p erspective and m ight lead to different con clu sion s (although n ot to o  different, I 

h op ed ).

H e then asked w h o  else 1 w ou ld  be speaking to. 1 said that, first, 1 was planning to  

speak to  about half o f  the m em bers o f  the Stewart group (the lE G M P , see chapter 

five). H e jum ped in, “W hy only half? T hey m ight be the w ro n g  half.”

This thesis reports on a case study using a combination of research methods. The 

ma jo fit)" of my data comes from a series of 31 interviews conducted over 18 

months. In addition, I analysed pohcy, scientific and activist hterature from the 

period of interest (c. 1998 -  2003), as well as attending meetings and conferences on 

the health effects of mobile phones. This additional research contributed a 

contextual element that would not have been revealed by interviewing alone. My 

research has provided a picture of the case, but the methodology used to build up 

such a picture is not straightforward, as the anecdote above shows.

R esearch Q uestions

The mobile phones health controversy as a case study does not in itself suggest 

obvious themes for consideraion. It does not beg research questions. Rather it is an 

interesting case of contemporap^ public science that yields themes through study.
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My research questions therefore developed with the research project, although the 

topics that emerged in preliminary research remained consistently fruitful. My 

research began with a desire to probe key themes identified on reading the Stewart 

Report, the most important scientific advice review o f the mobile phones 

controversy in the UK (see chapter five). These themes (Evidence, Uncertainty, 

Expertise and the Pubhc) have fueUed my theoretical investigation, and they have 

directly fuelled my methodological progress. Initially, the direction of my research 

could be summarised under four main questions:

1. How is uncertain science used in technology pohcy in the case of mobile 

phones?

2. How is scientific uncertainty about mobile phone risks communicated in 

scientific advice?

3. How are lay risk assessments used in the construction o f pohcy for deahng with 

potential mobile phone health risks?

4. How is anecdotal evidence assessed and handled in pubhc science?

My research questions began with a need to gain a broad perspective on the 

construction of the mobile phones controversy as a pubhc phenomenon. I began my 

research early and speculatively, rather than formulating a strict research design. This 

ahowed me to grasp the context of the debate relatively quickly, and therefore shape 

my research and discover which themes would be the most productive. Throughout, 

however, there was a consistent emphasis on the expert construction o f non- 

scientific phenomena. My research is therefore a constructivist case study, with an 

emphasis on the role played by experts.

My research targets the construction of phenomena by expertise. Its questions are 

best answered by qualitative analysis, but impossible to answer by any form of  

traditional ethnography. There did, and does, not exist a relevant community of 

scientists or advisors which can be culturally observed, a point I reiterate in the 

concluding chapter. My research considers an issue whose expert construction 

emerges from meetings, occasional conferences, scientific literature and policy 

documents. The only cultural feature the cast of my research aU share is involvement 

in ‘The case o f the mobile phones health controversy in the UK’.
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Studying cases

Yin defines a case study as “An empirical inquiry that investigates a contemporary 

phenomenon within its real-life context, especially when the boundaries between 

phenomenon and context are not clearly evident” (Yin 1994, p. 13). As with any 

‘issue’, ‘debate’ or ‘controversy’, the unit of study is defined along with its 

emergence. The ‘case’ of the mobile phones controversy is not easily separated from 

the related EMF controversies mentioned in chapter one, and the scientific debate 

certainly cannot be considered outside its public pohcy context, as wül be argued.

A case study brings methodological baggage which must be considered in carrying 

out research and extrapolating findings to other situations. Some features o f case 

studies, drawn out by Jennifer Platt, illustrate their advantages and disadvantages.

What can case studies do? (after Platt 1980)

1. Case studies can suggest the plausibüity o f a social situation when generahsed 

beyond the case in question. At their weakest, therefore, they can provide 

hypotheses of interest.

2. Case studies, by not aiming for generahzabüity, can illustrate the importance of a 

particular context to the construction o f a feature. As an issue moves through a 

social world, it illustrates features of this world (what Platt calls a ‘social barium 

meal’ (page 10). The theoretical insights described in chapter two emphasise that 

the analysis o f “Knowledges in Context” (Wynne 1991) is central to 

constructivist studies o f science.

3. Case studies can clearly be useful to further interpretation of the same case. (I 

would hope that another analysis of the case of mobile phones and health, 

whether o f a particular aspect, from a different perspective, or at a later stage, 

would consider my work as influential).

4. Case studies can (sometimes) claim to generalise their descriptions (and 

sometimes prescriptions) beyond their frame of reference. It might be that, in a 

particular case, the prevailing wisdom is shown to be false.

5. Similarly, case studies, because they are open to surprising developments, can 

produce novel and interesting conclusions that might not have emerged from a 

stricter ex ante research design.
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In a vigorous defence of the power of case studies in social research. Bent Flyvbjerg 

notes a scientistic criticism of case studies that their lack o f scientific method wül 

lead to results that are Likely to fit pre-existing interpretations (Flyvbjerg 2001, p.81). 

Flowever, Flyvbjerg rejects this ‘bias towards verification’, noting that there are 

myriad examples of case study research which, because o f its flexibility, has been 

able to cast off theoretical constraints and advance understanding (ibid. p.84). This 

criticism, and others, of single-case research resonates with many o f the insights into 

some o f the negative constructions of anecdotal evidence which are presented in 

chapter six.

So, given the singularity of my study, what ambitions can it have for generalizabihty? 

Can it aim to say anything beyond its own frame of reference? And how can readers 

be sure that my analysis is robust? The scientist from this chapter’s opening 

anecdote appreciates how problematic these questions are, just as he appreciates my 

inability to answer them in a way that would traditionally be considered scientifically 

robust. After all, as qualitative social researchers, “what we call our data are really 

our own constructions of other people’s constructions of what they and their 

compatriots [or colleagues] are up to” (Geertz 1973, p.9). Geertz is discussing the 

study o f cultures defined in part by their geography, but we could apply this insight 

equally to the construction o f a study of a group o f experts (even when it is not 

immediately clear who that group is, or whether there exists one core group to be 

studied).

My research is qualitative. The merits and problems of qualitative research have 

been addressed in depth in sociological literature. The following is as good a 

summary as 1 have come across o f the differences between quantitative and 

qualitative approaches:

“The quantitative goal is to isolate and define categories as precisely as possible 

before the study is undertaken, and then to determine, again with great precision, the 

relationship between them. The qualitative goal, on the other hand, is often to isolate 

and define categories during the process of research... For one field, well-defined 

categories are the means of research, for another they are the object of research.” 

(MacCracken 1988, p. 16)
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Qualitative research is necessarily flexible, and the questions (and perhaps methods) 

of research must respond to the insights developed during the project. Qualitative 

research affects how research subjects are accumulated and handled during 

interviews:

“The purpose of the qualitative interview is not to discover how many, and what 

kinds of people, share a certain characteristic... It is the categories and assumptions, 

not those who hold them, that matter. In other words, qualitative research does not 

survey the terrain, it mines it.” (MacCracken 1988, p. 17)

Yin (1994) makes the point that case studies necessarily draw upon multiple sources 

of evidence. The use of a single method would produce a skewed analysis o f an issue 

that emerges within a particular context. My methodology is therefore mixed, 

although the bulk o f my evidence comes from a series of interviews.

Gathering data

The interviews I conducted were semi-structured, based around a set o f themes and 

key questions but flexible enough to follow the natural conversation and thought- 

processes of the interviewee (see Appendix 2 for a typical set of themes and 

questions). Semi-structured interviewing attempts to reconcile the advantages of a 

structured interview (comparability, control, coding) with the broader perspective 

gained in an open-ended interview. Open-ended interviews provide the opportunity 

to let the interviewee determine the discussion and so reveal their own perspective. 

“The rationale behind open-ended interviewing is that the only person who 

understands the social reality in which they live is the person themself” (Bums 2000, 

p. 425). How this social reality is represented in conversation is problematic. There 

needs to be an appreciation that, especially with intelligent, reflexive interviewees, 

there wiU be an unavoidable difference between accounts and behaviour, a topic 

addressed below.

My interviews were originally based upon a long set o f questions which emerged 

from my main research questions. These questions represented some initial points of  

exploration for the case study. However, once I became more familiar with the 

salient issues of the case study, it became clear that interviews would run more 

clearly with a list of topics to be covered. This not only allowed for the possibility of
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the interviewee defining their perspective on issues such as evidence and uncertainty, 

but it also proved a more effective way o f taking into account each interviewee’s 

perspective as individual actors rather than as representatives of a group. Each 

interview was tailored towards the interviewee. I researched the background and role 

of each interviewee before we met. Later interviews were conducted with topic 

sheets that included contextual information about the specific interviewee, what 

work they had done and whether they had publicly stated their position on an issue. 

It was important to consider the individual impact interviewees had on the 

controversy, rather than as typical representatives o f a group.

Elite interviewing

At least half of my interviews might be considered 'elite interviews’. That is to say 

that the interviewees were “people used to exercising power and influence” (Arksey 

and Knight 1999, p. 122). This is unavoidable when investigating the social 

processes that go into expert decision-making, particularly if the credibility of 

scientific advice depends on the esteem of individual scientists (Jasanoff 1997). Elite 

interviewing raises a set of special methodological issues, which are considered 

below.

Access

Access to these subjects can be difficult. They are usually busy and difficult to 

contact except through assistants etc. (although this can sometimes greatly simplify 

arranging a meeting). On the whole, however, once contact was established, the 

subjects readily agreed to speak, often with the most senior being the most 

welcoming.

In elite interviewing, the individual is the target o f research rather than the group they 

might represent, so providing a complete picture can hinge on theic co-operation. 

Thankfully, all but two of the key subjects identified agreed to speak to me, although 

in some cases interviewees were pressed for time. Time constraints forced me to 

cover only the issues raised by my research questions, and prevented me from 

exploring other nuances o f the discussion. However, the interviews that were 

truncated tended to be later in my research, by which time the important themes had 

emerged.

Anonymis ation
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As mentioned above, my intention from the outset was to keep all interview data 

non-attributable (i.e. anonymised). I am convinced by my experiences that this was 

the right thing to do.’ In almost aU cases, an assurance of anonymity helped to build 

rapport and encouraged an openness of discussion. Many of the interviewees 

required reassurance that knowledge of ‘who said what’ would go no further than 

me. Some wished for information or opinions to remain off the record, 

demonstrating that even more prosaic debates can have controversial implications if 

opinions are associated with individuals.

I had one major reservation about anonymising my interview data. The controversy, 

as will become clear through my narrative, was largely constructed and steered (at 

the expert end) by the actions and charisma o f a few individual actors. To therefore 

refer to them as a ‘scientist’ or a ‘committee member’ removes some o f the narrative 

purpose o f recounting what was said. However, I was fairly sure that, given the 

public nature of this controversy, such individuals had made their feelings known in 

public, quotable fora. Where possible, if an opinion has been expressed in the public 

domain similar to one that emerged from an interview, I have used an attributable 

version.

In anonymising interviewees, I wish to retain their position in the debate to 

contextualise their data. Where a quote is used, therefore, I indicate who said it • 

according to their most relevant position. Many o f my interviewees were members 

of multiple committees, or committee members and research scientists. I therefore 

choose which role is most illustrative in the interpretation o f their comments. 

Opinions differed in some cases as to whether another interviewee was a ‘scientist’ 

or an ‘activist’. The distinction, as with the tide o f ‘expert’, is by no means fixed. I 

have therefore tried to select the most relevant and most consensual job tide.

I interviewed the three chairs of relevant committees (AGNIR (see chapter four), 

lEGMP (chapter five) and MTHR (chapters five and six)). Not wishing to reveal 

their status, I have however demoted them to ‘committee members’. Similarly, I 

have not indicated which member of the lEGMP was a lay member. Only two of

' There are ethical as well as expedient reasons for anonymising interviewees. The British Sociological 

Association’s statement o f  ethical practice demands that privacy and anonymity be respected even if  

the material is not especially sensitive (BSA 2002).
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my interviewees were women. To retain their anonymity, I have not used the word 

‘she’ in referring to either of their comments. The referenced interviews are 

numbered to protect identities, with the numbers assigned randomly.

I conducted 31 interviews over 18 months (see appendix 1). These ranged in length 

from 25 to 100 minutes, with the average length being around 50 minutes. Initial 

interviews tended to be longer, as I was interested in letting the interviewees speak 

for themselves and so define their own key themes. My initial interviewees were 

university scientists who had conducted some o f the widely-reported research that 

played a large part in the construction of the controversy (see chapter four). I then 

spoke to members o f the Stewart Committee (see chapter five) who, in 1999-2000, 

had conducted one of the most important scientific and advisory reviews of the 

subject. In addition, I interviewed some members of the MTHR committee (see 

chapter six) who did not take part in the Stewart report (the two committees shared 

much o f their membership). I spoke to activists, scientists, industry representatives 

and the civil servants who oversaw the production o f the Stewart report. One of the 

interviews was a joint interview with two civil servants. O f my 31 interviews, 22 

were with people who would consider themselves scientific experts in an area 

directly connected with the mobile phones case. The remaining 9 (including civil 

servants, industry and a lay member of the Stewart committee) were with people 

who possess enough expertise to contribute eloquently to the construction of  

scientific and policy debate. As might be expected in a scientific controversy, some 

interviewees, though considering themselves experts, would not be considered 

experts by others. My final interview was with a scientist I had interviewed near the 

start of my project. I was keen to follow up on some o f the themes he had 

introduced and to get his perspective on the developments within the controversy in 

the 18 months since we had previously talked.

The large majority of my interviews were recorded onto tape and transcribed, 

although the last two were recorded directly onto MP3 files. Two interviewees 

refused to be recorded^, so I took notes on important details, opinions and short 

quotes where relevant.

2 One interviewee refused to be recorded for practical reasons o f  electromagnetic compatibility (the 

electromagnetic fields generated by the tape recorder might interfere with experiments being 

conducted).
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At the start o f each interview, I provided only the briefest explanation o f my 

research project, usually saying that I was interested in the mobile phones health 

issue, with an emphasis on the way scientific advice is provided in a pubhc context. I 

was concerned that, with an inteUigent and sometimes highly reflexive group of 

interviewees, their responses might be shaped by a desire to please or a view o f me 

as an imphcit advocate o f their position. My interviewees were, on the whole, eager 

to help and interested in the scope of my research project, but I tried to keep the 

conversation running on their terms as much as possible.

It became clear during the first few interviews which topics prompted fruitful 

discussion. Interviewees were keen to talk about anecdotal evidence and the part it 

played in science and pohcy. Questions about scientific uncertainty and its 

problematic nature over time tended to cause more confusion.^ I found it difficult to 

engage scientists with the reflexive question o f “how uncertain is the science of  

EMF health effects?” However, often opinions on uncertainty feU out o f answers to 

other questions during the interview. Few scientists only wanted to discuss ‘the facts’ 

or restrict discussions only to their narrow area of expertise. Most appreciated the 

contingencies and the pubhc context of their work and were whling to discuss these 

elements openly. Laboratory scientists were keen to explain their work and activists 

were keen to expound their views on general and specific aspects of the debate. 

Advisors, often with lengthy pohcy experience, tended to provide considered and 

balanced opinions, viewing me as an ‘audience’ rather than a researcher.

A clear hne could be drawn between those interviewees who were involved in the 

debate and those who stiU are involved in the debate. Some of my interviewees 

worked on the Stewart committee, but have since had httle to do with the issue. 

Even those who worked on the Stewart committee and have since worked with the 

subsequent MTHR programme had difficulty remembering exactly what happened 

two years previously (although they might have considered this a politically 

expedient amnesia — at the time of writing, the Mobile Telephones Health Research 

Programme (see chapters five and six) was still allocating research funds, based on 

the priorities identified by the Stewart report).

3 It is easy to forget the confusion that som e questions caused during interviews. A blank stare can 

sound like a considered pause on tape, and look great on paper.
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At the end of each interview, I asked the interviewee who I should speak to broaden 

my perspective or investigate a certain theme (‘snowball sampling’). The names I was 

given determined to a large extent who I would speak to subsequently. Names were 

replaced on my list o f prospective interviewees until I was confident that I was 

receiving a balanced picture of the issue. Interviewees tended not to discrirninate 

between scientists, advisory scientists, activists and others in recommending targets 

for interview. And most encouraged me to speak to people who had views wildly 

different from their own. Addressing the concerns raised in my opening anecdote, 

qualitative research cannot make claims based on its research sample to 

generalizabihty. The sample was therefore constructed to provide a balanced picture, 

centred on the UK case but informed by international perspectives. To answer the 

scientist’s final question in my opening anecdote, I interviewed those members of 

the Stewart committee who had been recommended to me by other interviewees. 

Rather than aiming to present the typical views of the committee, therefore, my 

project reports on the opinions of those who were seen as influential.

My interviews were occasionally bookended by activities which were equally 

interesting. Some interviews were followed by discussions over lunch, some by tours 

of laboratories and one by a walk through London towards a pubhc meeting o f the 

MTHR committee. Such situations provided research material which would not have 

arisen from the more sterile environment of an interview held at my request. 

Informal discussions highhghted the inadequacy o f interview data alone in acquiring 

knowledge o f a case study.

Other sources of evidence

Rather than interviewing exhaustively, which I felt would provide a partial 

perspective on the construction of pubhc science, I supplemented my interviews 

with documentary research o f scientific papers, pohcy hterature, Internet 

pubhcations and pubhc record archives of the workings o f the lEGMP (released 

January 2 0 0 3 ).The pubhc records from the lEGMP emerged surprisingly soon, a 

benefit o f a governmental desire for greater openness. However, this openness 

brought some unforeseen hurdles. There is a tendency, in situations where authority

D ocum ents at the Public Record O ffice are usually closed for 30 years before release.
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is called upon to be publicly transparent, to ‘backstage’̂  the most interesting parts. In 

sifting the public records, I came across a letter from the deputy director of the 

NRPB (featured in chapter four) to the lEGMP’s chairman. Sir William Stewart (the 

frontman o f chapter five):

“I also felt that we should not attribute too much to individuals other than where it 

was necessary. I can foresee that in due course these minutes might go on the Public 

Record and it would be better not to have specific views attributed to individuals on 

the group.”'̂

In addition, many o f the meetings of the lEGMP are poorly-represented by their 

pubhc minutes. O f the lEGMP’s five pubhc meetings, a transcript survives only for 

the meeting in Liverpool. Reading this transcript alongside the sanitised minutes 

from the lEGMP web site crystahises the attempt to ‘backstage’ the more 

problematic elements of scientific advice, particularly when non-scientific groups are 

involved. I will return to this theme in the conclusion of this thesis, where I discuss 

expert attempts at constructing ‘pubhc concern’.

While it is not my intention to attribute views to individuals (see ‘Anonymisation’ 

above), this consciousness of the future pubhc status o f documents often prevents 

such views from being revealed at ah, attributed or not. These pubhc records must 

be seen as expert constructions, rather than as a straightforward representation of 

the workings o f a committee.^ Researching the records of the lEGMP revealed 

plenty, but it also revealed how much was unresearchable, either because it had not 

been submitted as part of the records, or because key discussions had taken place 

informaUy.®

5 See Hilgarmer (2000) for an exposition o f  scientific advice as a public performance, in which aspects 

are emphasised or kept hidden to make the drama more effective. Hilgarmer notes the tendency to 

hide aspects o f  ostensibly ‘transparent’ scientific advice that might prove embarrassing (ibid., p. 149).

 ̂Letter from John Stather to Sir William Stewart, 29‘*'July 1999 (PRO HP4, file 25 

 ̂ It is perhaps a feature o f  research in a reflexive modern environment that it is often very easy to get 

hold o f  material, but that this material might be a very partial resource. While it is therefore easy to 

get hold o f  information, research requires a new level o f  analysis to assess to what extent the picture 

is complete.

® Jeremy Paxman’s account o f  British political life reveals the extent to which Hansard, the official 

record o f  proceedings o f  the U K  Parliament, is tidied up before publication. According to Paxman,
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Publications such as Microwave News (MWN) provided a valuable introduction to 

the breadth o f the controversy. MWN is itself an important and well-respected 

publication, reporting scientific and pohcy developments in the health effects of  

EMFs. Its tone is unashamedly sceptical o f assurances of the safety o f EMF 

technologies, but it is well-researched, and regularly reports the opinions of 

international scientists.

Such pubhcations, along with pohcy, regulatory and industry documents, contribute 

to a discursive variety which can be analysed to get an idea of the competing 

interests and definitions in the controversy. I analysed texts as rhetorical devices (see 

Woolgar, (1989) for a short explanation), contributions to discourse rather than 

explanations in themselves (for example, the ‘discourse of comphance’ explained in 

chapter four). Some of these texts were purely scientific, but the more valuable texts 

were from advisory scientists, regulators or industry, operating (without clear 

distinction) between repertoires of ‘science’ and ‘pohtics’ (cf. Gilbert and Mulkay 

1984).

In addition to my interviews and documentary research, I attended conferences and 

meetings^ that dealt directly with the question of mobile phone risk, including three 

pubhc meetings of the Mobile Telephones Health Research committee (See chapters 

5 and 6 ). These meetings allowed me to look at scientists in a professional 

environment (although it quickly became clear that there was no context in which 

advisory and research scientists could be observed ‘doing pubhc science’), as well as 

seeing how experts interacted with activists and members o f the pubhc.

It was important to keep a perspective on the accounts given by my interviewees and 

to consider how their behaviour might differ from this. To a large extent, I 

presumed that the vahdity o f my research emerged from the rapport built up during 

conversations. However, because some interviewees were less forthcoming or busier

Hansard is “not a verbatim record o f  what was said in the chamber o f  the H ouse o f  Com m ons, but 

what the participants wanted to say” (Paxman 2002, p. 172).

“Mobile phones — Is there a health risk?” conference, 20'**-21®* September 2001; MTHR meeting, 8''’ 

Novem ber 2001; M THR meeting, IP'’ N ovem ber 2002; W H O  meeting on the Application o f  the 

Precautionary Principle to EMF, Luxembourg, 24’'’ February 2003; “RF Interactions with Humans” 

conference, 27’'’-28’'’ February 2003, MTHR meeting, 4*'’ N ovem ber 2002
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than others, there was a need to complete the picture with other forms of 

observation.

Internet research was a valuable tool for information-gathering’'̂ and for providing 

context. I could easily discover who an interviewee was, what they had done and 

why it would be enlightening to talk to them. Most policy documents and many 

scientific papers were accessible online, making them easy to find and search 

through. I also subscribed to a number o f mailing lists that were relevant to the 

issue.” These were run by scientists and activists, and their postings provided an 

important context to my analysis, forcing me to consider my conclusions in relation 

to the daily developments of the debate.

As WiUiam Leiss and Greg Paoli have discussed in their account o f the mobile 

phones health issue in Canada (Leiss and PaoH 2001), the Internet can reveal a 

richness o f what unorthodox scientists and activists know about a controversy. For 

the social researcher, the Internet can provide access to a ‘virtual community’ (Hine 

2000) o f actors drawing connections between issues, empowering local communities 

and dispersing expertise as an alternative to the received wisdom. Internet research 

can reveal the breadth o f expertise that is made relevant to a public science 

controversy. Although it is not the explicit subject o f this thesis, the Internet has 

contributed to the construction of interested groups around the mobile phones 

controversy, particularly campaigners against mobile phones and their masts. My 

research of the web sites that are most readily accessed by concerned and interested 

non-experts has provided valuable context for my representation o f the expert side 

of the controversy.

This thesis accounts for a fraction o f my research. The unrepresented remainder, 

much o f which was not analysed in detail, served to keep my analysis in context, 

reminding me not to over-extrapolate interesting conclusions reached as a result of 

analysing the interviews or policy documents. I am confident that, in my

Although, o f  course, it is important to be wary o f  the trustworthiness o f  much o f  the information 

online.

The mailing Usts to which I subscribed were the Bioelectrorriagnetics mailing list, the Society for 

Radiological Protection (SRP) mailing üst, ‘EMF-L’ (managed by Roy Beavers), and ‘EMFacts’ 

(managed by D on  Maisch).
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combination of methods, I have approached a description of a case that is not 

‘observable’ in any easy sense.

I converted the material from interviews and archive research (minutes, publications, 

media transcripts etc.) into a project which could be analysed as one unit within 

QSR NVivo. NVivo is a qualitative data analysis (QDA) package that provides easy 

sorting, coding and searching of data. It helps clarify analysis o f a large amount of 

documents, which is vital in the mixed-methods handling o f a complex case study 

involving many actors and perspectives. But it is also useful in building analytical 

rigour, forcing new Hnes of inquiry while being flexible enough to accommodate 

changes in data and approach.

I coded each transcript, document or set of notes in NVivo according to the themes 

derived from my research questions and the themes presented by each source. The 

Hst of ‘nodes’ (coding categories) expanded during the initial stages of data analysis, 

totalling 54 by completion (the complete node Hst is reproduced in Appendix 3).

The coding scheme aUowed for search, retrieval and analysis of relevant material, as 

weU as analysis o f relationships between nodes — considering whether, for example, 

‘anecdotal evidence’ was talked about in the context o f ‘scientific uncertainty’ and/or 

‘pubHc concern’. In addition, sources were labeUed with attributes indicating their 

position in the mobile phones health controversy. This aUowed for comparison 

between, for example, written and spoken opinions, or opinions from different types 

of scientist. As I have mentioned, the coUection, coding and analysis o f project data 

was an iterative process o f refinement. As such, it fits weU with quaHtative 

methodological developments originating in grounded theory, in particular the 

constant comparative method that can be used to analyse categories defined both by 

researcher and by subject (Glaser and Strauss 1967).

In this thesis, much of the evidence for my narrative comes from pubHcly-avaüable 

sources — minutes, web sites, advisory reports etc. This thesis is an analysis o f pubHc 

science, so many of the themes I elucidate can sufficiently draw upon pubHc 

discourse. However, my interview data provides another perspective on the issues, 

revealing both the thinking behind much of the pubHc discourse and some themes 

which have not been openly discussed.
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Conclusion

This thesis represents my reconstruction of a case that might not have existed in any 

real sense. As with any case study, it is bounded essentially by my desire for a 

controlled research project. Towards the end of my research, I began to think that 

the only thing all of my research targets (people, documents, groups and places) 

might have in common is their contact with me. However, my doubt is largely 

dispelled by my interviewees’ eager engagement with the topic. Few seemed to think 

it was not worth studying or that ‘it’ -  the public science controversy over mobile 

phones — did not exist.

This thesis fits within the broad tradition of Science and Technology Studies (STS), 

as outlined in the previous chapter. This theoretical alignment contributed some 

methodological insights which are useful in trying to understand the place of my 

research and its limitations in speaking to the outside world. STS has grown up with 

some distinct interpretative and methodological maxims. The symmetry postulate in 

particular (see chapter two) serves to remind the social researcher that they should 

remain agnostic about the truth or falsity of science, or the reality o f the risk they are 

investigating. My research led me to form opinions o f the riskiness of mobile 

phones, based on which of my interviewees I trusted. But these opinions (should) 

have no bearing on the presentation of my research in this thesis. This agnosticism 

raises the question of how real the ‘issue’ is if we cannot say anything about the 

reality of the risk that is its centrepiece. Again, the only consolation I can offer is 

that the ‘issue’ (my case study) was considered important and distinct by my various 

interviewees and correspondents.

In researching and reconstructing my case study as this thesis, I rely upon expert 

constructions. I made an early methodological decision not to produce a complete 

story by trying to get an accurate picture of the state o f public opinion on the mobile 

phones health debate. To do so might have been to fall in Hne with naïve 

conceptions o f the pubhc understanding of science (as in the previous chapter) in 

which the gap in understanding between experts and everyone else is accentuated. 

This thesis is about the pubhc, the non-experts within this debate, but its insights are 

based largely upon expert constructions of pubhc concern and pubhc engagement. 

To aim to represent pubhc opinion on the health risks of mobile phones would be
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to ignore the mechanisms by which a small section o f the pubhc become engaged in 

such a debate.

Examining the controversy over mobile phones while it is ongoing has allowed me 

to observe the (re-)construction of science that might have been disguised by 

history, but it has also allowed me to observe the emergence o f scientific and social 

order (or disorder). In looking back at a controversy, I suspect that the temptation is 

to prise pohtics apart from science in an attempt to see better what is going on, but 

this would obscure the intermingling of the many aspects that go into producing an 

‘issue’.

This thesis is a reflexive pursuit, so the questions that fuel my case study research are 

similar to the questions with which one might doubt the vahdity of my research.

This thesis poses bigger questions, only a few o f which it can hope to answer, such 

as ‘what counts as evidence?’; ‘How does research become authoritative?’ ‘Should 

research be scientificaUy robust, pubhcly credible, or just useful?’ These questions 

and others hang over the representation of my own work and maintain my case 

study as an accurate and interesting analysis o f a controversy and a context. My 

account, whhe unashamedly constructivist in its approach, is designed to be 

constructive. It is my hope that, while its findings should not be extrapolated way 

beyond its scope, it wih contribute to decision-making in similar areas, in similar 

circumstances.

As a case study, this thesis could be considered anecdotal. Based on my analysis of 

anecdotal evidence that provides the centrepiece of my research (see chapter six), I 

leave it to readers to make up their minds as to the advantages and disadvantages of  

my research and its representation. If it is anecdotal, I hope that, as with the most 

optimistic constructions of other anecdotal evidence we will see later, it questions 

previous assumptions and provides a necessary perspective that would not have 

otherwise emerged.
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Controversy, Science and a Reliance on Compliance

In the course of my research, a story emerged from the development o f the mobile 

phones controversy and my interviewees’ opinions. This story was guided by the 

intended direction of my research, but revealed unforeseen elements during its 

construction. This section o f the thesis narrates the short history of scientific advice 

on mobile phone health effects with an emphasis on the features o f scientific advice 

and public concern that have defined the building and undermining of pubhc 

credibhity. 1 aim to show how an tissue’ develops as the product o f negotiations, 

between scientific research, lay involvement, rhetoric and pohcy intervention.’ My 

narrative is informed by the theoretical ideas developed from the constructivist 

studies of science discussed in chapter two, so wül emphasise the vagaries and 

contingencies of knowledge. However, as was discussed in chapter two, a case study 

in pubhc science is partial if it considers the science away from its broad pubhc 

context. Whatever controversy exists at any time about mobüe phones is both 

scientific and pubhc, with the interests o f different groups waxing and waning for a 

number of reasons, which might be more closely connected than is conventionaUy 

understood.

A major aim of this chapter and the next is to illustrate how, in addition to 

knowledge claims, claims o f what we don't know contribute to constructing the content 

and context o f a controversy. In hne with the approach outhned in chapter two, 

uncertainty and ignorance claims are therefore treated as a flexible resource and a 

vital part of authoritative knowledge claims.

This chapter aims to describe how mobüe phone scientific advice stood when the 

pubhc, the British media and 1 found it in the late 1990s and how chaUenges to the 

dominant science/pohcy consensus undermined the authority of this advice. 1 wih 

begin to unpick the pohtics o f the state o f scientific consensus and scientific advice

’ This study does not aim to provide a thorough description o f  the claims-making that contributed to 

the emergence o f  a ‘social problem’. This job, using ideas drawn from the literature on the sociology  

o f  social problems (see Schneider (1985) for a review) has been done with respect to the mobile 

phones controversy elsewhere (Burgess 2004). My account offers an explanation for the role o f  

experts in this debate, although inexpert claims are considered if  reflected in the actions or rhetoric o f  

experts.
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as it faced public challenge. Particular emphasis is placed on the concurrent roles 

played by science, technology, pohtics and the pubhc. The foUowing chapter 

considers how this controversy, once estabhshed, was understood and managed by 

experts.

This chapter begins by looking at the source of the health controversy over mobile 

phones — the radiation and Electromagnetic Fields (EMFs) that are emitted from the 

antennae of handsets and base stations. I then describe ‘what science knows’ about 

the effects o f such radiation. I introduce the National Radiological Protection Board 

and describe the science and pohtics of setting guidelines for protection from EMFs. 

Behind these guidelines hes a thermal consensus, and in front hes a discourse that, 

with the onset o f controversy, is used to defend both the scientific consensus and 

the authority of the guidelines.

This chapter acts as a constructivist critique o f scientific advice whose pubhc 

credibihty plummeted with the onset o f controversy, and might therefore be seen as 

laying the blame at the door o f the institution responsible, the National Radiological 

Protection Board (the NRPB, who will be formaUy introduced shortly). However, I 

hope it contributes more as a diagnosis, explaining the circumstances that 

contributed to a lay disenchantment with scientific advice. While the NRPB’s 

handling of the pubhc controversy was not immaculate, its üls were largely caused by 

circumstance rather than self-inflicted.

‘‘If it doesn’t heat you, then it doesn’t harm you”

The phrase that provides the tide of this section is a quote from John Stather,  ̂the 

assistant director o f the NRPB. It sums up the consensus over the known harmful 

effects o f electromagnetic radiation such as that emitted by mobile phones (from 

heating body tissue) and an assurance that any uncertainties that remain in the 

science are not problematic. I wül explain in this section how such reassurances 

come about as a public manifestation o f a scientific, regulatory and industry 

consensus. But first, we must consider the origins of science’s knowledge about 

mobüe phone risks.

2 The M oney Programme, BBC2, 18 April 1999
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Mobile phones and their base stations are generators of electromagnetic fields 

(EMFs) and emitters of electromagnetic radiation. Tltis radiation is used to cany our 

phone calls, text messages and, increasingly, a range of other information.
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In the UK, the two prevalent digital systems operate at frequencies in bands around 

900 and 1800 megahertz (MHz).  ̂These frequencies Lie between analogue TV'̂  

transmissions (at 470-854 MHz) and microwave ovens (at 2450 MHz) on the 

electromagnetic spectrum (see figure 1, above). Electromagnetic radiation at these 

frequencies is commonly referred to as microwaves or radio frequency (RF) radiation 

(anything from 300MHz to 300,000MHz (3GHz). Radiation at these frequencies is 

considered fairly innocuous when compared with established radiation hazards such 

as X-rays (>3 X 10'̂ ’Hz) and gamma rays (anything above 10'*̂  Hz). At this end of 

the electromagnetic spectrum, radiation has sufficient quantum energy (directly 

proportional to its frequency) to break molecular bonds. X-rays and gamma rays can

 ̂ BT and Vodafone, die older pair o f  network operators, use the 900MHz band (GSM900). Orange 

and Q n e20n e use 1800MHz (GSM 1800). GSM originally stood for the ‘Groupe Spécial Mobile’, the 

working group set up to establish a European standard for mobile networks. However, that acronym 

has now been usurped in common usage. GSM is now understood to stand for ‘Global System for 

Mobile Communications’.
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therefore cause permanent tissue damage and DNA mutation, leading to cancer. 

Radiation in these frequencies is known as ionising radiation (anything more energetic 

than ultraviolet light). In terms of this known carcinogenic effect, low-powered 

microwaves are insufficiently energetic, and so impotent in damaging human tissue. 

Microwaves are therefore known as non-ionising radiation. One scientist I interviewed 

used an analogy to explain to me the vast differences between known radiation 

hazards and the dangers of microwaves:

“If you transmit that to football, if you don’t mind... David Beckham can... kick the 

ball about half the pitch. He’s Mr Microwave. If he became Mr UV (Ultra-violet 

light), he could kick the football across the Atlantic Ocean. And if he became Mr X- 

ray or Mr Gamma Ray, he could kick the football out of the solar system. That’s the ' 

difference in energy, at the atomic level, that we’re dealing with” (Interview transcript, 

No. 21)

The point he is making is that an individual microwave simply does not have the 

energy to do anything dangerous. So, if classical physics denies microwaves (non

ionising radiation) the opportunity to directly damage DNA and cause cancer, what 

dangers do we need to be protected against from mobile phones?

Microwaves, which we can imagine as frequently oscillating electromagnetic fields, 

can, if enough energy is imparted within a period o f time, vibrate charged molecules 

such as water, which leads to a heating effect in organic tissue. Knowledge o f this 

effect and its mechanism, as we shall see, is at the centre o f ‘what science knows’"̂ 

about the effects of microwaves. The effect allows for the heating of food in 

microwave ovens, which radiate at hundreds of watts. But exposure of living tissue 

to intense microwave heating would cause tissue damage which would lead to 

cataracts, cancers or foetal abnormalities in pregnant women (NRPB 1982). The 

heating effect o f microwaves therefore needs to be prevented with mobile phones. 

The power o f a mobile phone (less than one watt) is less than a thousandth o f the 

power of microwave oven,  ̂but mobile phones are usually held next to a headful of 

wet, sensitive tissue.

 ̂This phrase is borrowed from Steven Epstein’s (1996) description o f  the facticity o f  HIV causing 

A IDS. Epstein in turn borrows the phrase from Patton (1990).

 ̂Mobile phones are not allowed to transmit at more than 2 watts for the 900M Hz band or 1 watt for 

the 1800M Hz band. However, a technique called Time Division Multiple A ccess (TDM A) is used to
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For mobile phone technology, protection from known hazards includes not just the 

exposure of the human head to handset radiation, but also of the human body to the 

radiation transmitted from mobile phone base stations. In order to protect the 

human body from thermal harm, scientists and advisors must decide four things:

— What counts as a tolerable increase in temperature?

— What level o f radiation absorption induces such a temperature rise?

— How best to calculate that absorption?

— How to numerically represent a maximum safe level?

The purpose of this chapter is to explain how such decisions involve uncertainties, 

controversies and political choices, and how these choices are represented in pubhc 

when advisory scientists explain their rationale. The extent to which the 

contingencies of the underlying science are communicated in scientific advice 

highhghts the prevailing expert construction not just o f a scientific consensus, but 

also o f the role of scientific advice and the degree to which scientific knowledge 

should be demarcated from pohtical decision-making and pubhc challenge. In the 

UK, the body responsible for sifting the science and deciding how best to advise on 

protecting the pubhc is the National Radiological Protection Board, who are the 

main focus of this chapter.

T h e  N R P B

The National Radiological Protection Board was estabhshed in 1970 by the 

Radiological Protection Act, which burdened it with the dual responsibüity of 

conducting research into the health aspects o f radiation and advising both the 

Government and the pubhc. The NRPB originahy concentrated on hazards from 

ionising radiation, responding to scientific and pubhc concerns about nuclear power. 

X-rays and underground radon. But in the 1970s, concerns began to arise that non

ionising radiation might be harmful in ways that were not weU understood by

maximise the available frequency channels by splitting each channel into eight slots. This means that a 

digital phone transmits at an average power no more than 0.25 watts or 0.125 watts (an eighth o f  the 

values above).
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experts. In 1974, The NRPB’s remit was extended to include non-ionising radiation.'’ 

At around the same time, global scientific and regulatory interest in the potential 

dangers o f an increasing variety of electromagnetic technologies led to the creation 

of the International Non-Ionizing Radiation Committee (INIRC) (in 1977), as an 

offshoot o f the International Radiation Protection Association (IRPA). In 1992, the 

International Commission on Non-Ionizing Radiation Protection (ICNIRP) was 

launched to continue the work of INIRC^ and we will see later how the relationship 

between ICNIRP and NRPB, both responsible for setting guidelines, illustrates the 

dynamics of regulatory science. But first we should consider how the NRPB 

responded to the first concerns about the possible hazards o f EMFs.

The Advisory Group on Non-Ionising Kadiation

In 1990, a report leaked from the United States Environmental Protection Agency 

had classified Extremely Low-Frequency (ELF) EMFs as a ‘possible human 

carcinogen’, defined by the presence of some “limited evidence o f carcinogenicity in 

animals in the absence of human data” (EPA 1986, p.20). At this time, the public 

EMF controversy that attracted the greatest scientific attention was over the possible 

hazards of ELF fields generated by overhead power hnes (at 50-60Hz). Despite the 

extension of its remit some years before, the NRPB reahsed that it was not 

sufficiendy able to respond to the growing concerns about non-ionising radiation so, 

in the same year, a group was formed to better advise the NRPB on the state of the 

science and directions for future research regarding the health effects o f non

ionising radiation. The Advisory Group on Non-Ionising Radiation (AGNIR) was 

designed as an independent adjunct o f the NRPB. It was chaired by the eminent 

epidemiologist Sir Richard DoU who, since convincing the world o f the hnk between 

lung cancer and smoking in 1950, had turned his attention to carcinogenic exposures 

from radioactive sources such as underground Radon. DoU, who had advised the 

NRPB on ionising radiation issues for the previous decade, was asked to form a 

committee to look at the more uncertain science of EMFs and human health. 

(According to my interviews with AGNIR and NRPB scientists, the UK had not

 ̂NRPB, Extension o f  functions order, 1974, Statutory instrument N r 1230 (1974) HMSO. N R PB ’s 

non-ionising radiation division remains a lesser interest, using up a fifth o f  the N R PB ’s resources 

(Interview notes. N o . 13).

 ̂ ICNIRP now  reports to the World Health Organisation.
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seriously considered the issue of health risks from EMFs before 1990). Experts 

needed to catch up with the public in order to authoritatively deal with any 

controversies that might arise. AGNIR comprised scientists from areas such as 

radiation physics and bioelectromagnetics, the fields most closely associated with the 

knowledge on which advice was based, as well as more generally respected 

epidemiologists and physiologists.

AGNIR, after two years and seven (private) meetings, produced a report which 

attempted an advisory summary o f the state o f the science that had considered the 

potential carcinogenicity o f EMFs. By this time, the report from the EPA had still 

not been published, (and indeed would never be, despite its leaked conclusion) 

although other reports had since echoed its conclusions (e.g. NIEHS 1999).

AGNIR, who were asked to advise whether the science suggested NRPB should 

change its existing advice, concluded:

“Much of the evidence that has been cited is inconsistent, or derives from studies that 

have been inadequately controlled, and some is likely to have been distorted by bias 

against the reporting or publishing of negative results... In the absence of any 

unambiguous experimental evidence to suggest that exposure to these 

electromagnetic fields is likely to be carcinogenic, in the broadest sense of the term, 

the findings to date can be regarded only as sufficient to justify formulating a 

hypothesis for testing by further investigation.” (NRPB 1992, Introduction)

This pattern o f experts identifying uncertainties as justification for further research 

will become familiar as my thesis develops. The report went on to recommend some 

areas for future research, noting the “current paucity o f fundamental knowledge on 

the biological effects o f low level electromagnetic fields” (ibid.. Report summary). 

One o f the group’s conclusions summarised their impression o f the area o f science 

that had produced most o f the research reviewed in the report:

“The Advisory Group suggests that more emphasis is needed on the consolidation of 

‘positive’ findings and the formulation of the testable hypotheses necessary for the 

whole field to progress beyond the largely phenomenological position it currently 

occupies.”® (NRPB 1992, Recommendations for Research)

® This conclusion has echoes o f  Kuhnian philosophy behind it, suggesting that the scientific paradigm 

needs to be strengthened for reliable, normal science to be carried out (see Kuhn, [1962] 1996).
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As we shall see throughout this thesis, the perceived immaturity o f the field that is 

the source o f policy-relevant science in this area affects the credibility of claims that 

advice is strictly ‘science-based’. However, it was considered that the established 

consensus around the known, thermal effects o f EMFs was sufficiently robust to 

maintain the pattern of existing scientific advice reflecting certified scientific 

knowledge.

The NRPB’s response to the work of AGNIR was a minor revision of the exposure 

guidelines for non-ionising radiation (NRPB 1993), which had existed since 1989 

(NRPB 1989). This original advice, developed over seven years, represented the 

‘state o f the science’ at the time. Both this original advice and the 1993 revision 

contained two sets of guidelines — standards which, if compliance was demonstrated, 

would protect humans from harm. One set of guideline levels was designed to 

restrict exposures which might cause harm. The other set, called ‘basic restrictions’, 

enumerated the levels of absorption o f radiation that might be considered safe. These 

basic restrictions, taking into account not only the physics o f EMFs, but also the 

biology of human tissue were based on a derived quantity known as the Specific 

Absorption Rate (SAR). As the NRPB’s SAR values represent the end-point for 

British scientific advice on the safety of EMFs, it is a good starting point for my 

investigation o f what constituted the advisory discourse when the controversy over 

mobile phones first emerged.

Constructing SAR Guidelines

Guidelines for exposure to EMFs have existed globally since the late 1950s, 

although there was originally little agreement between countries as to what they 

should be (an issue to which we wiU return later in this chapter^. In the UK, the first 

scientific advice regarding exposure to EMFs was an exposure restriction addressed 

to workers in the Post Office (Home Office 1960), which, at the time, also managed 

radio transmissions. In 1989, the NRPB published the first UK guidelines on 

exposure to EMFs based on a thorough review o f the available science. These 

guidelines, as well as suggesting restrictions on exposure based on field strengths, 

suggested basic restrictions based on SAR (which measures absorption rather than 

exposure), following the lead o f American bodies, who had been the first to provide a

 ̂A  point made at a conference held to discuss international harmonisation, Zagreb, N ovem ber 1998.
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dosimetric set of guidelines (measuring the dose absorbedhy the body) in the early 80s’°. 

Previous guidelines, such as the 1960 Post Office advice, were based solely on 

exposure levels such as power densities and field strengths (Kuster and Balzano 

1997, p. 13)"

The 1989 guidance was based on the (scientific) responses from two consultation 

documents (NRPB 1982 and NRPB 1986). The first o f these noted that “the pubhc 

has become increasingly aroused to the possibility of hazards to health from 

exposure to non-ionising electromagnetic sources o f radiation such as microwave 

ovens, radar and radio equipment, lasers and overhead power lines” (NRPB 1982, 

Foreword). All o f these technologies had been associated with greater or lesser 

degrees of health risk.

In 1989, the dosimetric techniques required to calculate the dose o f radiation 

absorbed by the human body were relatively crude, so ‘investigation levels’ of power 

density and field strengths were provided. These investigation levels are still used to 

easily assess whether the radiation to which human tissue is exposed is Likely to be 

safe in terms of absorption. Investigation levels give values for electric and magnetic 

field strengths which can be easily measured and expressed as a pair of quantities (in 

Volts per metre (Vm") and Tesla (1), respectively).

For mobile phone technology, the investigation levels allow a relatively easy 

assessment o f whether the ‘far-field’ radiation that is transmitted from a base station 

complies with guidelines. The relatively simple pattern of exposure o f a whole 

human body in a measurable field makes it easy to calculate absorption. It is 

therefore assumed that, if none of the investigation levels are exceeded, the radiation 

absorbed wiU be less than the basic restriction level. However, when a mobile phone 

is pressed against the human head, tissue is exposed to the ‘near-field’ of the 

antenna.The interaction o f this ‘near-field’ with the human head is more complex.

A NSI (American National Standards Institute) 1982 and NCRP (National Council on Radiation 

Protection) 1986

" .. .although the restriction on field strength was derived, in a rudimentary fashion, from a 

suggestion to keep absorption below  1 watt per kilogram.

In an effort to better understand the intricacies o f  near-fields and far fields, I posted a message to  

the Bioelectromagnetics mailing list asking for a typical near-field radius at 900 and 1800MHz. The 

responses demonstrated that even the m ost mundane o f  questions can be controversial. Calculations
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so exposure levels are not useful for demonstrating safety or harm. Absorption in 

the head has to be calculated directly to get an accurate picture o f the possibility o f a 

hazard. This absorption of the radiation is expressed as the Specific Absorption 

Rate.

The Politics of SAR

“There is a consensus that an important dosimetric measure of RF exposure is the 

specific absorption rate (SAR). This is the unit-mass, time-average rate of RF energy 

absorption specified in SI units of watts per kilogram (W/kg)... thus the SAR is the 

rate at which RF electromagnetic energy is imparted to unit mass of a biological 

body.” (Michaelson and Elson 1996, p. 441)

SAR is seen by most scientists as the best available metric for the restriction of well- 

understood hazards from EMFs. Calculation of SAR and the construction of 

guidelines based on the restriction of SAR are therefore seen as scientific, and 

hopefully authoritative. However, SAR is not the only metric that can be used to 

indicate the level o f non-ionising radiation absorbed in the head or the body. Over 

the course o f the pubhc controversy, SAR has acquired a pohtical voice, being seen 

as the tactic o f one constituent in a debate, rather than an unequivocal answer. To 

understand why, we need to unpack the assumptions that SAR embodies. The 

acronym alone tells us that SAR is a measure of absorption  ̂a measure o f the rate o f 

absorption and it is specific (to the tissue that is absorbing the RF energy). In addition, 

as the excerpt above notes, it is ‘time-averaged’, which wiU be discussed in more 

detail below.

With base station exposure, the human body is normally exposed as a whole to the 

far field radiated by the antenna. For exposure from handsets, the human head is 

exposed to the near-field o f the antenna, so the absorption only occurs in the head 

(and perhaps in the hand holding the phone). Calculations of SAR in either case 

require knowledge not just o f the physics o f the fields, but also of the dielectric

varied from one scientist to the next, with disagreements about the correct formula and the relevance 

o f  the near-field measurements. O ne list member asked why a sociologist would need to know such a 

thing. (See bioelectromagnetics mailing list archive, N ovem ber 2003 

http: /  /groups.yahoo.com  / group /bioelectromagnetics / messages /2093)
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properties (such as permittivity and conductivity) o f the tissues that are absorbing 

the radiation.

SAR is calculated in complex dosimetric models whose success depends on the 

accuracy with which they can simulate the complexity o f human tissues.

Calculations for SAR over the whole o f the human body are relatively 

straightforward. However, in the case o f handsets, because o f the unpredictability of 

near-field radiation from antennae, the absorption cannot be predicted by the fields 

that emerge from the antenna. Normally over half o f the radiation emitted from a 

handset antenna is radiated away from the head, carrying information to a base 

station. However, the remainder is absorbed by the tissues of the brain, the skull, the 

ear and possibly the eyes. The near-field is not directed, so it cannot easily be 

engineered to radiate away from the head. To establish the SAR of individual 

handsets in relation to the basic restriction levels therefore, each phone must be 

separately modelled, which raises problems of comparison and demonstrating the 

SAR in relation to the guideline levels (see Kuster 2001 for a review). Dosimetry is 

therefore driven by an unending need to more accurately model SAR as a standard 

quantity.

As we will see in this chapter, there is no single arrow from good science to good 

policy in the setting of standards. In setting SAR guidelines to protect people from 

mobile phone radiation, advisory bodies such as the NRPB use what they consider 

to be the most robust scientific knowledge currently available. But they must 

unavoidably make some decisions that are not easily defended in scientific terms. 

According to the NRPB, current scientific consensus is that an increase in body 

temperature o f DC caused by radio frequency radiation is tolerable, and the 

mechanism for it is well understood (this is less than would be experienced with a 

rmld fever, or a period of exercise). The SAR which produces this increase is 

calculated at between 1 and 4 watts per kilogram,̂ "̂  and the SAR guidelines for

SAR can be determined by one o f  two methods. Experimental dosimetric techniques use physical 

models (sometimes called ‘phantom heads’) filled with liquids which simulate brain tissue (e.g. 

Manning and D ensley 2001), which can be effective for measuring the SAR o f  handsets in models o f  

the human head. The alternative is numerical dosimetry, which uses computer models o f  the human 

body (or parts o f  it) based on MRI imaging data (e.g. D im bylow and Mann 1994).

There is “a consensus op in ion ... that reliable evidence o f  hazardous effects is associated with 

average whole body specific energy-absorption rates in excess o f  4 W kg'^”(NRPB 1986, p. 13)
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exposure to the body as a whole in the UK are 0.4 watts per kilogram of tissue 

(averaged over 15 minutes o f e x p o s u r e ) . T h i s  difference o f up to a factor o f ten 

is seen as a ‘safety factor’, a conservative estimate for exposure. This safety factor, as 

hinted at by the use o f the word ‘conservative’ (albeit with a small ‘c’) is a source of 

some political disagreement between regulatory bodies, as we wiU see later.

The above paragraph reminds us that SAR levels are derived from a known hazard 

of overheating. So they assume a thermal effect and aim to protect against it. 

However, SAR has little to say about any other possible effects which might occur 

without a noticeable rise in temperature. For those people who claimed that 

potentially harmful effects could arise without heating (‘non-thermal’ effects, see 

below), SAR was seen as answering the wrong question. To those outside the 

scientific orthodoxy who felt that the public was not being adequately protected, the 

NRPB guidelines (just as with the ICNIRP guidelines abroad) came to represent an 

institutional defence of a safety consensus with questionable foundations. As the 

controversy developed in public, the assumptions behind guidelines based on SAR 

measurement were challenged — explicitly by interest groups, and imphcidy by the 

growing areas of scientific uncertainty. Some claimed that the guidelines were set far 

too high, others that the guidelines should not be based on SAR at all.’̂  To 

understand the types o f criticism that were levelled at the scientific establishment, 

we must consider the assumptions that lie behind using SAR as the value for the 

determination of safety.

We have seen that SAR restrictions aim only to prevent a known danger of excessive 

heating. But SAR also only regulates a dose rate, rather than a total dose. It gives a 

value for the absorbed energy per unit time, rather than a value for the total energy 

absorbed by tissue over a period of time. A scientist explained to me the thinking 

behind the concept.

Minutes o f  evidence to the lE G M P from Alastair MacKinlay, NRPB, 8*'’ October 1999 

For exposure to the head, the SAR guidelines are set at 10 watts per küogram, averaged over 10 

grams o f  tissue, for six minutes (it takes about six minutes for the head to reach a thermal 

equilibrium, see below).

Questioning the assumption that thermal effects are the only effects has led som e critics to suggest 

that SAR values might be so irrelevant that a lower SAR would not necessarily mean that a source o f
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. .if you’re considering thermal effects, then the thing that matters is the 

temperature rise. Now the temperature rise does depend of course on the SAR and 

the time for which the person is exposed to the microwaves. But then you reach an 

equilibrium position [after about six minutes], because of the cooling processes [of 

the human body]... As soon as the microwaves are turned off, you cool down and 

that’s the end of it, there’s no permanent effect carried over. The dose isn’t 

cumulative in that sense.” (Interview transcript. No. 31)

The six minutes to reach thermal equihbrium explain the rationale behind averaging 

exposure over six minutes, but SAR calculations do not take into account the length 

of time spent exposed to EMFs once this equihbrium temperature rise is 

experienced. The distinction between dose rate and cumulative dose becomes 

important when comparing the possible hazard of, for example, the absorption from 

ten six-minute calls with that of one hour-long call, or hving close to a permanently- 

transmitting base-station. It follows that SAR indicates only the potential o f an acute 

hazard rather than a chronic one.

SAR does not take into account the differences between continuous and pulsed 

(digital radiation). Digital radiation, such as that emitted by the current (GSM)’® 

generation o f mobile phones, is modulated so that it pulses at 217Hz. The results of 

some research has suggested that pulsed radiation might interact with the brain in a 

way that continuous-wave radiation does not.’̂  Pulsed radiation also emits peak 

powers which might exceed SAR restrictions (albeit for a very short time), which 

were designed to hmit absorption from more uniform exposures.

These assumptions, and others,have emerged as targets o f contestation in the 

scientific and pubhc debate as we shall see in further chapters, but uncertainties also

radiation is any safer. Much o f  the discussion that occurs on email Hsts such as EM F-L centres on the 

irrelevance o f  SAR in determining safety.

‘GSM ’ began as an abbreviation for the standard developed by the Groupe Spéciale Mobile. It is 

now understood as an abbreviation for the Global System for Mobile Communications, a European 

standard. The American standard uses different frequencies.

For example, a number o f  studies have demonstrated effects with microwave radiation pulsed at 16 

Hz (e.g. Adey et al 1982).

The more a standard is picked apart, the more assumptions can be revealed. SAR levels, for 

example, are given for a range o f  frequencies. But any risk might occur only within narrow frequency 

bands — a so-called ‘w indow effect’ (see Postow  and Swicord 1996)
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exist about the ability of science to accurately determine the level o f SAR and so 

demonstrate that a handset falls below the basic restriction.

Before 2000, there was no standard dosimetric technique so, for example, 

comparing two handsets evaluated in different laboratories was problematic. The 

recent gradual introduction of the European CENELEC standard has facilitated 

comparisons and requires the demonstration of compliance for a cross-section of 

users o f different sizes and shapes and with different ways o f holding their phones. 

However, it remains impossible to know the power absorption in complex tissues. 

Uncertainty exists as to whether the level of heating in aU parts o f the body is being 

accurately calculated, or whether localised heating in certain pasts o f the brain might 

still be occurring at worrying levels.

The assumptions that underlie the calculation of SAR and its selection as the 

relevant metric for setting guidelines, are based on a scientific consensus as to the 

known effects of non-ionising radiation. For those involved in research or scientific 

advice, SAR exists as an authoritative representation of certainty, o f a known effect. 

At the same time, the accurate calculation of SAR is constructed by those with an 

interest in radiation protection dosimetry as the most problematic area of 

uncertainty, with adjustments in levels prompted (occasionally) by improved 

dosimetric modelling. However, for critics, SAR guidelines came to embody their 

underlying assumptions, providing a target for criticism of the consensus that 

supports them. SAR-based guidelines therefore became the battleground for 

challenges that are not easily categorised as scientific or pohtical, justified or 

unjustified. To consider how the NRPB, industry and others constructed the 

authority o f the guidelines and the consensus behind them, we can look towards the 

challenges to the status quo that emerged from the pubhc context o f what had 

previously been expert negotiation of pohcy and uncertainties.

CENELEC European Specification ES59005 October 1998 — “Considerations for the evaluation 

o f  human exposure to Electromagnetic Fields (EMFs) from Mobile Telecom munication Equipment 

(MTE) in the frequency range 30 M Hz - 6 GH z.” C EN ELEC  (European Committee for 

Electrotechnical Standardization) are an organisation representing 22 European countries (including 

the UK) working together develop international standards.
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The Beginnings of Public Uncertainty

I have already described how the mobile phone controversy began in as much detail 

as my study allows (see Introduction). However, before continuing to consider the 

advisory response to health concerns about mobile phones, we should draw out 

some o f the key factors that contributed to the growth o f the controversy (I refer 

the reader again to Burgess (2004) for a broader analysis). I will address three major 

factors, though I stress that none of these can be seen in isolation from any other. 

Firsdy, the growth in mobile phone usage, transforming mobile phones from a 

minority technology to a necessary one. Secondly, the publicity given to scientific 

studies reporting effects not easily-explained with a thermal mechanism. And thirdly, 

reports of symptoms experienced by users attributed to mobile phones, and the 

publicity granted to these reports by media.

Expansion of Networks and Markets

In the 1990s, a combination of technological innovation, industrial expansion and 

public demand contributed to the rapid growth o f mobile phone technology.^ As 

mobile phones emerged as a ‘risky’ technology, in the late-1990s, ownership in the 

UK expanded from 9.1 million (1997/8) to 30.5 million (June 2000) (and would 

continue upwards to over 50 million by the time o f writing). ^

As the number of mobile phones increased in the UK, along with both promises of, 

and demand for, universal coverage, mobile phone networks needed to 

accommodate an increasing volume o f mobile phone traffic. Busy areas such as 

cities required smaller cells (areas served by one base station) so that the limited 

number of channels each base station provides could be used again in a nearby area. 

As the number of users increases, base stations need to be closer together and 

increase in number. The rapid growth in mobile phone uptake therefore required a 

rapid expansion of the number of base stations required for reliable networks. But 

the effect this had on the radiation to which mobile phone users would be exposed 

is not straightforward.

It is beyond this thesis to offer a causal explanation o f  the growth in demand for mobile phones 

relative to innovation.

2̂  Statistics o f  mobile phone ownership from the web site o f  the Mobile Operators’ Association, 

http: / / w ww .m obilem astinfo.com /inform ation/history.htm . accessed 27'*' October 2003

http://www.mobilemastinfo.com/information/history.htm
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Mobile phone handsets, using a technique called ‘adaptive power control’, adjust 

their radiated transmission power. This allows the handsets to use the minimum 

power necessary to maintain effective communication with a base station. This 

means firstly that batteries can be smaller, cheaper and longer-lasting, a feature 

which contributed greatly to the ubiquity of mobile phones. Secondly, it means that 

there is less chance of interference. Finally, adaptive power control means that 

radiation emitted wdl be reduced when the signal is strong (generally when the caller 

is close to a base station). So as the number o f base stations increases, both handsets 

and base stations become less powerful. Mobile phone handsets, when they were 

first produced, exceeded the guideline levels that existed at the time. Inefficiencies in 

their design and the small number of base stations necessitated their operation at 

higher powers (Around 0.6 watts). In many countries, guidelines created for other 

non-ionising radiation technologies formed binding regulations, so handsets needed 

to be excluded, usually with the rationale that users took a positive choice in their 

exposure (Kuster and Balzano 1997, p. 17). Mobile phones now are more efficient, 

and can operate at low power because of the large number of available base stations. 

The general pattern therefore, has been a downward pressure on radiated power 

from the economic incentives of increased efficiency and increased usage. For the 

modern generation of mobile phones, compliance with guidelines such as those of 

the NRPB and ICNIRP is no longer a problem, although low power is a 

consideration in the design process.

As mobile phone networks expanded, people began to notice base stations being 

erected, many of them exempt from requiring full planning permission. Previously 

invisible networks, supported by a small number o f roadside masts, began to affect 

the well-being of those who lived or worked nearby, many of whom felt powerless 

to object. Reports o f masts being erected in the mid-late-90s, at the time of most 

rapid network expansion, were picked up by news media (especially local news) 

eager to report the injustice, particularly where schools or council properties were 

involved. Network operators began to develop reputations based upon their 

attitudes to public consultation or sensitive siting of masts. The most heavüy 

criticised was Orange, one of the newer pair o f networks, who were driven by a need 

to build a network from scratch once their licence was awarded in 1994.
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Alongside this expansion, aided by publicity from interest groups and dissenting 

scientists, scientific research emerged in the 1990s that suggested effects which 

seemingly weren’t considered in the available scientific advice.

“Nothing that you would want to lose sleep over” — The science of 
non-thermal uncertainty

This chapter has so far largely discussed the consensual knowledge that science has 

about the effects o f microwave radiation and the implications o f this knowledge for 

setting guidelines. However, a crucial contested feature o f the public controversy 

over mobile phones has been the relevance of effects which have been detected by 

some researchers at levels that the guidelines would suggest were safe. As the public 

scale of the controversy grew, news media began to pick up on any scientific 

publication that reported some effect on humans, animals or cells.T here was no 

particular novelty in the reporting of biological effects of non-ionising radiation at 

low-levels. Such ‘non-thermal effects’, detected at exposures below those suggested 

by guideline levels, had been reported for almost a decade:

“Oh, there’ve always been hints of things. In ’91 and ’92 we did reviews of biology, 

so it was at least ten years ago... but nothing conclusive. Nothing that you would 

want to lose sleep over... but it’s just, there’s always been hints.” (Interview 

transcript. No. 32)

One scientist went even further, claiming:

“there have been reports on non-thermal effects ever since I’ve been working in the 

field, which is 50 years now. This is nothing new.” (Interview transcript, No. 31).

As mentioned in the introduction, almost any technology generating electromagnetic 

radiation has been associated with a health controversy, accompanied by scientific 

reports o f unexplained health effects (e.g. power lines, radar, microwave ovens and

2-̂  There was also misguided reporting o f  the known, but less significant heating effect: e.g. “This is 

how  a mobile heats your brain” (Front page o f  the Sunday Mirror, 7‘*' March 1999). Metaphors o f  

cooking, scrambling and microwave ovens have abounded in the U K ’s tabloid newspapers (see 

Stilgoe 2001b).
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TV and radio transmission tow ers)M obile phones, being the most recent popular 

EMF technology, have attracted the most recent concern, both scientific and pubhc.

Much o f the first research that looked specifically at mobile phones in the 1980s had 

been sponsored by mobile phone manufacturers. The industry caUs this “due 

dihgence research” fuelled by concern that some potentially threatening gaps in 

scientific knowledge had been opened up by research in previous decades.

In the 1990s, however, the pubhc concern around mobile phone safety, coupled 

with the massive growth in their uptake, prompted more scientists to work with the 

possible health effects of mobile phones (Interview notes. No. 31). Scientists from 

oncology, epidemiology, ceU biology and neuroscience began to research around the 

question of whether mobile phone radiation might be harmful. Estabhshed scientists 

who would place themselves in the more speciahsed field o f bioelectromagnetics 

(the science of interactions between hving bodies and EMFs) continued to present 

novel findings.

The studies that attracted media attention in the mid-late-1990s reported effects for 

in vivo (hve animal) and in vitro (cell culture) models, as weU as increased relative risk 

in epidemiology. There had been myriad studies reporting effects, and it would be 

poindess to offer a review here, but some studies particular attention. I outhne some 

of these to iUustrate how their results might chaUenge the existing 

scientific/regulatory regime and shape pubhc concern. The foUowing studies are 

those that were namechecked most often in the news in the late 1990s, and continue 

to be cited today by non experts highhghting uncertainties. They are provided as 

examples of the kind of research that was being done, and reported on, at the height 

of pubhc concern about mobile phone risks.

Perhaps the most regularly cited research, by both scientists and the news media, 

claimed that pulsed, low-level, non-ionising radiation caused detectable breaks in the 

D N A  o f rat brains (Lai and Singh 1995, 1996). Henry Lai and coUeagues had 

previously conducted work and pubhshed a huge number of weU-respected papers 

with radiation at radar/microwave oven frequencies (2.45 GHz). Much of this

25 Paul Brodeur, a key contributor to these early controversies, provides a good popular summary (see 

Brodeur 1989). For a scientistic response, see Park (2000, chapter seven).

Quirino Balzano, Motorola, Evidence to the HCSTSC, 16 June 1999
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previous work had been behavioural (looking at how an animal’s ability to perform 

tasks is affected by microwave exposure). The experiments that attracted so much 

attention for their implications for mobile phone risk used 2.45 GHz pulsed and 

continuous radiation, and the SAR was calculated at 0.6-1.2 watts per kilogram, 

comparable to that from a mobile phone handset and below the NRPB’s guideline 

levels. Although the frequency o f radiation was higher than that used by European 

mobile phones (0.9 and 1.8 GHz), this research persuasively suggested that DNA  

can be damaged by low-level non-ionising radiation.

In 1997, a study conducted at the Royal Adelaide Hospital was reported in a paper 

which claimed that exposure to GSM-type radiation (900 MHz, pulsed at 217 Hz) 

caused a doubling in the incidence of lymphoma in transgenic mice (carrying a 

lymphomagenic oncogene, and so predisposed to this type of cancer). This study 

(Repacholi et al 1997) was headed by Mike Repacholi, who would later appear (in an 

advisory capacity) both in the Stewart Group (see chapter five) and at the World 

Health Organisation (WHO), where he ran their International EMF Programme. 

Again, the absorbed dose rate in this study was calculated to be not more than 

would be received from a mobile phone, although the animals in both studies were 

obviously much smaller than the humans for whom the risk was being assessed.

In the UK, one study that attracted a great deal of attention while the news media 

were at their most excitable looked at changes in reaction time being affected by 

exposure to 900 MHz analogue and GSM-type pulsed radiation (Preece et al 1999). 

Alan Preece’s study was the first to look at the direct effects o f mobile phone 

emissions on the performance o f the human brain, and claimed that reaction time 

was slightly reduced after exposure, i.e. reactions improved.^  ̂While this could be 

seen as a beneficial impact of mobile phone radiation, the study implied that mobile 

phones could affect cognition, suggesting shortcomings in current regulation and the 

established consensus of safety.

Another UK study (de Pomerai et al 1999) looked at the effects o f mobile phone 

radiation on transgenic nematode worms, modified to indicate when they are 

producing heat-shock proteins. The results implied that the worms were becoming

.. .although som e news reports o f  the then-unpublished study claimed it had demonstrated the 

opposite effect (“Mobile phones slow the brain in new tests” , Sunday Times, September 20, 1998)
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stressed, as if by a heat source, when they were exposed to mobile phone radiation, 

but that a temperature rise could not be detected. As with the response to radiation 

in the Preece study, the effect could be seen as beneficial, with heat-shock proteins 

providing a degree of protection. However, as with the Preece study, the study was 

represented in the news as demonstrating possible harm. David de Pomerai’s study 

also observed the animal model over a longer period of exposure (seven hours) than 

many others had.

These studies, and the many others that had produced similar results over the past 

decades, provided positive evidence of the presence of non-thermal effects. 

However, as well as questioning the existing boundaries of scientific consensus, they 

implicitly (and sometimes explicitly) questioned the assumptions behind the existing 

guidelines. Many o f the relevant studies used animal models that some argued were 

insufficient to demonstrate a risk. But, in public, the results demonstrated that 

effects were occurring beneath the guidelines, which might be worrisome, or that the 

basis o f current regulation on SAR levels (with assumptions of acute, thermal 

danger) was inappropriate.

These non-thermal effects are often referred to as “subtle biological effects”, to 

distinguish them from the more cumbersome and easily-explained mechanism that 

classical physics provides for microwaves heating and harming tissue. The ‘subtlety’ 

of these effects and the absence of both an established mechanism for their 

occurrence and a link to any effect on health reduces their power to question the 

regulatory consensus. For those scientists who feel that the only possible effects of 

non-ionising radiation are from heating, claims of non-thermal effects are seen as at 

best interesting and, at worst, artefacts o f bad experimental design. Ross Adey, an 

established scientist who was among the first to report on non-thermal effects, 

offered his impression of this attitude in a review o f research in the area:

“In an historical perspective, growth of knowledge in bioelectromagnetics has 

occurred in the face of pre-emptive views on the part of some physical scientists that 

a thermal [non-thermal] effects are in the realms of spurious or pathological science, 

because observed sensitivities relate to fields that lack sufficient energy to break 

chemical bonds.” (Adey 1997 p. 101)
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This quote comes from a scientific review which necessarily probes uncertainties 

and current areas o f concern and research rather than reminding readers o f the 

existing consensus/^ Studies providing positive results are thus emphasised although 

they are not supported by a weight o f evidence and theory. However, for any public 

health issue, the importance of a few positive results, even if contradicted by a 

barrage o f negative studies, cannot be underestimated. The suggestion o f effects which 

might be harmful is often enough to sway opinion. (This quote also illustrates an 

important tension between the known bedrock of physics and the experimental 

results o f biology. I will problematise this distinction in the next chapter).

Non-thermal effects became less and less controversial in the 1990s. It began to be 

accepted among scientists that effects probably did occur that could not be 

explained as a product of heating. One NRPB scientist described to me the general 

pattern;

Q: Had I asked [about] the scientific consensus five years ago, would they have 

agreed that there were biological effects [from low-level microwaves]?

A: Probably not. Difficult to answer that... I think they knew the biological effects 

were there but their potential importance is now recognised. But the example I give 

of the biological effects and the scepticism is that you can, if you have things in a 

Petri dish, and what people do is they have some cells and they stick a mobile phone 

there, or simulate it, you can see some effects. Put a grain of salt in, they all bloody 

die. Put Coca-Cola in it? Fries them. Hostile gases? Absolutely knackers the cells. 

Caffeine, bit of instant coffee? completely knackers the cells... do you see what I 

mean? Just because there’s a biological effect observable [it doesn’t mean there’s a 

health effect]. You cannot make that jump... If there could be cellular changes going 

on in the brain, who knows what the results could be?... the scientific consensus is 

we’ve certainly got to get to the bottom of these biological effects.” (Interview 

transcript, No. 21)

We can see uncertainty being constructed at an expert level. Effects are identified as 

requiring further expert attention. But there is a strong distinction made between

2** This quote illustrates a tension between the known bedrock o f  physics and the experimental results 

o f  biology. This tension, and the conflicts o f  understanding that arise between scientists w ho might 

refer to them selves as physicists or biologists was often expressed to me in interviews with 

researchers.
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biological effects and health effects. It would require another level of uncertainty to 

suggest that the non-thermal effects detected might be harmful. So, even though 

they might exist, non-thermal effects are, to paraphrase the scientist quoted above 

“nothing to lose sleep over.”

And yet there were suggestions of harm from mobile phones, suggestions that were 

seized upon by those trying to convince bodies such as the NRPB to appreciate 

more serious gaps in expert knowledge. Some evidence of harm was scientific, but 

most was from members of the public reporting symptoms that they ascribed to 

their mobile phones or their proximity to a base station.

One epidemiology study, conducted in Sweden and Norway, had provided a 

suggestion of an increased risk of brain tumours from mobile phones (HardeU et al 

1999). This study has been much criticised. In public, it was deemed by some 

scientists that the results were not statistically significant and that the pre-release of 

findings was irresponsible (see Microwave News, Sept/Oct, 2001). The study was 

based on a survey in which sufferers (‘cases’) and controls reported on their mobile 

phone use, raising the question of reporting bias. In my interviews, it emerged that 

other epidemiologists considered that Lennart HardeU got the result he was looking 

for from the outset. One interviewee referred to him as an “epidemiological 

twister.”^̂ But this study investigated comparisons between heavy and light mobile 

phone use, asking questions that others had not previously considered. The results 

of this epidemiology study were pubUcised by an edition of the BBC news 

documentary programme ‘Panorama’ in May 1999, which compiled testimony from 

some of the other most prominent scientists in the area to further doubts about 

mobile phone safety. This documentary, which aimed to iUustrate uncertain 

scientists, an industry cover-up and injured members of the pubhc, began with the 

testimony o f a man suffering from a ‘mystery Ulness’ caused by his excessive mobUe 

phone use. °̂

^ As an aside, in the 1970s, Lennart HardeU had controversiaUy produced epidemiological evidence 

that the herbicides 2,4-D  and 2,4,5-T (the constituents o f  A gent Orange) were carcinogenic. Richard 

DoU, w ho was to go on to becom e the chairman o f  A G N IR  (see above), criticised HardeU by saying 

that the opportunities for bias in his study meant that “his work should no longer be cited as 

scientific evidence.” (See HardeU et al 1998 for his own account o f  these arguments).

BBC TV, Panorama, ‘MobUe Mystery’, 25‘*' May 1999
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Reported symptoms and lay construction of uncertainty

Most of the evidence of the harmful effects o f mobile phones arose from members 

of the public reporting their symptoms (often referred to as ‘anecdotal evidence’, the 

focus of chapter six). These reports were used by newspapers to further claims that 

mobile phones induced a range o f symptoms from headaches and sleep-loss (I refer 

you back to the main title of this section — ‘Nothing to lose sleep over’) to fatal brain 

tumours. Adding weight to these claims of harm was a small body of dissenting 

‘experts’, often contacted as part o f a media desire for balanced reporting. People 

such as Gerard Hyland (a Biophysicist from the University of Warwick), Roger 

Coghdl (an independent researcher and campaigner) and Alasdair Philips (an activist 

and the face of ‘Powerwatch’) provided alternative views o f the scientific evidence to 

back up the reported symptoms that most often formed the backbone of news 

stories.O ften, the public, with the help both o f newspapers and some dissident 

expertise provided evidence of clusters of symptoms ranging from cancer to sleep- 

loss (just as had been done with the power lines controversy a decade and a half 

before).

Building concern

Claims such as those above, with varying degrees of expert accreditation, constituted 

challenges to a scientific consensus and a regulatory philosophy that, it was felt, was 

not adequately protecting the pubhc. As more attention was paid to scientific 

uncertainty (see chapter five), accumulating such claims contributed to a consistent 

picture either of estabhshed harm or of worrying uncertainty. In pubhc, the weight 

of evidence behind the existing consensus meant httle, because these claims 

represented a challenge to just this consensus. Positive non-thermal studies therefore 

provide a much more persuasive claim than negative ones.

Uncertainty, defined here as the suggestion o f non-thermal effects, has always 

existed about the possible health effects of mobile phones. However, as we have

The news media, after the crisis o f  authority and trust caused by the mismanagement over BSE 

(involving the dissident expert Richard Lacey) were no doubt eager to represent the views o f  an 

expert w ho might turn out to have been correct from the start. However, it should be made clear that 

the experts called upon to discuss mobile phones were by no means as well-certified as Richard Lacey 

was.
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seen, this uncertainty became a public resource rather than simply an expert one (a 

theme developed more in the next chapter). One can easily understand why experts, 

who aim to balance all the scientific evidence to authoritatively declare ‘the current 

state of scientific knowledge’, might feel the need to retain close control o f scientific 

uncertainty. Once uncertainty is a pubhc, pohtical resource, positive effects become 

a method of indehbly defining a controversy.

The gaze o f opposing scientists or other outsiders can expose the foundations of a 

consensus as weak. One Austrahan activist, Don Maisch, writing about the state o f  

the science o f mobile phones and health, echoed the views of many critics;

“The decision to choose tissue heating as the key exposure parameter was based 

more on a lack of scientific data than for positive reasons, however it quickly gained 

favour with both the mihtary and industry as it created something that could be 

claimed as a safety standard, and avoided (without openly dismissing) the possibihty 

that low-level, non thermal health effects could exist without tissue heating.

The “thermal school of thought” quickly became the accepted norm with Western 

standard-setting organizations and as a result the vast majority of “science based” 

research was directed at short term, high level exposures. Research into prolonged 

environmental level exposures that did not cause tissue heating was not encouraged, 

simply because it was perceived as a possible threat for technological development.” 

(Maisch 2001, p. 4)

Maisch identifies a consensus that he sees as preventing productive research from 

being funded. The consensus, he and many others suggest, was built up because of 

the comfort o f existing knowledge rather than as the likely source o f greatest harm. 

He notes that current science and guidelines concentrate on acute, rather than 

chronic exposures (one of the assumptions behind SAR described above), and 

suggests that the consensus served political ends for both scientists and industry. He 

points out that a consensus can exist that obscures unsightly results and constrains 

research which might be in the pubhc interest.

The edition of Panorama referred to above adeptly constructed an image o f experts 

in complete ignorance of the dangers of mobile phones. Among their sources were 

the scientist Ross Adey (mentioned above) and Louis Slesin, editor of Microwave 

News, an influential newsletter. Discussing a study that Adey had conducted on
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behalf o f Motorola, which had suggested a beneficial effect on tumours in rats, the 

programme’s transcription quotes them as saying;

Ross Adey: Going up or down, with respect to tumour numbers, is less significant 

than that there is an effect.

Louis Slesin: Because once you open that Pandora’s Box and allow that microwaves 

at these levels can have these effects, then you have to ask the next question, what 

else can it do?̂ ^

Uncertainty, once opened up, can be reasonably expanded in any number o f possible 

directions.^  ̂Once non-thermal effects are seen, observers might ask how anyone 

can be sure that these will not lead to harm? How can we be sure that these effects 

are not cumulative, causing more and more damage with chronic exposures? How 

can we know that the older studies behind the consensus on thermal effects apply to 

mobile phone frequencies as well as the frequencies at which they were conducted?

A consistent picture can be built up that very httle is known about mobile phone 

health effects.

So how did the gatekeepers o f the scientific and regulatory consensus react to such 

challenges to their authority? The defensive rhetoric that emerged from the debate at 

this stage illuminates the attempts made to maintain the authority of both science 

and scientific advice.

A Discourse o f Compliance

One scientist I interviewed was certain that mobile phones presented no risk, and 

that non-experts (and some experts) did not appreciate the weight of the science that 

established their safety:

BBC ‘Panorama’ transcript, 24‘'' May 1999

The expansion o f  uncertainty has led to news stories placing the blame on m obile phones for a 

number o f  phenomena. As well as the huge collection o f  symptoms that have appeared, mobile 

phones and their networks have been blamed for the disappearance o f  Britain’s sparrows (The 

Observer, January 2003) and, more satisfyingly, the falling number o f  appearances by ghosts 

(Sunday Express, October 14‘'̂  2001).
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“So, when you get a scientific consensus, it’s something that the public doesn’t 

understand because they’re not part of and nobody tells them, but it’s a very, very 

important thing to have, and it’s a very powerful thing.” (Interview transcript. No. 27)

The point made by this interviewee is interesting in the Hght of the previous 

discussion, and prompts us to think how the features o f a scientific consensus and 

its underlying uncertainties do get communicated to non-experts in a controversy. I 

argue in this section that there is an overriding ‘discourse o f compliance’ operating at 

the boundary between those who pohce the science (experts) and those who 

scientific advice is designed to protect (the public). This discourse, which emphasises 

comphance with standards as the endpoint for discussions of safety, both rehes 

upon, and aims to strengthen, the scientific consensus. But as the consensus is 

communicated and formahsed in scientific advice, the contingencies and modahties 

that form an integral part of any science are erased. At the same time, the political 

boundaries o f participation are sharply defined.

The supporters o f the discourse o f comphance are the two groups who have held 

stakes in the authority of scientific advice from the outset, regulatory authorities and 

industry (phone manufacturers and network operators).

The position of the NRPB is that it can only provide advice based on the available 

scientific evidence (NRPB 1993). The SAR levels (and their accompanying 

investigation levels) that emerge as the practical prescriptions o f this advice are 

therefore viewed as a representation of robust scientific certainty, providing 

protection against a known hazard, that o f the heating effect of high-powered 

microwave radiation. This is from an interview with an AGNIR member:

“Risks might arise from that part of the electromagnetic spectrum [microwaves] 

through molecular agitation, ionic agitation and microwave heating. There’s a very 

well-established basis for that. Radio-frequencies do cause heating, and if it’s 

sufficiently severe, it can cause medical problems. There’s a vast literature on the 

effects of heating. And there are I think... rationally-based, well-worked-out 

regulations from NRPB and a number of other of other agencies, all based on that.” 

(Interview transcript, No. 6)

The scientific consensus, enshrined in guidelines and the research practices o f many 

large programmes and bodies is that, while uncertainties exist, the estabhshed effects
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of RF radiation occur from heating. Such effects are well-established, and evidence 

to suggest other effects is seen as weak. NRPB standards are ‘science-based’, which 

makes them apparently easy to defend on grounds of ‘rationality’. They are also 

constructed independently of the technologies to which they might apply. It does 

not matter that base station exposures are a minute fraction of those from handsets 

(typically thousands o f times lower), both comply with the guidelines, and so both 

are seen as safe. It wiU become apparent in this section that such a discourse serves 

political ends for scientists, policy-makers and industry, setting the public agenda for 

reasonable debate.

As an introduction to the discourse of compliance, I wül illustrate how a suggested 

policy initiative (the labelling of mobile phones’ SAR values) forced a defensive 

reaction from industry and the NRPB.

Compliance and labelling

The public context o f mobile phone health concerns has prompted policy debate in 

a number of areas. One of these is the question of what information should be made 

available to the public. Researchers for the episode of ‘Panorama’ mentioned above 

had revealed large differences in SAR levels between different models o f handsets 

(all of which were below the basic restriction level). It was therefore suggested that 

consumers might appreciate the choice of a handset based on a lower-than-average 

SAR. A month later the House of Commons Select Committee on Science and 

Technology held meetings to discuss the issue o f mobile phones as part of a 

parliamentary review of the provision o f scientific advice. As part o f the industry’s 

evidence to the committee, David Brown, the Chairman of Motorola in the UK, 

responded to the question of informing the public about SAR values on phones:

“SARs, specific absorption rates, as the Committee may already know, are the units 

by which the standards are set and with which we are all complying. I am an engineer 

not a scientist but I am given to understand that once you are below the standard set 

for SARs then all phones are equally safe; there is a scientific effect called the cliff 

effect... once you are below that level, then you cannot use SARs to discriminate 

between phones. It is not meaningful, it is not understandable. That is the reason why 

we do not. That is the reason why we say the important thing is to be able to state 

categorically that the mobile phones meet the SAR standards set by the NRPB and 

not then go on to risk confusing the pubhc about what relative SARs below the safe
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level really mean... we think it is entirely inappropriate to put precautionary health 

labels on products for which there is no evidence to suggest they are unhealthy. That 

would be to deepen the mis-characterisation issue of the underlying science. Mobile 

phones are safe and that is that... They are all safe.” '̂̂

This long quote reveals a number of discursive features. The argument follows these 

hnes: All phones comply with standards (which are only properly understood by the 

scientists who set them). Once a phone is classed as safe, there is no point in 

discussing the issue further. The director of the NRPB, giving evidence to the same 

committee, gave a similar impression, albeit less forcefully:

“From a radiological point of view I believe that all marketed telephones meet our 

exposure guidelines and as such there is no need for any further c o n s i d e r a t i o n .

I asked an industry representative about labelling phones with their SAR values:

“We don’t believe that’s the right way to go, because that undermines the existing 

regulatory regime. We already have in Europe a CE mark. Putting a CE mark on a 

product means that it complies with all European directives, including safety. So by 

putting the CE mark on there, we’re actually certifying that it meets the European 

recommendations, so we don’t see the need for any additional labels, it’s confusing to 

consumers. There’s no rationale to say that a phone with a SAR level of 1 rather than 

a SAR level of 2 [watts per kilogram], there’s no relative safety, because SAR was 

always a pass/fail test... The important thing for us is that, whatever we do, it’s fact- 

based.” (Interview transcript. No. 25)

This comment, that SAR guidelines represent a pass/fail test, typifies the industry 

and regulatory view that the only relevant level o f absorption is the one at which 

known (thermal) effects might begin to pose a problem. Below this level, because 

reproducible effects with known health imphcations cannot be detected, any 

differences in SAR are irrelevant. Pubhc concerns, or demands for a phone with a 

low SAR value (at, for example, a tenth of the guideline value) are seen as 

unwarranted, based on erroneous assumptions. Labelling phones therefore 

challenges the scientific consensus without good (scientific) reason. A challenge to a 

comphance-only attitude is a challenge to the well-estabhshed consensus behind

Minutes o f  verbal evidence to the HCSTSC, 16th June 1999 

Minutes o f  verbal evidence to the HCSTSC, 9th June 1999
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thermal-based guidelines. Non-experts, it is assumed, are not cognitively-equipped to 

make such a challenge, so tlie discourse acts as a barrier to challenge from outside.

These quotes illustrate the prevailing discourse, and the space that is allocated for 

non-expert debate. The whole field of measurement and SAR is cordoned off by 

expertise, with the non-experts left only with the question, “does it comply?” 

According to this discourse, the introduction of labels is therefore inviting non

experts to make decisions that, firstly, do not need to be made and, secondly, they 

are not qualified to make.

The ‘science-based’ guidelines and the discourse of compliance around them allow 

industry to largely ignore health issues. Industry does not form a part o f this 

consensus, indeed it strives to prove its independence from the science which 

exonerates its technologies, much of which it funded in the 1980s. Tom-Wills 

Sanford, from the Federation of the Electronics Industry, was asked by the Select 

Committee for his attitude to the NRPB’s guidelines:

(Michael Clarke, [Committee chair]) “The National Radiological Protection Board 

(NRPB) has a set of guidelines which are generally looking at the thermal effects from 

mobile phones. Do you think these standards should be revisited? Are they 

something which should be updated in light of the large use now of mobile phones 

and the proliferation of them?”

(Mr Wills-Sandford) “We are very happy to leave that judgement to the NRPB. We 

have great faith in them and, as our memorandum says, we believe there is a large 

number of highly respected international scientists in the NRPB, so we are very 

happy to leave that judgement to the NRPB.”

(Michael Clarke) “You are just interested in selling phones and you do not really care 

about the standards to which they are sold. You leave that to somebody else.”

(Mr Wills-Sandford) “Not at all. We are interested in selling phones and services and 

so on which comply with internationally agreed guidelines.

Compliance with ICNIRP (international) guidelines is taken into account at the early 

stages o f the engineering process (Interview notes. No. 25). The handsets are usually 

sold across many countries and many regulatory regimes, so they must comply with

Minutes o f  verbal evidence to the HCSTSC, 16th June 1999
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the vast majority of countries’ guidelines. However, as I described above when 

discussing expanding networks, the major incentive to keep SAR down is efficiency. 

Radiation into the head is a waste of energy that could be used to communicate with 

base stations at a lower power and so extend battery life. As one representative o f a 

mobile phone manufacturer told me, “We’re not in the business of heating heads” 

(Interview transcript. No. 25). Within the discourse of compliance, a reduction in 

the SAR value of a handset is defended on the grounds that it makes for a more 

efficient phone. The relative safety of the technology does not need to be addressed. 

Industry, once it has demonstrated compliance (and only poorly-engineered 

technology would approach the guidelines) does not need to consider the science.

An aside on mobile phone shields and hands-free kits

The explanation above can also account for opinions on the growing variety of 

devices designed to reduce SAR from mobile phones. Such devices include shields 

which surround the phones, clips for phone antennae, adhesive buttons, filters, 

crystals and, from Levi’s, ‘Icon S-Fit’ jeans, with built-in radiation-protected pockets 

(BBC news, 13'*’ September 2002). These gadgets vary in the scientific credibility of 

their claims, often employing streams of abused scientific terms.̂ 7 But all are sold as 

individual precautionary measures to dampen concerns (such concerns are often 

reinforced in their publicity material).

Despite stories of mobile phone manufacturers manufacturing their own shields 

(which contributed to allegations of a cover-up), the UK industry’s view of mobile 

phone shields follows the same lines as their view of labels. In their evidence to the 

House of Commons Science and Technology Select Committee, the industry 

described shields as unnecessary because all phones complied with guidelines. But it 

also argued that, if any devices were effective in reducing radiation, this would be 

counter-productive. Either the phone would compensate (using ‘adaptive power 

control’ — see above) and reduce its power, or it would operate less effectively.̂ ®

An example: “The Mobile Phone Ray Filter does not rem ove the microwave radiation, but is 

raising its vibration, bringing a deep harmony and hght-substance into the electromagnetic field, 

making it less harmful.” (From ‘Healing T ools & Radiation Protection’

http: /  / www.cleanbeauty.org/ukudviklinghealingsredskaber.htm. accessed 29'® October 2003). 

Minutes o f  verbal evidence to the HCSTSC , 16th June 1999
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It is understandable that industry should be wary of such devices. Their presence 

implies that a danger exists.B ut shields also allow non-experts to take a decision 

that the discourse of compliance decrees that they should not be taking -  to attempt 

to reduce their exposure, despite no change in the official level of ‘safety’.

Mobile phone manufacturers have been able to side-step this issue by supporting the 

use of ‘hands-free’ kits that, though shown to significandy reduce exposure,'*  ̂can be 

marketed solely as tools for greater mobility.

The only acceptable grounds for non-expert debate is whether a technology 

comphes with the guidelines set. The problem therefore is framed as one of 

measurement. Although this raises myriad uncertainties connected with dosimetry, 

these uncertainties are pohced by expertise. Indeed, resolving these uncertainties and 

accurately determining comphance is vital for the preservation of authority. It falls to 

the NRPB to pohce these more problematic aspects of the discourse of comphance.

We have seen how the discourse of comphance represents what is known about 

mobile phone risks, and what the acceptable form of debate is about these risks. In 

this sense, it is a way of obscuring uncertainties that might prove problematic (with 

pubhc (mis-)interpretation) in the provision of authoritative advice or the seUing of 

mobile phones. However, we have also seen how uncertainties are exphcitly 

addressed as a need for further research. When the NRPB’s director, Roger Clarke 

claimed to the House of Commons Select Committee that “ah marketed telephones 

meet our exposure guidelines and as such there is no needfor any further consideration”, he 

means that there is no need for consideration by anybody outside the citadels of 

expertise. The uncertainties that exist should not affect the pohcy imphcations of the 

guidelines in any way.

Guidelines and Uncertainty

As noted in chapter two, constructivist studies o f science demonstrate that 

uncertainty is not problematic in itself. It becomes a problem when someone decides

A point made by Alasdair Philips in his evidence to the lE G M P, 2T ‘January 2000 

A study by the consumers’ association claimed that som e hands-free kits increased SAR threefold 

(Consumers’ association 2000). The Department o f  Trade and Industry responded with their own, 

less widely-reported study, claiming that this increase was an artefact o f  bad experimental technique 

(DTI 2000).
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that it has problematic implications (Wynne 1987, p. 95). Scientists, when dealing 

with the demands of policy are likely to represent uncertainties as manageable and 

soluble through further research (Shackley and Wynne 1997) in an attempt to 

maintain social control. Uncertainty can never be eradicated, so it must be presented 

as an ongoing struggle. A letter from the NRPB to an activist who is concerned 

about base stations is typical:

“The current position of the NRPB is that compliance with the recommended basic 

restrictions will prevent any adverse effect on human health due to exposure to 

electromagnetic fields. I cannot however give you an absolute categorical statement 

that non-thermal effects pose absolutely no health risks to nearby r e s id e n ts ." ^ ]

Such a statement, implies that small uncertainties will always exist, and are essentially 

insoluble, and is common o f pubHc summaries of the state of the science. A similar 

sentiment is expressed by David Brown, representing Motorola at the Science and 

Technology Select Committee:

“I would of course always fall back to the basic scientific fact that you cannot prove a 

negative and therefore it is always never going to be a perfect understanding, but 

beyond that point, no, any reasonable scientist would conclude that the science is 

essentially c o m p l e t e .

What contingencies are noted are often considered unimportant and essentially 

insoluble, as above, with an emphasis that ‘science can’t prove a negative’. The 

consensus is however represented by orthodox science as strong, supported by a 

weight of well-understood scientific evidence.

The uncertainties that are described by experts, whether they are constructed as the 

Filling-in o f details or the unachievable horizon on the journey to knowledge, might 

be reasonably seen as having a bearing on the guideline levels for safety. I asked one 

interviewee, a member of AGNIR, to consider the implications of uncertainties that 

have always existed about the (non-thermal) effects o f EMF radiation. He explained 

why the setting of a definitive level needs to be based on certified knowledge:

Letter from John Stather, deputy director o f  the NRPB, to Margaret Dean, Northern Ireland 

Famihes Against Telecom munications Transmitters, 2"̂  September 1998 

“*2 Minutes o f  verbal evidence to the HCSTSC, 16'*’JunelQ99
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“Above this level is unsafe, below this level is safe. How can you do that on the basis 

of the literature that exists for non-thermal effects? And secondly, what is the 

evidence that any of these non-thermal effects might pose a risk to health? The 

answer is virtually none. So they [the NRPB] knew about them, but they didn’t fit 

into the model to determine finite, numerical standards. Particularly since they didn’t 

seem to have any risk to health.” (Interview transcript. No. 6)

Uncertainty about the possibility of non-thermal dangers, though appreciated, is not 

taken into account when guidelines are estabhshed (indeed it does not ‘fit into the 

model’ used by the NRPB). However, as I noted above, the NRPB plays a dual 

advisory and research role.

The NRPB contains some o f the leading bioelectromagnetics scientists in the world, 

carrying out lab-based animal studies, cellular studies and dosimetric work. These 

scientists maintain a proximity to the research face that forces appreciation of the 

uncertainties of such work, as we would expect from the insights of some o f the 

authors discussed in chapter two (e.g. MacKenzie 1990, Collins 1987). One NRPB 

research scientist embraced the challenges of scientific uncertainty in his research:

Q: “What don’t we know at the moment?”

A: “So much it’s unbelievable. You say, ‘if you don’t know so much how can you be 

certain about anything?’ We can’t, life is never certain... But there are so many 

possibilities that could be explored. I mean, in terms of biological effects we haven’t 

even started. Is there a cumulative dose, we say,... what is the exposure metric?... 

Haven’t got the faintest idea. What else? Is it that it’s exposure above a certain 

threshold? Well, we don’t know. Is it some sort of transient exposure? Don’t know. Is 

there a critical time in the day, in a year, in a lifetime? Don’t know. Are men more 

sensitive, more women sensitive? Don’t know. Are children more sensitive?.. Do we 

have evidence that suggests that? Well, I don’t think we do, I don’t know of many 

studies, or any studies, using children.” (Interview transcript. No. 32)

(The mention o f children was prompted by the identification o f the potential 

vulnerability o f children by the Stewart report (illuminated in the next chapter)). This 

scientist appreciates the messiness of establishing scientific relationships, but the 

uncertainty is couched entirely in expert terms, as a need for research rather than as 

a prompt to policies which might explicitly acknowledge it.. Wearing the NRPB’s 

other hat of expert reviewers of scientific evidence, his (qualified) certainty about the
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overall safety o f RF radiation is clear. Having discussed uncertainty, I asked what we 

did know about mobile phone health effects;

A: What do we know? They’re unlikely to cause... anything really damaging to health, 

I think, because... all the previous work that’s been done with radars and microwave 

oven-type signals, suggests that heating is the only phenomenon, the only interaction 

mechanism. If we get heating, we get effects. With base stations, we get no heating, 

there’s just no energy coming through. With handsets we get minor heating... 

Looking through the other expert reviews, that seems to be generally a consensus.

We can’t rule out some probabilities. We can’t rule out slightly... increased rates of 

cancer, but we can’t for so many things. But at the moment, I don’t think it seems 

likely... I don’t see where there’s a consistent story coming through. (Interview 

transcript. No. 32)

This view seems to reflect the literature that emerges from the NRPB as scientific 

advice, although the interviewee expresses himself less prosaically. There are myriad 

uncertainties in the science (which the NRPB considers itself best placed to assess) 

but these uncertainties are not sufficiently worrisome (at the moment) to change the 

‘safe’ levels for RF radiation exposure. When placed against the weight of evidence 

suggesting safety, uncertainties become less significant. The uncertainties identified 

as most salient by NRPB scientists are around the quality of measuring exposure. So 

while uncertainties are made explicit in scientific advice, the overall message again is 

“if it doesn’t heat you, it doesn’t harm you”. Uncertainty and ignorance get lost in 

translation to robust advice because they do not pass the test o f relevance.

The gulf between the constructions of uncertainty above and seeing areas of 

ignorance as poHcy-critical is vast. The treatment o f uncertainty in attempts to 

construct robust, authoritative guidelines reveals the potential pitfalls of picking 

apart science and politics in regulation. Uncertainty at anything other than a 

laboratory level is constructed as ‘pohfical’, because it does not fit into the scientific 

discourse of ‘compliance means safety’. Two examples below, in which NRPB 

guidelines face up to foreign scientific advice, illustrate both the unavoidably 

political nature of scientific advice and the regulatory bodies’ attempts to maintain 

scientific authority by demarcating areas of politics.
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Safety Factors in the Provision of Neutral Advice

I mentioned above that the NRPB SAR restrictions include a safety factor of ten, 

which is seen as conservative (but certainly not precautionary). However, an important 

divergence between the NRPB and other bodies who set guidelines has been the use 

of additional safety factors. The ICNIRP guidelines markedly differ from the NRPB 

(1993) guidelines in one aspect. ICNIRP recommend an additional safety factor of 

five for exposure to the general public (rather than those who are occupationally 

exposed), allowing for the possibility (and implicit uncertainty) o f more sensitive 

subgroups o f the population (there is more on this in chapters 5 and 6). The 

ICNIRP guideline SAR level for whole-body exposure is therefore 0.08 watts per 

kilogram rather than the NRPB’s 0.4"̂  ̂An AGNIR member explained:

“ICNIRP said, and I think quite reasonably, and keeping in mind the health risk, said 

OK, members of the general public include groups that might be particularly at risk 

from the same hazards as occupational workers, but they might be less physiologically 

able to deal with them, namely the elderly, the very young, the infirm, those are the 

principal categories, interestingly without any scientific evidence for how to arrive at 

an appropriate quantitative measure of that extra risk, so what they did was introduce 

an arbitrary difference. They simply said “OK, since the general public includes these 

extra groups that might be more at risk, let’s, say, reduce the limit by a factor of 5,” 

which they did... NRPB didn’t like that kind of approach... NRPB’s style was to say 

“look, we’re in the business of setting limits that can be defended rationally.” The 

numbers can actually be linked to some scientific evidence... the NRPB has 

published a different limit for situations in which children are exposed, do you know 

about this? It’s about a factor of two. But it’s based not just on hand-waving, on 

saying ‘oh yes, well children are probably more at risk, let’s just make it a factor of 

two.’ It’s actually based on firm modelling and evidence.” (Interview transcript. No. 

6)44

43 The Institute o f  Electrical and Electronics Engineers in the USA proposed to remove a similar 

five-fold safety factor because they could not justify its existence on “socio-political considerations” 

(Eleanor Adair, quoted in Microwave N ew s, Sept/O ct, 2001).

44 NRPB 1993 does have a distinction between adults and ‘children present’ exposure (relates to the 

resonance frequencies o f  small people), but none for public/occupational. NRPB document is a 

guide, but conformity to it wiU satisfy the normal requirements o f  the ‘health and safety at work’ 

legislation.
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Debates over safety factors shed light on the pohtical facet to the NRPB’s actions in 

setting their guidelines. The NRPB feel their authority is best maintained with a clear 

separation, which recurs in most of the evidence submitted by the NRPB to various 

committees, between science-based and political decisions (which include any kind 

of precautionary measures). While rational decisions can still be ‘conservative’ in 

their degree o f protection, to take account o f uncertainties in the science is seen as 

unscientific. Attempts to maintain the false dichotomy between science and politics, 

as we shall see in this chapter’s conclusion, are at the root of many of the troubles 

experienced by the NRPB. It is indicative of an identity crisis which similar 

organisations must experience when then responsibility becomes a pubhc 

controversy. Part of this identity crisis is a confusion about the role of an advisory 

body contributing to decision-making.

The NRPB are responsible to the Department o f Health, who they see as the 

relevant decision-making body. A document published by the board o f the NRPB, 

to which the NRPB’s director Roger Clarke referred in evidence given to the House 

of Commons committee, is illustrative:

“For members of the public, ICNIRP has generally included a reduction factor of up 

to five in setting basic restrictions across the frequency range to 300GHz. There is, 

however, a lack of scientific evidence to support the introduction of these additional 

reduction factors. The Board believes that the existing UK advice by NRPB on 

limiting exposures for the general public already provides sufficient protection from 

direct and indirect effects and that any health benefits to be obtained from further 

reductions in exposure have not been demonstrated. It sees no scientific justification, 

therefore, for altering the advice previously given by NRPB on exposure guidelines 

for members of the public. 7/ does, homver, accept that otherfactors may need to be taken into 

account by government in establishing generally accepted exposure guidelines for the public. ”  (NRPB 

1999, my emphasis)

The last sentence indicates that the NRPB sees its role as scientific. An NRPB report 

on an EMF survey reveals their position: “The guidelines represent scientific advice, 

however it is for policy makers to determine whether and how any particular set of 

guidelines should be adopted.”"̂̂ . The political responsibility for guidelines is passed

Radio frequency Electromagnetic Fields in the Cookridge Area o f  Leeds, NRPB-W 23, September 

2002
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away, to protect the integrity of the scientific consensus. The guidelines are not 

regulatory as they emerge from the NRPB. The NRPB’s message, in effect, stops at 

‘compliance means safety’. Framing the role o f the NRPB in terms of risk, Roger 

Clarke, explained that...

“... the Government has made it clear that it expects advice to be based on scientific 

evidence and that the decision on whether to take other factors into account rests 

with Government. This effectively restricts advice on non-ionising radiation to risk 

assessment and excludes risk management. This is not the case with ionising 

radiation, where NRPB has been actively involved with risk management. Here the 

evidence on health effects and dose-response relationships is c le a r e r .” ^̂

The problems of policy decisions (risk management) are tied in this comment to the 

uncertainty or novelty of non-ionising radiation risk assessment. The uncertainties of 

the science o f EMF health effects mean that only some aspects o f science can be 

represented as guidelines that can be defended as science-based. We begin to see 

how, as predicted by a host o f authors (e.g. Jasanoff 1990, Irwin et al 1997), 

scientific advice institutions attempt to separate the domains of science and politics, 

and often come unstuck. The assumption on the part of regulatory or advisory 

agencies that ‘science-based’ means apolitical is easily exposed as false. In the next 

section, I wiU expand on this point through a discussion o f the dynamics of attempts 

to universalise standards.

International Harmonisation

An important feature of any regulatory consensus that falls under the pubhc gaze is 

variation between countries. Guidelines and scientific knowledge are mutually 

supportive and representative. So local variation between guidelines wiU therefore 

act to reduce the authority of scientific advice that is claimed to rest on universal, 

certified knowledge. Seminars, conferences and ongoing programmes, often 

overseen by the World Health Organisation, have been devoted to the 

harmonisation o f standards across the world, which means, in practice, the adoption 

of ICNIRP guidelines. In the hght of the challenges to the authority of guidelines 

described above, advisory bodies and industry see harmonised standards as an

Summary o f  oral evidence to lEG M P, Roger Clarke, Director o f  the NRPB
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important representation of a general scientific consensus. David Brown from 

Motorola demonstrated this in his evidence to the House of Commons;

. .the NRPB, ICNIRP, the International Commission on Non-Ionising Radiation 

Protection, the European Commission Expert Group, WTR in the US, the Royal 

Society of Canada, have aU reviewed all the evidence and concluded that there are no 

grounds for concern. Perhaps the Committee would be interested to know that aU of 

the bodies, aU around the world, who have established these standards, have arrived 

at what I consider for all the cultural diversity, an amazingly consistent conclusion.

AU those standards for whole body exposure, for workers are aU set at 0.4 W/kg.

That agreement suggests a massive consensus worldwide.

One scientist, offering a response to the findings of this committee, said that such 

similarities were not an indicator of a firm consensus. Inversely, the pattern of  

similarities that appeared was the direct product of attempts to move countries into 

line:

“Members of the committee expressed their amazement about the unusual unanimity 

of many scientific boards aU over the world concerning their limit values for high 

frequency electromagnetic fields. The reason for this uniformity Ues in the activities 

of IRPA [International Radiation Protection Association] and ICNIRP to harmonise 

internationaUy aU guidelines concerning EMF exposures and it does not reflect 

unanimity concerning scientific evidence.’’̂ »

Indeed, for many years the countries of Eastern Europe and the former Soviet 

Union had suggested very different standards. An article by Don Maisch, an 

Australian activist, describes a meeting in Moscow in 1999. The Russian National 

Committee on Non-Ionizing Radiation Protection met with ICNIRP to discuss 

‘harmonisation’ of standards. The Russian body made it clear that non-thermal 

effects, subjective symptoms experienced by users (see chapters 5 and 6) and 

possible cumulative effects should be taken into account, while ICNIRP insisted that 

the only effects from which we could draw conclusions were thermal. The difference 

in perspective led Russia and other Eastern European countries to set guidelines for

^^David Brown, Minutes o f  evidence to the HCSTSC, 16* June 1999 

Professor M Kundi — response statement. House o f  Com m ons Science and Technology Select 

Com m ittee Report, Scientific Advisory System, Mobile Phones and Health, submitted as evidence to 

the lE G M P  by Alan Meyer
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some RF exposures up to 100 times lower than the UK (Microwave News, 

N ov/D ec, 1999). Many of the influential studies of non-thermal effects originated in 

Eastern Europe (e.g. Szmigielski et al 1982) and, as some interviewees told me, 

possible harm from non-thermal effects has always been treated more seriously than 

in the West.

Disagreements between countries are useful demonstrations of the insight that 

regulatory standards can never just represent science (Gillespie et al 1979). There is 

no one true nexus from scientific evidence to robust guidelines.Rather, guidelines 

are a construction of regulatory philosophy and a body o f research that is considered 

‘scientific’. Although few advisory bodies would deny the existence of a strong 

consensus behind the known thermal effects o f non-ionising radiation, there is 

global political uncertainty as to the scale and relevance o f the scientific uncertainty 

revealed by reports of non-thermal effects. (In international terms, however, there is 

the added disagreement about the quality of evidence from other countries. EMF 

research during the Cold War was entangled in its possible mihtary appHcations, so 

many scientific results did not escape their countries of origin for decades *̂ .̂

Despite these imphcit challenges to the political authority of advice that is seen as 

purely a representation of science, the NRPB maintained its ‘discourse of 

compliance’, aiming to control both scientific uncertainties and the shape of public 

engagement. The discourse protects the consensus around thermal effects by 

focussing on what is known. Known effects are incorporated into guidelines, which 

can be defended on the grounds that they are ‘science-based’ and therefore 

apolitical. Uncertainties are acknowledged at a research level but removed from a 

quantified form of scientific advice. The discourse o f comphance gives the 

impression that science suggests a single, correct level of safety. Uncertainties about 

the correctness or relevance o f this level do not, as one scientist quoted above said.

It does not take a sociologist to make this point. An editorial in Microwave N ew s explained, when  

reviewing various negotiations o f  standards: “Setting standards is as much a social as a scientific 

exercise. It is about dealing with uncertainty and deciding on acceptable levels o f  risk.” (MWN, 

Sep t/O ct 2001, p .19)

On the Internet, the mihtary apphcations o f  EMF technologies have been greeted with fevered 

interest. Stories o f  electromagnetic danger are often contextuahsed with reference to the 

bombardment o f  the American Embassy in M oscow  with microwaves in the 1960s (Brodeur 1989). 

Other Internet activists have concerned themselves with Governm ental ‘mind control’.
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‘fit into the moder. They are therefore constructed as pohtical, the stuff of decisions 

best taken by others.

The discourse of comphance (as with any discourse in the Foucauldian sense^ )̂ has 

an agenda for reasonable debate set by those in authority, and groups who wish to 

contribute are controhed by this agenda. The pubhc are disenfranchised from not 

only questioning the guidelines, but also from suggesting the appearance of effects 

from technologies that easily comply with these guidelines. The decision as to pubhc 

acceptabhity is taken on behalf of the pubhc. Pubhc enquiries as to the safety of a 

base station or a handset are reframed as a request for certification as to comphance. 

The enquiry is therefore cast in expert terms. The discourse of comphance aUows 

the NRPB to manage the issue as a scientific one, with a single answer. Problems 

arise when groups outside the scientific orthodoxy begin to unravel the pohtics 

inside the discourse as weU as outside. This is a feature of the chapters 5 and 6.

I was reminded by one interviewee that a discourse o f comphance does not 

necessarily emerge as a regulatory offshoot from a conviction of the safety of mobile 

phones. This scientist beheved mobile phones were utterly safe, but that the NRPB’s 

tactics were not constructive:

A: Yeah, well this is the Government, the industry and the NRPB’s agreed way to 

deal with the health issue. It’s just to talk about the limits. And if you say ‘gee, I think 

I’m having epileptic seizures... is it that bloody radio-antenna?’, they’ll say, ‘you 

know, my dear, we’re operating below the guideline limits, here’s all the information, 

here, here, here and here,’. ..

Q: So how do you address their concerns without undermining your own guidelines, 

which you seemingly said are sufficient as they stand?

A: Well, that’s a very good question, but you have to take into your head that in the 

last ten years, most of the research has been on the guideline limits, and the industry

Philip (1990), summarising the key contributions o f  Foucault, states that ‘discourse’ in the 

Foucauldian sense, is . .best understood as a system for the possibility o f  knowledge.” (p. 68) A 

discourse is based on rules, but these are not consciously followed. They operate “’behind the backs’ 

o f  the speakers o f  a discourse” (ibid.). For my purposes, the word ‘discourse’ is a useful way o f  

encapsulating a social trend o f  behaviour and rhetoric that illuminates som e important underlying 

features. For Foucault’s original thoughts, see Foucault (1972) Chapter 1, 

http: /  /  www.m arxists.org/reference /  subject/philosophy/w orks / f t / foucault.htm

http://www.marxists.org/reference
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and government are paying for this research and they’re not discussing it with the 

public... as a result, the people Hke the activists who come in and tell them “y^s, we 

know this is a worry and we’re going to tell you you’re gonna get cancer problems 

and cognitive effects and all this kind of thing.” . .. The NRPB and the industry have 

all agreed not to talk about it, so the people are left with a vacuum... And then you 

go and talk to somebody who you think might know a little more than you do but 

isn’t quite the established source, and they teU you all the other things, you begin to 

believe them, and that’s actually what happened with the Stewart group. (Interview 

transcript. No. 27)

This scientist feels that discussing the issue as one o f compliance leads people 

towards alternative explanations. The science behind the guidelines, rather than 

being shrouded in this discourse, should be allowed to speak for itself. The weight 

of evidence should be allowed to teU its story, which is that there has been no 

evidence o f harm from mobile phones that passes the normal tests of scientific 

certification.

In most cases, the evidence is not able to teU its own story. A degree o f expert 

digestion is required. But the points made by this interviewee are interesting. By 

subscribing to a discourse based solely on assessing compliance, those in authority 

are not answering the questions they are being asked. Engaged members of the 

public are therefore likely to look elsewhere for their advice.

With the onset o f public controversy, the discourse o f compliance is exposed as an 

arrogant, unwieldy and ultimately unsustainable style of public communication. Not 

only can the politics o f its operation be laid bare, but the credibility of the weighty 

scientific consensus that forms its basis can be dramatically reduced. As predicted by 

constructivist studies o f science-in-pubHc, the rhetorical removal o f political 

elements o f a discourse wiU only create new sites for dispute (see Barry 2001, ch. 9). 

As Shackley and Wynne (1996) have noted, reflecting on scientific uncertainty can 

give science and policy (and the public) a common discourse. However, the 

discourse o f compliance obscures uncertainty, preventing engagement on anything 

other than expert terms.

Although I may seem to be placing the blame for subsequent credibility troubles at 

the door o f the NRPB, who tended to support the discourse o f compliance, it is
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illustrative to consider one passage from the minutes on a meeting, held to discuss 

international harmonisation:

“Dr McKinlay pointed out that it was important for standards to [say] clearly about 

what health effects they provide protection [from]. All too often authorities hide 

behind standards to avoid answering the real concerns held by p e o p l e . ” 5 2

The man who made this point was Alastair MacKinlay, head o f the non-ionising 

radiation division at the NRPB and chairman o f ICNIRP. It indicates that agencies 

such as the NRPB do appreciate that compliance with guidelines should not be seen 

as the beginning and end of discussion about the possible health effects of mobile 

phones. However, they are caught in a situation that they are not well-equipped to 

control.

Conclusion — A Crisis o f Authority

“Required to implement the endlessly conflicting dictats of the first three branches of 

government — the legislature, the executive and the judiciary -  and encircled yet 

further by competing interest groups bristling with lawyers and scientific experts, 

these... agencies writhe in a chronic crisis of authority” (Wynne 1992b, p. 745)

The quote above is taken from Brian Wynne’s review of the most thorough 

constructivist study o f scientific advice, Sheila Jasanoff s ‘The Fifth Branch’. Jasanoff 

discusses the “crisis of authority” experienced by US agencies such as the 

Environmental Protection Agency, operating in a regime which traditionally 

‘deconstructs’ regulatory science in pubhc to a greater degree than in Europe. 

However, the picture that emerges from my research into a UK experience is similar.

We have seen in this chapter how a consensus, based on a weU-estabhshed heating 

effect, can be constructed and formahsed in a set of guidelines. These guidelines, set 

by the NPRB in the UK, are considered to be scientific advice, rather than 

regulatory standards. The pohtical responsibhity is passed to government. The 

NRPB, through its guidelines and advice is claiming only what conditions are 

considered safe by the weight of scientific evidence. But the guidelines and the 

consensus behind them become mutuaUy representative and reinforcing. The

Minutes o f  International EMF Project: Standards Harmonization Meeting, Ettore Majorana Centre, 

Erice, Sicily, Italy, 27'*' N ovem ber 1999
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balance of scientific evidence is obscured from view in a representation of what is 

known, and the guidelines act as an ‘anchor’ (Van der Sluijs et al 1998), one stage 

removed, preventing undue movements in the representation of scientific 

uncertainty.

Challenges to these guidelines or this consensus produce a defensive reaction which 

illustrates a prevailing attitude amongst scientific and regulatory orthodoxy that 

compliance with thermally-based guidelines promises safety. This discourse of  

compliance sets the bounds for reasonable debate, preventing non-scientific bodies 

(including industry) from questioning the framing o f the guidelines. Uncertainties 

remain an expert resource, with the implication that absence of (robust) evidence is 

equivalent to evidence of absence of harm.

However, we have begun to see in this chapter how a discourse based on 

‘compliance means safety’, can be challenged in a way that is simultaneously 

scientific and political, questioning both the scientific consensus and the correct way 

to extrapolate states of knowledge to guidance about dose levels. In the public arena, 

boxes containing framing assumptions are re-opened, new questions are asked: What 

technologies were the guidelines intended to cover? What are the grounds for 

scientific consensus? And what direction should research take? The door between 

risk assessment and risk management, which the public had previously seen from the 

outside in the form of SAR guidelines, is prized open through broader engagement 

around issues of policy and scientific uncertainty. International disagreement on the 

state of the science and the ‘correct’ restriction levels of exposure highlights the 

limits o f the applicability of ‘universal’ knowledge and the pressure which ‘neutral’ 

knowledge is placed under when demands are made for ‘correct’ policies. Claiming 

to be 'science-based is not sufficient to preserve authority when external observers are 

asking ‘what science?

As explained in this chapter, uncertainty has always existed around the consensus 

that thermal effects are the only harmful effects. At a laboratory level, such 

uncertainties have always been understood (indeed they are the lifeblood of 

productive research). In the reviews of the scientific evidence, such as that done by 

AGNIR, experts have taken care to acknowledge gaps in our knowledge and the 

incompleteness of current scientific knowledge. But such contingencies get lost within 

the advisory system. It is assumed that they are meaningless outside an expert
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context. This perception that uncertainty is solely an expert consideration is a part 

of, and part of the downfall of, the discourse of compliance.

We have seen how scientific uncertainty expands from, and with, pubhc concern 

about a rapidly-growing technology. To return to the review quoted above, Wynne 

reiterates the point (borne from constructivist studies o f science) that scientific 

uncertainty should be seen as a product of the deconstruction of pubhc science that 

comes with pubhc examination, rather than as a cause of the initial social unease 

(Wynne 1992b). The narrative of this chapter has extended this view o f uncertainty. 

Uncertainties which might concern experts, such as the abhity to accurately measure 

doses, or the presence of nigghng non-thermal effects, can be expanded and picked 

apart until advisory guidelines and a scientific consensus appear unstable. The 

process of picking apart uncertainty as a controversy moves from an expert to a 

pubhc context, forces those being chaUenged to “retreat to stronger bastions of 

claimed social ‘agreement’ or ‘black-boxing’” (ibid., p. 751). In the case o f the 

discourse o f comphance, chaUenges to the scientific consensus tended to ehcit the 

response that uncertainties would always remain, that ‘science can’t prove a negative’ 

and that, essentiaUy, there was nothing to worry about.

The more a consensus or a regulatory philosophy is chaUenged pohticaUy, the greater 

the temptation for regulatory science to harden it as an apohtical representation o f a 

science-based consensus. However, the authority that should come from being 

‘science-based’ is fragile. Organisations such as the NRPB, who consider that their 

role is solely to reflect the best available science, find themselves unwittingly 

representing a pohtical position. People who approached the NRPB and similar 

bodies with worries about the protection afforded them by current safety guidelines 

were greeted with the discourse of comphance, which failed to answer, or even 

acknowledge, the questions they were asking. The NRPB and the standards 

themselves, originaUy developed as a workable representation of the only estabhshed 

effects of microwave radiation, became an inevitable target for pubhc chaUenge.

Assumptions behind the guidelines were exposed and became the source of pubhc 

disenchantment with the protection offered by the guidelines. To repeat one 

example, SAR provides a metric for the assessment o f hazard from an acute, thermal 

exposure. After the six minutes required to reach a thermal equUibrium, the time 

exposed to radiation is not considered important. Many of the claims of harm came
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from members o f the public living near base stations. The highest base station 

exposure is typically thousands of times beneath the NRPB’s investigation levels and 

it would never induce a heating effect. But many o f the concerned pubhc considered 

that long-term (chronic) exposure was causing them harm, and would not be 

reassured by assurances o f comphance with a metric based on acute exposures. For 

these people, the discourse o f comphance was not answering their questions, 

prompting them to engage with alternative networks (interest groups, unorthodox 

scientists and news media).

In the vocal battles between engaged members o f the pubhc and the Government, 

the NRPB was the usual first caU for advice. Subsequently, however, the NRPB 

came to embody the lack of protection people felt they were being given from 

mobile phones and base stations. The NRPB was perceived as aloof, expert and 

unhelpful. But, as I hope has come across in this chapter, the blame should not just 

be placed at their door and forgotten. There is a deeper explanation, provided with a 

brief summary o f the narrative from this chapter.

When mobile phones were first introduced to an unworried pubhc in the 1980s, only 

two groups considered the issue of protection from health effects — industry and 

regulatory agencies. Both groups had conducted or contracted significant 

bioelectromagnetics research to build knowledge o f the possibihty of harm. 

Guideline levels were drawn up based on known effects o f the kind o f radiation 

emitted by mobile phones, independent of mobile phone technology. Over time, 

efficiencies in engineering assured that mobile phones and base stations could easily 

comply with these guidelines. Industry was therefore free to declare its 

independence and not consider the issue further. As pubhc concern began to grow, 

the NRPB, reassuring members of the pubhc that comphance determined safety, 

became the only possible target for antipathy. The NRPB, as the provider of 

convenient regulatory advice, was seen as representing industrial interests. However, 

NRPB was anchored to its advisory guidelines by its insistence on science-based 

advice (and let’s not forget that this advice also apphed to other, less controversial 

EMF technologies). The NPRB’s intention was never to make good (credible) 

pohcy. Its only option was to ride on the coat-tails o f the more independent 

authority of an even more ‘independent’ group (AGNIR). An NRPB representative 

explained this confhct:
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“We’re a public body and we’ve got to expect a bit of criticism... We’re an 

independent statutory body, but if an organisation says one thing one year, it is hard 

for it to change its mind.. .We have these expert groups [such as AGNIR]... it 

assures the public, or should do, and politicians, that we are impartial... on difficult 

questions, we get people who are separate from us.” (Interview transcript, No.21)

The contribution of AGNIR allowed the NRPB to better assess the available 

scientific evidence. And it was decided that evidence for thermal effects remained 

the only evidence robust enough with which to build guidelines. However, as we 

have seen, the nexus from good science to good policy is questioned by international 

disagreement on guidelines. The NRPB’s ‘science-based’ attitude included a 

narrower perspective on what counts as evidence than other agencies. This attitude 

facihtated authoritative defence of NRPB guidelines at a time of largely expert 

debate, but it was not credible when broader questions were asked through pubhc 

engagement.

The credibihty of pubhc science is tested by the questions that are asked of it, often 

by non-experts. As the context surrounding mobile phone regulation changed, the 

NRPB’s advice no longer fitted the types of questions that were being asked. 

OriginaUy expected by Government to be a source o f authority, and of high quahty 

science, the NRPB became a target for criticism, unsure of its role in a broader 

debate. The NRPB’s natural style of advice was harm-based, working from the known 

dangers of ionising radiation or intense microwave heating. It was less weU-equipped 

to deal with the risk-based style of regulation (considering the possibility o f harm) 

demanded by the mobile phones controversy (see Jasanoff (1995, p. 72) for more on 

this distinction).

This harm-based, comphance-based style of doing pubhc science was the target of 

expert and non-expert chaUenge with the onset of broad pubhc controversy. Faced 

with new types of enquiry, the NRPB was shown as interested only in certain types 

of response. The loss of credibihty in the NRPB’s guidelines, and the science used to 

defend them, forced a governmental response. In 1999, Tessa JoweU, the minister 

for pubhc health, formed an independent expert group to reconsider the issue, 

independent o f the furrowed brows of the NRPB. This group, and their approach to 

the pubhc science of deciding about mobUe phone risks, is the subject o f the next 

chapter.
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^Meeting the Public Halfway^  ̂-  The Stewart Report

In the previous chapter, we saw how a controversy, once pubhc, can be expanded 

beyond the control of a previously authoritative advisory body such as the NRPB.

By 1999, after front-page news coverage, parhamentary questions and increasing 

local action against networks’ attempts to erect masts, mobile phones had come to 

be defined by many of the pubhc as ‘risky’̂ . Action was required to regain some of 

the credibihty of scientific knowledge and advice about mobile phone radiation. In 

late summer 1999  ̂the Independent Expert Group on Mobile Phones (lEGMP) was 

formed under the chairmanship of Professor Sir Whham Stewart, formerly the 

Government’s chief scientific adviser. Their report (‘The Stewart Report’) redefined 

the shape of scientific advice on the health effects o f mobile phones. This chapter 

describes the context, operation and conclusions of the lEGMP that led to a 

broader consideration of the science and tighter social control of the uncertainties 

behind mobile phone risk.

In 1999, as part of a review of the Governmental scientific advisory system, the 

House of Commons Select Committee on Science and Technology had published a 

report on “Mobile Phones and Health”, based on testimony from Industry, the 

NRPB and representatives from the department of health. Though not an expert 

review in itself, relying on existing constructions of the relevant science, the report 

set the tone for much of the policy debate that the lEGMP would follow up.  ̂ Some 

of the recommendations of the select committee would be directly echoed a year 

later in the Stewart Report.^

' This phrase is courtesy o f  Jerry Ravetz.

2 A survey in June 1999, funded by Techno A O  (manufacturers o f  a device that sticks to the back o f  a 

mobile phone and claims to reduce radiation), found that 43% o f  daily users were particularly 

concerned about the potential risks from mobile phones (MORI 1999).

 ̂ O ne ad hoc meeting on the 26^''July, P* full meeting on the 10‘̂  Sept 99 

O f the previous international expert reviews which had been prompted by growing public concern, 

the report from the Royal Society o f  Canada in March 1999 (RSC 1999) was the m ost influential, 

reviewing the evidence for non-thermal effects and recommending further research to clear up 

uncertainties.

 ̂Uncertainties in the science and opposition to the current policies o f  siting mobile phone base 

stations had been publicly highlighted in a House o f  Com m ons meeting on the IS'** June 1999. At
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The need for the lEGMP had already been established by the time of the Select 

Committee’s meetings. Tessa JoweU MP, then minister for public health, concerned 

at the increasing number of letters received by Members o f Parliament, asked the 

chairman of the NRPB’s board. Sir Walter Bodmer, about the formation of a group 

independent from the NRPB. Sic Walter Bodmer had recommended Sir William 

Stewart, who began to assemble the group on the provisos that he was aUowed 

access to the Government without external involvement and that he could choose 

the membership. The members of the Independent Expert Group had largely been 

decided by July 1999. The group’s remit was:

“To consider present concerns about the possible health effects from the use of 

mobile phones, base stations and transmitters, to conduct a rigorous assessment of 

existing research and to give advice based on the present state of knowledge. To 

make recommendations of further work that should be carried out to improve the 

basis for sound advice” (lEGMP 2000, p. 11)

There are two clear distinctions between these terms of reference and the remit of 

the NRPB, previously given sole responsibility in this area. First, the lEGMP was 

told only to consider mobile phones, setting aside other technologies which were 

regulated under the weight o f the same scientific knowledge. Secondly, the lEGMP 

was given the prescription to ‘consider present concerns’. Whereas the NRPB had 

perceived that its stability in the face of public concern would benefit the authority 

of its advice, the lEGMP, through the augmented remit, and its subsequent 

interpretation, was placed at the heart of the debate.

Independent from Whom, Expert at What?

The emphasis in the membership of the independent expert group was on 

independence. It was deemed that independence would breed authority and go some 

way to solving the problems (described in the previous chapter) that had been 

encountered by the NPRB. The committee therefore distanced itself from the

this meeting, initiated by Phü Willis MP, a pressure group. Northern Ireland Families Against 

Telecom s Towers (N IF ATT) had spoken about the need to properly regulate new base stations, and 

the NRPB, represented by Z enon Sienkiewicz and Sir Richard DoU, had responded with their take on 

the state o f  the science, saying that claims o f  harm were unsupported by evidence, but that further 

research needed to be done. (See “High anxiety”. The Guardian, October 20̂ '*, 1999)
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NRPB, from industry and from the Government. During the lEGMP’s period of 

work, the Government was in the process of auctioning five new licences to use 

frequencies for the operation of third generation (3G) mobile phone networks. Both 

industry and Government (via the Department of Trade and Industry) had clear 

vested interests in an expert report suggesting that the mobile phone health scare 

was unwarranted.

For the reasons described in the previous chapter, the NRPB was perceived by some 

critics as supportive o f a status quo and of an unfounded set of guidelines which had 

industrial backing. Some commentators had also linked the NRPB’s interests to the 

auction of third generation licences, arguing that a share of the Government’s 

windfall would be given to the NRPB to boost its research presence.*  ̂Although the 

NRPB would contribute the secretariat to the group, it was deemed that references 

to the NRPB or to Sir Walter Bodmer should be removed from pubhc material 

emerging from the group.^ Professor Alan Baddeley, an NRPB board-member 

leading a subgroup looking at how the NRPB should communicate with the pubhc, 

described the malaise to Sic Whham Stewart;

“One issue that keeps cropping up is the extent to which the pubhc perceives NRPB 

as being independent... In actual fact I think they do an excellent job, and are not 

driven by a desire to please government, but it is clear from some of the questions 

raised by the pubhc, that there are some doubts. I think the creating of the 

independent expert group reflects this feeling. Its creation does, however, call into 

question the role of the NRPB in advising the Government and the general pubhc.”^

At the pubhc meetings, as one lEGMP member told me, “the word ‘independent’ 

kept being repeated.” (Interview transcript, No. 19). Although the lEGMP was set 

up by the NRPB, the expert group set out to distance its work from that of the 

NRPB, so that the report could be seen as an unburdened attempt to consider the 

issue from a credible perspective. The lEGMP recognised, however, that two o f the 

groups they claimed independence from (the NRPB and the mobile phone industry) 

were repositories of much of the research and expertise that was required to present

“Mobiles to carry health alert”, Kamal Ahmed, The Observer, Sunday April 30, 2000 

 ̂Letter from Sir William Stewart to John Stather, Assistant director o f  the NRPB (PRO HP4, file 7)

® Letter from Professor A D  Baddeley FRS to Sir William Stewart, 10'*’ February 2000 (PRO HP4, file 

14)
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a scientific review. Not wishing to undermine the scientific o f the NRPB, an 

NRPB secretariat was employed to help survey the science (although this secretariat 

was dismissed when the group began to consider the NRPB’s role in the growing 

public disenchantment with scientific advice).

The lEGMP contained two members of AGNIR, Anthony Swerdlow, an 

epidemiologist, and Cohn Blakemore, an esteemed physiologist. These members had 

significant experience o f the issue but were considered sufficiently independent from 

the workings of the NRPB to have no vested interests (indeed, AGNIR was 

considered an independent group reporting to an independent hoày). Two other 

members of the group had worked chrectly in the area of mobile phone research: 

Michael Repachoh, the lead researcher in the rat brain cancer study mentioned in tlie 

previous chapter, and Les Barclay, a radio-communications engineer. Most o f the 

remaining members, plucked from the advisory great and good, arrived at the issue 

with experience only of scientific reviews and advice in other pubhc health issues. 

Two lay members were brought in (in accordance with a recommendation from the 

House of Commons Select Committee), to represent not only non-experts but also 

women and young people. Despite early discussions about including non-scientific 

experts such as social scientists, philosophers or lawyers in the group, the experts in 

the final committee were ah scientific. SaUy Macintyre, a medical sociologist who the 

chairman was initiaUy keen to have on the committee, withdrew before the first 

meeting of the group.

The work of the lEGMP was based around 10 meetings, 5 of which were adjoined 

to pubhc meetings (in Edinburgh, Liverpool, Cardiff, London and Belfast). The 

structure of the report was setded early on by the T*" meeting (the start o f 2000), 

with sections aUocated to members of the committee. The lay members were given 

responsibhity for issues relating to ‘pubhc perceptions and concerns’, the evidence 

for which had been gathered from the slew of media reports in the previous year,  ̂

written evidence submitted to the committee, verbal evidence from invited interest 

group representatives and evidence from the pubhc meetings.

O f the pubhc meetings, the Belfast meeting was the best-attended, courtesy of 

NIFATT (Northern Ireland Famihes Against Telecoms Towers), then the most

641 press cuttings, 76 TV  and radio broadcasts (lEG M P 2000, p. 21)
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powerful anti-base station pressure group, who had advertised the meeting more 

widely than the NRPB had done at the other locations. At the Belfast meeting, 

members o f the pubhc complained about the ease with which the phone networks 

could put up masts despite strong pubhc objection. At the meeting in Cardiff, it was 

exphcidy suggested that the NRPB had lost credibihty and that this was in part 

because of industry and planning authorities ‘hiding behind’ the guidelines (see 

previous chapter). Uncertainties were expanded into a worrying sign o f ignorance, or 

evidence of a cover-up, and suggestive studies were put forward as evidence of 

danger. At each pubhc meeting. Sir Whham Stewart made clear that the group were 

interested in hearing objections to the current situation and reports of health 

problems (which came to be understood as ‘anecdotal evidence’ — see chapter six).

Although the attendees of the pubhc meetings were in no way representative of a 

general pubhc unease (a point reiterated by some group members who were eager 

not to pander to non-expert demands), the meetings became the lEGMP’s conduit 

to ‘pubhc concern’. Some of the group’s experts were looking at this particular 

science for the first time. Their investigation, originaUy prompted by ‘pubhc 

concern’, was thus informed by a number of pubhc issues that were not easily 

separated from the uncertainties that had been previously been constructed within 

the domain o f expertise.

Uncertainty in the Cold Light of Public Controversy

“It was simply when we started analysing the results that the uncertainty became

more apparent.” (Interview transcript, No. 30) -  An lEGMP member

The lEGMP, looking afresh at the available scientific (and some non-scientific) 

evidence, saw a body o f knowledge in the hght o f pubhc concern and distrust. The 

construction o f uncertainty that emerged from their analysis was flavoured by their 

broad remit and an appreciation of the pohtical stakes o f scientific advice. This 

section considers how a flexible feature such as scientific uncertainty can be 

re framed or rebuilt to present a subtly different picture of the adequacy of current 

knowledge and pohcy in deahng with risk. Previously, proponents of the sufficiency 

of a thermaUy-based set of guidelines and concurrent reassurances had argued that 

there was a wealth o f knowledge which largely exonerated mobile phones (I was told 

by some scientists o f the thousands of scientific papers which considered the
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biological effects of radio frequency EMFs, and the hundreds more that had looked 

at ELF effects). Other scientists, who were wary of attempts to downplay scientific 

uncertainties, had suggested that the papers of direct relevance numbered in the 

hundreds and that there were still myriad unanswered questions.

In trying to analyse the degree of uncertainty about such a comphcated pubhc health 

issue, the only conclusion that can safely be drawn is that one person’s conviction 

about safety is another’s uncertainty, and this uncertainty might be, to another 

observer, consistent evidence of danger. Those who had reason to beheve that 

mobile phones carried significant risks, when asked about uncertainty, tended to 

reply that, rather than the gaps in our knowledge being worrisome, the danger is 

evidenced by the existing scientific evidence. (Such arguments were often 

accompanied by a suspicion that scientists detecting non-thermal effects had come 

under pressure from industry not to disclose their findings). I asked one scientist 

whether everybody would agree that there is as little relevant science as some have 

suggested about the health effects of mobile phones:

“No, there’s an abundance of evidence... Even since the advent of mobile telephony, 

there’s been a vast amount of research which has been done, often financed by the 

phone companies. On the other hand they don’t always want to believe what’s found 

and they persuade people to change their results. Have you come across that?” 

(Interview transcript. No. 9)

Scientific critics and activists unearthed ‘definitive’ studies (often from Eastern 

Europe or Russia, where regulatory disagreement was most marked (see chapter 

four)), which demonstrated harm from EMF radiation and presented them to 

groups such as the lEGMP. Such evidence was used to support the case for danger, 

but also the case for uncertainty or ignorance — highhghting how little the UK 

establishment knew, or what they were trying to hide.

The lEGMP, approaching the science largely as outsiders, reviewed 430 scientific 

papers and concluded that there were deficiencies both in scientific knowledge and 

in the understanding of the relevance of research in setting standards. One group 

member described to me the feelings of the group while they were considering the 

issue during meetings:
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“I certainly saw some committee members sort of changing their mind, you know, 

several times during the thing. And the thing that we all kept repeating is ‘we haven’t 

had enough time, there isn’t enough evidence,’. .. people were saying ‘we just haven’t 

got enough time, we need more research, we need, you know, in 5, 10, whatever years 

time,’ so people certainly never thought that this is it, done it, tick the box and that’s 

it. In fact, if anything, aU of us, after each meeting, realised the scale of the need for 

the research.” (Interview transcript. No. 19)

So how did the lEGMP unearth sufficient scientific uncertainty to justify a 

precautionary stance that was markedly different from the approach of the NRPB, 

when previously the body of scientific knowledge had been considered adequate? 

Partly, there was the evidence that had arisen from the recent studies reported in the 

previous chapter. These studies, by Preece, de Pomerai, Repachoh and others, had 

strengthened the case for rehable non-thermal effects. In particular, the evidence 

from Preece’s study — the first to suggest a direct effect on humans — was influential 

in the lEGMP’s conclusions. But the explanation that new evidence prompts fresh 

consideration is not sufficient when we consider that reports of non-thermal effects 

had existed as long as the technologies on which they had been blamed. A 

broadening o f the issue beyond expert attention reframed the science and its 

relevance to the issue. Engagement with non-experts altered the approach to the 

available evidence and its attendant uncertainties. One lEGMP member, on 

considering the relationship between uncertainty and pohcy, said this:

“Yes, 1 suppose there are two sorts of uncertainty, aren’t there, in considering 

questions of scientific advice to government. One is uncertainty about the quahty, 

meaning or significance of pubhshed work, and the other is uncertainty in the sense 

that the work hasn’t been done at all... Both sorts of uncertainties exist about mobile 

phones, but 1 would say there’s far more uncertainty about the pubhshed work” 

(Interview transcript. No. 6)

The view that the existing pubhshed science had been done poorly or was o f httle 

relevance to the question of mobile phone safety was reiterated by other lEGMP 

members. This opinion begins to suggest that the lEGMP reconstructed the state of 

the relevant scientific knowledge by looking more criticaUy at existing studies. Rather 

than the arrival of new scientific evidence or the discovery that scientific uncertainty 

had been previously covered-up, we can see that the reason for reconstructing 

uncertainty was that different questions were being asked of science, as pointed out
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in the previous chapter, yielding less well-constructed answers. We therefore begin 

to see that policy action and decisions about levels o f uncertainty become 

intertwined. The interviewee above continued:

“we aU agreed to take a precautionary approach, and we aU agreed that overall there 

seemed to be sufficient evidence that there could be interactions between 

radio frequency radiation and tissues and cells at levels of exposure that should not 

cause significant heating. And that kind of alarmed us a little bit. So while none or 

virtually none of the claims that had been made, even the most extravagant of them 

would seem to imply a health risk, we said ‘hold on, probably best to be cautious’.” 

(Interview transcript. No. 6)

The appraisal of evidence, and subsequent attribution o f a level o f uncertainty, 

seems Linked to the decision to be cautious from the outset. The precautionary 

recommendations of the report (discussed below) were seen by most o f my 

interviewees to be an exercise in good risk management. One lEGMP member 

disagreed that the Stewart report’s review of the science had been any more or less 

uncertain than previous reviews such as those o f AGNIR:

“the way in which it was written... precautionary principles and all this sort of 

stuff... in that sense, the flavour and the slant and the audience is a bit different. I’m 

not sure that an AGNIR or ICNIRP or whatever document would in any real sense 

pretend to any greater degree of certainty or any lesser degree of certainty. I don’t 

think in that sense people said ‘I don’t know’ where in another document they would 

have said ‘I do know’. I think they’d have said the same thing. I think it’s the 

wrapping around it.” (Interview transcript. No. 5)

In his view, the decision to be precautionary from the outset flavoured only the 

pohcy aspects, which had been tacked onto the scientific review for pohtical reasons 

rather than scientific ones. However, this interviewee views uncertainty in a similar 

fashion to that described in the previous chapter — as an obstacle on the path to 

truth, resolvable through further research. The uncertainties that emerged as 

important in the Stewart report were contrived at a pubhc health pohcy level, 

sufficient to justify a re-assessment of mobile phone regulation and of network 

expansion. The precautionary emphasis framed uncertainty as likely to suggest the 

need for pohcy action, rather than just the need for further research. The picture of 

uncertainty that was created, from subtle shifts in interpretation, emphasis and
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judgements about relevance, was therefore noticeably different from that produced 

by previous reviews.

The lEGMP, from the outset, decided not to consider the available science in 

isolation. AGNIR had pubhshed reviews o f all but the most recent science. 

Unpubhshed scientific work and reports from members o f the pubhc were (at least 

nominahy) integrated into the group’s dehberations. (Indeed, at one point, according 

to the report plan found in the group’s early minutes, the scientific review was 

destined to be included in a chapter entided ‘pubhc perceptions and concerns’). The 

lEGMP received, through theit NRPB secretariat, written evidence ranging from 

existing scientific archives, dirough reminders to pay carefiil attention to certain 

studies, to letters in which people who had suffered the hi effects from mobhe 

phones described their experiences. These letters narrate individual experiences of 

hlness brought on by mobhe phone or mobhe phone mast radiation exposure. 

Among the symptoms reported in these letters are hahtosis, diarrhoea, memory loss, 

headaches, sleep loss and, most intriguingly, “Busby Berkley-style nightmares”.

Such symptoms were simharly reported by members of the pubhc at the lEGMP 

open meetings. The reporting of these symptoms is what experts might traditionaUy 

have rejected as ‘anecdotal evidence’, and the exploration of this theme is the subject 

of the next chapter. But the claims made by these non-experts, and the associations 

they typically drew — to previous scientific advice failures (see below) and to the 

work of scientists such as Preece and dePomerai, or more campaigning participants 

such as Coghül and Hyland — were seen by some as influencing the perception of 

scientific uncertainty. This scientist was one o f very few people with strong 

criticisms o f the lEGMP:

A: The opinion in every country except the United Kingdom is that there’s enough 

science to base the standards on. We still don’t know everything. There’s still 

questions being pursued but, you know, there’s a fairly broad basis of knowledge to 

draw on, and the knowledge is that there are no hazardous effects, and even the 

biological effects are very iffy. They’re not really considered established science. But 

in the UK, for some reason, we had an expert report that was more political...

These symptoms appear in various letters submitted as written evidence to the lE G M P (PRO 

HP4)
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Q: Could you suggest some reasons why they [the Stewart group] did such things, 

why that report diverged from the...

A: .. .well it was the method of operation, their modus operandi... They held open 

meetings... but basically they were listening to people who weren’t scientists, who 

were activists, people, you know who didn’t understand radio frequencies, you know, 

who didn’t have any scientific knowledge and who were really complaining about 

their right to deny the industry base [station] sites and I suppose if you hear that every 

night, eventually you begin to take the point of view of the people you’re listening to. 

And that’s basically what’s happened with this expert report” (Interview transcript. 

No. 27)

The doubts that were expressed by the lEGMP over the completeness of scientific 

understanding were seen by this interviewee as being poHticaUy-motivated, leading to 

a false representation of scientific understanding. My analysis has shown this 

sentiment to be half-true. The lEGMP did not just consider, or review, the science. 

The group reconstructed the science as a pohcy-relevant body of knowledge, with its 

attendant shortcomings. So rather than a unilateral expert effort to determine the 

degree of uncertainty, decisions about uncertainty emerged from negotiations in 

which groups enrolled bodies of knowledge and drew connections, constructing 

credibility and apphcabihty. Within these negotiations lay decision stakes which are 

used to justify immediate action, precaution or increased scientific robusmess, 

depending on the stance. Uncertainty is not certified with the same vigour as 

scientific consensus, so it is prone to a greater degree of interpretative flexibihty.

And we have seen how the Stewart report’s context led it to reconstruct a body of 

knowledge which, after all, was never intended to be 'mobile phones science’.

The lEGMP operated under, and responded to, pubhc scrutiny. A media briefing 

provided to the group by the NRPB’s scientific spokesperson, Mike Clark, illustrates 

some aspects o f the pohtical landscape in which the lEGMP worked. Clark’s advice 

is to “puU up the drawbridge” until the work o f the group is complete, preventing 

media encroachment (although the news media did get a feel for the report from 

pubhc meetings). A hst of questions that Sir Wilham Stewart might be asked, based 

on the NRPB’s previous involvement in this debate, includes the foUowing: Firstly, 

“Why isn’t Roger Coghih/Dr Hyland/Alasdair Phihps on the expert group?” and 

secondly, “Isn’t this just hke BSE? Your Expert group wül report saying there is no
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evidence of a risk, only to find out later that some people have been affected.”” The 

first question, which many members of the public did indeed ask, illustrates that 

non-expert constructions of what constitutes relevant, credible expertise can pose 

real problems for experts who must convince others of their credibility. The second 

question raises the spectre o f a key scientific advice failure that defined much of the 

work o f the lEGMP.

Scientific Advice after BSE

The Stewart report was pubHshed as the public inquiry by Lord Phillips and 

colleagues into the science and policy around the emergence of BSE and vCJD 

(Phillips et al 2000) was coming to an end QThe inquiry report was pubhshed in 

October 2000). This massive piece of work took apart the machinations of the 

scientific advisory process that had led initially to reassurances that British beef was 

‘perfectly safe’ (since 1988) and subsequently (in 1996) to the admission that BSE 

could be Linked with a variant of Creutzfeldt-Jacob disease in humans (Millstone and 

Van Zwanenberg 2001, p. 99).

The PLdllips inquiry revealed how the Government, through the Ministry of 

Agriculture, Fisheries and Food (MAFF) had largely ignored important uncertainties 

about the possibility of BSE crossing a species barrier and causing disease in 

humans. The government protected its interests by insisting that it was following 

scientific advice, although MAFF actively sought to influence the conclusions and 

presentation of the report from Sir Richard Southwood’s advisory committee 

(Millstone and Van Zwanenberg 2001). The general impression was that BSE as a 

‘risk issue’ (cf. Leiss 2001) was mismanaged with awful consequences. The collapse 

in the authority of governmental scientific advice led to what Jasanoff calls ‘civic 

dislocation’, with the UK public looking elsewhere for advice on food safety 

(Jasanoff 1997, p. 223), estabhshing individual narratives o f risk and trust. At the 

heart of this disenchantment with expertise was a belief that the Government had 

disingenuously misled the public, believing that consumers would overreact (at the 

expense of the UK’s agriculture industry) to qualified advice about scientific 

uncertainty.

" Media briefing for the lE G M P from Mike Clark, NRPB
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The impact o f policy failures over BSE extends far beyond the human deaths from 

vCJD (however many hundreds this may eventually total) and the harm to the 

British beef industry. BSE will define exchanges between experts, the public and the 

UK government for many years. For the controversy over mobile phones, BSE 

acted as an archetype for easy comparison. It was clear from evidence submitted to 

the lEGMP that reassurances of safety would mean little in the context of previous 

mistakes. Critics o f the existing style of scientific advice over mobile phones could 

reasonably argue:

“A number of other hazards have first been denied, but have subsequently been 

proved to be real, including radium cream, x-rays during pregnancy, thalidomide, 

asbestos, smoking and BSE.”^̂

Another critic (a physicist) considered the ‘discourse of compliance’ (identified in 

the previous chapter) in the Hght of BSE:

“I don’t know much about that science, but government ministers feeding their 

children beefburgers, saying, ‘totally safe, blah blah blah.’ And you could just look at 

a lot of reports on BSE and simply change the word to ‘mobile telephony’. The same 

mentality, the same mind set prevails.” (Interview transcript. No. 9)

In the case o f BSE, some scientists had argued from the outset that serious dangers 

existed, and later been proved wiser than the authorised advisory bodies. So with 

mobile phones, any scientist offering opinions which differed from the advisory 

norm were considered by the public to be acting in their interest. In particular, the 

unorthodox views of Gerard Hyland, gained currency. Hyland’s suspicions o f the 

inadequacy of the NRPB’s guidelines grows from a concern that, because live 

human bodies are sensitive EMFs generators, they can be disrupted by external 

EMFs. According to this theory, the human body will react in an unpredictable, 

non-hnear way to long-term EMF exposure. Hyland is convinced that this theory 

suggests a mechanism of interaction for the non-thermal effects that have been 

demonstrated by scientific research and by reported symptoms (see Hyland 2000). 

(Interestingly, his non-hnear explanation also claims to explain why non-thermal

At the time o f  writing, there had been 137 human deaths from vCJD that were connected to BSE  

(source: The U K  Creutzfeldt-Jakob Disease Surveillance Unit, University o f  Edinburgh)

Alasdair Philips, lE G M P Minutes o f  oral evidence, 2 E'January 2000
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effects are so difficult to replicate). Newspapers, eager for an ‘expert’ counter to the 

official guarantees of safety, used Hyland and the even less-credentialed Roger 

Coghill as sources for many of their stories.

The lEGMP, once assembled, could not escape the long shadow of BSE. In a pubHc 

lecture, Colin Blakemore, an lEGMP member who was also a member of AGNIR, 

explained the wariness o f the committee:

“We decided post-BSE - and this is very much in our minds - we found ourselves 

three years ago thinking that we were in a position somewhat similar really to that of 

the members of the Southwood Committee, the committee commissioned by the 

Government to advise in the 1980s after the first case of BSE, what the potential 

risks and hazards might be. We found ourselves thinking, ‘what if, in ten years time 

there is a massive increase in the incidence of brain cancer and we haven’t spotted it, 

we might well be blamed in the same way that the members of the Southwood 

Committee have subsequently been blamed about BSE’. . .We decided then, following 

the emerging principle of transparency in dealings between government and 

particularly government science and the public, we decided to call pubhc meetings 

around the country, seven of them, I think. We advertised these widely in local 

newspapers, essentially saying, ‘come and teU us about your concerns about mobile 

telephones’, and people came in their hundreds to these meetings.

Blakemore justifies the operation of the committee in terms of the mistakes of BSE. 

But BSE also influenced the final conclusions of the committee. Sir William Stewart, 

was asked to explain his conclusions to the House of Commons Trade and Industry 

Select Committee, which, in 2001, had turned its attention towards the issue of 

planning poHcy for mobile phone masts:

“Firstly, the BSE inquiry impacted upon us. Never again will any scientific committee 

say that there is no risk.. .” 5̂

BSE did not necessarily induce broad cultural shifts towards appreciating the scale 

of uncertainties in scientific advice. But it did perhaps remind advisory scientists that 

their activities are pohtical and that the stakes can be very high. Sir William Stewart’s

Colin Blakemore, public lecture, “Mad Cows & Mobile Phones” the Andrew OUe Scientific lecture, 

14'*’ August 2002, Broadcast on “The Science Show,” 30'*’ N ovem ber 2002, ABC (Australia) 

(Transcript from w w w .abc.net.au /rn /science/ss/stories/s736667.htm . accessed 28'*HHy 2003)

Sir William Stewart, Minutes o f  Evidence to the HCTISC, 13*'’ March 2001

http://www.abc.net.au/rn/science/ss/stories/s736667.htm
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evidence continued the above comment with reference to another historical public 

health lesson learnt after failure to grapple with uncertainties:

. Secondly, looking at the ionising radiation saga over the past 50 years one sees 

that the acceptable levels for ionising radiation were reduced three times and years 

later they were reduced another three times and I believe that they have been reduced 

another three times. Are we at the same stage today as we were with ionising 

radiation 40 or 50 years ago? I suspect that we are not at the same stage, because, 

unlike ionising radiation, there is no real evidence that non-ionising radiation can 

break DNA.”

Ionising radiation had once been considered sufficiendy safe to allow routine X-rays 

to confirm pregnancies and check the fit of new shoes'^. However, the easily-visible 

effects of prolonged exposures forced the ‘safe’ level downward during the 

twentieth century. Effects of exposure to low-level ionising radiation were shown to 

accumulate over long periods. So for critics of the short-term basis o f the NRPB’s 

regulation who were weU-versed in history, it was perfectly sensible to worry that 

effects of our unprecedented levels of microwave exposure would be revealed too 

late.

These past policy failures and pubhc health misunderstandings exerted their 

historical weight on the uncertainties that the Stewart report identified. Along with 

other (pre-)cautionary tales such as the suppression o f evidence o f harm from 

smoking, they provided the context of trust in expertise. In this context, 

reassurances of safety would be essentially worthless without quahfication.

We should not forget in considering the impact of BSE that Sir WHiam Stewart was 

chief scientific advisor to the Conservative Government from 1990 to i995. 

Although he admitted in his evidence to the Phillips inquiry that that his direct 

involvement in the BSE saga had been ‘negligible’,̂ ® his intimate view o f advisory 

reassurances that later revealed as mistaken must have affected his appreciation of

Sit WilHam Stewart, Minutes o f  Evidence to the HCTISC March 2001 

Marie Curie was perhaps the m ost famous victim o f  a mistaken impression that “What you can't 

see can't hurt you”. She is thought to have died from leukaemia in 1934 after long-term exposure to 

the radioactive substances that were the subject o f  her work.

The BSE Inquiry /  Statement N o  187, Sir WiUiam Stewart, page 4, 

h ttp ://w w w.bseinquiry.gov.uk/file s /w s /s l8 7 .p d f accessed 20̂ *̂  August 2003

http://www.bseinquiry.gov.uk/files/ws/sl87.pdf
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the politics o f expert advice. In interviews with other members o f the lEGMP, the 

tone of the Stewart report was revealed as the product more of its namesake than a 

committee. Although the scientific reviews were a group effort, it emerged during my 

research that the report’s recommendations were largely the interpretations o f a man 

with significant political experience.

Recommendations of the Stewart report

The lEGMP, after a surprisingly short period o f work (less than 9 months), 

pubhshed their report on the IT'’ May 2000 with a press conference at the Royal 

Academy of Engineering. Governmental leaks to the press, (variously attributed by 

interviewees to the Department of Trade and Industry and the Department of 

Health), had led to a crop of reports some weeks before that the lEGMP would 

authoritatively state that scares over mobile phones were unfounded. In the hght of 

the ongoing auctions of third generation hcences (which would eventuaUy total 

£22.S bhhon), some of my interviewees saw these leaks as a move to reassure an 

uncertain set of bidders. The Guardian newspaper reported on the 28'*’ April 2000 

(the day after the completion of the auction) that the expert group report would give 

mobile phones “a clean biU o f health”'̂ . This article emphasised that mobile phones 

did not heat the brain significantly, so the expert consensus would be that they could 

cause no harm. In the hght o f the previous chapter, it is clear that this story 

misrepresents the controversy that emerged over mobile phones. The debate and 

uncertainty over the poorly-understood non-thermal effects of mobile phone radiation 

was not mentioned.

Members of the group responded immediately, announcing that their conclusions 

would be significantly more equivocal. They expressed anger that the thoughts of 

their group had been distorted and leaked to the press.Accusations that the 

conclusions o f their report were somehow linked to the auction o f third generation 

licences would undermine the group’s credibility in what had become a deeply 

politicised debate. The conclusions that did emerge were very different from the 

one-dimensional reassurance offered by previous leaks. A look through the

“Expert report gives mobile phones a clean bill o f  health”, Patrick Wintour, C hief political 

correspondent, The Guardian, Friday April 28, 2000 

“M obiles to carry health alert.” Kamal Ahmed, The Observer, 30* April 2000
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conclusions o f the Stewart report shows how the lEGMP attempted to bring the 

controversy under political control, opening up areas of uncertainty and reframing 

the role of the public in scientific advice.

The summary of the group’s recommendations begins by tentatively pointing out 

that many people own mobile phones and find them very useful. The group then 

justify their work by pointing out that there has been pubhc concern about both 

phones and masts accompanying their ubiquity. The summary describes how mobile 

phone technology is one of a number of emitters of radiofrequency radiation in our 

environment and goes on to describe the NRPB guidelines designed to protect 

against the known dangers of heating. It is then pointed out that;

“... rather httle research specifically relevant to these emissions has been pubhshed in 

the peer-reviewed scientific hterature. This presumably reflects the fact that it is only 

recently that mobile phones have been widely used by the pubhc (paragraphs 2.1- 

2.12) and as yet there has been htde opportunity for any health effects to become 

manifest.” (lEGMP 2000, paragraph 1.16)

Having pointed out that scientific understanding is not as adequate as might 

previously have been assumed, and that effects have been detected that cannot be 

thermaUy explained, the report recommends a broadly precautionary approach. The 

group makes the foUowing recommendations under its interpretation of precaution:

1. .. .that the UK adopts ICNIRP guidelines rather than continue with the NRPB’s 

guidelines, (paragraph 1.27) \̂ (The House of Commons Select Committee had 

recommended the same thing a year earlier).

2. .. .that current planning rules for base stations are unacceptable (paragraph 1.30). 

Base stations have obvious impacts on people’s well-being (paragraph 1.31) and 

have often been sited insensitively. Permitted development rights^ should be 

revoked for base stations (paragraph 1.36). Existing base stations should be 

audited to ensure their compliance with ICNlRP guidelines (paragraph 1.40).

As noted in the previous chapter, the notable difference is ICNIRP’s additional five-fold safety 

factor in the SAR restriction for the general public.

22 Previously, permitted developm ent rights had eased the planning application process for aU mobile 

phone masts less than 15 metres high. It was decided in the 1980s that the developm ent o f  mobile 

phone networks was sufficiently important to the U K  econom y to relax normal planning procedures.
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3. ... that mobile phones are labelled with their SAR levels, determined by an 

internationally standard procedure. Labels should appear on the handset’s box, 

in leaflets at stores, on a national web site and as one o f the phone’s menu 

options (paragraph 1.52) (see discussion in previous chapter).

4. ... that children should be discouraged from using mobile phones (paragraph 

1.53) (see below for further discussion).

5. ... that scientific research should look specifically at mobile phone frequencies 

(paragraph 1.55), that this research should consider uncertainties about pulsed 

radiation, and that dosimetry should be reliably calculated for each experiment 

(paragraph 1.56).

6. ... that an independent research programme should be set up, funded jointly by 

Government and industry. “In developing a research agenda the peer-reviewed 

scientific Hterature, non-peer reviewed papers and anecdotal evidence should be 

taken into account” (paragraph 1.58) (see below and chapter six).

7. ... that leaflets should be sent to all households to provide accurate and reHable 

information to the pubhc (paragraph 1.61). Hands-free kits and shields, if shown 

to work effectively, can be used as a way of reducing exposure (paragraphs 1.64, 

1.65) (See ‘aside’ in previous chapter).

8. ... that the NRPB, a target of much criticism (see Chapter four), should aim to 

improve its treatment of pubhc concern about mobile phones. Not only should 

the NPRB strengthen its non-ionising radiation research (paragraph 1.71), but 

“the totahty of the information available, including non-peer-reviewed data and 

anecdotal evidence, be taken into account when advice is proffered.” (paragraph 

1.70) (see chapter six)

These recommendations served to subtly alter the emphasis for scientific advice 

about mobile phone health risks. The report took care to announce that the ‘balance 

of evidence’ suggested that mobile phones do not cause health effects. But the 

modahties in the group’s summary set the agenda for a new appreciation of 

uncertainty. As one lEGMP member explained to me:
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. .show me that thing [my copy of the Stewart Report]. This is an extremely 

carefully worded sentence ‘We conclude that the balance of evidence indicates that 

there is no general risk’. Maybe it’s not that sentence... Ah, here it is. This is carefully 

worded; ‘The balance of evidence to date suggests that exposures do not cause 

adverse health effects to the general population.’ You see, '‘balance', 'atpresent' [‘to 

date’], 'thegeneralpopulation', and then we’ve gone on importantly to say that there is 

now scientific evidence that there may be biological effects.” (Interview transcript. 

No. 30)

These ‘modahties’̂ ,̂ emphasised by Sir WiUiam Stewart in pubhc meetings, opened 

up areas of pohcy-relevant scientific uncertainty. The lEGMP emphasised that the 

suggestion o f (non-thermal) biological effects was reason enough to be cautious. 

They also made a point o f questioning in pubhc the regulatory maxims that had 

become part of the EMF advisory tradition. As described in the previous chapter, 

the NRPB guidelines were built on an acceptance that thermal effects were 

dangerous and that susceptibihty to these effects did not vary between people. The 

recommendations of the Stewart report questioned this accepted body of knowledge 

in a way that those with closer scientific experience o f the issue might not have 

done. Sir WiUiam Stewart’s evidence to the House of Commons Trade and Industry 

Select Committee throws more hght on the approach taken by the lEGMP under 

his guidance:

“Biological effects do not necessarily translate into health effects, but neither do they 

necessarily not translate. It is simply not possible to say that there are no potential 

effects on the human population. It is difficult to talk about the population because 

populations vary. Antibiotics do a wonderful job for the general population, but there 

is a subgroup in the population that is allergic to antibiotics; they cannot take them. 

There is a sub-group in the general population who cannot eat nuts because they are 

allergic to them. That is why we refer to the general p o p u la t io n .” ^̂

One important difference between the Stewart report and other expert analyses was 

the suggestion that people might vary in their sensitivities to RF radiation. One 

lEGMP member admitted that he had been swayed by members o f the pubhc 

narrating their experiences o f mobile phones and base stations:

^ Another word borrowed from A N T  to describe the qualifications added to scientific statements to 

adjust their status as conjecture, truth, prescription etc. (see Latour 1987, p. 22).
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“I came to the conclusion at the Belfast meeting, although it had been through my 

mind before, that there may well be a genetic subgroup that are particularly 

susceptible to mobile phones.” (Interview transcript. No. 30)

In addition to accepting some of the claims of people who claimed to be 

electrosensitive (hypersensitive to non-ionising radiation — see Chapter six), the 

lEGMP considered, on the basis of some limited evidence, that children would be 

more susceptible to any possible hazards from mobile phones.

“The biologists take hold” -  Precaution for Kids

The most controversial of the Stewart report’s recommendations pointed to 

uncertainties about the differences in radiation absorption between adults and 

children.

“1.53 — If there are currendy unrecognised adverse health effects from the use of 

mobile phones, children may be more vulnerable because of their developing nervous 

system, the greater absorption of energy in the tissues of the head (paragraph 4.37), 

and a longer lifetime of exposure. In line with our precautionary approach, at this 

time, we believe that the widespread use of mobile phones by children for non- 

essential calls should be discouraged. We also recommend that the mobile phone 

industry should refrain from promoting the use of mobile phones by children 

(paragraphs 6.89 and 6.90).”

This recommendation marked the Stewart report apart from other expert reviews of 

the issue and came as a surprise both to industry and scientists. Experienced 

observers of the various sub-controversies that had defined the mobile phones 

health debate considered that the evidence for such a recommendation was scant. 

Some dosimetric models (from Om Gandhi’s laboratory in Utah) which were 

reported in the media^  ̂had suggested that a child’s head absorbs radiation more 

deeply, but this evidence, along with attempted rephcations which had shown no 

difference between adult and child absorption (from the lab of Niels Kuster in 

Zurich), had not been referred to by the lEGMP. The lEGMP felt, especially in the

Sir WiUiam Stewart, Minutes o f  Evidence to the HCTISC, 13*'’ March 2001 

25 “This is how  a mobile phone heats your brain”, Sunday Mirror, front-page story, 7th March 1999. 

Also, “The Mobüe Menace” Tonight with Trevor M cDonald, 8'*’ N ovem ber 2001
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light o f the recent evidence of cognitive effects (from Preece et al 1999) that 

children should be afforded greater caution than adults.

Many followers of the Stewart report’s progress considered that this 

recommendation was influenced more by political expediency than science, 

influenced by the increasingly fashionable uptake of mobile phones among children. 

The Stewart report certainly provided embattled parents with a useful argument 

against their children owning or overusing a mobile phone.

“I don’t think they have so much to show for this specific precaution for children... 

Children might be a sensitive group, but it might be a little bit too hard warning 

children from using the phones... we can discuss if they need to use the phone, but 

that’s another issue.” (Interview transcript. No. 15 (MTHR member))

One interviewee was less reticent, arguing that, “this idea that children are more 

vulnerable is complete pohtics” (phrasing the word ‘politics’ to sound as derogatory 

as possible) (Interview transcript. No. 27).

The ‘precaution for kids’ recommendation stood out from what was otherwise an 

equivocal, cautious analysis of a complex issue. The news media seized on the 

recommendation, reporting the Stewart report as causing confusion by 

recommending restrictions of children’s exposure without strong supporting 

evidence.̂ *̂  After a request from the Chief Medical Officer, Professor Liam 

Donaldson, for a clarification of what they had meant by ‘children’, the group stated 

that they considered that people under 16 should be discouraged from using mobile 

phones.

^ In an earlier piece o f  work, I analysed media coverage o f  the Stewart report, highlighting the 

interpretation o f  uncertainty in the popular press (Stilgoe 2000, 2001b) (Examples: “So are mobiles a 

risk or what?” (Daily Mirror, 12* May 2000), “AU w e want to know is: Are mobiles safe?” (Sunday 

Mirror, 14* May). “Parents confused at shambolic phone report” (Daily Mirror, 12* May))

Clarification requested by Professor Liam Donaldson, Chief Medical Officer, on issues discussed in 

the Expert Group report on Mobile Phones and Health, First issued 16 June 2000, 

http: /  /  w ww .iegm p.org.uk/report/clarification.htm

http://www.iegmp.org.uk/report/clarification.htm
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Sit William Stewart, at subsequent public meetings and conferences, continued to 

argue that mobile phones should not be marketed specifically at children/^ Industry, 

who had been implicitly accused of selling dangerous products to children, felt they 

were the victims o f an attempt by an advisory body to assert their independence 

without any real evidence. One industry representative told me how he considered 

the recommendation political, rather than scientific:

“I think it was unfortunate how they went away from their... scientific review and 

started moving towards policy areas. Talking about children, particularly, with no real 

fact base to actually say that... It didn’t appear to be very well thought through. We 

had this whole build-up to the Stewart inquiry for several years. We were going to 

have this question answered, and then the London Evening Standard... the day the 

Stewart report came out was ‘CHILDREN!’, it wasn’t ‘PHONES ARE SAFE!’.” 

(Interview transcript, No. 25)

Recommending that children should limit their use o f mobile phones opened new 

areas o f uncertainty where previously it had been considered (see previous chapter) 

that compliant mobile phone technology was safe, and that it was safe for all.̂ ^

The title of this section originates from the minutes o f a discussion at a meeting of 

the WHO and ICNIRP in Cape Town. Asked what the drivers were behind the 

recommendation of limiting childhood exposure, one attendee replied that the 

“biologists took hold in IEGMP” °̂. This comment highlights a sahent feature of the 

science behind mobile phone risk assessment. Understandings from areas of physics 

and biology must be combined to provide a complete picture. The (often 

inharmonious) interaction between physics and biology, and biologists and 

physicists, opens up myriad contested areas of understanding, allowing for new 

uncertainties.

28 Some companies associated with the production o f  mobile phones have since publicly stated that 

intention to m ove away from making phones more attractive to children. D isney publicly stated in 

the wake o f  the Stewart report that they would stop collaborating with mobile phone manufacturers. 

25 This statement should be qualified by saying that NRPB guidelines had previously included a safety 

factor for situations in which children were present. But this addition was due to the size o f  their 

smaller bodies acting as more efficient antennae for EMF absorption.

Minutes from W H O /IC N IR P  Conference on EMF Biological Effects and W H O  Standards 

Harmonization for the African Region and W HO RF Research Coordination Meeting Cape Town, 

South Africa, 4-7 D ecem ber 2001
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One AGNIR member described his experiences of understanding an issue in which 

radiowaves, traditionally the preserve of physicists, interact with biological tissues. In 

the following excerpt, he is discussing the previous concerns over ELF radiation 

from overhead powerhnes.

“I had an interesting experience relating to the much weaker Extremely Low- 

Frequency radiation. Because, there was a time... when Nobel-prize-wining scientists 

in the States said ‘look this is utter nonsense. The amount of energy conveyed is such 

that there could not possibly be any effect. It’s less than the noise that’s going on the 

whole time’. And this was a firm view... I had to think, well now do I accept this 

advice and say it’s a waste of time doing research on it? We just say ‘no it couldn’t 

possibly have any effect.’ So I thought, well no. Effects on human physiology, you 

don’t put your money on what a Nobel-prize-winning physicist says. I’d rather have a 

Nobel-prize winning physiologist come to it. And I asked two Nobel-prize winning 

physiologists in this country and they both thought about it and they both said ‘no, I 

couldn’t possibly say that it couldn’t have an effect’.” (Interview transcript, No. 29)

The differences in understanding between biological and physical perspectives 

cannot however simply be caricatured as physicists arguing that RF radiation is 

simply not powerful enough to cause harm while biologists provide evidence for 

subtle effects. Criticisms can equally be aimed at physicists who suggest danger by 

biologists who argue that there is no cause for concern. This excerpt is from an 

interview with a neuroscientist who forcefully argued that the biological evidence 

exonerated mobile phones:

“... he’s a theoretical physicist and he has these ideas that aren’t based on science, 

they aren’t based on experimental science and there’s no evidence whatsoever for 

what he says, and not only that but he misunderstands some of the basic principles in 

biology, because he’s a physicist.” (Interview transcript. No. 27)

The interactions between scientists across a wide range of disciplines expands the 

contested territory in which scientific results and their relevance to pubhc health are 

discussed. When a review o f scientific evidence is compiled, therefore, uncertainties 

can emerge from the meta-analysis that are quahtatively different from those narrow 

uncertainties experienced at a laboratory level. We have seen so far in this chapter 

how, in the case o f mobile phones, the reconstruction of uncertainty as both 

cognitive and pohcy-relevant undermined previous analyses of the issue that had, as
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the previous chapter illustrated, been considered sufficiently robust to support a 

discourse of compliance.

Revisiting the discourse of compliance

In the previous chapter, I linked the NRPB to a discourse of compliance which 

characterised discussions of mobile phone safety before the lEGMP engaged with 

the public controversy which had emerged. A good deal of the public antipathy 

encountered by the lEGMP had been focussed on the NRPB, who had been the 

first port-of-caU for concerned members of the public. The Stewart report, under its 

broad remit to “consider present concerns”, addressed the question o f how the 

NRPB could have better handled anxious members o f the public. The 

recommendations that followed can be read as an attempt to advise a regulatory 

body on improvements in risk communication, but they can also be read as an 

attempt to move away from the prevalent discourse towards one o f engagement.

The following paragraphs respond directly to the criticisms expressed during the 

controversy:

“1.67 Whilst there is no criticism of its science, we recommend that NRPB gives 

greater priority to the execution of a more open approach to issues of public concern 

such as mobile phone technology and that it is proactive rather than reactive in its 

approach.”

“1.68 We recommend that public concerns about risk be addressed by NRPB in a 

more sensitive and informative manner.”

“1.70 We recommend that in a rapidly emerging field such as mobile phone 

technology where there is little peer-reviewed evidence on which to base advice, the 

totality of the information available, including non-peer-reviewed data and anecdotal 

evidence, be taken into account when advice is proffered.” (lEGMP 2000, chapter 1)

This last paragraph (1.70) has greatly influenced my project’s focus on anecdotal 

evidence, which is considered in more detail in the next chapter. For the purposes of 

this more general analysis, these recommendations specifically addressed to the 

NRPB teU us a good deal about the role that the lEGMP saw itself filling. The Select 

Committee on Science and Technology had, in 1999, rejected the criticisms o f the 

NRPB that emerged in the course o f its deliberations. It was felt that the NRPB
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would continue to have advisory responsibility in the area, and that other 

committees should take care not to threaten the authority o f their advice or its 

scientific basis. The Select Committee suggested that the NRPB should be 

strengthened in the area of non-ionising radiation to better cope with such 

controversies in the long term, with the lEGMP being a temporary measure (with 

temporary impact). The lEGMP, reconsidering similar criticisms of the NRPB, went 

further. Though taking care not to undermine the integrity of NRPB’s scientific 

research, the lEGMP sought to change the way the NRPB thinks about and 

performs its role ag an advisory body. In considering the public context of the 

mobile phones controversy, the lEGMP saw the limitations of a discourse based on 

the premise that compliance with guidelines dictates safety. In particular, responding 

to the vociferous criticisms expressed by members of the pubhc, the shortcomings 

of a comphance-based approach to deahng with planning objections were made 

clear:

“6.43 The location of base stations and the processes by which they are authorised 

appear to be the aspects of mobile phone technology that generate most pubhc 

concern... In assessing the potential impact of a planned base station on health, the 

current approach in the UK is to determine whether it might cause exposures in 

excess of NRPB guidelines... If this can be ruled out satisfactorily, risks to health are 

not considered further.

6.44 We beheve this approach is not optimal since it does not aUow adequately for 

the uncertainties in scientific knowledge. Although it seems highly unlikely that the 

low levels of RF radiation from base stations would have significant, direct adverse 

effects on health, the possibility of harm from exposures insufficient to cause 

important heating of tissues cannot yet be ruled out with confidence. Furthermore, 

the anxieties that some people feel when this uncertainty is ignored can in themselves 

affect their well-being.” (lEGMP 2000, Chapter six)

The two paragraphs above go further by explicitly rejecting the tactic of using 

compliance as an endpoint for discussions about safety. But it will have become 

apparent in this chapter that other recommendations o f the Stewart report implicitly 

undermined the discourse of compliance by acknowledging the contingencies o f the 

science behind the guidelines in a public arena. The lEGMP’s style o f precaution 

empowers non-expert decision-making by suspending judgements as to the 

rationahty of non-expert decisions (in any case, as described above, non-experts are
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eminently sensible to question advisory reassurances in the light of previous 

mistakes). In the previous chapter, we saw how issues such as the labeUing of 

phones and international disagreement challenged the discourse o f compliance. The 

Stewart report, by recommending labels, changes in guidelines and new areas of 

research, highlighted the pohtical factors which had shaped previous scientific advice 

reintegrating the advisory role with the scientific.

The efforts to rationahse such a precautionary approach are illustrative of the 

problems of maintaining a balance between authority and pubhc sensitivity in 

scientific advice. In order to expand the issue beyond comphance, which had 

disenfranchised people who felt aggrieved hving near base stations, the lEGMP 

adopted a definition of health (from the WHO) which included the effects on ‘weU- 

being’ mentioned in paragraph 6.44. The minutes of the lEGMP’s third (private) 

meeting indicate the sort of discussion that took place on this issue. This excerpt 

foUows a discussion of the previous evening’s pubhc meeting at which the group 

were reminded that the majority of pubhc concern was about base stations:

‘WHO define health in terms of material and physical wellbeing, and therefore 

consider psychosocial effects. Base stations can ehcit stress reactions in a minority of 

people that may lead to clinical symptoms. This type of effect cannot be addressed by 

simply restricting exposure, and the only real option is better education.

In the hght of the criticisms of naïve conceptions of the pubhc understanding of 

science I described in chapter two, we could take exception to the caU for 

‘education’ rather than ‘engagement’. But the important point is that the group is 

starting here to appreciate that the health issue is largely inseparable from the 

broader social issues o f control of exposure, perception of risk and trust. As Sir 

Wihiam Stewart explained to the House o f Commons Trade and Industry Select 

Committee:

“People can choose whether to use a mobile phone or not and legislation should not 

be introduced for that because it is not necessary. But if the population has no choice 

and there is a perceived risk associated with it, then one has to take a different

Minutes o f  the 3'̂ '* meeting o f  the lEG M P, 12'*’ N ovem ber 1999, Edinburgh
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approach to the issue. That was one of the facets that we considered in relation to
masts.”32

Once the line was blurred between health and well-being, the question of risk 

became subordinated to wider questions of trust, safety, choice and democracy. 

However, as the previous chapter described, the discourse o f comphance had 

constructed NRPB guidelines and the science behind them as mutually reinforcing. 

Undermining the discourse that had characterised the debate up to the point o f the 

Stewart report was therefore likely to threaten the authority of scientific knowledge 

in this area. The fresh emphasis of the Stewart report therefore required careful 

negotiation. The minutes from the group’s seventh meeting point to discussions 

over lowering guidelines. The group had decided to recommend lowering the 

guidelines to ICNIRP’s levels...

“.. .but it was important to be clear about the reasons for this... there was a need for 

a more precautionary approach with respect to the sensitive subgroups for whom 

risks were not clearly quantified... It appeared likely that compliance would not be a 

significant problem... There was some discussion about how to address non-thermal 

effects in guidelines. Although the existence of non-thermal effects was beyond 

reasonable doubt, it was not clear whether there were any health implications. Thus, it 

would be premature to base guidelines on non-thermal effects. The possible existence 

of non-thermal health effects should be recognised, and good research should be put 

in place to investigate them. There should be an assumption that guidelines may need 

to be revised in the light of this r e s e a r c h .” 33

We begin to see the problems encountered in rationahsing a new approach to 

scientific advice, in which the discourse of comphance is rejected because it “does 

not allow adequately for the uncertainties in scientific knowledge” (paragraph 6.44), 

but uncertain effects cannot be incorporated into guidelines because it is “not clear 

whether there were any health imphcations”. The discussion above only indicates 

that the question of the adequacy o f current guidelines must be left open.

Discussions in the hght of the group’s decision to adopt a precautionary approach 

were httered with references to the dangers o f undermining existing guidelines. The 

guidelines were constructed as authoritative by their basis in weU-estabhshed science.

32 Sir William Stewart, Minutes o f  Evidence to the HCTISC , March 2001

33 Minutes o f  the 7th Meeting o f  the lE G M P, 4th February 2000, Belfast
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To suggest their inadequacy would be to undermine the credibility o f this body of 

knowledge. The above snapshot of the group’s discussion includes the fact that the 

vast majority of existing mobile phone equipment complied with ICNIRP levels, so 

the move would not cost the industry a great deal. Industry would be able to remain 

distanced from regulation, as long as the guidelines were not technology-based rather 

than science-based (discussed below). But the lEGMP took care to suggest that the 

philosophy behind guidelines must remain consistent. Once precaution is advocated 

and non-experts are empowered to make individual decisions about limiting 

exposures, defending the guidelines becomes more difficult.

In Sit WiUiam Stewart’s evidence to the House of Commons Trade and Industry 

Select Committee in 2001, his cross-examination revealed the inconsistencies which 

inevitably arise when a scientific advice document is defended concurrently on 

pragmatic and rational grounds. Among the recommendations of the Stewart report 

was an audit o f base stations, especiaUy near sensitive sites such as schools, to 

reassure the public o f their low levels of exposure. The Select Committee asked why 

Sir WiUiam had not considered other sites where children were present;

“My point is that I do not care much whether it is a church or a footbaU stadium, so 

long as they meet the guidelines. Those are the guidelines that have been nationally 

accepted at the present time. We should adhere to those until evidence becomes 

available that they should be higher or l o w e r . ” 3 4

In the hght of the rejection of the discourse o f comphance seen in paragraph 6.44 of 

the Stewart report, this answer seems inconsistent. But it iUustrates the difficulties of 

maintaining authority whUe defending scientific advice that explicitly addresses 

issues o f public, as weU as scientific, concern. The tactic that is revealed is 

interesting. When the Stewart report is chaUenged by scientists who claim it did not 

represent the true state of the science, the explanation most often given is that it was 

‘flavoured’ by the political elements of public concern, distrust and the spectre of 

BSE. But when the Stewart report is itself chaUenged on the grounds of the myriad 

poUcy and advisory questions that it has opened up to challenge, the easiest retreat is 

to appeal to rationahty, arguing that it is the guidelines, supported by expertise.

Sir William Stewart, Minutes o f  Evidence to the HCTISC, 13* March 2001
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which provide protection (as a b o v e ) A  tension emerges, which contributes to the 

discursive inconsistency, between science and advice, between rationality and pragmatism 

and between public reassurance and public engagement.

Another feature of the Stewart report indicated by the comment above is that Sir 

William sees his work as a pohtical stopgap, situated in pohtical time and space by 

the level o f pubhc concern. His appeal to the guidelines on the basis of the evidence 

that supports them is quahfied with the assurance that the guidelines should be 

changed when scientists have reason to suspect their inadequacy (or indeed, their 

unwarranted stringency). The Stewart report is seen as a holding pattern for the 

reorganisation of long-term scientific advice on mobile phones. But, as mentioned in 

the previous chapter, the guidelines for protection from the thermal effects of 

electromagnetic fields (and the science o f bioelectromagnetics), extend far beyond 

the particular pohtics o f the mobile phones health issue. The Trade and Industry 

Select Committee asked Sir WiUiam why he recommended carefuUy auditing 

exposure from base stations near schools when the exposure from computer screens 

within the schools is likely to be orders o f magnitude higher:

(Sir WiUiam Stewart) “Yes. It is an extremely difficult thing on which to get a balance. 

The argument that has been put to us, not in relation to computer screens, but in 

relation to microwave ovens, is that you have a choice about using a microwave oven 

and you have a choice about using a computer but you do not have a choice on 

whether a base station is stuck outside your house or not.”

(Christopher Chope, MP) “With respect, in a school you do not have a choice about 

using a computer. Computer rooms are set aside and children are forced to sit in 

front of the computers. Do you think that parents should have the right to withdraw 

their children from computer rooms?”

(Sir WiUiam Stewart) “I shaU not get involved with computers. I am talking about 

mobile phones and masts and I shall stick to that.”^̂

NRPB scientists I interviewed reminded me that the SAR basic restriction guidelines 

existed before mobile phones, and were designed to apply to any technology

I am reminded o f  Bruno Latour’s maxim; “W hen controversies flare up the literature becom e 

technical” (Latour 1987, p. 30)

Minutes o f  Evidence to the HCTISC, 13̂ '’ March 2001
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emitting EMFs. Changes to mobile phone regulation would therefore necessitate the 

consideration of other technologies. The implications of the recommendations of 

the Stewart report beyond the mobile phones issue were crystallised in the 

suggestion that the NRPB guidelines should be lowered to the level of the 

international (ICNIRP) and European guidelines. On the P' of May 2003, the NRPB 

released a consultation paper (their first) in which the move to adopt ICNIRP levels 

was mooted on precautionary grounds (NRPB 2003). This consultation document 

was the most lucid addition to a debate which had captured scientists, activists and 

policy-makers following the Stewart report. Disagreements over the applicability and 

interpretation o f precaution brought to the fore expert constructions of both 

expertise and the public.

Disagreements on precaution

The precautionary language used in the NRPB’s consultation document is 

surprising, given the NRPB’s previous dependence on its reputation as dispensers of 

‘science-based’ advice. The document demonstrates clearly an acceptance of the 

need for broader-based scientific advice. But if we look closer, we see that this 

rhetoric of precaution implicitly protects the scientific authority of existing 

guidelines and their science base:

“In consideration of the Precautionary Principle, scientific data and its uncertainties 

are only one input into the evaluation” (NRPB 2003, paragraph 28)... “Factors other 

than scientific ones should be considered in assessing the applicability of the 

Precautionary Principle. There is clearly considerable public concern about exposure 

to RF radiation from mobile phone masts. It is the view of the NRPB that RF mobile 

phone radiation should... be considered as an issue for the application of the 

Precautionary Principle” (ibid., paragraph 32).

The point is made that precautionary approaches should affect the risk assessments 

that takes place, leaning towards cautious assessment of safety (ibid., paragraphs 473, 

474). But the document leans overall towards suggesting that the scientific evidence 

is a consistent bedrock, and that the responsibility for taking into account ‘other 

factors’ lies with the Government (ibid., paragraph 2). A response to the 

consultation document, from the UK Electricity Association, whose relevant 

controversy over power-frequency EMFs is still bubbling under, reminds the media
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that such precautionary measures in no way undermine previous guidelines or 

existing science:

“The electricity industry is totally committed to the safety of our customers, the 

public and our staff. We comply with all relevant limits and guidelines and in the case 

of electric and magnetic fields (EMFs) look to Government to determine what these 

limits are and how they should be applied. We fully support this approach and the 

consultation process being followed.

The NRPB’s consultation is basically about deciding on what are the best safety 

factors. The new proposals do not change what the science says but are more about 

looking at what could be the pros and cons of changing the safety margins from 

those we use now. This does not mean that the old guidelines were fundamentally 

flawed, or that they were protecting against the wrong things. It is simply asking the 

question, should we have even greater safety margins than we akeady have, and if we 

do, how will we benefit.

We believe in open debates on issues such as this, and wül be responding to the 

consultation in the normal way once we have had the opportunity to consider the 

detaü.”37

‘Safety factors’, in this statement, are seen as a pohtical veneer to be laid on top of 

weU-estabhshed guideline levels, representing the best science available — a 

difference in pohtical philosophy rather than risk assessment. This is one example of 

an attempt to defend the authority of science, in this case by retreating the boundary 

o f authority away from the now-contested territory of guidelines, in the face of 

perceived challenges (cf. Jasanoff 1987). These challenges, which were usually 

interpreted as unscientific (or anti-scientific), came from advocates o f the apphcation 

of precaution to the case of EMFs (A special edition o f the professional journal 

“IEEE Technology and Society” (Winter 2002/2003) contains a number of 

viewpoints on precaution and EMFs). One scientist described this situation to me:

“... there’s been a battle going on between the people who beheve in precautionary 

measures because there isn’t enough science and the real scientists who know what 

science there is and who are experts in theh field.” (Interview transcript. No. 27)

37 D r John Swanson, Scientific Adviser to the Electricity Association, quoted in a press statement: 

N RPB consultation on limiting exposure to Electromagnetic Fields, 1 May 2003
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At the heart o f the arguments against the adoption of precaution usually lies a 

construction o f an irreverent public who will worry unduly if experts admit 

uncertainty. As one AGNIR interviewee put it: precaution, by supporting views that 

are unscientific, can spread “alarm and despondency” amongst the pubhc (Interview 

transcript. No. 29).

Debates about precaution are debates about whether science should be a lone voice 

in determining safety, with comphance as an endpoint for disputes, or whether the 

scientific evidence should be one contributory factor in decisions about safety. 

Certain scientists felt that the caU for precaution, including reframing scientific 

uncertainty, was encouraging the development from an issue controUed by expertise 

to one controUed by pubhc whims. Michael Repachoh, head of the WHO’s 

international EMF project, was the only member o f the lEGMP to pubhcly dissent 

from the group’s precautionary recommendations. An article in Microwave News at 

the time of the Stewart report’s pubhcation claimed that Repachoh argued against 

Stewart’s recommendation that children should be discouraged from using mobile 

phones. The MWN article, putting the Stewart report in the context o f diverse 

international pohcies on mobile phone regulation, refers to a WHO document which 

warns that “scientific assessments of risk and science-based exposure hmits should 

not be undermined by the adoption of arbitrary cautionary approaches” ®̂. The 

imphcit reference here is to pohcies such as that in Switzerland, which foUows the 

principle of As Low As Reasonably Achievable (ALARA) laid down in Swiss 

environmental law. The Swiss pohcy claims to be ‘technology-based’ rather than 

‘science-based’, considering the level of EMF that is necessary for the technology to 

work effectively.

MWN’s dissenting view comes from an Austrian scientist, Michael Kundi, who is 

quoted as saying “the claim that precautionary measures might ‘undermine’ science 

is a platitude... Any proposal for a guideline or hmit value has to apply principles 

that are not purely scientific” (MWN, May/June 2000, pp 5-6). As discussed in the 

previous chapter, guidelines can never be a representation o f scientific truth. There

38 “Electromagnetic Fields And Public Health -  Cautionary Policies”, World Health Organisation

Backgrounder, March 2000, h ttp ://w w w .w h o.in t/docstore/ peh-

em f/publications/facts press/EM F-Precaution.htm  (accessed 15* August 2003)

http://www.who.int/docstore/peh-
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is no one nexus from science to regulation. Decisions must be taken about the 

relevance of uncertainty and the adequacy of existing knowledge.

The negotiation of precaution reveals a negotiation o f boundaries around ‘what 

science is’ and its role in providing advice. If guidelines are perceived as sufficiently 

science-based that they represent a monolithic body o f scientific knowledge (as in 

the ‘discourse o f compliance’), a precautionary policy can either be viewed by 

experts as undermining science or it can be negotiated as a pragmatic ‘safety factor’ 

addition to these guidelines. In either case, there is a retreat from pohtical 

encroachment to defend areas of estabhshed cognitive authority. Precaution, by 

forcing experts to consider ‘inexpert’ facets of a controversy, reveals expert 

constructions o f the general pubhc. Although it is not the purpose of this thesis to 

assess whether such constructions of the pubhc were astute, we can see that they, as 

with many other expert-led prescriptions of the pubhc understanding o f science, 

served a rhetorical purpose (cf. Locke 2002). Activists who supported precautionary 

pohcies pointed out that experts were being disingenuous when they claimed that 

the pubhc would react irrationaUy to precautionary recommendations (Field notes, 

“Mobile phones — Is there a health risk?” conference, 20̂ ’’-2F  ̂September 2001).

The Stewart report played a large part in setting the agenda for broader 

consideration of the mobile phones health debate in its pubhc context. By 

recommending a precautionary approach to the handling o f the issue, it helped 

expose the pohtics, and so undermine the credibihty o f the prevalent discourse of 

comphance. Some of its recommendations have sthl not, at the time of writing, been 

foUowed up by Government, but a few have markedly changed the shape of the 

issue.

Mobile phones and health after Stewart

an anecdote about a morning mast protest that never was

16̂  ̂September 2002

The leaflet advertising the “anti-phone mast morning” in Hawksley court, part of a 

council-owned estate in Stoke Newington, was not optimistic about the possibihty of 

being able to confront the network operators with their objections. Hackney council, 

having agreed to rent out its roofspace, had been told that contractors would arrive
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on the 16'*’ September. Residents of the estate wanted to be ready to meet them with 

their concerns that they felt had remained unheard.

I arrived at 9 o’ clock to find a three people sat behind a tresde table waiting for the 

network operator not to turn up. A few others gathered around, drinking tea from 

polystyrene cups. After I had introduced myself, John took me round the comer of 

the building to cheerfully show me the existing mast, a construction about two metres 

high on the roof of the estate where, it was assumed, nobody could get near it. He 

also showed me the structural damage that the mast’s erection had contributed to.

The mast had arrived in December 1998 without warning, courtesy of Mercury 

(which was soon to be renamed ‘0ne20ne’ and subsequently ‘T-Mobüe’). The 

council, owners of the roof, had leased it to the operator without consultation of the 

residents who it might immediately affect. Kate claimed that although the mast had 

been there for the last four years, no-one had received any rent from the operators 

until two weeks ago.

A month after the mast had gone up (15̂  ̂January 1999), some of the residents were 

invited to a consultation meeting, to talk about the existing mast, they assumed. But 

this meeting, arranged by Orange, was set up to discuss the siting of more masts on 

the rooftop, a prime location because the five-storey estate is built on high ground. 

The council, despite claiming they would stand ‘shoulder-to shoulder’ with residents, 

granted a lease to Orange later that year. After aU, John said, the council had to make 

money from their real-estate.

In the spring of 2000, residents received a letter from the council telling them of 

Orange’s plans to arrive later that month to put up their new masts. The residents 

organised their opposition, based on a complicated series of concerns. Petitions were 

signed, letters were written, and the local paper published articles by Dianne Abbot, 

the local MP. After all, Islington council didn’t allow masts on its residential blocks, 

so why should Hackney?

The first problem, the residents told me, was the lack of public consultation 

throughout the process. Kate said that one of the operators had a department of two 

people to deal with public objections nation-wide. The operators’ policy was to put 

up the masts before people had time to object.

The second issue was that of unproven health risks. John said that the authorities 

only cared about the thermal effects of radiation. Little or no work was being done 

into the non-thermal effects of pulsed radiation. What was needed was for someone
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independent to step back and look at the whole issue. Research should be funded by 

industry and run independentiy. The campaigners did not assume there was a risk. 

They just want to be able to trust the quality of research that was being done to tell 

them whether the masts are safe. BSE was still fresh in people’s memories, along with 

the problems with asbestos and childhood cancer from power Hnes. They were also 

worried about the children on the estate. Even though the operator says the mast is 

safe because you can’t get too near it, children play on the roof and get much closer 

than they should.

Some of the residents said that they got headaches when they were near the mast. 

Kate said, “I felt physically sick. Now whether that’s in my mind, I don’t know.” John 

admitted that much of what people experienced was “a psychological thing”. But, he 

said, a perceived health risk, and the stress this causes, has to be taken into account.

(All names have been changed)

This scene suggests, despite its singularity, a broader discourse for the consideration 

of pubhc interactions with expertise. It also provides a vignette in which members of 

the pubhc are not just perceiving (distorting) risk. They are actively constructing 

layers of trust and engagement to come to terms with the complexities of the science 

and pohtics involved. The issues of health and weU-being, consultation, uncertainty 

and independent research resonate with the recent shift in advisory attitude.

Opinions on these issues informed the Stewart report. But cruciahy they are also 

informed bj the Stewart report.

After the Stewart report, a number o f bodies issued documents which responded, 

either directiy or indirectly, to the issues raised by the lEGMP.^^ There were also 

protracted Government responses," °̂ which addressed some o f the recommendations 

and obscured others, and (largely vacuous) statements from network providers and 

mobile phone manufacturers.^  ̂But Sir Wilham Stewart maintained a degree of

See, for example, BMA (2001), Green Alliance (2001) (a report com m issioned by BT), Zmirou et al 

(2001), Health Council o f  the Netherlands (2002), NRPB (2003)

Governm ent responses, Department o f  Health http: /  / w w w .doh.gov.uk/m obde.htm . accessed 20*** 

October 2003

To take one example, the Mobile Operators’ Association, representing network providers at the 

time o f  the Stewart report, welcom ed the lE G M P both addressing public concern and supporting the 

existing science base. (“Response to the Stewart Report: A  report w elcom ed by industry” 10'*’ May

http://www.doh.gov.uk/mobde.htm
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control over the development of public science in the area through his Mobile 

Telephones Health Research (MTHR) programme, originally commissioned by the 

House of Commons Science and Technology Select Committee, but formed as the 

only directly visible output of the Stewart report.

More work for MTHR

The MTHR programme (affectionately referred to as ‘Mother’ by one of my 

interviewees) was set up to allocate ^7.4 million of research funding (collected in 

equal shares from government and industry) to a collection of projects which would 

address the uncertainties raised by the lEGMP which, as described above, were 

broader than those that were considered by the NRPB. The MTHR committee kept 

many of the original lEGMP (Blakemore, ChaDis, Repachoh, Stewart, Barclay,

Rugg), but lost the two lEGMP lay members, and added nine other scientists 

(including two from other European countries (KjeU Mild and Niels Kuster) and 

two from the NRPB (Alastair McKinlay and Zenon Sienkiewicz) and a social 

scientist, Simon Gerrard from the University o f East Angha.'*̂

Sir Wilham Stewart claimed that the aim of the programme was to plug the gaps in 

our knowledge and provide scientific a n sw ersb ut  it was clear from the outset that 

the MTHR would equaUy provide an opportunity for these experts to engage with 

members o f the pubhc whose fears had not yet been calmed. At the time of writing, 

the MTHR had held 3 pubhc meetings (on the November 2001, the IT'' 

November 2002 and the 4* November 2003) to discuss the various cahs for research 

proposals (and to reassure industrial representatives that their money was not being 

wasted). Press releases were issued and leaks dripped information of research 

developments to the news media, especiaUy when this research was sufficiently

2000 — http://w w w .m obilem astinfo.com /m edia/issue sta tem en ts /ll 05 OO.htm. accessed 20*'’ 

October 2003)

Full MTHR membership: Professor L W Barclay, Professor C Blakemore, Professor G  BreakweU, 

Professor L J ChaUis, Professor C Chilvers, Professor P Elliott, D r S Gerrard, Professor T  Grant, 

Professor N  Kuster, D r A  McKinlay, Professor J Metcalfe, Professor K  Mild, D r M Repachoh, 

Professor M Rugg, D r Z Sienkiewicz, Sir Whham Stewart, 

h ttp ://w w w .m thr.org.uk/m em bers/index.htm . Accessed 18*'’ August 2003 

Sir WiUiam Stewart, interviewed on BBC l Breakfast N ew s 25*'’January 2002

http://www.mobilemastinfo.com/media/issue
http://www.mthr.org.uk/members/index.htm
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different from previous work that it could be described as ‘addressing public 

concern’ (see chapter six).

The questions asked by the MTHR continued to redefine the mobile phones 

controversy as the Stewart report had done. The topics of research were an 

important site for the negotiation of control between experts and members of the 

public. But the fact that the pubhc had a voice in making important research 

decisions was seen by some as a betrayal of the ideal of independent, value-free 

research. As with the Stewart report, some interviewees saw the MTHR programme 

as an unjustified effort to wrest control away from the ‘real science’ being performed 

by independent (and by implication apolitical) bodies such as the NRPB:

. .80 I’m afraid the UK government has got it all wrong, they’ve made science into 

something political, and the body that was the scientific stronghold [the NRPB], 

they’ve taken the research money away from, and said we’U administer it through the 

Department of Trade of Industry” (Interview transcript. No. 27)

The MTHR programme was certainly created to allocate research funds in a more 

pubhcly-accountable manner and it has certainly, as we shall see in the next chapter, 

gone about its job in a way that is just as public as it is scientific. It has therefore 

adopted the mantle of the lEGMP as a site for engagement and public criticism, 

distracting some critical attention away from the role of the NRPB and industry in 

continuing to manage the issue. The nature of the MTHR programme has therefore 

allowed it to have significantly more impact on the continued production of public 

science than might have been suggested by its relatively paltry budget (^7.4 

million)^.

The science that will emerge from MTHR funding wül contribute, in terms of the 

production o f evidence, only a small part to a series of international schemes looking 

at the same area. These have been, or are being, funded by the American cell phone 

industry (Wireless Technology Research (1993-1999)), the World Health 

Organisation (who began their international EMF programme in 1996), and various

This figure might have seemed relatively large if  only laboratory studies were funded, but the desire 

o f  the lE G M P to see relevant and robust epidemiology studies has stretched the MTHR  

programme’s budget. O ne case-control study, w hose principal investigator is lE G M P and A G N IR  

member Anthony Swerdlow, was funded to the tune o f  jT960,000.
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other national governments. These directed research programmes, particularly the 

WHO, have suggested the need to increase the robustness of the science that is 

being done, providing standard measurements of SAR, type of radiation etc.. The 

Stewart report identified the problems o f extrapolating a risk assessment from a 

body o f studies that consider a range of exposures and called for a similar 

standardisation of experimental protocol. In its deliberations, the lEGMP revealed a 

body o f evidence, some of which was of questionable relevance to exposures from 

mobile phones. Despite the Stewart report’s appreciation o f previously-marginalised 

evidence, it made clear its intention to protect future scientific work from a similar 

degree o f deconstruction. Much earlier science had been easily dismissed because of 

failures in replication o f effects.

Replication Disputes

There continues an international effort to scientifically answer questions that have 

been asked by the public controversy (fuelled in no small part by the original 

suggestive studies described in the previous chapter) as well as strengthen the base 

for existing knowledge about thermal effects. Since the Stewart report, many 

attempted replications of studies such as those by Preece et al (1999), RepachoH et al 

(1997) and Lai and Singh (1995, 1996) have failed to produce positive results. But, as 

the canon of SSK would predict (see especially Collins 1985), the results of such 

replications have been greeted by the scientific community and by activists with 

multi-layered disagreements. One scientist, responding to the question of replication, 

told me:

“There’s invariably some essential aspect to the experimental protocol which is 

different. So it’s not a replication. And since, in biology, it’s probably why it’s very 

much a multi-factorial situation - it’s very unUke experiments in physics where, you 

know, it’s almost impossible to get the same conditions. You could have exactly the 

same experimental set-up, you use mice, I want to replicate, my mice might already be 

stressed, yours weren’t, or something. You know, it’s almost virtually impossible to 

guarantee absolute coincidence of conditions which are necessary for a replication to 

be a replication.” (Interview transcript. No. 9)

With any repHcation study, it is possible for others to find differences that can be 

used to reject the relevance of the research. Even when a study (in this next quote, it 

is Alan Preece’s research that claimed a cognitive influence on humans with mobile
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phone exposure) is replicated and produces a similarly positive effect, other 

scientists can claim that the difference in experimental design negates the 

replication’s purpose:

. he says that the research in Finland [funded by Nokia, carried out by Mika 

Koivisto] has replicated it, but as a scientist, if you look at the research in Finland 

they did different measurements. And their whole set-up is different. The phone for 

Preece was at this angle [mimes], and these people had it this way [mimes]. They’re 

exposing a different part of the brain. Everything about the Koivisto research is 

different than Preece’s research, so there’s no way that they replicated what he had” 

(Interview transcript. No. 27)

In the previous chapter, I mentioned an epidemiology study that claimed an 

increased relative risk. Aside from an extension to this study (see FfardeU et al. 2002), 

epidemiology has so far found no correlation between mobile phone use and 

increased risk of cancer. For many epidemiologists, this is taken as an indication that 

mobile phones do not present a long-term risk. But others have argued that such 

studies are irrelevant, either because their time horizons are not long enough to 

identify diseases with long latency periods (such as cancer), or because they look for 

effects in the general population, putting a smokescreen in front of effects which 

might occur in a susceptible subgroup.

In addition to the deconstructive gaze of feUow scientists and other observers, the 

persuasive power o f replication studies is reduced because they rarely intend to copy 

exactly the original experiment. As Sir WiUiam Stewart said at an MTFIR public 

meeting, ‘‘why should we replicate a sub-optimal study?”'̂ .̂ Science is caught in a 

paradox of attempting to improve on previous work while increasing the robustness 

of existing findings, and the progress of research in a sensitive public debate will be 

constrained by such disputes over replication. A key constituent of the rationale 

behind the predominant regulatory philosophy is that thermal effects are clearly 

reproducible, while non-thermal effects are not. Clearly, therefore, there is a great 

deal at stake in discussions about what constitutes a valid replication of a suggestive 

study.

Sir William Stewart, speaking at the MTHR Research Seminar, IF*’ N ovem ber 2002
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Planning Disputes

The science, completed or ongoing, that experts use to assess possible risks is, since 

the Stewart report, largely inseparable from the public disputes which have framed 

the issue o f mobile phone health effects. lEGMP members were surprised at public 

meetings that the antipathy felt by the public to mobile phone masts was greater 

than concern about the phones themselves, despite the much lower exposures from 

masts. As the mobile phones controversy unfolded, its most visible manifestation 

was the increase in protests, and often direct action, against existing or proposed 

base station sites. The Stewart report attempted to give more control to members of 

the pubhc who would be directly affected (in whatever way) by the masts. 

Recommendations to improve consultation and increase the powers of the pubhc in 

planning decisions were however obfuscated by the Government, who were 

concerned that local councils were not equipped to handle both the science and the 

pohtics of fuU, open consultation. The Governmental view was presented in a letter 

from housing and planning minister Nick Raynsford to local councils in June 2000;

“It is our view that, if a proposed development meets the ICNIRP guidelines (as 

recommended by Stewart on a precautionary basis), it should not be necessary for a 

planning authority, in processing an apphcation, to consider the health effects 

further.”'*'̂

A civil servant reiterated this position to me in an interview:

“Health effects can be taken into consideration, but they’re met by the requirement 

of comphance with the ICNIRP exposure guidelines... So the bottom line is, if it 

comphes with ICNIRP... then that health consideration, which was a judgement that 

health considerations can be part of the planning process. There was a judgement on 

that a few years ago. But that criteria is met by compliance with the ICNIRP 

exposure guidelines.” (Interview transcript, No. 11)

This argument confused me, as I am sure it confuses the many people who 

encounter it in their dealings with planning authorities. It does not add anything to 

the debate, nor does it alter the balance of control of planning decisions. The

Letter from Nick Raynsford MP to aU local planning authorities, 29̂  ̂June 2000, quoted in the 

Local Governm ent Association Response (annex 1), submitted as evidence to the House o f  

C om m ons Trade and Industry Select Committee (tenth report), 2001
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previous chapter described how questions of compliance were questions that were 

constructed by expertise in such a way that they can easily be answered within the 

framework of existing, certified knowledge about electromagnetic fields. So to say 

that ‘health effects can be taken into consideration’ until compliance is demonstrated 

is to ignore the most important question being asked by non-experts — are the 

guidelines sufficient to protect us?̂ ^

Confusion, partly encouraged by the Government’s involvement, as to whether 

health concerns should be a ‘material consideration’ in planning decisions, has led to 

local fragmentation of the planning issue. After the Stewart report, some local 

authorities imposed a moratorium on new base station sites on council property 

while others were more permissive. Confusion about what counted as a legitimate 

argument against the erection of new base stations was exacerbated by planning 

processes that were intended to make consultation easier. The Stewart report, by 

broadening the debate beyond compliance, caused problems for a planning system 

that was not equipped to deal with more sophisticated complaints from members of 

the public (as demonstrated in the discussions between Sir William and the House of 

Commons Trade and Industry Select Committee which looked at the issue in 2001). 

Local newspapers continued to carry regular reports o f public disquiet against 

mobile phone masts, while the national press tended to concentrate on new 

scientific reports which spelt danger. The local issue o f planning disputes, which was 

framed by many experts as just another NIMBY (Not In My Back Yard) problem, 

was divorced from the wider (if not universal) issue o f the adequacy of scientific 

knowledge about mobile phone health effects. The Stewart report had begun to 

open a door which allowed non-experts to view, and engage with, the uncertainties 

in the scientific evidence. But many members of the public found this door closed 

during planning decisions.

In December 2000, a group was formed to combat previous frustration at planning 

disputes over mobile phone base stations. Mast Action UK was launched, with the 

sponsorship o f the constituency MP of its leader, Juhe Matthews, at the House of 

Commons (Burgess 2004, p. 214). Their purpose was to collect coherent arguments 

that base stations were being sited insensitively considering uncertainties about the

. and other more recursive questions, such as, ‘why should w e believe you when you teU us that 

the guidelines are sufficient?’
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health effects of RF radiation. The group tried to clarify that their objections were 

not based upon the aesthetically unappealing nature o f the larger masts, nor upon a 

desire to restrict the service provision of the mobile phone networks. After the 

Stewart report, it was felt that Government, central and local, needed to more fully 

appreciate both the relevant uncertainties and the legitimate health concerns of  

members of the pubhc. In 2001, the House o f Commons Trade and Industry Select 

Committee heard evidence from industry and pohticians on the issue of changing 

planning legislation to more closely follow the recommendations of the lEGMP.

I have already mentioned the House of Commons Trade and Industry Select 

Committee’s investigation o f the planning issue, at which Sir Whham Stewart was 

invited to defend the conclusions of his report. The report o f the select committee 

made concrete many of the confusions that had been identified since the Stewart 

report and endorsed the Government’s recent efforts to improve consultation. The 

lEGMP’s foray into planning recommendations was questioned by the select 

committee, who considered that the expert group were not fuUy equipped to 

consider such things (House of Commons 2001). The Stewart report, by 

recommending changes to planning rules, had gone far beyond what many people 

had expected, an authoritative, independent review of the scientific evidence. But 

the lEGMP, encouraged by their charismatic and poHticaUy-astute chair, had always 

intended that their review should be different from the NRPB’s attempts at 

controlling the controversy over mobile phones.

Conclusion

By the time the lEGMP began their analysis of the issue of mobile phones and 

health, the issue had expanded far beyond being ‘scientific’. Public controversy and a 

loss of trust in expert advice and industrial responses had meant that questions 

about the riskiness of mobile phones were intertwined with questions about the 

quality and independence o f scientific advice and the political factors that had gone 

into shaping the discourse o f compliance. The lEGMP ostensibly considered the 

issue from as many viewpoints as possible, with a scientific review considered 

necessary but not sufficient for a complete understanding. Rather than looking from 

a policy perspective at how best to deal with the controversy, or from a scientific 

perspective at what the evidence tells us, the lEGMP did both concurrently. The
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IEGMP’s product, The Stewart Report, presented a reconstruction of the relevant 

science. The uncertainty that had previously been regarded as unimportant for 

regulation was given greater prominence.

The Stewart report was well-received by the majority o f scientists, activists and 

concerned non-experts. Some experts felt that the report did not provide a true 

picture of scientific knowledge about the issue, but conceded that the reason for this 

was the necessary political slant. On activist email lists, in pressure groups and in 

publications such as Microwave News, the Stewart report was held up as an example 

of a sensible and sensitive “Call to Action” (MWN, May/June 2000, p. 19). By 

adopting what was perceived as a fresh approach to uncertainty, the Stewart report 

undeniably contributed to the agenda o f arguments from all sides in any discussion 

of issues o f mobile phone safety. If we compare the Fact Sheets from the World 

Health Organisation from 1998 and 2000 (the latter updated in the light of the 

Stewart report), we can see how the discourse of one o f the most influential global 

health advisory bodies is subtly augmented after feeling the influence of the lEGMP. 

Both documents unsurprisingly claim that further research is needed, ambitiously 

stating, in effect, that ‘the answer’ is just around the corner (the 2000 fact sheet 

states that, “It wiU take about 3-4 years for the required RF research to be 

completed, evaluated and to publish the final results o f any health risks”). The 1998 

fact sheet leaves the issue there — a reassurance that experts are doing all that can be 

expected o f them to clear up the issue. But the later document adds that policies 

based on precaution might also be practical:

“Precautionary measures -  If regulatory authorities have adopted health-based 

guidelines but, because of public concerns, would like to introduce additional 

precautionary measures to reduce exposure to RF fields, they should not undermine 

the science base of the guidelines by incorporating arbitrary additional safety factors 

into the exposure limits. Precautionary measures should be introduced as a separate 

policy that encourages, through voluntary means, the reduction of RF fields by 

equipment manufacturers and the public”'̂®

Electromagnetic Fields and Public Health: Mobile Telephones and Their Base Stations, W H O  Fact 

Sheet N® 193 Revised June 2000 h ttp ://w w w .w ho.int/inf-fsZ en/factl93 .h tm l accessed 20'*’ August 

2003

http://www.who.int/inf-fsZen/factl93.html
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As described in this chapter, there is a tension expressed in the WHO’s call not to 

undermine existing guidelines, a tension that originates with the construction of 

guidelines as a representation of scientific certainty. A reconstruction o f the 

controversy in which expert uncertainty is portrayed as problematic, as in the 

Stewart report, changes the context and content o f scientific advice. Uncertainties 

that were once considered slight and/or manageable can resurface to undermine 

previously authoritative science-based advice.

We have seen in this chapter that there is no true level of scientific uncertainty to be 

revealed through study. Just as scientific knowledge is constructed and compiled in a 

context, so uncertainty is constructed as the product of negotiations that involve 

broader concerns and fluctuating decision stakes.Uncertainty is constructed 

through engagement, and non-experts have played an important part in prizing open 

gaps in knowledge, but expert assessment adds authority to constructions of 

uncertainty and then implications. I asked one member of the lEGMP committee 

why he disagreed that there was such a thing as a mobile phone health debate. His 

response illustrates perfectly the move to a new advisory consensus: from a state of 

adequate knowledge (cf. Campbell 1985) to a state of workable uncertainty.

“I think if you go far enough out to the fringes, that would be possibly true, but I 

think the general consensus would be that there are uncertainties about the health 

consequences of mobile phone technology. People might vary in the emphasis that 

they put on the importance of those uncertainties, or what those uncertainties might 

be, but I think one can always, of course, find people who hold very strong and 

extreme views, which are not necessarily well informed by the science, and that’s true 

on both [sides]. I’m not suggesting that that’s less true one side than the other, but I 

think, if one looks away from the edges. I’m not sure whether there’s so much a 

debate as a consensus that more research and more information is needed.” 

(Interview transcript. No. 20)

This interviewee, who had Htde experience of the issue before his involvement with 

the lEGMP, sees a level of scientific uncertainty (with emphasis on scientific) at a

My account would suggest that the m odel o f  Post-Norm al Science (e.g. Funtowicz and Ravetz 

1992) as represented by independent variables o f  uncertainty and decision stakes might be limited (cf. 

Yearley 2000; Jasanoff and Wynne 1998). It seems as though decision stakes and uncertainty can be 

co-constructed as an issue gains political importance.
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policy-relevant level in the light of his involvement with the pubhc science o f mobile 

phone health effects. Conversations with other lEGMP members revealed a similar 

confidence that scientific uncertainty was under their control; that research was in 

place to fill in the relevant gaps.

But the uncertainty considered important by the lEGMP was a trickier beast than 

that once guarded by the NRPB. In the IEGMP’s efforts to address broader 

concerns, it became apparent that pubhc science knew very htde about non-thermal 

effects, very htde about genetic variations in EMF susceptibihties between people 

and very httie about the effects of long-term, low-level microwave exposure. The 

only thing, it seemed, that science was certain about was the heating effect of 

microwaves that was already formahsed in guidelines.

Uncertainty had moved beyond the control of whatever ‘core-set’ might originaUy 

have been charged with resolving this particular scientific controversy (I refer the 

reader back to the section on core-sets in chapter two). Indeed, at the end of my 

research, I still have no idea who the core-set might be. Certainly the interviewee 

above was not “technicaUy informed in the science o f mobile phones”. Knowledge 

and advice about mobile phone risks might once have been the responsibility of a 

community of bioelectromagnetics scientists, or the NRPB. But we have seen in this 

chapter how rapidly previous attempts at closure of a controversy lost pubhc 

credibüity and required the intervention o f more general and more ‘independent’ 

experts. This independence was partly required to distance decision-making from 

clear vested interests, but it was also required to distance decision-making from the 

previous core-set’s (in so far as they existed) opinion on the adequacy o f knowledge.

In attempting to regain social control of scientific uncertainty, the lEGMP played an 

active role in reconstructing both a body of relevant knowledge and the rules for 

pubhc engagement. In engaging with non-experts, the lEGMP both responded to 

and shaped pubhc concern. If we try to fit the work o f the Stewart report into the 

framework supphed by Daniel Fiorino (1990) (see Chapter two), it is difficult to 

separate the instrumental elements o f pubhc engagement from the substantive. Non

experts did substantively contribute to a re-framing o f the debate (a topic that wül be 

discussed further in the next chapter). But the lEGMP, driven by a chair with 

significant pohtical initiative, was fuhy aware o f the instrumental benefits of being 

seen to be responding to concern, especiahy at a time o f such low pubhc trust.
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A more compelling view of the role of the lEGMP and the public in reconstructing 

advice and uncertainties is that the lEGMP enrolled the pubhc (and, similarly, were 

enrolled by the pubhc) (cf. Latour 1987). ‘Pubhc concern’ was therefore constructed 

alongside ‘pubhc science’. Control of the issues is negotiated as both develop. Just as 

non-experts demand a modicum of control over the relevance of scientific advice 

and the appreciation of non-scientific factors, so experts aim to control 

uncertainties, constructing areas of what-we-don’t-know as largely expert territory.

As they accept new uncertainties, the pubhc are shuffled away from the contested 

ground of uncertainty.

This leads to a conclusion that pubhc engagement, rather than questioning expert 

dominance of an issue, can also assert it. A credible piece of scientific advice, in 

which uncertainties are broadened, but controUed, is also an attempt to define and 

re-shape what the pubhc are concerned about. We saw above how arguments over 

the relevance o f precautionary approaches carry constructions o f pubhc concern and 

pubhc reaction. Similarly, many of the opinions that have been expressed in caUs for 

new research or better planning consultation have been based on claims to know 

what keeps non-experts awake at night.

The uncertainty constructed by the lEGMP, and the caU for broader consideration 

of mobile phones science-in-context opened the door to ah sorts of claims that 

might, in a more strict advisory environment, have been rejected as irrelevant. The 

next chapter focuses on how the diverse constructions o f one such body of claims 

has contributed to the shaping of this issue. In this context o f pubhc engagement 

with scientific and pohcy uncertainty, one feature emerged as pecuharly sahent. Many 

of the negotiations that took place seemed to revolve around the merits or fadings 

of ‘anecdotal evidence’. This term, as suggested by the title o f the next chapter, is my 

next focus.
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Anecdotal Evidence

an anecdote about anecdotes

At the Public lEGMP meeting in Liverpool, a number of attendees described their 

individual circumstances to the members of the committee... “I came here to tell you 

that Pve suffered side effects from short-term use of a mobile phone... Essentially, I 

thought I was a one-off and I made some enquiries and it turned out that I’m not. I 

mean, I don’t use one any more, I like to think that I’m relatively back to normal, but 

after the enquiries I made, I found quite a few people that suffered, like, ringing in 

the ears, headaches and...” On prompting from Sir William Stewart, this man 

continued describing his symptoms. Another member of the committee, David

suggested that the man might take part in a study to assess differences in 

sensitivity among some people. Throughout the meeting, the committee emphasised 

that they would welcome forms of evidence that might not be scientific (although in 

this meeting, members of the lEGMP did not use the word ‘anecdotal’).

Another member of the audience made herself known and began to criticise the 

independence of the NRPB (see chapter four). Her involvement in the issue had been 

prompted by personal experience of the dangers of mobile phones: “In July of this 

year, my husband was diagnosed with brain cancer. Who is gathering all this 

anecdotal evidence? Because it seems to me until people start gathering this in some 

proper scientific evidence, various people for various reasons wül continue to talk 

about anecdotal evidence, and so wriggle out of it.”^

My previous two chapters have relayed the narrative o f scientific advice that has led 

to a subtle reconstruction o f the issue of mobüe phone health risks. With the 

emergence of a pubhc controversy, the roles of scientific knowledge and pubhc 

engagement have been concurrently redefined. In the previous chapters, I have 

mentioned that much of the evidence for the health effects of mobüe phones might 

be considered ‘anecdotal’. Pubhc engagement with expertise has largely been shaped 

by individual reports of harm, attributed to mobüe phones or their base stations. It 

is the purpose of this chapter to explore the notion o f ‘anecdotal evidence’ in detaü: 

how it is represented by experts, how it might be used in science and what it might

’ Source: Transcript o f  lE G M P public meeting, Liverpool, 9*'' D ecem ber 1999
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tell us about public science, where experts and non-experts negotiate knowledge and 

ongoing research.

There exists a scientistic discourse of anecdotal evidence in which science exists 

partly as a means of escaping the frequently erroneous stories that emerge from 

individual, unregulated inquiry. In an attack on the prevalence of pseudoscience, 

Michael Shermer, director of the Skeptics Society, argues that...

“Anecdotes Do N ot Make a Science... Without corroborative evidence from 

other sources, or physical proof of some sort, ten anecdotes are no better than one, 

and a hundred anecdotes are no better than ten. Anecdotes are told by fallible human 

storytellers... What we need are properly controlled experiments, not anecdotes” 

(Shermer 1997, p. 48)

This view occurs frequently in the rhetoric of popular science, which paradoxically 

often uses stories to convey the message of scientific achievement, rather than 

allowing science to speak for itself. Discussing the role o f stories in science and 

science in stories, Jon Turney notes that public science questions how science and 

stories might fit together:

“The boundaries of science are increasingly blurred, according to some, while others 

seek to enforce a more clear-cut distinction -  to devalue ‘stories’ and restrict 

discussion to ‘facts’.” (Turney 1998, p. 201)

‘Stories’ might be commonplace in normal scientific practice, a lesson learned from 

the history of early modernity (e.g. Dear 1991; Shapin and Schaffer 1985). But 

efforts to forward a scientific discourse in public tend to provide a harder attitude to 

anecdotal evidence. The scientistic construction o f anecdotes appreciates how 

powerful they can be. But this power is seen as supporting fringe scientific or non- 

scientific thought. With this view of anecdotes, it is the responsibility of experts to 

emphasise to an impressionable public that anecdotes, rather than representing 

truth, hinder scientific progress towards it. ^

2 As with many features o f  science-in-pubüc, the use o f  expert evidence in the courts provides an 

analogy. Jasanoff notes that, in American courts, the modernisation o f  acceptable scientific evidence 

has reduced the status o f  individual claimants. With the increase in the number o f  class-action suits, 

individual testimony is subordinated to statistics and probabilities (Jasanoff 2002).
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Robert Park, a self-professed debunker of fraudulent and foolish scientific claims 

(including the claim that powerlines cause cancer (Park 2000, Ch. 7)), sees a reliance 

on anecdotal evidence as one of the ‘Seven warning signs o f bogus science’.

“If modern science has learned anything in the past century, it is to distrust anecdotal 

evidence. Because anecdotes have a very strong emotional impact, they serve to keep 

superstitious beliefs alive in an age of science. The most important discovery of 

modern medicine is not vaccines or antibiotics, it is the randomized double-blind test, 

by means of which we know what works and what doesn’t. Contrary to the saying, 

“data” is not the plural of “anecdote”.” (Park 2003, p. 20)

Such comments harbour a very firm construction of anecdotal evidence, its impact 

in the pubhc sphere and what constitutes ‘proper’ science. These constructions fit 

with a general trend towards ‘evidence-based’ practices, which emerged as a way of 

representing the ‘science-based’ response to conditions with myriad available 

solutions. Anecdotal evidence hes at (or falls of^ the bottom of the hierarchies of 

evidence that are used to assess the best practice, carrying the perception that it is a 

tool o f ‘alternative’ treatments or quack therapists (see, e.g. Evans 2003).

To many, ‘anecdotal evidence’ is antithetical to science. But it is not clear what 

anecdotal evidence is, nor what role it plays in science, pohtics or pubhc science.

This chapter investigates how the status of anecdotal evidence is instrumentaUy 

constructed and its meanings are sohdified. It aims to contribute to an important 

and growing hterature on knowledge tradidonahy considered ‘inexpert’, but it hmits 

its analysis to just one term.

I began my investigation of ‘anecdotal evidence’ in the mobile phones controversy 

with no presumptions about its definition or status, other than a suspicion that 

experts might consider it firstly ‘unscientific’ and secondly easy to ignore, that is 

without great epistemological or rhetorical power. I aim in this chapter to question 

these presumptions by providing a spectrum of definitions and meanings of the 

term. This indicates how it is considered by different actors and how it might 

therefore contribute to the construction of pubhc science issues. I look at how the 

contested role that anecdotal evidence is given in science shapes, and is shaped by, 

the pubhc context o f the debate over mobile phone risks. And I describe, more 

generaUy, why anecdotal evidence might have been sufficiently persuasive to find
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itself defining the social and scientific context of a controversy. My conclusions 

reflect on what this analysis of a single term can tell us about the constructions of 

science in public, of public engagement with science and o f the permeable 

boundaries that might separate these two domains.

Defining and Unwrapping Anecdotal Evidence

The term ‘anecdotal evidence’ has definitions, but these say little about its meaning. 

It might seem egregious to leave it this late to provide a definition for the term that 

is central to my thesis, but we will see in this chapter how the flexibility of the term 

allows actors to define it in a highly personal and contextual way. By this stage, 

readers may well have constructed their own working definition o f ‘anecdotal 

evidence’. It might include some of the following elements; individual, unscientific, 

unreliable, unrepHcated, unrepHcatable, story-based. The word ‘anecdote’ is derived 

from the Greek word for ‘unpublished’, which might suggest its innate opposition to 

the scientific principle of peer-review. Such elements are important in beginning to 

consider the term, and they are certainly all relevant, albeit with different groups 

accenting different elements. However, the only fixed definition that will be offered 

by this chapter emerges from constructions of what (or who) ‘anecdotal evidence’ 

comes to stand for in the case of mobile phone risks.

During interviews, the first question I asked on the topic o f anecdotal evidence, 

unless it had been discussed in reference to other issues, was prompted by one of 

the recommendations from the Stewart report (see chapter five):

1.70 “We recommend that in a rapidly emerging field such as mobile phone 

technology where there is littie peer-reviewed evidence on which to base advice, the 

totality of the information available, including non-peer-reviewed data and anecdotal evidence, 

be taken into account when advice is proffered” (my emphasis)

Before continuing, we should consider what definition of the term is implied with its 

inclusion in this recommendation. Firstly, anecdotal evidence is differentiated from 

peer-reviewed evidence. This seems straightforward. Secondly, it is differentiated 

from data, even data that has not (yet) passed the test o f scientific acceptance. 

Thirdly, its inclusion in a recommendation suggests that, normally, anecdotal 

evidence is not taken into account when advice is proffered. This chapter aims to
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illuminate the above recommendation by deepening an understanding of anecdotal 

evidence in and around the Stewart report. This should provide a sense of what was 

being considered by the committee when they considered the term sufficiently 

important for inclusion.

I used recommendation 1.70 as a prompt for interview questions about anecdotal 

evidence. The following responses may therefore be prejudiced by views about this 

recommendation, or the Stewart report more generally. But the excerpts repeated 

below serve to define the term in the context of pubhc scientific advice, rather than 

arbitrarily. They are informed by actors’ experiences of evidence, science and the 

pubhc.

Indeed, I argue in this chapter that, by tracing the usage o f the term, constructions 

of ‘anecdotal evidence’ act as a rehable touchstone not only for opinions on mobile 

phone safety, but also for opinions on the relationship between expertise and the 

pubhc.

What is anecdotal evidence?

One scientist, when asked what he considered anecdotal evidence to be, rephed,

“We ah know what it is, but to define it. ..” In trying to construct a definition, he 

mentioned the foUowing: “individual studies,” “random, individual claims without 

any control data.” He also noted that he would “almost consider some of the 

scientific hterature as anecdotal” (Interview notes. No. 14). The final point is one to 

which we wül return later in this chapter. For the time being, we can see that, as a 

laboratory scientist, he gave the term meaning in the context of his own work.

Responses from other actors typify a view that was commonly held, by committee 

members, scientists and interest groups ahke, that anecdotal evidence is defined by 

its origins. An interest group representative defined ‘anecdotal evidence’ thus;

“I mean it would be reports of people like me that would speak to [people] reporting 

things that... may or may not be due to phones or masts, but they beheve they are” 

(Interview, No. 3)

Scientists tended to refer to the origins o f anecdotal evidence with members o f the 

pubhc, or their doctors:
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“So for example, suppose for the sake of argument, this isn’t true, but I’m trying to 

give an extreme example. Suppose it suddenly turned out that lots of doctors were 

phoning up the Department of Health from all over the country and saying “I’m 

seeing a lot of acoustic neuromas. It seems to be the case that nearly aU these new 

cases that I’m saying seem to be coming from people who’ve been using a GSM 

phone for the last 2 or 3 years.” That’s anecdotal evidence. In no way is that rigorous 

epidemiological evidence of an association between phone use and acoustic 

neuroma.” (Interview transcript. No. 20)

“Well, that will be people saying, oh, I use my mobile phone and I get a headache.” 

(Interview, No. 21)

“It’s precisely like those people who claim to be electrosensitive” (Interview 

transcript. No. 7)

These comments reveal two main groups of people whose evidence scientists 

consider to be ‘anecdotal’. Firstly, those who report chronic, externally observable 

disease from mobile phones use, such as brain tumours and attribute them to mobile 

phones. And secondly, a supposedly susceptible group of people, some of whom 

‘claim to be electrosensitive’,̂  reporting symptoms which suggest a different reaction 

to EMFs from that o f the general population. Electrosensitivity (an illness whose 

aetiology and existence are highly contested) demands further consideration at a later 

date, in another piece o f work. For now, however, we should understand that the 

label, used more by sufferers than by scientists, acts as a condensation point for 

many constructions o f what ‘anecdotal evidence’ might mean with regards to mobile 

phones. Electrosensitivity has emerged as a collection of symptoms with scant (peer- 

reviewed) scientific support, relying instead on reported symptoms from sufferers 

and case reports from doctors.^

 ̂As with many contested illnesses, the name is itself contested. Electrosensitivity is sometimes 

known as electromagnetic/electrical (hyper)sensitivity or radiofrequency/microwave sickness.

■* Electrosensitivity is less widely accepted and studied in the U K  than it is in the rest o f  Europe. In 

Sweden especially, the illness has received a great deal o f  attention, with the creation o f  the FEB (The 

Association for the Electrically and VDT-injured) — See www .feb.se. The issue o f  electrosensitivity 

took a surprising turn in 2002, when the then-director general o f  the World Health Organisation, Gro 

Brunddand (once Norway’s Prime Minister) announced that she had developed a sensitivity to 

mobile phones.

http://www.feb.se
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Members of the Independent Expert Group on Mobile Phones who I interviewed 

unsurprisingly discussed anecdotal evidence in the context o f recommendation 1.70 

from the Stewart report. Their responses to the question, “What did the group mean 

by ‘anecdotal evidence’?” tended to take the form of justifying the inclusion o f the 

term in their report. One member described how the chairman had “very good 

antenna for what would satisfy the interest groups.” He claimed that the term was 

included in the report as a way to placate the people with “very strange ideas”. “To 

ignore them would have been foolish” (Interview notes, No. 5). The insights into 

the purposes of scientific advice are enlightening, and will be explored later, but 

these comments also reveal an implicit definition of anecdotal evidence. Anecdotal 

evidence is defined by this interviewee in reference to an ‘other’, a theme discussed 

below.

It is clear, therefore, that we cannot remove the term from its context in attempting 

to offer a definition. ‘Anecdotal evidence’ does not exist as an interesting idea 

outside perceptions of its source or status. The only firm conclusion we can draw is 

that ‘anecdotal evidence’ is whatever ‘anecdotal evidence’ means to different actors 

and different groups. As Peter Winch has said, “to give an account of the meaning 

of a word is to describe how it is used; and to describe how it is used is to describe 

the social intercourse into which it enters” (Winch 1958, p. 123).

The meanings an interviewee ascribes to the term reflect not only the position o f the 

interviewee in the debate, but also the views they hold about ‘science’ and its 

relationship with policy and the pubhc. Because the term was discussed in the 

context o f scientific advice, interviewees provided opinions on both its 

epistemological and pohtical relevance. This relevance is reflected in much of the 

broader discourse that has contributed to the shaping o f the debate.

This project studies the social nature o f scientific expertise. The crucial question we 

must therefore ask is “How do experts interpret and deal with anecdotal evidence?” 

We must consider how it is constructed and when, how and why it is accepted or 

rejected. As an entry point to the juxtaposition of anecdotal evidence and science, 1 

asked ah of my interviewees what part they considered anecdotal evidence to play in 

science.
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The Epistem ological Status of Anecdotal Evidence

Anecdotal evidence has provided my focus as a traditionally inexpert form of 

knowledge, and my analysis illuminates how it might relate to science and the 

political dimensions of a pubhc science debate. My conclusions wül describe the 

hybrid pohtical and epistemological meanings of anecdotal evidence, so it might 

seem perverse to consider assessments o f its epistemological worth separately. 

However, this section provides a framework, moving up a ladder of epistemological 

status, for the consideration of ah elements of the construction of anecdotal 

evidence. At each rung, I aim to demonstrate the meanings bestowed upon 

‘anecdotal evidence’, and the contested territory it helps to define. Constructions of 

the term are pleasingly multi-layered and so difficult to squeeze into a simple 

hierarchy. I aim to demonstrate the significance of different opinions, personal and 

institutional, of anecdotal evidence, on the construction o f pubhc science. I begin at 

the bottom.

1 Anecdotes as nonscience

A: “Anecdotal evidence is whatever you feel... It’s subjective. Anecdotal evidence is 

anything that’s subjective.”

Q: “And what role do you think it has to play in science?”

A; [long pause] “We always have to take into consideration anecdotal evidence, 

because we’re dealing with human beings and people have feelings and thoughts and 

they have to be addressed.” (Interview transcript. No. 27)

The above quote characterises the lowest epistemological status afforded to 

‘anecdotal evidence’ that I came across. The term is used by this scientist to 

construct a non-scientific participant in an issue whose contributions need to be 

“taken into consideration”, but not in any epistemological sense. ‘Evidence’ from 

non-scientists is reduced to ‘feehngs and thoughts’. As we shah see later, this 

conflation o f anecdotes with public concern defines the politics of a crucial part of 

the politics of mobüe phones science. At this level, ‘anecdotal evidence’ represents 

information to be ignored because it does not involve scientific rigour. The 

subjective non-scientists cannot see beyond their own experiences towards 

generahzable knowledge. An lEGMP member has strong views on the problems
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with anecdotal evidence in public science. Having previously insisted that, “the 

existence of an individual with a brain tumour is not science” (Interview notes, No. 

5), he went on to describe the role of science in such situations:

“That’s why you have science. It’s to avoid anecdotes. It may be sensible in sociology,

but if you want to know whether X causes Y, the fact you can find a person who has

X and Y isn’t evidence.” (Interview transcript. No.5)

This treatment of anecdotal evidence protects science from non-science (including 

sociology). Non-scientists are making claims (however weak) to know about 

phenomena, but this ‘evidence’ is seen as no evidence at aU, possessing no cognitive 

merit. This conception sits well as an example of boundary work (cf. Gieryn 1983, 

Jasanoff 1987). Science, in encountering a hybrid domain in which it is queried by 

pohcy and the pubhc, uses a construction of anecdotal evidence to define what 

science is, or rather what science isn't. Science isn't subjective, it isn't individual, it isn't 

locahsed to a particular health scare and it ’/ presented by non-scientists. In more 

social theoretical terms, anecdotal evidence is an ‘other’ used to define the normahty 

of science and the abnormahty of taking non-scientific evidence into consideration. 

The otherness o f anecdotes, especiahy for the latter scientist, reinforces opinions 

about the purposes and practices of science-in-pubhc. For scientists with experience 

of pubhc engagement, as we wih see later, anecdotal evidence represents a certain 

group of people, judgements about whom may not be easily separated from 

judgements about their evidence.

For interest groups and activists who criticise existing regulation, the rejection of 

anecdotal evidence represents a rejection of vahd knowledge on the unjustifiable 

grounds that it does not come from the right source. As we saw in chapter four, 

existing science embodied by industry and the NRPB was constructed as aloof and 

defensive. Anecdotal evidence, via its perceived rejection, was instrumentaUy 

constructed by non-scientists. So the boundary of monohthic ‘science’ is also 

reinforced by non-scientists, a point we should bear in mind when looking at the 

dynamics o f any complex pubhc science debate. Disputes over anecdotal evidence 

are used by outsiders to construct the otherness (and irrelevance) o f science (cf. 

Michael 1996). Ideas of what it means to be ‘scientific’ (in this case by rejecting 

anecdotes) in pubhc did not differ hugely between experts and non-experts. The 

problem was that opinions differed as to whether science was sufficient for good
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policy. This theme wül be explored further when we look at criticisms of the NRPB 

and their attitude towards inexpert evidence.

The image of ‘anecdotes as nonscience’ serves a purpose for all actors. It polarises 

the debate, sharpens distinctions and allows either side to construct a target. But it 

does not fairly reflect the more considered opinions most o f the scientists I 

interviewed had of anecdotal evidence. The mobüe phones health debate was the 

stage for negotiations between experts and non-experts, including negotiation of the 

role of different classes of evidence. As such, the more interesting contested 

territory is revealed when anecdotes are viewed alongside science, rather than in 

simple opposition. And in these cases, explanations based around boundary-work 

may not be so helpful.

2 Anecdotes as providers of hypotheses

The views of the first scientist quoted above are not fairly represented by the excerpt 

that I used. This interviewee appreciated that the unscientific nature of anecdotes 

need not preclude their role in the construction of good scientific experiments. The 

discussion here had turned to provocation studies, designed to test whether 

electrosensitivity was a real, objectively observable phenomenon:

“Science isn’t based on anecdotal evidence. Scientists always look at anecdotal 

evidence to form hypotheses, and when they test it, there’s the finished research. Are 

these people really hypersensitive to radiofrequencies? Conclusion, no.” (Interview 

transcript. No. 27)

This view is closer to the status most usuaUy bestowed on anecdotes: that they 

provide a target for research. Even without judgements as to the reliability of 

evidence, this might fulfü scientists’ and regulators’ desire to address current 

concerns, contributing a scientific voice to the construction of public debate. For 

scientists looking for productive research topics or a new source o f funding, 

anecdotal evidence can provide an interesting question to be answered scientifically. 

Scientists might well feel a responsibility to respond to suggestions of poorly- 

understood effects.

As an aid to research, one laboratory scientist hkened anecdotal evidence to being 

shown where to look for a needle in a haystack (Interview notes, No. 14). An
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lEGMP member agreed that deciding upon research was a key problem, and that 

anecdotal evidence could help;

I don’t think, again, you can generalise. In epidemiology, for example, it’s probably 

the starting point of a lot of epidemiological studies, because often epidemiological 

studies may be set up on the basis of some sort of weight of... anecdotal evidence. In 

my area... I’m not sure that it plays a particularly strong role at all, but... the basic 

rule in science is that it’s extremely difficult to come up with rules about how to 

generate hypotheses that you’re going to test experimentally. It’s not even clear when 

one does many experiments that you’re testing specific hypotheses, so I think 

scientists can get their ideas from anywhere, absolutely anywhere. The question is not 

where jour ideas come from, it's the quality and the rigour with which they are subjected to empirical 

assessment. (Interview transcript. No. 20, my emphasis)

Again, anecdotal evidence is placed firmly outside science. Science, for this 

interviewee, might be inspired by anecdotal evidence, but the purpose of science, 

and the source of its authority, Hes in the formation of robust, non-anecdotal 

knowledge:

“Well 1 think, yeah, 1 mean, it acts as a pointer to decide what research you would 

design round that to investigate it. And I don’t think it should be any more than that” 

(Interview transcript. No. 2).

Some scientists, rather than considering anecdotal evidence as a pointer for productive 

research, took it more seriously as a precursor for a pubhc health problem, and 

therefore a justification for more relevant research. A lab scientist took the view that 

anecdotal evidence could weU represent the ‘tip of the iceberg’. In this next excerpt, 

he is discussing the widely-pubhcised claim that radiation from mobile phones 

promotes brain tumours:

“Again, it may be coincidental. People might even be selective about theic memories 

and which side they use their mobile phone ‘oh it must have been that side, because 

that’s the side the tumour’s come up on,’ but if one just dismisses that evidence as of 

no value, because it’s purely anecdotal... there is also a possibility that that might be 

the tip of the iceberg, and there might actually be a lot of other cases where there 

might be some Hnk between mobile phone use and, whether it’s a tumour or some 

other condition... I think it’s a matter of not ignoring those groups simply because 

they’re not part of a repHcated scientific study.” (Interview transcript. No. 7)
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Scientists realised that anecdotal evidence has potential epistemological power. In 

contested public science, the ‘tip of the iceberg’, if ignored, can be dangerous or 

embarrassing. Asked to define anecdotal evidence, this scientist from the NRPB 

turned to its problems and its worth to scientific inquiry:

“WeU, that wiU be people saying, oh, I use my mobüe phone and I get a headache. 

There are people who say aU sorts of claims about how mobile phone masts affected 

[them and their] children -  there are children with learning difficulties due to a 

mobüe phone mast being put up. So that’s the anecdote. Now, it is a very difficult 

area, because the anecdote — one should never dismiss the anecdote — because there 

are some famous ones, like Jenner travelling the country and going to the west of 

England and being told by a farmer, my cowgirls never get smaUpox. Cowgirls never 

do, and he thought, ‘bloody heU’, you know, but it was the scientist who twigged. 

Now that anecdote might have been around, but it took a prepared mind to see the 

importance of it.” (Interview transcript. No. 21)

These scientists accept the status of anecdotal evidence as suggestive of “a 

possibUity” and therefore an opportunity for research to help support or reject such 

claims. However, it is again impHcit that without scientific intervention, anecdotal 

evidence can say nothing about an issue. As the last scientist puts it, the assessment 

of veracity is the job of science (‘a prepared mind’) and science alone.

A.necdotes and (popular) epidemiology

The last comment on the interaction between Jenner and the anecdotes that led to 

the smaüpox vaccine leads us to an important discussion about the role of non

experts in the production of knowledge about pubhc health. Phil Brown’s 

explanations o f popular epidemiology (see chapter two, (Brown 1987, 1992, 1997)) 

note that the pubhc can see modern epidemiology as irrelevant to their problems. As 

he puts it, epidemiology is “often more concerned with protecting the increasingly 

rigid standards of scientific procedures than with safeguarding pubhc health”

(Brown 1997, p. 137).  ̂ As Epstein would have it, there is a struggle between purity

 ̂At a workshop involving ES sufferers, interest groups and scientists, my findings on the expert 

treatment o f  anecdotal evidence were responded to by one physicist w hose work involved the 

claimed link between powerlines and childhood cancer. H e argued that aU good science should start 

with anecdotal evidence, but that this curiosity was being discouraged in scientists’ education. (Royal 

Society o f  Medicine, 17‘*' September 2003)
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in science and relevance (Epstein 1996). Popular epidemiology represents an attempt 

to get back to the style of investigation (often called ‘shoe-leather’ epidemiology 

after its most commonly-exhausted resource) that Jenner and John Snow had 

pioneered in the 18'*’ and 19*̂  centuries, respectively.

Within popular epidemiology, therefore, we should not see public engagement as 

just non-expert knowledge contribution. Popular epidemiology emphasises the social 

features of scientific controversies, implying political and judicial remedies in the 

process (ibid., p. 139). Taking anecdotal evidence as a variation on popular 

epidemiology, we are reminded that anecdotes are poHticaUy-laden. Anecdotal 

evidence is not just single pieces of data. It is evidence for something. Anecdotal 

evidence makes claims not just to know (in a modest way) about a condition and its 

causality, it also makes claims about knowledge and politics. In particular, anecdotal 

evidence claims that science does not know about something, and that the 

appreciation of non-experts is necessary to understanding a public science issue.

3 Anecdotes as complementary/ alternative knowledge

“Anecdotal Evidence: Ignore it at Your Peril!”

This quote comes from the web site of Microshield^, a product that is claimed to 

reduce the amount of RF radiation absorbed by the brain. Les Wilson, the inventor 

of the Microshield was asked to give oral evidence to the lEGMP:

“People contacting Microshield had reported a number of symptoms. Whilst these 

had not initially been documented they had now compiled a database of symptoms 

reported by over 2000 people. However, he complained that he had been unable to

A recent article (McLeod 2000) has re-analysed the biography o f  John Snow (often credited as the 

founder o f  modern epidemiology). Snow is remembered partly for a story (“an appealing tale because 

it is short, dramatic and heroic” (ibid., p. 923)) in which he (or som eone else) removed the handle o f  

a water pump on Broad Street (now Broadwick Street) in Soho, central London. This ended the local 

cholera epidemic, which Snow had attributed, by plotting deaths on a map, to the single water supply. 

M cLeod’s appraisal argues that the map and the pump were perhaps less important than they are 

made out to be, but Snow remains the father o f  finding out about disease at ground level.

 ̂ Microshield ‘Symptoms’ page, http://w w w .m icroshield.co.uk/~sym ptom s.htm l, accessed 23 

September 2003

http://www.microshield.co.uk/~symptoms.html
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find anyone who could make use of these data.” (lEGMP Summary of Evidence, Les 

Wilson, Microshield PLC)®

The symptoms reported to Microshield are similar to those reported by people who 

claim to be electrosensitive. Such symptoms are not explained by science, so, it is 

claimed, anecdotal evidence should be used to assess what might cause them. For 

groups who feel disempowered by ‘science-based’ regulation, constructing anecdotal 

evidence in this way is an effective way of strengthening a position as not just a 

representative of alternative concerns, but also of a distinct type of expertise. We 

have seen above that scientists might regard anecdotal evidence as suggesting a 

potential pubhc health problem. The view epitomised by Microshield’s comments 

begins to suggest that anecdotal evidence might be afforded a status because of, rather 

than despite, its source outside expertise.

Two features that were described in the previous chapters are sahent here. Firstly, 

mobile phone usage is almost ubiquitous. Secondly, the technology is new and, 

(most) scientists claim that there are significant uncertainties about the biological 

impact o f such technologies. For opponents of a regulatory system that they see as 

unreasonably skewed towards ‘sound science’, ubiquity and uncertainty aUow for 

persuasive arguments in favour of taking anecdotal evidence more seriously. Gerard 

Hyland, a firm critic of the regulatory consensus, has used this tactic to support a 

greater awareness of effects which are poorly explained by orthodox science (but 

might be explained by his theories). His exchange with the COST 281 committee, 

who control an ongoing EU project looking at mobile phone safety, clearly 

demonstrates the contested territory within regulatory science. (As we will see later 

when we return to the NRPB, the rejection of anecdotal evidence had become a 

feature of non-expert unease):

“It should be stressed that the anecdotal nature of many of the reported health 

problems — such as headache, sleep disruption, impairment of short term memory, 

nose bleeds and, more seriously, an increase in the frequency of seizures in some 

children already suffering from epilepsy - does not constitute grounds for dismissing 

them out of hand, as is so often advocated. For given the paucity, to date, of

® The lE G M P responded to Les W ilson’s evidence: “The group were interested in Mr W ilson’s 

assertion that the use o f  shields was not supported by industry because it implied that a danger 

existed.” (Minutes o f  8''* Meeting, lEGM P)
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systematic epidemiological studies pertaining to this relatively recently introduced 

technology, such reports are an indispensable source of information -  a point 

acknowledged in last year’s Report of the UK Commons’ Select Committee.”^

The response from the COST 281 steering committee:

• “Anecdotal reports do not meet the minimal requirements for scientific data.

• If documented at all, anecdotal reports suffer from risk perception bias and 

individual conditioning.

• It is agreed within the scientific community as represented by their international 

bodies, that by their nature anecdotal results cannot be the basis for decisions on 

causal relations.

• Therefore, it is misleading to claim that they were accepted as an indispensable 

source of information. However, they can be and are motivation for well designed 

scientific investigations, which have so far failed to show a causal relationship 

between health symptoms and environmental EMF exposure.”’*̂

This comment represents an attempt to formahse a standard of acceptable evidence, 

and to place anecdotal evidence beneath it. Anecdotes, ‘by their nature’ are placed 

on the edge of science, and outside the scope o f decision-making (science-based 

regulation). Although ‘their nature’ is not explained further, it is clear that the COST 

281 committee have a firm idea of what anecdotes are and where they come from. 

Dissenting scientists such as Gerard Hyland have an equally clear (but different) idea 

of what anecdotal evidence is, what it stands for, and crucially what its rejection says 

about the organisations who control regulation and research. Hyland’s response is 

interesting, because it illustrates the flexibility o f anecdotal evidence in making 

pohtical and scientific arguments:

“Section 2.6. Use of non-scientific information: Here, I am criticised for saying 

that ‘anecdotal reports are an indispensable source of information.’ Contrary to what 

they say, nowhere do I claim that such reports are ‘accepted’. My original comments 

simply reflected those of (/) the UK Commons’ Select Committee, that such reports

European Parliament, Directorate General for Research-Directorate A, STOA - Scientific and 

Technological Options A ssessm ent, Options Brief and Executive Summary PE  nr. 297.574, March 

2001

‘Scientific Comment on Individuals Statements o f  Concern A bout Health Hazards o f  Weak EM F’ 

www.cost281 -org/activities /hyland com m ent final23-l 1 -2001 doc

http://www.cost281
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are an indispensable source of information that can ‘usefully serve to target further 

research’, and {it) the conclusions of the Royal Society of Canada that there is already 

sufficient anecdotal evidence (of problems of a neurological nature) to justify further 

research.”"

Hyland has retreated to a more orthodox, and more easily defended description of 

the power of anecdotal evidence. In doing so, he has sacrificed insights into the 

social aspects o f its rejection by experts. This is a pattern which we will come back 

to in this chapter’s conclusion.

The House o f Commons Science and Technology Select Committee had, in 1999, 

pubhcly accepted a role for anecdotal evidence, justified by a lack of scientific 

knowledge about health effects. Setting the scene for the lEGMP, the report noted 

the many criticisms of institutional rejection o f anecdotal evidence, such as those 

targeted at the NRPB (see below) and responded:

Paragraph 36: Anecdotal evidence can, however, usefully serve to target further 

scientific research. We agree with the Royal Society of Canada that the evidence for 

neurological problems reportedly caused by mobile phones, including symptoms such 

as headache, nausea, tiredness, sleep problems and memory loss, is unclear but there 

is sufficient anecdotal evidence and uncertainty to justify further research.

The lEGMP reinforced this view in recommendation 1.70 (reproduced at the start 

of this chapter). As lEGMP members explained:

“Yeah, it was because we were interested in the totality of the evidence, the views, 

whether peer-reviewed or not. And then it’s up to us to analyse what some of the 

stuff is saying.” (Interview transcript. No. 30)

“‘Anecdotal’ is often used pejoratively. We didn’t mean it pejoratively.” (Interview 

transcript. No. 20)

.. .which would suggest that the inclusion of the term was an attempt to move away 

from a scientistic rejection of alternative evidence. However, some interviewees 

disagreed with the inclusion of the recommendation, and disputed its purpose. One 

lEGMP member doubted that the recommendation should be treated with the same

" Response to CO ST281’s ‘Scientific Comment on Individuals Statements o f  Concern A bout Health 

Hazards o f  Weak EM F’ w ww .cost281.org/activities/H ylandR esponsetoCO ST281.doc

http://www.cost281.org/activities/HylandResponsetoCOST281.doc
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seriousness as others in the report. It served political rather than rational ends. The 

previous chapter looked at the Stewart report as a political and scientific review, and 

the treatment of anecdotal evidence reveals similar patterns. Disagreements about 

the inclusion of anecdotal evidence get to the heart of the problems o f hybrid 

scientific advice, constructing an issue that is at once scientific and public. This 

theme is crucial, and will be discussed in depth in my concluding chapter, but it is 

worth noting at this stage the centrahty of opinions on anecdotal evidence to the 

construction of this issue.

So why the need to redress the balance with the inclusion o f ‘poHticised’ 

recommendations supporting alternative contributions to knowledge? A 

contributing factor is the political batde that had occurred between the pubhc and 

the scientific estabhshment, represented in the UK by the NRPB. While small by the 

standards of many scientific controversies, discussions between engaged publics and 

scientific authority defined the recent history o f the controversy. Their focus was 

often on the contested status of anecdotal evidence within expertise.

Anecdotal evidence, the NRPB and the lEGM P

The tension between ‘anecdotes as unscientific’ and ‘anecdotes as complementary’ 

characterises much of the history of the debate. Prior to the Stewart report, for 

opponents who doubted mobile phone safety, the NRPB had become a caricature as 

a monolithic protector of science and a rejecter of important evidence. The NRPB, 

as I described in chapter four had come to represent an institutional ‘thermal 

consensus’, although beneath the surface there was significandy greater appreciation 

of the inherent uncertainties. As the public debate expanded, and scientists 

continued to provide evidence, o f varying standards, of non-thermal biological 

effects, the NRPB was perceived by many people as protecting this consensus, and 

its status as an expert authority, without an open mind. Many activists and members 

of the public who had approached the NRPB felt that their concerns had not been 

taken seriously, and often that the evidence they had presented for the NRPB’s 

perusal had been rejected.

Chapter four considered the NRPB’s ‘discourse of compliance’, in which the only 

legitimate ground for challenge was whether a technology complied with existing 

guidelines. Claims that guidelines were insufficient to guarantee safety were treated
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defensively or ignored. Anecdotal evidence, by its nature, claims effects that should 

not occur beneath the guideline levels. It therefore asks questions that the discourse 

of compliance is not happy to answer. The struggle between the NRPB and non

experts about the definition and usefulness of anecdotes allows us to further explore 

the context of evidence. One scientist, in criticising the Stewart report’s conclusions, 

explained that the reason the lEGMP felt the need to address the question of 

anecdotal evidence was the NRPB’s inadequate communication with the public, 

which had led to problems o f trust:

“.. .you can’t say to somebody who says ‘I’m worried I’ve got cancer’, ‘we’re 

operating to all the guideline limits so you have no worries,’ you have to say, ‘what’s 

on your mind, what’s bothering you, tell me, and I’ll teU you exactly what the research 

in that area is, and I’ll explain exactly what you’re worried about and we’ll deal with 

it.’ .. .instead of addressing people’s concerns, they say ‘wait a minute, we’ve got 

guideline limits we’re operating with, end of story.’ The NRPB’s been doing that for a 

long time.” (Interview transcript. No. 27)

This interviewee, along with many others from very different perspectives, criticises 

the NRPB for its reliance on compliance. But what this scientist refers to as 

‘concerns’ (such as the presence of cancer) might also be seen as anecdotal evidence. 

‘Ignoring public concerns’ follows the pattern that other actors in the debate have 

considered to be ‘rejecting anecdotal evidence’. This conflation o f concern and 

evidence will be discussed later.

One advocate of research into electrosensitivity presented a memo to the Science 

and Technology Select Committee in which she summarised the sentiments that 

many groups felt over the past behaviour of the NRPB:

“The NRPB has failed miserably to recognise this condition when setting standards 

for exposure. Then position that there is “no scientific evidence” to back up the 

existence of Electrical Sensitivity is untenable due to the fact that they and other 

scientific bodies have not set up any kind of relevant research p r o g r a m .’’^̂

Scientific orthodoxy, with the NRPB as its public face, was perceived as 

unwelcoming of any information which might destabilise its existing consensus.

Memorandum submitted by Ms Sarah J Scott, H ouse o f  Com m ons Science and Technology Select 

Committee, 23 June 1999
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Criticisms of orthodox science or policy often focussed on the importance of 

anecdotal evidence and its unjustified rejection. Many groups saw the NRPB as an 

institution which constructed the pubhc as receivers of scientific advice, but not 

contributors. But, as I pointed out in chapter four, the NRPB, behind their advisory 

façade, were more appreciative of both scientific uncertainty and the role of 

anecdotal evidence. This NRPB scientist described his attitude to anecdotes:

“We don’t dismiss anecdotes, but they have to be low down because if I hsted aU the 

complaints that are supposed to be due to mobile phones and masts they would fill a 

medical dictionary. Everything — Cancer, Alzheimer’s, MS, Aids, Cot Death — 

everything. But if there were consistent complaints to medics, to GPs, of hearing 

difficulties, or severe headaches after using mobile phones, we wouldn’t dismiss 

them.” (Interview transcript, No. 21)

Recommendation 1.70 from the Stewart report, which prompted my research, falls 

under the heading “National Radiological Protection Board” in the report’s 

executive summary. This suggests that it was conceived as a direct response to 

criticisms of the NRPB over its unwarranted ‘science-based’ attitude. An lEGMP 

member explained their sentiments:

“The great problem that the committee felt was that every time there was some 

evidence coming up of adverse effects, the first thing that the NRPB said was “was 

it... peer-reviewed?”. Now, because it’s not peer-reviewed doesn’t mean to say it 

hasn’t got some substance to it. And, in a rapidly emerging field, the number of peer- 

reviewed papers are likely to be small. And secondly, anecdotal evidence and non

peer reviewed evidence often leads to pointers about the type of research that needed 

to be done...” (Interview transcript. No. 30)

The NRPB, as the first point of contact for those interested in scientific advice on 

mobile phones, had come to embody the opposition. They represented ‘science- 

based’ regulation, which included a strong construction of what counts as science 

and what does not. One NRPB scientist explained to me the problem of maintaining 

scientific authority in a poHticised, public context. This passage is from the 

beginning of an interview which had started with a discussion of a recent 

confrontation the scientist had had with a group o f electrosensitive people:

“We accept the symptoms are real, we believe that they are real, and then we say well, 

scientifically, we cannot help you, we can’t do legislation, we can’t write guidance
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based upon what is largely, or totally, anecdotal evidence, a few individuals here and 

there.” (Interview transcript. No. 32)

Members of the NRPB felt they had been placed in an impossible position. They 

were expected to carry out world-class scientific research, set guidelines for exposure 

and act as the pubhc face o f the Government’s regulatory pohcy. As an organisation 

who feel they should only advise on science, the NRPB does not officially take 

anecdotal evidence into account.

The Stewart report’s criticisms of the NRPB, prompted by pubhc meetings and 

evidence from aggrieved actors, were compiled in the “Pubhc Perceptions and 

concerns” chapter, drafted by the two lay members o f the committee. A member of 

the committee explained to me the NRPB’s image amongst those members of the 

pubhc they had dealt with:

A: “The pubhc perception of the NRPB was not good. But then that is a very small 

percentage of the pubhc, because most normal human beings [don’t] know what the 

NRPB’s about. But the few people... who’ve dealt with NRPB were not that 

impressed. And the letters that 1 saw.. .tended to be in the line of; ‘how arrogant can 

you be, you are ignoring pubhc perception, you are not consulting with the pubhc, 

your committees don’t have any lay people, et cetera et cetera.’. .. Yes, 1 think that the 

summary is that the pubhc perception of the NRPB was that it was remote and 

arrogant.

Q: What about your perception of it?

A: “1 think NRPB was the typical sort of group of people who are just so focussed 

and busy on what they’re doing, and who beheve that they are experts, that they lose 

track of what normal people are like, think hke and what they want to know. 1 would 

think that NRPB thought, ‘as long as we tell people that we’re looking at it, they 

should just trust us.’ Unfortunately, that might have been OK 20 years ago, but the 

public were saying, ‘Government told us that BSE was OK’”. (Interview transcript. 

No. 19)

The first paragraph o f the above comment reminds us that the majority of the pubhc 

were not sufficiently engaged in the debate to know who the NRPB were or what 

their attitude was. Antipathy towards the NRPB generally came from those whose
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concerns (or evidence) had been rejected. This is one sense in which anecdotal 

evidence has shaped public engagement with this issue.

An NRPB employee, responding to the criticisms within the Stewart report, said:

“We get that sort of criticism. We weren’t upset, if you like, by the Stewart Report... 

And sometimes people can be quite unreasonable, you know, the great British public, 

so I think that it’s more that we are viewed as this institution that’s a bit cold and in 

an ivory tower, do you see what I mean? I think that’s what Stewart was saying, that 

you’ve got to come out a bit more on the, a bit more people-friendly instead of 

having all this, sort of, ‘we’re scientists and we know best.’” (Interview transcript. No. 

21)

These comments highlight the political tone that anecdotal evidence had acquired as 

it was used in the context o f the mobile phones controversy. In the context of the 

discourse o f compliance, anecdotal evidence does not just represent bad evidence. It 

also represents a political game that the NRPB and other bodies were not willing to 

play. Engagement with the pubhc regarding the kinds of questions posed by 

anecdotal evidence would not only have undermined an existing regulatory 

framework, it would have gone against the NRPB’s role to provide advice based on 

the available science.

To the lEGMP, it was clear that anecdotal evidence was used to make claims about 

science and pohtics. To improve the credibihty of advice, therefore, anecdotal 

evidence was nominally included in the group’s dehberations. But much o f the 

discussion of the NRPB and the lEGMP considers the importance of responding to 

‘pubhc concern’ rather than exphcitly ‘anecdotal evidence’. A feature o f the expert 

treatment of anecdotal evidence in this controversy has been its transmogrification 

(in part, see conclusion) into pubhc concern once it is taken heed of by experts. This 

subtle switch in discourse üluminates attempts to maintain scientific and pubhc 

credibihty in the hybrid domain of scientific advice (Irwin et al 1997, p.28). This 

conflation of evidence with concern acts to reduce the opportunity for constructive 

discussion, by denying the pubhc epistemological contribution. Addressing pubhc 

concern and taking into account anecdotal evidence in practice might be a very 

different problem. We therefore have to consider whether the iuclusion o f anecdotal 

evidence might change science at a deeper level. Hints at this are suggested by the
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second recommendation from the Stewart report in which anecdotal evidence was 

included:

Paragraph 1.58 We recommend that a substantial research programme should operate 

under the aegis of a demonstrably independent panel. The aim should be to develop a 

programme of research related to health aspects of mobüe phones and associated 

technologies. This should complement work sponsored by the EU and in other 

countries. In developing a research agenda the peer-reviewed scientific literature, 

non-peer reviewed papers and anecdotal evidence should be taken into account 

(paragraphs 5.270-5.272).

This recommendation led to the estabhshment o f the Mobile Telephones Health 

Research Programme, funded jointly, although meagrely, by industry and 

government.

Anecdotal evidence in operation'̂  - The M TH R

By the time the lEGMP had produced its report (May 2000), anecdotal evidence had 

begun to take on a stable construction in the debate. Among experts and non

experts, the term had begun to stand for people who attribute illness to their phone 

use, or people who hve near a base station and complain about increased incidence 

of disease, or report symptoms. As a function of the conflation o f evidence and 

concern discussed above, anecdotal evidence had also been constructed by expertise 

as an umbrella term for the fears, criticisms and ideologies o f the engaged pubhc.

The main contributing factor to the stabihsation o f the construction of anecdotal 

evidence, and therefore of a group o f people who are hkely to provide it, is its 

inclusion in hterature such as the reports from the House o f Commons Select 

Committee lEGMP. The Stewart report set the agenda for global debate about 

mobile phone safety, and continued to do so through the pubhc face o f the MTHR 

programme (described in the previous chapter). The report recognised that many 

groups had felt aggrieved by institutions such as the NRPB dismissing anecdotal 

evidence. In reacting to this, the committee heard from groups who constructed 

their own experiences as anecdotal, often positively (I discuss this type of 

construction in more detail below). The inclusion of ‘anecdotal evidence’ in the 

recommendations made concrete a construction of anecdotal evidence that was 

positive, but controUed. It calmed the use of ‘anecdotal evidence’ as a claim against
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scientific orthodoxy, and it helped bring its purpose back under the epistemological 

umbrella (I will return to this point in the conclusion). The struggle for the 

definition and importance o f anecdotal evidence was set to continue in the 

prescriptions of the MTHR programme, nominally independent from the NRPB but 

relying on much o f the latter’s expertise. Although the MTHR programme’s lack of 

funds means that it does not have the required muscle to make a global scientific 

impact, it helps illustrate the public dimension of directed research into a pubhc 

health issue.

I have described above how some see anecdotal evidence as important because of, 

rather than despite, its unscientific nature. With scientific ignorance, the most 

contested epistemological territory becomes the direction o f future research. Even 

scientists with confidence in an existing consensus see gaps to be filled in. But 

interest groups saw current research as biased towards an increasingly irrelevant 

orthodoxy. One activist defined anecdotal evidence in the context of the planned 

research of the MTHR programme:

“Well I would say that it should be the instigator of good peer-reviewed science. In 

other words, that should give you the clues for what to go out and look at... I think 

what the Government/industry-funded [programme] at the moment is doing is 

looking purposefully in the wrong directions. There’s one or two things they’re 

funding that are quite good. There’s other things that they’re actually being very 

awkward about and actually denaturing, so what will come out of it is a negative. It 

won’t be one thing or the other, but it’s not going to be concise, well it might be 

concise, hut it isn't useful science" (Interview transcript. No. 3, my emphasis)

This attitude, taken by many scientists and activists, suggests that research into 

health effects is being guided by a desire to preserve the structures of what 

constitutes good science. In doing so, unscientific knowledge is rejected and an 

orthodoxy is maintained. The activist quoted above mentioned to me that, even 

though the research has begun to seriously address non-thermal effects (see chapter 

four), many of the scientists and advisers are still stuck with a ‘thermal mindset’ 

(Interview notes. No. 3).

As discussed in the previous chapters, almost aU scientific research has concentrated 

on the possible effects of acute exposures to EMFs. It is these effects on which 

guidelines are based. However, interest groups have argued that, if we are to take
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into account public concern, or treat anecdotal evidence o f sufferers seriously, 

scientists must research the effects of the chronic, low-level exposures encountered 

by those who Hve near base stations. Exposures from base stations are many times 

less than exposures from handsets in terms of the dose rate, and most people who 

Hve near base stations are exposed many orders of magnitude below the guideline 

levels. But the suggestion is that the dose accumulated over many years might be 

harmful. Countless news stories have reported symptoms in people Hving near base 

stations, including ‘cancer streets’ containing a number of base stations. Activists 

have used a stable construction of anecdotal evidence (or pubHc concern) to 

undermine consensual science, and in doing so, have Hluminated the reHance upon 

assumptions about acute exposures (based on a dose rate) and harm from thermal 

effects. The interviewee above demands that, if the MTHR is going to make a 

difference, it must take areas of ignorance seriously, not just continue working 

within the scientific consensus with research into thermal effects, or research that 

reHes upon the assumptions behind thermaUy-based guidelines.

The other major body of anecdotal evidence which questions the scientific 

consensus is the symptoms of electrosensitive people. The possible existence of 

electrosensitivity questions the assumption that the population respond 

homogeneously to weak electromagnetic fields. It also suggests that non-thermal 

effects are very real to some people, despite their lack o f repHcabüity in other 

models. Sic WiUiam Stewart, who was the first chair of the MTHR committee, said 

to the Trade and Industry Select Committee in 2001:

“I am a beHever that perhaps we should look for a set of volunteers who feel that 

they are adversely affected by mobile phones, by buzzing in the head or sore heads. 

We need to know the extent to which mobile phones are directly causing these 

effects. I would Hke to see a programme set up that included people who would be 

prepared to be volunteers. I have received letters from people who have said, “Every 

time I pick up a mobile phone I get a sore head. Could 1 be included in a test, if there 

is one?” That is an important point. We get back to the point of populations not 

being homogeneous. My general view — it is purely speculation — is that if mobile 

phones have an adverse effect they probably have an effect on a sub-group of the
population.” 3̂

Sit William Stewart, Minutes o f  Evidence to the HCTISC, 13'*’ March 2001
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As Sir William describes, many people who live near base stations, or who suffer 

from symptoms associated with mobile phones, consider that their experiences 

present a useful resource and so have offered themselves for study. They want to be 

studied scientifically. The MTHR meeting of IT*" November 2002 demonstrates the 

tensions in directing research either towards public relevance or scientific 

robustness. Alasdair Philips, the most active activist in the controversy, asked Sir 

WiUiam Stewart, the departing chair of the MTHR committee, whether they were 

considering funding studies on people Hving close to base stations. Another 

participant, a regional director of pubhc health, pointed out that animal and tissue 

studies wUl not address pubhc concerns. ‘The people’ required definitive 

epidemiological studies, which would necessarily entail using human volunteers 

subject to low-level chronic exposures. The reply from Sir WiUiam was that the issue 

of human volunteer studies is very complex (for ethical and practical reasons) and 

that base station exposures were so much lower than exposures from handsets (Field 

notes, MTHR meeting, IT'’ Nov 2002).

This exchange is indicative o f the contested ground in pubhc science when research 

is ongoing and there is high pressure on Limited resources. For some (mostly 

experts), there is a tension between ‘addressing pubhc concerns’ and strengthening 

the scientific consensus (one committee member told me that another had insisted 

the MTHR should, “provide answers rather than more questions”'"' (Interview 

transcript. No. 28)). For others, it is a battle between relevant and irrelevant 

knowledge.

With the MTHR, fueUed by Sir WiUiam Stewart’s enthusiasm to look at some new, 

more contested areas,'  ̂we see an institutional sway towards taking anecdotal 

evidence (or ‘reported symptoms’/ ‘pubhc concerns’) seriously, at least in the design 

of research projects. More than just creating hypotheses, the intention is to study 

sufferers in their environment, taking advantage of their position, which, in the case 

of those near base-stations, is unique. On the 20''’ March 2003, the MTHR

This quote was relayed to me by a member o f  the M THR com m ittee w ho had seen firsthand the 

problems o f  shaping relevant research while maintaining som e semblance o f  a scientific consensus.

It was also suggested to me that the acceptance o f  the possibility o f  a vulnerable subgroup (who 

might be electrosensitive) was given added support by KjeU Hansson Mild, a Swedish scientist w ho  

was brought onto the MTHR committee.
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committee issued a press release. This announced three new studies funded after its 

second call for proposals. In the light o f the discussion above, two o f these are 

relevant:

• “An epidemiological study of early childhood leukaemias and other cancers near to 

mobile phone base stations.”

‘A study to investigate whether exposure to radiofrequency signals is linked to 

symptoms reported by mobile phone users.”

The chairman, who by this time was Lawrie Challis, a physicist, was quoted in the 

press release justifying these new studies according to the high levels of pubhc 

concern about base stations and electrosensitivity.

So the MTHR represents an attempt to move, despite its meagre funding, away from 

the laboratory, and the framing assumptions this might impose, towards assessing 

concerned or suffering people in their environments. At least at face value, it has 

taken some of these symptoms and worries seriously in a way that previous science 

did not. It remains to be seen whether the studies mentioned above will be 

welcomed by their participants, interest groups and the pubhc when they report. It 

would be no surprise if the studies revealed httle and became embroiled in another 

cycle of deconstructive criticism about their methods, measurements and 

assumptions (cf. CoUins 1985).

4 Anecdotes as science

“And if there’s a lot of anecdotal evidence, then it becomes non-anecdotal.” 

(Interview transcript. No. 2)

We have seen how anecdotal evidence usuaUy represents evidence that emerges 

from outside science. There is a prevalent expert construction of anecdotal evidence 

in boundary work. It is usuaUy constructed outside the science/pubhc boundary in 

an attempt to strengthen the cognitive particularity of scientific evidence. However, in 

the hght o f MTHR’s treatment o f anecdotal evidence, we can see the potential of 

anecdotal evidence not just to play a part in science, but to provide a distinct type of 

knowledge with which to open up new areas for scientific attention. Before drawing 

conclusions as to the nature and role of anecdotal evidence in pubhc science, we 

must complete our taxonomy of epistemological status by considering whether
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anecdotal evidence and scientific evidence might be as different as some of my 

interviewees and I have assumed. Some cursory answers from interviewees suggest 

that scientists might refer to science as ‘anecdotal’ and often see no qualitative 

difference between classes of evidence.

The quote above suggests that anecdotal evidence might differ from scientific 

(“non-anecdotal”) evidence only in its quantity. Anecdotes, by this reasoning, can be 

de-anecdotalised (see below), cleaned up and amassed, possibly through research, and 

possibly, in line with the model of popular epidemiology (Brown 1987, 1992, 1997), 

at a grassroots level. Conversely, this same scientist, appreciative of scientific 

messiness, went on to consider whether some science might be anecdotal. Providing 

a personal definition of anecdotal evidence, he said:

“I think it’s incomplete studies. I think of it in terms of incomplete studies, work in 

progress, which is coming up with a result. [Discussing a recent study he has been 

involved with]... it needs repeating to be a good study. It needs repeating in another 

area... but on the other hand.. .this finding is so important that I did actually put it to 

a small group at NRPB... and that’s the sort of evidence I think needs incorporating. 

It’s been presented at conferences and that’s a realm where you look and see what 

people will feedback. What comments you get, adverse or supportive. I think there’s a 

lot of information out there that has not yet got to the peer-reviewed stage, and that 

can take a year or even more. Therefore, you need to include it, and that’s what I 

regard as anecdotal.” (Interview transcript. No. 2)

This comment is interesting for two reasons. Firstly, it emphasises the contingencies 

of scientific practice, especially when trying to construct studies o f public relevance. 

And secondly, it suggests that ‘anecdotal evidence’ might be an impotent term for 

boundary work when these contingencies have been laid bare by public scrutiny. We 

have seen above that anecdotal evidence can be seen to play many roles around 

science. But the use o f the term within science deserves further attention.

The scientist above looks at anecdotal evidence in a positive way, as suggestive of a 

real problem. But using the term as he does above serves to emphasise three things. 

Firstly, its anecdotahty: clarifying the distinction between the contingencies of 

research and real scientific knowledge. Secondly, the status o f the scientist as the 

guardian of what counts as relevant anecdotal evidence in research design. And 

thirdly, the importance o f peer-review in removing contingency and constructing
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proper science. He is not using the term ‘anecdotal evidence’ in boundary work, to 

label something as outside science. But he is supporting the barrier o f peer-review by 

emphasising the anecdotahty of science that has not yet passed this test of 

robustness. In admitting that science can be anecdotal, he removes the power of the 

term ‘anecdotal evidence’ to construct pubhc knowledge, but his boundary work 

nevertheless protects certified scientific knowledge as a source o f cogmtive 

authority. He is imphcitly demarcating anecdotal evidence from verified evidence by 

separating the domains of scientific research and scientific knowledge.

So once we accept that anecdotal evidence does not have to remain outside science, 

we can consider how its status might be improved. We have seen above how 

anecdotal evidence can provide an important impetus for relevant studies in pubhc 

science, but some areas of science illustrate the more direct use o f anecdotal 

evidence in answering questions of pubhc concern.

Data as the plural of anecdote'? — ‘De-anecdotalisinf evidence

Examples from occupational medical hterature illustrate how anecdotal evidence, 

once appreciated as a source of information, can be ‘de-anecdotahsed’. This chapter 

had described how individual cases are constructed as ‘anecdotal’ because of their 

lack of generahsabhity. One study cohected a number o f case reports (and a few 

collections o f case reports) under the title “Neurological effects o f radiofrequency 

radiation” (Hocking and Westerman 2003). The paper makes the point that, below 

current (thermahy-based) guidelines for mobile phones, most o f the evidence 

confirming the absence of harmful effects has come from epidemiology. The 

authors claim, “another source of data is case reports, o f which there have been 

several regarding peripheral neurological effects (dysaethesiae)” (ibid. p. 123). 

Through reviewing cases o f symptoms experienced during various RF exposures, 

they conclude that symptoms can be produced at levels insufficiendy powerful to 

cause heating. This raises the possibility that a mechanism exists that has not been 

previously considered. It also raises the possibility that a subgroup o f people (the 

subjects of these case reports) might be hypersensitive to RF radiation.

A letter to the British Medical Journal reported on a study that, rather than 

accumulating case reports, direcdy examined symptoms experienced by mobile 

phone users (Chia et al 2000a):
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“EDITOR -  Hand held cellular telephones, using pulse modulated signals of 

frequency 870-995MHz, are being used increasingly. Most reports of health 

symptoms related to use of these phones are anecdotal.”

The letter goes on to describe the study, which took a random sample of 808 people, 

“who were interviewed by trained medical students using a structured 

questionnaire... A two tiered approach was used to try to mask the true purpose of 

the questionnaire in which headaches and health symptoms were dealt with in the 

earher sections before respondents were asked about their use of cellular phones.” 

The study reported that prevalence of headache increased with mobile phone use 

(Chia et al 2000b).

In these articles we see an appreciation o f both the usefulness and the failings of 

anecdotal evidence. Its scientific advantages he in the possibihty o f identifying 

marginal and surprising effects. Its disadvantages, as we have seen, are that it is seen 

as individual and subjective. Scientific respectabihty is therefore attempted both 

through accumulation and through removing the potential for recall bias, as in the 

latter study. The Hocking and Westerman study is a meta-analysis of existing 

collections of case reports. It demonstrates that anecdotes, when piled high, can be 

accumulated to form persuasive arguments for the limits o f our understanding of 

subtle physiological effects.

As we have seen previously, however, the anecdotahty o f this type of science is seen 

by some as an unresolvable problem. Dr Clarence Tan, the head of the Singapore 

Health Authority, dismissed the Chia et al study, discussed above: “It is always 

dangerous to take anecdotal evidence and generalize it”. He had previously insisted 

that “as long as the exposure is below international guidelines, it is safe”,

(Microwave News, Sept/Oct 2001) (see ‘Discourse o f Comphance’ from chapter 

four).

We have seen in the previous few sections that science and anecdotal evidence are 

no strangers, despite attempts by some to emphasise their differences. Anecdotes 

can be reshaped and built into bodies o f persuasive evidence, although views o f its 

robustness vary among scientists (often depending on the perceived degree of 

overall scientific uncertainty). The act of accumulation reduces the anecdotahty of 

evidence. This problematises the boundary work adage that “data is not the plural of
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anecdote”. However, anecdotes cannot be transformed unproblematically into 

bodies o f knowledge. A tension is evident among experts between subjective 

symptoms (experienced by the sufferer) and objective symptoms (externally 

observable). The move from one to the other is very difficult. Many provocation 

studies have attempted to test (in a manner that is just as forensic as scientific) the 

reality o f reported symptoms, but these are plagued by the interpretative flexibility of 

any controversial science (see CoUins 1985). For acceptance, anecdotes need to be 

framed in such a way as to make them scientificaUy robust. They can be framed as 

‘case reports’ by doctors, or used as the basis for rigorous study o f reported 

symptoms. It should come as no surprise that knowledge traditionaUy considered 

outside the realm of science plays an important role in shaping scientific practice (cf. 

Hügartner 1990). But the ‘de-anecdotaUsation’ of anecdotal evidence adds another 

facet to our understanding of how knowledge and evidence are treated across, and 

on either side of the science/pubhc boundary.

An emphasis on the anecdotahty of some scientific activity can act as a way of 

controlling research and interpretation o f ‘scientific’ results. Cohn Blakemore, a 

member o f lEGMP and AGNIR, responded to a press report in which he was 

quoted as saying that mobile phones gave him headaches. The response stated that 

this was not what he had said, and added:

“The anecdotal impressions of scientists are no more important than those of anyone 

else. What is needed is further research, as indicated in recent advice from the NRPB 

and AGNIR”:6

He is here undermining his own opinions in an effort to aUow the science to speak 

for itself. This is an association of anecdotes with an expert, but also a distancing of 

expertise from evidence. He is emphasising the distinction between person and 

knowledge. Anecdotes are subjective, even if they come from an expert. Knowledge 

is objective. While the interviewee quoted above distances scientific practice from 

scientific knowledge, Colin Blakemore distances science from scien/ti/r.

So what can we learn from moves to bring anecdotal evidence into the fold of 

science? As we have seen with the MTHR programme and with arguments over the 

anecdotahty of science, anecdotal evidence can be useful in framing scientific

“Risk from the U se o f  Mobile Phones” — Press release, University o f  Oxford, 4th March 1999
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questions, but it is liable to come under fire if it is not sufficiendy de-anecdotalised 

when science claims to provide answers. But, as we shall see in this chapter’s 

conclusion, the adoption of anecdotes represents a way of controlling the role of the 

public in public science. By considering anecdotal evidence as just another (limited) 

form o f knowledge, experts can head off criticism about the treatment of public 

evidence. This reduces anecdotal evidence to weak evidence, and strips it o f any 

unique epistemological properties it might have. It also reduces anecdotal evidence 

to a (weak) epistemological contribution. However, the social meanings behind 

anecdotal evidence demonstrate that in public science debates, it contributes much 

more than an attempted contribution to knowledge.

Before continuing our critique of expert constructions of anecdotal evidence in a 

public science controversy, we should consider what deeper socio-political meanings 

such evidence, and its description, carry for non-experts. We can then consider how 

differences between expert and inexpert constructions might lead to confusion 

about its usefulness. We can also indicate how the explicit inclusion of anecdotal 

evidence in scientific advice (and subsequent research) represents a deeper political 

statement about public engagement and expert control of a controversy.

Anecdotal Evidence as Narrative and Testim ony

We have seen above how anecdotal evidence can be used to define, shape and 

straddle the cultural boundaries of science. We have seen how actors give (or deny) 

epistemological status to anecdotal evidence in shaping relevant knowledge. But we 

have also seen how these epistemological meanings can focus the social and political 

dimension of the debate.

One o f the purposes of this thesis is to encourage acceptance of a view of co

production in public science — that science and socio-political order will construct 

one another in the course of a public science issue. Science and society are therefore 

necessarily intertwined and so define one another. There are some important 

reasons why anecdotal evidence has served as a crucial site for controversy in this 

debate that are not simply epistemological. We therefore need to ask some broader 

questions about the social importance bestowed on anecdotal evidence by non

experts.
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This project, which concentrates on expert constructions, is unable to offer a full 

circle of perspectives on anecdotal evidence. However, we can draw upon existing 

insights to suggest why, for members of the pubhc, anecdotal evidence might be an 

influential source of information for decision-making. Insights from medical 

anthropology suggest that narrative plays a vital part in the constitution of a normal 

hfe for those people who suffer from an illness. As Byron Good puts it, 

“narrativization of suffering serves to reconstitute the hfeworld “unmade” by 

chronic pain” (Good 1994, p. 136). His aim is to explore “how illness narratives are 

structured in cultural terms and how these reflect or give form to distinctive models 

of hved experience” (ibid.) Good makes the point that the conversations he had 

with sufferers and health care providers ahke were largely story-based. We might 

therefore expect anecdotes to follow the same pattern. The type of evidence retold 

in the lEGMP’s pubhc meetings, in the letters received by the group and on 

countless Internet sites, have a narrative structure.’̂  Just as sufferers of chronic pain 

construct narratives, so we might expect the narration of these stories of exposure 

and illness to have a beneficial effect.

Within the records o f the lEGMP’s work, there are many accounts from people 

who experience symptoms either from mobile phone use or from long-term 

exposure to a nearby base station. The type of evidence that were submitted, and the 

types o f anecdotes that have defined the pubhc context of the controversy, ah 

contain some explanation of causahty. This is unsurprising, because a narrative 

needs to give meaning to an individual’s suffering for it to provide a useful 

mitigation. However, it reminds us that evidence is in itself worthless unless it is 

presented as ev idencesom eth ing . In this sense, these stories become testimonies. 

Testimonies, as described by Judith Lewis Herman, can restore the dignity that 

might have been lost as a side-effect of hlness or trauma. CruciaUy, “testimony has 

both a private dimension, which is confessional and spiritual, and a pubhc aspect, 

which is pohtical and judicial” (Herman 1992, p. 181). In the same way, anecdotal 

evidence reports on experiences, but hnks these experiences with a broader context. 

In the case of mobile phones anecdotes, the testimonies were testimonies of

A narrative has features o f  a personal story. So, for example, a description o f  symptoms might 

emerge as a chronological account o f  the developm ent o f  abnormality or pain, together with an 

attempt to give meaning to these symptoms.
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rejection and marginalisation by experts who had refused to accept salient gaps in 

scientific understanding.

When the MTHR’s first round of research funding was announced, Jim Mochnacz, 

who had written to the lEGMP reporting his long-term exposure and subsequent 

collection o f symptoms, was interviewed on BBC’s One O’ Clock News. Before 

relaying his symptoms to the camera, he was introduced. "Jim Mochnacz believes 

this latest research has come too late. He’s convinced extensive exposure to mobile 

phones caused him serious iUness, which eventually got so bad, he had to give up 

work.” (BBCl News, 25̂ *’January 2002). This quote begins to illustrates the 

interconnectedness of the diagnostic and political aspects o f testimony. But it also 

reminds us that, in adding weight to anecdotal evidence, as well as giving it meaning 

in broader context, the media play a crucial part.

We have already seen how anecdotal evidence has come to stand for groups o f  

people, often with perceived political intentions. But why might these people submit 

anecdotal evidence to a public forum, rather than just constructing a personal 

narrative with which to rationalise their symptoms to themselves? While some 

sufferers might offer their symptoms to experts as an epistemological resource, there 

is a political motive for submitting this kind of evidence to an expert panel.

Crucially, for those whose illness is not accepted as real by science, anecdotal 

evidence is not just evidence of the reality of symptoms, but evidence of the 

obstinacy of a scientific establishment.

The causality offered as a vital part of such evidence is political as well as medical. 

Personal or interest group reports of symptoms associated with mobile phone 

technology such as those submitted to the lEGMP usually included allegations of a 

cover-up, of the NRPB’s close association with industry or o f the partisanship of 

various experts. The lEGMP public records reveal a disenchantment with expertise 

and a lack o f trust. And in the absence of reliable or credible scientific (global) 

knowledge, it is understandable that sufferers wiU readily retreat to their own 

personal (local) understandings.^̂

A similar phenom enon was noted by Sheila Jasanoff in her analysis o f  the civic dislocation caused 

by the handling o f  B SE/vC JD  (Jasanoff 1997, p. 223).
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Anecdotal evidence carries deep political as weU as epistemological meanings. 

Interactions between experts and anecdotes can therefore prize open the hybrid 

nature o f scientific advice and affect the direction of relevant scientific research, 

without recourse to the acquisition o f significant day expertise’ (although many 

would consider their evidence to be a distinct kind of expertise).

Returning to the quote used in this chapter’s introductory anecdote, from the 

lEGMP public meeting in Liverpool:

“In July of this year, my husband was diagnosed with brain cancer. ’Who is gathering 

aU this anecdotal evidence? Because it seems to me until people start gathering this in 

some proper scientific evidence, various people for various reasons wiU continue to 

talk about anecdotal evidence, and so wriggle out of it.”^̂

Anecdotal evidence is a claims-making activity, contributing to the definition o f a 

social problem. Post-structuralist literature on the sociology of social problems 

considers the role o f claims-making by different groups in the definition of social 

problems (see Schneider 1985). The claims-making process often begins with 

attempts to force public recognition of private concerns. We can now see how 

Trudy Clarkson (quoted above), in an attempt to give meaning to her husband’s 

condition, is claiming both a medical causality o f symptoms and a political causality 

to explain why uncertainties over marginal effects from phone use are not being 

researched. She is at once emphasising the importance of anecdotal evidence in 

asking (and answering) difficult questions and the problems of expert constructions 

of the term.

Conclusion

In a public controversy where public interest may be hampered by asymmetries of 

expertise and a feeling of alienation from technocratic processes, a single small story 

can provide a vital entry point. When the foot and mouth epidemic spread through 

rural Britain in the spring o f 2001, the prescriptive subdeties of various 

epidemiological models of the spread of the disease were lost in the campaign to 

rescue a pretty litde calf called Phoenix. Similarly, a report o f a brain tumour (or 

other less serious disease) caused by mobile phone use can condense the intricacies

Trudy Clarkson, from the transcript o f  the lE G M P public meeting, Liverpool, 9'*’ D ecem ber 1999
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of the public science controversy over mobile phones, much to the annoyance o f  

many scientists.

But, to return to the question side-stepped at the start of this chapter, what is 

‘anecdotal evidence? Firstly, as we saw most recently, anecdotal evidence is, for 

some, a way of giving a situation meaning. It is a way o f getting a handle on a 

complex scientific debate. Arie Rip uses the phrase ‘window on the world’ to 

describe these ways o f seeing the global in the local (Rip 2003a). But our concern in 

this chapter has been the view experts have of anecdotal evidence. To consider the 

extent to which anecdotal evidence has done much o f the reconstruction work 

described in the previous two chapters, this chapter has concentrated on the people 

who would perhaps like to consider themselves on the other side of the window, the 

experts who would represent global, universal knowledge.

This chapter has begun to flesh out a definition of anecdotal evidence in a scientific 

context by outlining the multiple statuses afforded to it by (mainly expert) actors. To 

summarise, we can extract a few key features o f the term in this context:

1. Anecdotal evidence has litde claim to universality. As such, to many scientists, it 

represents an antithesis of robust scientific knowledge.

2. Anecdotal evidence is often defined according to its source. For experts, this 

often means ‘outside science’. The mass o f erroneous knowledge ‘outside 

science’ makes anecdotes easy to ignore as an epistemological resource.

3. Many scientists see anecdotal evidence as important in the shaping of relevant 

research projects.

4. Many actors have argued that, because of the large areas of scientific uncertainty 

or ignorance (see chapter five), anecdotal evidence, even if regarded as weak, is 

often aU that is available.

5. Anecdotal evidence is evidence for something. As well as representing an 

instance of an iUness, it represents arguments about how this illness should be 

understood. As such, it is part of a claims-making process.

6. Anecdotal evidence carries important political baggage. It is a hybrid 

political/epistemological resource.
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7. Anecdotal evidence, to actors outside the scientific orthodoxy, is seen as easily 

rejected. These same actors often emphasise its usefulness. The rejection of 

anecdotal evidence serves to reinforce a view of scientific and political 

orthodoxy as undemocratic and self-serving. Anecdotal evidence is therefore 

evidence of both danger and scientific obstinacy.

8. In public, anecdotal evidence can contribute not just to the design of relevant 

research. It can also provide raw materials for accumulation (what I call ‘de- 

anecdotahsation’) .

9. The contested nature of anecdotal evidence represents a microcosm of the 

contested nature of pubhc science. It can also serve to direct research though 

negotiations about its importance and relevance.

This final point captures my initial incentive for researching into anecdotal evidence 

— a suspicion that opinions about anecdotal evidence would reveal opinions about 

the relationships that interest studiers of science and technology: between experts 

and non-experts or science and pohtics. Impressions o f the nature and usefulness of 

anecdotal evidence reveal opinions about the roles that experts and non-experts each 

see themselves and the other playing. The individual constructions of the term 

‘anecdotal evidence’ are positively related to opinions about the role of the pubhc in 

scientific debates and the abüity of science alone to settle questions o f pubhc 

importance. Anecdotal evidence can therefore be a useful touchstone for the 

broader issues that define pubhc science.

Ordering the boundaries of science and society

We have seen through the early sections o f this chapter that anecdotal evidence is 

not, ex ante, a thing. At the birth of this controversy, there was no file of evidence 

marked “anecdotal”. Some might classify evidence as anecdotal while others argue 

that it is scientific. Others might respond that it is not yet scientific, but that it merits 

serious scientific attention. Some actors might classify information as anecdotal 

evidence in a bid to deny its evidential worth. Others might claim that just because 

evidence is anecdotal it doesn’t make it any less useful. StiU others might claim that 

the anecdotalitj of evidence provides the exact justification for its consideration, 

because it can suggest answers where scientists cannot or will not. In the course of a
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public science controversy, we can see that anecdotal evidence carries meanings that 

are used to negotiate the social and epistemological territory of science and the 

public.

To an extent, experts and non-experts use ‘anecdotal evidence’ as a device to define 

the boundaries between science, pohtics and society. Some scientists try to construct 

anecdotal evidence as unscientific, and therefore unworthy o f attention. A 

construction of anecdotes is used to define what science isn and therefore 

strengthen the cognitive authority that comes with tests o f objectivity such as peer- 

review. This boundary work, as predicted by Tom Gieryn (1983) and Sheila Jasanoff 

(1990), is a manifestation of a need to maintain the authority of science in hybrid 

domains by demarcating it from areas deemed ‘pohtical’. In my case study, anecdotal 

evidence made claims that highhghted what science didn’t know about. This 

uncertainty, as we saw in chapter four, had been considered outside the reahn of 

‘sound science’, falling into the ‘pohtical’ domain of precaution.

Central to the problem of institutional rejection of anecdotal evidence is the 

problem of scientific advice acting in a hybrid domain among scientists, pohticians 

and other interested parties. The NRPB, which had come to represent not only 

regulatory science, but also an industry-supported scientific ehtism, became the 

target o f criticism because o f its efforts to deny anecdotal evidence a place in 

scientific work. People who provided evidence, often supported by interest groups, 

were seen as making pohtical points rather than adding to a body of knowledge. 

While NRPB scientists appreciated the importance of anecdotal evidence in 

hypothesising about pubhc health knowledge, the pubhc face of the NRPB rejected 

anecdotal evidence outright. An expert construction o f anecdotal evidence as being 

nothing more than ‘pubhc concern’ led to a perception that pubhc attempts to 

contribute to science were an attempted pohtical incursion into an area that had 

been defined as fiercely ‘science-based’ (see chapter four).

However, as this chapter has shown, the boundary work o f constructing ‘anecdotal 

evidence’ as nonscience does not represent the prevailing expert treatment o f the 

term. We have seen how, in pubhc science, where research in ongoing and under the 

pubhc gaze, boundary work is comphcated. It is difficult to use a term as shppery as 

‘anecdotal evidence’ as an unscientific ‘other’ and maintain pubhc credibihty. Many 

scientists consider anecdotal evidence to play a vital part in the design of relevant
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public health research, perhaps by providing subjects for human volunteer studies. 

Others consider that the contingencies o f scientific research mean that much science 

is ‘anecdotal’. In pubhc, the pohtics of boundary work become highly visible, 

especiaUy when anecdotal evidence is perceived to have the potential to chaUenge 

scientific orthodoxy.

So whatever boundary work is going on tends to occur in both directions. Dismissal 

of anecdotal evidence is seen by some as reinforcing a boundary around ‘good 

science’ that only demonstrates how irrelevant ‘good science’ is (cf. Epstein 1996). 

Those who feel that the anecdotal evidence they provide, or know about, is being 

dismissed often emphasise its anecdotahty. This serves to make two points: that 

experts are ignoring members of the pubhc; and that anecdotal evidence might 

represent an alternative or contributory resource for scientists, which is easily 

accessible through greater pubhc engagement.

There is much more to anecdotal evidence, when placed alongside science, that is 

not easily explained by seeing the deployment o f the term as an example of 

science/pubhc boundary work. The attitudes of many of my interviewees suggest 

that anecdotal evidence might strengthen the production of adequate knowledge 

rather than dilute it. There is no single scientific view of anecdotal evidence, but it is 

clear that the views that do emerge are informed by opinions o f science, pohcy and 

the pubhc. Anecdotal evidence is doing something at the boundary between science 

and non-science, so the term ‘boundary-ordering device’ (Shackley and Wynne 1996) 

might better explain its role. Boundary-ordering devices, hke Star and Griesmer’s 

(1989) ‘boundary objects’, have stable meanings across various social worlds, which 

facüitate understanding and communication.^” But they are sufficiently flexible to 

accommodate individual understandings. For anecdotal evidence, this would explain 

why non-experts and experts came to develop a mutual understanding of what 

anecdotal evidence is and who it represents, with non-experts shamelessly claiming 

ownership of anecdotal evidence. So whüe anecdotal evidence did not stand for 

much before mobile phones became controversial, arguments over its origins, status

2" Shackley and Wynne suggest that boundary-ordering devices differ from boundary objects by being  

less durable. Whereas boundary objects are normally thingŝ  boundary-ordering devices can be 

collective discourses over issues such as scientific uncertainty, which can condense discussion  

(Shackley and Wynne 1996).
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and purpose produced a clear idea o f who and what anecdotal evidence meant. 

Within this stable construction, the contested question was not 'who counts as 

anecdotal?’ but ‘what use is anecdotal evidence?’ The constructed features of 

anecdotal evidence that make it such an accessible and contentious site for the 

negotiation o f public are paradoxical. Anecdotal evidence is unscientific, but only 

some see this as problematic. People with anecdotal evidence often do not claim to 

be scientific. They claim instead to reframe problems and point towards new areas 

of knowledge production.

The most interesting facets o f anecdotal evidence are revealed when it is reshaped. 

We have seen in this chapter how anecdotal evidence has been welcomed into the 

pubhc science that decides the health effects of mobile phones where previously it 

had been ignored. The boundary-based concepts that I experimented with above do 

not tell us a huge amount about change. In this next section, I hope to illuminate 

what happens when anecdotal evidence goes places.

Anecdotal evidence as liminal knowledge

Much o f the criticism of scientistic constructions of anecdotal evidence is supported 

by claims of severe scientific ignorance. After all, how is it justified to reject evidence 

from outside science if it is the only relevant evidence available? In the hght o f the 

uncertainty and ignorance constructed by various actors in the debate (expert and 

non-expert) (see previous chapter), contested cognitive territory expands, and there 

is no orthodox scientific evidence with which to counter such interjections.

Standards of evidence and ‘science-based’ regulation are thus exposed as resting on 

pohtical assumptions. Anecdotal evidence can therefore be presented (by interest 

groups, members of the pubhc or other scientists) as a valuable resource only 

obtainable through greater pubhc engagement. This use of anecdotal evidence as a 

means o f exploring what science does not know is part of its appeal, as hinted at in 

this chapter. And it fits weU with what some commentators refer to as liminal 

phenomena.

Liminahty (a term originaUy used by Victor Turner (1969)), describes phenomena 

that are “betwixt and between the positions assigned and arrayed by law, custom, 

convention and ceremonial” (ibid., p. 95). They are without ascribed status, and 

possess “ambiguous and indeterminate attributes” (ibid.). Turner discusses hminahty
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in the context of the identity of people passing through rites of passage, but the term 

can also usefully illuminate the scientific construction o f uncertainty. Karin Knorr 

Cetina has described how liminal phenomena in science lie between positive 

knowledge and effects that are considered unknowable (Knorr Cetina 1999, p. 63). 

She notes how science can use liminal phenomena such as errors or anomalies to 

investigate the limits of knowledge, and so narrow the region of positive knowledge 

(p. 64). But she is studying the world of high-energy physics, a culture which has 

chosen to investigate Hminahty in this way. Not all scientific cultures would regard 

liminal phenomena with such interest.

As I explained in chapter two, pubhc science is very different from the esoteric 

practices of particle physics laboratories, and any move towards investigating hminal 

areas is slowed by the weight of pohtical and regulatory comphcation we saw in the 

previous two chapters. But we can fohow Knorr-Cetina’s lead, and reintroduce the 

hminal emphasis on change, to paint an interesting picture o f anecdotes.

Itirninahty means a loss of structural definition. A hminal person or thing is defined 

simply as being hke others in the same state, which can create a sohdarity that is not 

accounted for by traditional social structures (Turner cahs this ‘communitas’̂ )̂. 

Anecdotal evidence is hminal because it fits neither into structures of scientific 

knowledge, nor into a coherent set of pohtical claims. Each anecdote is different and 

often the only feature they share is their anecdotahty. But the hminahty of anecdotes, 

as we have seen throughout this chapter, is used to great effect. Firstly, anecdotal 

evidence came to define much of the pubhc debate over mobile phone health risks. 

Secondly, it defines being ‘not scientific’ — a position made less unattractive by 

growing disenchantment and fahing trust in science. Thirdly, it defines the hmits of 

what science knows, what science does not know, and what science is aiming to 

know.

We have seen through hterature in STS in recent years how uncertainty claims can 

represent authoritative scientific attempts to control the bounds o f ‘what we don’t 

know’ (CampbeU 1985, Shackley and Wynne 1996, Bahner 2000, Smithson 1989). 

EquaUy, anecdotal evidence is seen as ‘evidence of uncertainty’ (this is very

2’ In Turner’s own words, “Cotnmunitas is made evident or accessible, so to speak, only through its 

juxtaposition to, or hybridization with, aspects o f  social structure.” (Turner 1969 p. 127)
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important in the light of the precautionary narrative o f the previous chapter). 

Anecdotal evidence is often anomalous. It can be indicative of unknown effects and 

it can help define the limits of current scientific knowledge. Anecdotal evidence can 

be used to justify further research in much the same way as authoritative claims o f  

uncertainty are. So while its power might be meagre within the structure o f scientific 

knowledge, it has potential to re frame the definition o f uncertainty. As we saw in 

chapter four, the discourse of comphance does not consider uncertainty and 

ignorance (e.g. uncertainties about non-thermal effects) important for scientific 

advice on mobile phone risks, despite their importance at a laboratory level, so they 

edge towards liminality in public science. This makes the integration of anecdotal 

evidence and uncertainty all the more likely.

As we saw in chapter five, the lEGMP returned uncertainties to the pubHc issue of 

mobile phone safety and reassessed the importance o f anecdotal evidence. In doing 

so, they reintegrated, at least partially, the liminal phenomenon o f anecdotal 

evidence as a resource in public science.^  ̂But this has required change, which has 

transferred ownership and control o f anecdotal evidence from non-experts to 

experts.

When experts begin to address anecdotal evidence as a resource rather than an 

annoyance, we see negotiations that illustrate the complexities of shaping science 

and society. Anecdotal evidence can be adopted as a formal indicator of productive 

research (often through medical case reports), or a source o f volunteers for study, 

scientising (de-anecdotahsing) evidence that might once have been ignored. The first 

step o f de-anecdotahsation can take the form of formally refraining the evidence as 

‘uncertainty’. As we saw in the last chapter, the MTHR programme has begun 

addressing uncertainties that have been largely framed by the anecdotal reports of 

non-experts. But we must ask what is happening to anecdotal evidence when it is 

being adopted in this way and how, when it is afforded Little status by authority, it 

can move across the boundaries that separate science from other forms of 

knowledge.

^  The m ove from liminality back into the structure o f  society was originally considered by Victor 

Turner within the contexts o f  rituals and rites o f  passage. Although this thesis sees the Stewart report 

as highly influential, I will refrain from considering it as a necessary ritual.
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The uniqueness of anecdotal evidence lies in its hybrid epistemological and political 

claims. Anecdotal evidence is epistemologically weak, which implies that it is easily 

dismissed by science (Longino 1990). But my analysis complicates this. Anecdotal 

evidence, in context, can be very powerful because o f the claims it makes, the 

questions it asks and the connections it makes with broader issues of trust, 

independence and quality. However, for anecdotal evidence to move into the expert 

world, its epistemological and political components must be separated by those 

experts engaged in public science.

We have seen in this chapter how negotiations about the importance o f anecdotal 

evidence can take place that combine epistemology and politics. The rhetorical 

power of an anecdote can be put aside if it is to be sold as an epistemic resource, 

and the epistemological status of anecdotes can be negotiated in public to change its 

political weight. As we saw earlier in this chapter, with Gerard Hyland’s exchange 

with the COST 281 committee, the flexible status of anecdotal evidence, and its lack 

of formal definition, can make it a powerful term for undermining hybrid scientific 

advice. But for expert acceptance, it must be made clear what is a claim to contribute 

to science and what is an argument for public consultation, or for banning mobile 

phone masts near schools. This leads to a dual strategy, de-anecdotalisation and 

conflation with ‘public concern ’.

Anecdotal evidence can be de-anecdotahsed by science to an extent: cleaned-up and 

amassed, or formalised in the design of a research project (for example, a 

provocation study designed to test claims to electrosensitivity). This de- 

anecdotahsation treats anecdotes as important epistemological resources but ignores 

any pohtical purpose they might serve in constructing pubhc controversy, so it 

demythologises them.

This chapter has also seen, conversely, how experts can strip anecdotal evidence of  

its epistemological claims and equate it with some form of pubhc concern or worry. 

The adoption o f pubhc concern is a democratic exercise, part of the fabric of doing 

‘good pohcy’. So anecdotal evidence can be welcomed (but not as a contributor to 

knowledge) if the democratic incentives are sufficient (see chapter two on 

‘questioning expertise’). As experts tacitly formahse a role for anecdotal evidence as 

‘pubhc concern’, they are shaping the boundaries of acceptable pubhc intervention 

in science.
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Anecdotal evidence, in becoming a point for common discourse, rather than 

antagonism, over the role of the pubhc in science, has been reshaped by expertise. It 

is no longer an unscientific, or antiscientific resource. For experts, anecdotal 

evidence provides a good way to justify continued research in two ways: to reduce 

scientific uncertainty (which anecdotal evidence has helped to cleave open) and to 

address significant pubhc concern. The danger for members o f the pubhc who have 

been actively engaged in the controversy is that their engagement is being reshaped 

by these decisions. In particular, the conflation on non-scientific evidence with 

pubhc concern constructs ‘the pubhc’ as a formless mass of ambivalence, rather than 

a group o f people asking important questions in an important area.

This chapter has further undermined any conception that might sthl exist that 

evidence is neutral in pubhc science. Evidence is constructed as relevant along with 

the shape of science and decisions about pohcy. So the appreciation of anecdotal 

evidence can determine, or be determined by the level of scientific uncertainty:

“Oh, no, we certainly do have a more pubhc dimension, if you think, there were no 

mobile phones in ’91, or if there were they were not particularly popular... so in that 

respect we are using anecdotal evidence more and more, just to reflect the 

uncertainties in the data.” (Interview transcript. No. 32)

... or it can determine, or be determined by, precautionary pohcies:

“You would be pretty crazy not to take that kind of information as evidence of the 

need firstly to mount an investigation, and secondly to be thinking about whether you 

should be recommending some kind of precautionary behaviour on behalf of people 

now, until rigorous evidence has been forthcoming.” (Interview transcript. No. 20)

Indeed, the appearance of ‘anecdotal evidence’ in advisory discourse coincided with 

the sway towards precaution. Anecdotal evidence moves between scientific practice 

and scientific advice, undermining whatever boundary is erected to separate these 

areas, because of the kinds of questions that it asks. The ‘balance of evidence’ will 

rarely be affected by anecdotes, but this misses the point. The truth or falsity of 

anecdotal evidence does not matter so much as the assumptions that are questioned 

and the connections that are made. These questions can be, ‘what counts as good 

science?’ or, ‘who decides what counts?’ But, more recursively, anecdotal evidence
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also implicitly questions the procedures that assess the vahdity of evidence^. For all 

of these questions, science alone is ill-equipped to provide answers. In public 

science, it appears that anecdotes punch well above their weight.

Chapter Postscript: Anecdotal evidence and lay expertise

My discussion of anecdotal evidence was prompted by an interest in forms of 

knowledge that traditionally he outside expertise. However, it has progressed 

without much reference to estabhshed STS ideas about ‘lay expertise’. The notion of 

lay experts, people who possess useful knowledge but are unaccredited, has 

informed much of the most interesting writing about interactions between experts 

and non-experts. Engaging lay experts, it is argued, can make science more reflexive, 

more relevant, more thorough or more credible (see, for example, Wynne 1996b, 

Epstein 1996 and Kerr et al 1998).

Recently, however, criticisms have been articulated of the usefulness of the term ‘lay 

expert’, which is, after all, an oxymoron. CoUins and Evans have argued that there is 

nothing ‘lay’ about lay experts. It just so happens that they are unaccredited (CoUins 

and Evans 2002). “Lay people as lay people”, they argue, “have nothing to 

contribute to the scientific and technical content o f a debate” (ibid. p. 281). CoUins 

and Evans would rather consider ‘experience-based expertise’ (or local knowledge) 

as the important contributor. Having looked in depth at the construction of 

‘anecdotal evidence’, we can ask where it fits with concepts of lay-expertise or local 

knowledge.

Anecdotal evidence, as it has been formaUsed in the case of mobUe phone risk, is 

almost as ‘local’ as it is possible to be. Knowledge, or ‘expertise’, in most anecdotal 

cases, is bounded by an individual’s body.^  ̂Anecdotal evidence questions the 

framing of scientific advice just as unaccredited experts do, but, as this chapter has 

demonstrated, anecdotal evidence is often not a claim of expertise. Indeed, it is often 

presented as representing the faUings of ‘expert’ understandings o f a problem. I 

would argue that, rather than seeing anecdotal evidence as, a priori, an important

^ This point was suggested to me by Jerry Ravetz (personal communication).

2“* Hilary Arksey’s study o f  RSI sufferers describes how  individuals claim their symptoms as the only 

relevant expertise for understanding an illness (Arksey 1998).
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form of expertise, or (very) local knowledge, we should suspend judgements about 

its worth and consider what happens when anecdotal evidence meets expertise. 

CoUins and Evans assume that ‘experience-based expertise’ is out there, ready to 

contribute to resolving technical issues in a way that science alone could not. As I 

hope this chapter has demonstrated, sometimes it is not clear when we move outside 

the domain o f expertise what is useful and what is not until it is legitimised, 

constructed and reshaped. If we take anecdotal evidence as local knowledge, we stiU 

have the difficulties o f how to generaUse it beyond the personal. As we have seen 

towards the end of this chapter, the inclusion of anecdotes in the processes of 

expertise is a compUcated process.
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n  F Conclusion: Questions and Answers

A recent collection of studies of risk issues (Leiss 2001) contains a brief chapter on 

‘Cellular Phones’. The theoretical direction is less constructivist than mine and the 

study is North American, but some themes are very similar. Their conclusion is 

based around a document authored for the Swiss Reinsurance Company, a strange 

but important perspective on the issue: part epistemology, part jurisprudence, part 

risk management and part advertisement. The Swiss Re document largely ignores the 

question of the reality of mobile phone health risks. As insurers, they are more 

interested in the question of whether a ‘phantom risk’ can pose a liability to industry 

despite its construction by the minds of a scared public rather than by the 

accumulation of scientific evidence. This question prompts an analysis and an 

answer that chimes reassuringly with the insights of co-production that I described 

in chapter two and developed in the subsequent chapters o f my narrative:

“The crucial question, therefore, is not what results EMF research will yield in the 

foreseeable future, but how society will evaluate such conjecture...” (Swiss Re 1996, 

p.4)

The high stakes in deciding whether or not harm can be attributed to EMFs results 

in ...

. .an extremely dangerous risk of change composed of two parts: the classical 

development risk, that is, the possibility that new research findings will demonstrate 

electromagnetic fields to be more dangerous that has hitherto been assumed; and the 

sociopolitical risk of change, in other words, the possibility that changing social 

values could result in scientific findings being evaluated differendy than they have 

been thus far.” (ibid.)

As we have seen throughout this thesis, the second ‘risk o f change’ is a more likely 

and more interesting phenomenon. The scientific evidence plays only a contributory 

role in the shaping o f a pubhc science controversy, only speaking when spoken to.

So the answers science provides are crucially dependent on the questions we are 

asking. Just as technologies are born with httle concept of their future impHcations 

(CoUingridge 1980), so they are born with httle idea o f their future popularity. The 

huge popularity of mobile phones has put difficult questions to advisory scientists
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about knowledge o f their health effects. These questions and the advisory responses 

which can tell us so much about the pubhc relationship between experts and non

experts have been the subject of this thesis.

This thesis has been researched and written with three themes in mind: scientific 

uncertainty, pubhc engagement and anecdotal evidence. The consideration of these 

themes at the interface of experts and non-experts has led to my conclusions about 

the shape of pubhc science. ‘Pubhc science’ has been used in this thesis to denote 

the reflexive expert production and communication o f knowledge about a pubhc 

issue. This thesis has been one of the first projects to study pubhc science after BSE, 

which most of my interviewees considered a watershed.^ As brought out in the 

narrative of this thesis, the pubhc science of mobile phone risks has taken place 

reflexively, with experts considering their rhetoric in the context of low pubhc trust 

in expertise. It is the purpose of this conclusion to coUect the thoughts of previous 

chapters, remind readers of their main themes and suggest some imphcations o f my 

work both to future studies o f pubhc science and to pohcy.

Chapter two of this thesis provided a set of theoretical insights which illuminated my 

research. Through consideration of recent and more estabhshed constructivist 

insights into scientific work, I suggested that a framework o f ‘co-production’ helps 

us to meld these insights with those that look specificaUy at the pubhc context of 

science. The research for this thesis was described and problematised in chapter 

three, and its products form chapters four to six. Chapter four described how the 

NRPB, as the responsible advisory agency for aU technologies generating 

electromagnetic fields, found itself facing a crisis o f authority when its ‘discourse of 

comphance’ proved unsustainable in the context o f the pubhc controversy over 

mobile phone risks. This discourse o f comphance contained well-constructed 

answers about the thermal effects o f EMFs, but impeded discussion o f scientific 

uncertainty at a pohcy-relevant level. Uncertainties about non-thermal effects, 

chronic exposures and vulnerable subgroups of the population were exposed 

relatively easily when non-experts reahsed they were not receiving answers to the 

questions they were asking. Non-expert questions differed markedly from those

' In informal discussions with others about low  trust in scientific advice, it has emerged that the 

impact o f  BSE may have been much greater among policy and scientific networks than among the 

public, w hose trust was supposed to have been shattered.
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considered important by experts. This diminished the credibility o f scientific advice, 

and mobile phones came to be defined as risk objects, despite a weight of scientific 

evidence which had previously seemed to exonerate them. In the background of 

chapter four lies the context for the growing controversy, that UK mobile phone use 

expanded more rapidly in the late-1990s than any other information or 

communication technology in history.

The benefits of mobile phones were clear to consumers, but the risks were 

distributed so that some non-users were also burdened, most controversially in their 

proximity to mobile phone base stations. Chapter five narrated the expert response 

to a view of growing pubhc concern about mobile phones and their networks. 

Uncertainties in the science which had emerged as sahent were given expert 

credence by a report (the Stewart Report), which addressed the issue as concurrently 

scientific and pohtical. However, in doing so, a previously multi-faceted body of 

pubhc disenchantment and non-scientific evidence was stabihsed under an expert 

construction of ‘pubhc concern’. Chapter five’s description of the lEGMP’s efforts 

in reconstructing areas of scientific and pubhc concern ihuminated the expert 

performance of this style of pubhc science. Chapter six extended the expert 

consideration of non-scientific contributions to the process o f pubhc science, 

concentrating on the construction of one term — anecdotal evidence.

As we saw in the chapter on anecdotal evidence, if scientific advice is not credible, it 

does not take much to ask questions that demonstrate its fadings. Individual reports 

of harm, in the context of low pubhc trust, can contribute to the deconstruction o f a 

previously-robust advisory consensus. Anecdotal evidence can question scientific 

knowledge: “How much do you know about effects on vulnerable subgroups of 

people/long-term effects/non-thermal effects?” Or it can recursively question the 

basis for existing advice: “Why are only thermal effects formahsed in guidelines?”, 

“Who decides what evidence is acceptable?” and “Why aren’t experts asking 

questions about these uncertainties?” What should be clear from the narrative o f this 

thesis is that the motivation behind these questions, and the answers that are 

offered, blurs the line between scientific evidence and scientific advice.

Although these are important insights for illuminating the mobile phones 

controversy, there is little new in these insights as contributions to STS theory. 

Studiers o f science and technology have been arguing for decades that the reception
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scientific advice is granted depends less on its authority than on the degree to which 

it fits with a prevailing political discourse. If expert disagreement can be unearthed, 

the evidence required to question scientific orthodoxy need not be particularly 

strong (see Nelkin 1975). So what does this thesis have to say to STS? What 

questions does it ask and what answers does it suggest?

In chapter two, I made the point that some o f the insights that have emerged from 

the Sociology of Scientific Knowledge are unhelpful in understanding pubhc science. 

In particular, the notion of the ‘core-set’, as expounded by Harry CoUins, does not 

help us when we look at the divergent, flexible interests that construct a controversy 

as simultaneously scientific and pubhc. A recent extension of the core-set model into 

the pubhc sphere (CoUins and Evans 2002) has highhghted its limitations. Criticism 

has been leveUed at this paper (Jasanoff 2003, Wynne 2003, Rip 2003b), the main 

thrust o f which has been the problem of understanding pubhc science with tools 

used to consider esoteric science. CoUins and Evans assume from the outset that 

there is a relevant type of expertise necessary to resolve a controversy. My case study 

has demonstrated, as a referee of the original paper argued (CoUins and Evans 2002, 

p. 240), that relevant experts are only identifiable after the dust has setded. CoUins 

and Evans identify this as an ‘expert’s regress’, and admit its hkelihood in pubhc 

science. But they reason that its resolution is necessary for decision-making under 

uncertainty. However, their model is built on a simphstic idea that a core-set of 

relevant experts exists and that this core-set is the best-quahfied group to resolve 

controversy.

This thesis has demonstrated that a core-set of expert decision-makers (in so far as 

they existed) can have their relevance questioned by pubhc and advisory 

engagement. The lEGMP, by reconsidering the importance of scientific 

uncertainties, distanced themselves from the previous expert gatekeepers (the 

NRPB) and redefined who should be providing scientific answers in this area. And 

the lEGMP, though they claimed significant expertise o f pubhc science and pubhc 

health decision-making, cannot easily be identified as a core-set. Indeed, they gained 

credibUity from their independence from the NRPB’s scientific hegemony.

O f course, the lEGMP did not throw away reams of valuable knowledge for the 

sake o f pubhc credibihty. A critic of my study might ask whether the Stewart report 

reaUy changed the shape of the pubhc science o f mobile phone risk. When the dust
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has indeed settled, the sorts of conversations experts are having might be the same 

as they were ten years previously. However, I would argue that chapter six’s example 

of the move from implicit rejection of anecdotal evidence to explicit consideration 

(acceptance or rejection) is an important shift. Anecdotal evidence asks very 

different questions from scientific study, and the decision to Hsten to these questions 

is noteworthy. As we saw in chapter two, one criticism of SSK’s applicability to 

pubhc controversies has been its failure to consider that moves from imphcit to 

exphcit rejection of evidence might he outside the scientific community (Fadlon and 

Lewin-Epstein 1997, note 3). As part of the move towards closure, this is one case 

where the putative core-set (wherever it is) cannot do its job alone. Science can 

attempt to close off areas o f debate, but relevant questions wiU stih be asked by non

scientists. In real-time pubhc science, pohcy and the pubhc, rather than forming neat 

rings around science (as in the Colhns and Evans model), are endogenous to the 

construction o f relevant expertise.

As I argued in chapter two, we require an understanding of science that aUows us to 

interpret the construction of pubhc, credible knowledge-in-context. The framework 

of co-production, to which I have tried to stay faithful in this thesis, helps us.

Returning to Co-production

As noted in the introduction, a model of co-production can go some way to solving 

the problems of forcing the tradition of SSK into pubhc. Co-production has 

adopted from Shapin and Schaffer a maxim that “Solutions to the problem of 

knowledge are solutions to the problem of social order” (Shapin and Schaffer 1985, 

p. 332, quoted in Jasanoff 2004a). On similar hnes, my thesis has gone some way to 

demonstrating that, for scientific advice, a response to questions o f scientific 

uncertainty is also necessarily a response to questions of engagement with public concern. 

I win consider these two themes, and then consider the usefulness of seeing 

anecdotal evidence as a site for their negotiation.

Scientific Uncertainty

The narrative of this thesis supports the argument that uncertainty does not exist as 

a problem (or a resource) until it has been controUed and shaped. Experts do not
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pluck a lack of knowledge ftom the air. Scientific uncertainty is constructed to meet 

certain ends.

Chapter four’s description of the ‘discourse o f compliance’, practised by the NRPB 

and supported by the mobile phone industry, reveals a style of scientific advice in 

which uncertainty was demarcated as an expert, laboratory-level concern. This 

construction of uncertainty allowed for the (temporarily) authoritative provision of 

‘science-based’ advice. But it hid an expert construction also of a regulatory order (in 

the form of guidelines which anchored both scientific advice and scientific research) 

and of the limits of public engagement. Non-experts were entitled to ask about 

compliance, but prevented from asking about the adequacy of guidelines in 

determining safety. Uncertainties were seen as important targets for building robust 

knowledge about EMF effects and strengthening the basis for guidelines. But they 

were not constructed as relevant to policy or the public.

Reinterpreting chapter five, we see that the lEGMP, with Sir William Stewart at the 

wheel, appreciated that these previous attempts at technical control of uncertainty 

could not prevent the growth of political uncertainty, in which an expert monopoly 

on credibility would be lost. Uncertainty remained constructed as an ongoing quest 

for scientific endeavour, but the terms o f reference were expanded to include areas 

that had emerged as important in pubhc (such as uncertainty over long-term effects 

of low-level radiation, or uncertainty over vulnerable or sensitive subgroups o f the 

population). The Stewart report regained a degree of pohtical control of uncertainty 

by adjusting the bounds for non-expert engagement with technical uncertainties.

The pubhcation of the Stewart report set a new agenda for advice on mobile phone 

risks, and the MTHR programme continued this in a (relatively) accountable forum. 

A pattern has emerged of expert attempts to regain control o f uncertainties that had 

previously been constructed by non-experts as areas that were being ignored. Even 

though the jury is officiaUy ‘out’ on mobile phone health risks, the MTHR 

committee would hke to remind us who the jury are and when they might be coming 

back. Pubhc uncertainties, emphasising base stations over handsets, for example, 

have become the target of the MTHR programme’s research, which is exphcitly 

aimed at pubhc relevance. Experts are exphcitly addressing pubhc concerns, which 

forces consideration of how these concerns are shaped and reshaped in the different 

styles o f pubhc science described in this thesis.
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Public concern

It was never the purpose of this thesis to consider precisely what about mobile 

phones concerned the public. However, my analysis has revealed that, within expert 

constructions of robust science and uncertainty, there lay constructions of pubhc 

concern and the role of the pubhc in shaping science. My research therefore aUowed 

a consideration of the pubhc context of the mobile phones health debate. The 

Stewart report and the MTHR programme, in an attempt to restore credibihty, 

endorsed the move towards advice and research that is both credible and relevant to 

the pubhc. However, in constructing the legitimacy of pubhc engagement, these 

groups of experts necessarily constructed an area of legitimate ‘pubhc concern’. We 

have seen in this thesis that uncertainty and pubhc engagement construct one 

another and enhance one another’s credibihty. When science claims there is a 

consensus over the health effects of mobile phones, it is easy to reject claims from 

non-experts as ‘irrational’. ‘Pubhc concern’ is constructed as a formless mass o f  

unfounded fears, as nothing more than the opposite of expertise. A large proportion of 

the rhetoric that has emerged from industry and Government since the Stewart 

report imphes that scientific evidence is robust, but that pubhc concern, a separate 

domain, justifies pohcy action. My analysis shows that the distinction between pubhc 

and scientific concerns is not so clear.

A recent book (Burgess 2004) considers the sociology of the ‘pubhc fears’ of mobile 

phones. But, because it does not problematise expertise, it extends a model of 

scientific rationahty to one o f pubhc irrationality, ascribing pubhc risk perception to a 

set of factors to which expertise is immune.^ As we have seen, areas of concern that 

might once have been considered ‘pubhc’, such as headaches and other symptoms 

from phone use, or increased incidence o f ihness around base stations, have become 

‘scientific’ (reframed as the possibihty o f effects from low-level, chronic exposure) as

2 Similarly, any number o f  articles and books blame the public hysteria’ over mobile phones on an 

irrational fear o f  radiation (see Park (2000) for an example). For a typical newspaper article, see “Bad 

medicine” (The Guardian, N ovem ber 26, 2002), which claims, “the myth o f  brain cancer from  

mobile phones is steeped in society’s irrational fear o f  radiation... Ultraviolet radiation. X-rays and 

gamma rays are the culprits. Visible light and radio waves are always safe.”

h ttp ://w w w.guardian.co.uk/m edicine/story70,11381,847758,00.htm l. accessed 27'*’ October 2003. 

See also, in a more naïve moment, Stdgoe (2000).

http://www.guardian.co.uk/medicine/story70,11381,847758,00.html
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experts explore new uncertainties. So ‘risk’ is neither ‘scientific’ nor ‘social’. It is the 

(co-)product of representations o f both nature and society.

Public concern is anything but a set of homogenous, fixed interests. It is dynamic 

and, crucially, shaped by experiences with past and ongoing scientific advice. Public 

engagement with science of the sort described in this thesis wül make people 

reconsider their trust. Pubhc concern, as a flexible resource, can be just as contested 

as scientific uncertainty. In pubhc science, new research can be justified on grounds 

of scientific uncertainty and/or pubhc concern. So non-experts can question 

research priorities by questioning whether expert understandings of pubhc concern 

are the same as their own. Critics of the Stewart report and the MTHR programme 

have identified an expert desire to understand and manage pubhc concerns. The 

recent funding of ‘psychosocial’ studies by the MTHR committee has been criticised 

as a way of continuing to avoid conducting studies addressing ‘real’ pubhc concerns^. 

Similarly, the questions that have been raised in MTHR pubhc meetings have 

suggested that non-experts might want to regain control of the issues about which 

they are said to be concerned. One caution we can draw from these discussions is 

that advisory scientists should not beheve that pubhc concerns can be taken into 

account in a neutral way, without creating new areas for dissent.

A.necdotal evidence

This thesis has opened up a previously unconsidered area o f interaction between 

expert and non-experts — the contested definition and importance of anecdotal 

evidence. Discussions of anecdotal evidence get us to the heart of pubhc science. As 

we saw in chapter six, the construction o f anecdotal evidence in this case has asked 

questions about rationahty, credibihty, uncertainty and pubhc engagement. And the 

varying status afforded to the term indicates expert views o f the legitimacy of these 

questions. CruciaUy however, these questions cannot be sorted into ‘science’ or 

‘pohtics’. As a site for co-production, anecdotal evidence helps define both ‘pubhc 

concern’ and scientific uncertainty. As anecdotal evidence is brought within the fold 

of expertise, the changes that occur formahse new constructions o f science and the 

pubhc. The difference between the NRPB’s construction o f anecdotal evidence (as

 ̂Alasdair Philips, for example, recently criticised the M THR programme for attempting to manage 

public concern (Powerwatch web site, N ovem ber 2003, www.powerwatch.org.uk. accessed 23̂ *̂ 

November)

http://www.powerwatch.org.uk
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an ‘other’) and the lEGMP’s (as a potentially useful resource for probing uncertainty 

and controlling engagement) can be seen as an extension o f institutional ways of 

knowing. Ignoring anecdotal evidence is one way o f maintaining technical control of 

uncertainty. Accepting (‘de-anecdotalising’) anecdotal evidence is a way of regaining 

a degree of social control of uncertainty by prising political claims away from 

knowledge claims (a feature I describe in the section on ‘lirninal knowledge’).

The axes of co-production I have described explain the emergence of concurrent 

scientific and social orders. But it is important to remember that the stabilisation of 

this order in my case study has been largely determined by experts. Sir William 

Stewart and his expert group realised that credible scientific advice could play an 

active part in reshaping social and scientific orders. In their own way, the lEGMP 

were doing co-production. The Stewart report reshaped uncertainty, evidence and 

pubhc concern. Although there was significant non-expert involvement in asking 

questions of science (defining what counts as credible), decisions about the answers 

remained with the experts.

So this thesis represents another case study of a scientific controversy, and another 

case study in pubhc science. It is, at least, a useful narration o f the story behind 

scientific advice about mobile phones. However, part of its novelty hes in its analysis 

of science in a recent and difficult pubhc context. Social theorists have diagnosed the 

problems of late- (Giddens 1990) or reflexive modernity (Beck 1992), in which the 

institutions o f progress are forced to look inwards, considering the origins of the 

trust on which they had previously rehed. Equahy, however, we could look back (as I 

briefly did in chapter five) to the loss of pubhc trust in the wake of such pohcy 

upsets as BSE. Either way, we now see a more reflexive science and a pubhc wary of  

the motives behind engagement.

I considered in chapter two that this project should nudge science studies (in a 

modest way) towards a consideration of pubhc science in context. I made the point 

that previous studies o f science had swept the rug from under science (or at least 

held a corner), exposing the fragihty of its authority. As should have become clear 

through this thesis, the institutions and groups I have studied have become more 

reflexive as the controversy has progressed. To an extent, the experts are unpicking 

themselves. They are moving targets for our analytical weaponry. The study of 

reflexive institutions and styles of scientific advice wiU chaUenge STS in the future
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and provide many interesting cases and sites for research. Following my own 

analysis, I would suggest that the expert construction o f the legitimacy of pubhc 

engagement should prompt further research.

The research for this thesis was conducted without a firm idea o f its endpoint or the 

explanation that would emerge. As such, there are some things that I would have 

done differently with the lessons learned during this research. My first reservation is 

a general point arising from the comments above, about studying reflexive experts. 

As I mentioned in previous chapters, ostensible efforts at accountabüity and 

transparency are hkely to backstage some of the most interesting nuances in a 

controversy. Studying these subjects therefore requires new levels of determination. 

My second reservation is that my analysis of anecdotal evidence did not go far 

enough in unpicking this interesting but difficult term. In the context of ‘evidence- 

based’ practices, the myriad constructions of ‘anecdotal evidence’ by experts and 

others offers a useful point of access in studying public science. A larger project on 

the pubhc science o f mobile phone risks would have considered a wider range of  

views on anecdotal evidence. Resource constraints prevented me from studying non

expert (or ‘general pubhc’) views on anecdotal evidence.

My third reservation is that, in an attempt at rich description, I have lost some o f the 

potential normative impact o f my work. I began my research with a motto of 

‘constructive constructivism’, so I should now consider whether a study such as this 

can usefuUy inform science pohcy beyond providing another (pre)cautionary tale.

Talking to policy

Co-production is a more appealing explanation than the alternatives that were hinted 

at in chapter two. We can see science more deeply embedded in a social and pohcy 

context. But as with so many improvements in description, the idea of co

production raises some analytical problems. According to other insights in (-spired 

by) science studies, a high level of scientific uncertainty justifies the adoption of 

precautionary pohcies (e.g. Stirling 1999) and the consideration o f marginahsed ways 

of knowing (e.g. Funtowicz and Ravetz’s ‘extended peer-review’ (1992)). Similarly, 

when decision stakes are high, the same authors advocate widening the basis for 

pohcy. As my narrative has demonstrated, uncertainty is a flexible construction, the 

product of pohtical dissent, low trust and high stakes. Control of this uncertainty can
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rest with experts or, if not handled credibly, it can be lost, expanding the contested 

territory. ‘Uncertainty’, ‘acceptable evidence’ and ‘pubhc concern’ are aU constructed 

together. It is not at aU clear that one justifies the adjustment or consideration o f any 

other. In this type of pubhc science, good science and good pohcy are not separable.

Scientific advice can no longer be just authoritative. It must be credible, and it must 

be authentic (Brown and Michael 2002). In an article on the increasing focus on 

credibihty in late-modern science, Steven Shapin uses the cautionary tale of Cordeha, 

a modernist child of King Lear, to explain how truth (in her case, of her love for her 

father) is not sufficient to convince others (Shapin 1995b). We might update this tale 

and replace Cordeha with her namesake, the daughter of agriculture minister John 

Gummer. In the spring of 1990, during the BSE controversy, Cordeha was forced by 

her father to eat a beef-burger under the gaze of television cameras to convince the 

pubhc o f the ‘truth’ o f the Government’s claims of safety. But people had httle 

reason to be convinced by such a feeble reassurance. Credibihty in this instance was 

managed extremely badly.

For many people, including many of my interviewees, BSE was a watershed for a 

new appreciation of science-in-pohcy. John Major, Prime Minister during the BSE 

saga, argued that we should ‘foUow the science’, thinking that it would lead to 

rational pohcy. But this thesis has shown that, when science is only one factor in the 

construction of credible pohcy, we should make it work for us. Science whl not 

resolve societal uncertainties, and this is exacerbated by the dispersion of trust 

caused by previous pohcy failures. So what can we say about the Stewart report, 

which remains the important, agenda-setting piece o f scientific advice about mobile 

phone risk?

Firstly, the Stewart report’s precaution was significantly less cosdy than 

precautionary approaches would have been in the regulation o f other technologies."* 

‘Precautionary’ decisions such as the lowering o f guidelines to ICNIRP levels barely 

impacted on an industry whose comphance came as standard. Mobile phone

 ̂Precautionary policies in other countries have been more stringent. Adam Burgess describes a 

“small bloc o f  ultra-precautionary anti-EMF states”, Italy, Switzerland and Slovenia, where guidelines 

for base stations are well below ICNIRP, because o f  concerns about long-term health effects 

(Burgess 2004, p. 197). Network operators have experienced great trouble building new networks 

under these regimes (Field notes, “Mobile phones -  Is there a health risk?” conference)
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handsets are such a popular technology that an expert endorsement of uncertainty 

(including promises of expert control) had little impact on sales (except, perhaps, to 

children). The only area in which the Stewart report might have impacted upon 

industry was in the caU for planning changes. But, by the time the Stewart report 

came along, the networks for second generation (GSM) mobile phones were aU but 

complete. (Below, I consider the implications for the next generation of networks)^.

Secondly, the Stewart report addressed both science and pohcy which, if it was to 

regain control and remain credible, was almost inevitable. The previous construction 

of regulatory science had made discussions of pubhc uncertainties very difficult. And 

pohcymakers were restricted from discussing uncertainty by an adherence to 

‘science-based’ advice. The lEGMP, by exphcitly addressing pohtical themes, was 

intriguingly considered by interest groups to be less ‘pohtical’ than the previous 

efforts o f the ostensibly science-based, ^<?/z/zWNRPB. In chapter four I reiterated 

Andrew Barry’s point that attempts to demarcate areas as apohtical whl lead to new 

sites o f contestation (Barry 2001). Sir Wilham Stewart reahsed that credibihty could 

not come from sharply demarcating areas as scientific and pohtical, as rational and 

itrrational. In blurring such boundaries, the Stewart report reintegrated scientific 

advice with the groups who had been disenfranchised by the discourse of 

comphance.

So can I critique the Stewart report? My answer has to be, ‘Not yet’.  ̂ In chapter two, 

I described how constructivist studies o f science can fit into a pattern o f ‘post-hoc 

irrationahsation’, in which pohcy failures are accounted for after the event. The 

Stewart report has been received weU by the majority o f interested parties (with the 

exception being those who feel, with a firm construction of the pubhc, that 

precaution wiU heighten people’s worry). However, the agenda set by this style of 

scientific advice wih be tested when new controversies arise, when significant results

5 The Stewart report has been used by the Government to advertise a new approach to science-in- 

pohcy. The lE G M P was A G ood Thing, it is claimed, because the NRPB was constrained by 

providing advice based on science. The lE G M P was able to respond to ‘non-thermal’ effects, the 

evidence for which is “at best, ambiguous, but pubhc concerns are as much based on anecdotal 

evidence”. (Implementation O f Guidelines 2000, Report by the C hief Scientific Adviser Professor 

David King, Annex A - Departmental Reports: Department O f Trade And Industry, 

h ttp ://w w w .ost.gov .uk /pohcy/ advice/ implement 2000/index.htm . accessed 27'** October 2003)

 ̂ Shpping back into A N T  parlance, it might seem that the Stewart report has enroUed me.

http://www.ost.gov.uk/pohcy/advice/implement
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emerge from the ongoing science, or if new innovations cannot be accommodated 

(see below). Similarly, only a historical analysis, conducted after the dust has settled, 

will reveal whether the pubhc participation embraced by the lEGMP was substantive 

(improving the quahty of risk assessments) or instrumental (improving the pubhc 

credibihty of advisory rhetoric) (cf Fiorino 1990). For the time being, for the reasons 

of co-production described in this chapter, we cannot easily say where the Stewart 

report stops doing science and starts doing pohtics.

In discussing the possible normative apphcations of STS, Hans Radder has argued 

that, with global warming, “there is nothing in the constructivist account... to make 

us more precautionary” (Radder 1998, p. 330). Similarly with mobile phones. My 

constructivist account of pubhc science has problematised the notion of 

uncertainties requiring special pohcy consideration. My analysis reveals an interesting 

extension to the hterature on precaution. In a reflexive context, precautionary expert 

recommendations can become rhetorical devices for control of pubhc science.

A theme that has run through this thesis has been the tension between robust 

advice, based on the best available evidence, and inclusive pubhc science, based on 

the need for pubhc credibihty. In the current context o f ‘evidence-based’ pohcy- 

making, my analysis suggests that an awareness needs to be maintained that the 

‘evidence’ is not the only evidence available. We must consider which groups are 

being marginahsed as we seek robustness and rationahty, and what impacts this wih 

have on pubhc trust and the credibihty of pohcies. Pohcy is intrinsic to the 

construction of what counts as good evidence, so decision-makers should not 

convince themselves that their actions are rational, or that evidence-based pohcy 

prevents ideological contamination.

A suggestive counter-example: MMR

Perhaps the most interesting way of considering the Stewart report’s style of pubhc 

science is to offer the briefest of counter-examples. My iUustration wih be worsened 

by my lack of research (a fuh comparative study would be fascinating), but I offer 

the example o f the recent controversy over the MMR (Measles, Mumps and Rubeha) 

vaccine. Some features are shared with the mobhe phones debate: a pervasive 

technology, low pubhc trust, some unrephcated scientific evidence of harm (a hnk 

with autism) and a large body of evidence that would fit into the category ‘anecdotal’
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(as constructed during the mobile phones debate). The dissonance between expert 

and non expert constructions of danger is similar to that which became a feature of 

the early mobile phones controversy (see chapter four). This quote is from a recent 

study o f the MMR controversy:

“In a juxtaposition that neatly captures the contrast between the population-centred 

calculations that support the public health argument and the individual-centred ‘lay 

experience’ frequently employed by the anti-vaccine coalition, [Dr Simon] Fradd’s 

point is countered by Anne Brummer, who says that ‘just one look at her son proves 

a link between autism and the MMR jab.’ (Daily Mail, 25* March 1998).” (Moore 

2003, p. 15)

This vignette suggests a familiar pattern o f the construction of uncertainties, 

causality and the importance of anecdotal evidence in deciding about this emotive 

issue. And the context of low public trust in expert advice again provides the 

background to debates about the MMR vaccine. But in the case o f MMR, the 

benefits of the technology are not as clear to individual users. Vaccination is pardy a 

pubhc good, with benefits o f mass immunity accruing above and beyond an 

individual’s protection from disease. The imphcations of precautionary pohcies on 

MMR are therefore considerable. The stakes of pohcy decisions are markedly 

different from those o f the mobile phones controversy.

A precautionary approach in the case o f MMR, taking existing suggestions of harm 

as evidence of scientific uncertainty, might aUow parents to opt for alternatives such 

as single measles, mumps and rubeha vaccines, or no vaccines at ah. This would, 

according to most pubhc health models, increase the incidence o f measles, mumps 

and rubeha. The evidence for harm is more persuasive to non-experts than it is to 

pubhc health scientists, who view it alongside a body o f certified knowledge 

suggesting safety. But the evidence of harm is also multi-layered, as we saw with 

anecdotal evidence about mobhe phones. Andrew Wakefield, the lead researcher on 

the original study reporting the hnk with autism and imphcit supporter of parents’ 

anecdotal evidence is described as not just a scientist, but “a champion of parents 

who feel that their fears have been ignored” .̂ Just as with mobhe phones (see 

chapter six), the evidence that has been presented in support of precaution is 

presented both as evidence o f new uncertainties (such as the possibihty o f a
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susceptible minority) and as evidence of scientific obstinacy. The UK Government 

continues to insist that the MMR vaccine is safe, ignoring the evidence offered by 

mothers and scientists such as Andrew Wakefield. The Department o f Health will 

not take the ‘evidence’ of autism even as suggestive o f the need to research those 

affected, arguing that its responsibility is to provide the “best possible information”®. 

Uptake of the MMR vaccine has reduced from 92% in 1995/6 to 84% in 2002/3  

(BBC News, 26 September, 2003) and epidemiologists have suggested a possible 

return o f a measles epidemic (e.g. Jansen et al 2003).

This counter-example is not offered as a guide to good policy in public science 

controversies. I merely suggest that cases such as MMR act to keep in check any 

prescriptions I might make. We cannot separate the ‘science’ in a public science 

issue from the decision stakes. MMR operates in a context o f low trust, but the 

stakes might be sufficiently high (for example, a return to a measles epidemic) to 

justify constructing a sharper definition o f science in the public sphere, excluding 

evidence that might be considered ‘anecdotal’. Ostensible appreciation o f ‘anecdotal 

evidence’ as part of a precautionary policy may be very costly. What is clear is that 

we can’t assess pubhc science without a clear picture of what is at stake (and this wül 

usually be a matter of dispute, with groups exaggerating or downplaying possible 

consequences). Case studies of pubhc science can therefore play an important role.

We can learn from the MMR example that the required style of pubhc science is 

cruciaUy dependent on what is at stake in making claims or decisions. This hmits the 

power of the mobhe phones case to speak beyond its borders, but it reminds us that 

risk is a multidimensional concept that can only be accounted for within its context 

(cf. Leiss 2001). My case study is perhaps best-uthised informing future 

developments of controversies that wih continue to grow from the mobhe phones 

debate.

The future’s bright, the future’s ... uncertain

I made the point in this thesis’s introduction that the safety of mobhe phones wih be 

a societal rather than scientific decision. The question ‘are mobhe phones safe?’ wih

 ̂ From an editorial in the Daily Telegraph by Lorraine Fraser, 21®'January 2001

* Public Health Laboratory Service/Health Protection Agency press release, 26 September 2002
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not be answered until questions of trust, credibility and the validity of ongoing 

research are resolved (cf. Wynne 2003). It is impossible to predict, given the 

complexity of interaction in the co-production of pubhc science, whether an issue 

wih spiral out o f control, or spiral into self-importance. But there are some 

developments that wih affect the British future of the pubhc science o f mobile 

phone risks.

Firstly, the MTHR committee continues its work, funding some new areas of  

research and some old ones. Whatever settlement comes from this research wih 

more hkely be the product o f pubhc engagement than authoritative scientific 

evidence. It wih be interesting to see whether the products of this research are 

treated with the same degree of non-expert scepticism as the planning of studies has 

been. By the time this research is complete, its relevance may aheady have been 

undermined by the prevalence of new technologies and the production of new 

concerns.

Secondly, there is 3G — the third generation of mobhe phone networks — the 

hcences for which earned the Government £22.5 bhhon the week before the Stewart 

report was published. Thanks in part to the Stewart report, the third generation 

networks should not benefit from the same Permitted Development Rights given to 

the second generation networks in the 1990s. For the existing four networks (now 

called Orange, T-Mobhe, mmO^ and Vodafone) this should not pose as big a 

problem as it will to Hutchinson 3G, who face a difficult search for sites for their 

new “3” network.^ 3G wiU also bring a new set of uncertainties, if interested parties 

are so inclined to pick them apart. New frequencies, higher powers and new 

methods of modulating signals wül lead some to question again the relevance of 

what experts claim to know. Simüar questions have already been raised about a new 

network for emergency services (TETRA). Many police officers have complained of 

ülnesses caused by the technology, which has been in operation since 2001, and the 

network has caught the attention of many of the most vocal activists in the mobüe 

phones controversy.

 ̂ Personal communications with civil servants and other commentators suggest that the rollout o f  

third generation networks has not been greatly affected by the Stewart report. Any problems 

experienced by 3G  operators more likely rest with the huge amount paid in licences and the slow  

uptake o f  the technology by consumers.
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Thirdly, there is a possibility that industry wül take into account health concerns 

without ostensibly admitting their importance. As described in chapter four, a phone 

that radiates less energy into human tissue is a more efficient product. Whüe we 

might not see a situation as in Sweden or Germany, where low-SAR phones are 

advertised specifically at concerned consumers, we might yet see a demand for 

‘safer’ phones met by industry.

New innovations, with the voices o f some of the same groups o f non-experts, wül 

continue to ask new questions. New technologies, such as ‘Wi-Fi’ and ‘Bluetooth’,’° 

designed to increase the wireless potential of computers and mobüe phones, wül 

change our exposures to microwave radiation and attract some o f the concerns 

described in this case study. New scientific studies wül produce new results, but 

whether these are understood as providing answers or asking questions wül be a 

decision for society as a whole, as weU as providing a focus for further research o f  

the type seen in this thesis.

Wi-Fi (Wireless Fidelity) is a system in which Internet connections are provided via wireless 

connection between laptops and a mini base station. Bluetooth is a technical standard for wirelessly 

connecting a range o f  Information and Communication Technologies (ICTs) using small microwave 

transmitters and receivers.
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Appendix 1: List o f interviewees

Date Name lEGMP Role MTHR Role Other Info
22/10/2001 Dr Alan Preece Verbal

Evidence
08/11/2001 Alasdair Philips Verbal

Evidence
Powerwatch

19/11/2001 Dr David De 
Pomerai

Verbal
Evidence

Award-holder

20/11/2001 Dr Sheila Johnston Written
Evidence

28/11/2001 Dr John Tattersall Verbal
Evidence

18/12/2001 Professor Michael
Rugg

Member

01/02/2002 Marie-NoeUe Barton Member’
14/02/2002 Professor Anthony 

Swerdlow
Member Award-holder AGNIR

member^
... and 

12/08/2003
(repeat interview)

19/02/2002 Professor OUe 
Johansson

25/02/2002 Professor Kjell 
Hansson Müd

Committee
Member

17/04/2002 Professor Sir 
William Stewart

Chair Committee 
Member/Chair^

07/05/2002 Roger Coghill Written
Evidence

21/05/2002 Dr John Stather Secretariat NRPB"
21/05/2002 Dr Mike Clark NRPB"
21/05/2002 Dr Zenon 

Sienkiewicz
Committee

Member
NRPB

29/05/2002 Alan Meyer Written
Evidence

Sohcitor"

05/06/2002 Professor Cohn 
Blakemore

Member Committee
Member

AGNIR
member

N otes

* Lay member o f  the lEG M P  

2 ... and chair o f  A G N IR  since 2003

 ̂ Chair o f  M THR comm ittee until 2002, when he became chairman o f  both the NRPB board and the 

newly-formed Health Protection Agency.

NRPB deputy director 

 ̂ NRPB scientific spokesperson  

Legal advisor and solicitor for anti-mobile phone groups, including Northern Ireland Families 

Against Telecom s Towers (NIFATT) and Mast Action UK
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Date Name lEGMP Role MTHR Role Other Info
08/07/2002 Dr Gerard Hyland Verbal

Evidence
05/09/2002 Graham Barber lEE"
16/09/2002 Mike Dolan Verbal

Evidence
F E f

04/10/2002 George Hooker 
and...

Observer Observer Department 
of Health

.. .Hilary Walker 
(Joint Interview

09/10/2002 Professor Paul Elliot Award-holder
30/10/2002 Professor Ted Grant Committee

Member
NRPB'

08/11/2002 Dr Simon Gerrard Committee
Member’°

15/01/2003 Dr Leika Kheifets WHO"
18/02/2003 Les Wilson Verbal

Evidence
Microshield

27/02/2003 Professor Lawrie 
ChaUis

Member Committee
Member/

Chair̂ ^
12/03/2003 Graham Worsley Observer Department 

of Trade and 
Industry

14/03/2003 Professor Sir 
Richard DoU

AGNIR
chair"

14/05/2003 Peter Harrison Verbal
Evidence

Nokia"

 ̂ Institute o f  Electrical Engineers

 ̂Spokesperson for the Federation o f  the Electronics Industry, representing mobile phone network 

operators (now InteUectUK)

 ̂NRPB board member, 1989-1997 

Centre for Environmental Risk, University o f  East Anglia 

” Took over from Michael Repacholi as director o f  the World Health Organisation’s International 

EMF programme 2001-2003

’2 Chair o f  MTHR com m ittee from Novem ber 2002 

A G N IR  chair from 1990 to 2003 (retired)

Head o f  EMF issues at Nokia and past chair o f  the Mobile Manufacturer’s Forum
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Appendix 2: Typical interview questions/topics

Introduce my study — what I want to investigate and why...

1) General
•Could you explain how you became involved in the mobile phones health 

issue?
•Could you give a brief summary of what you think about the issue and the way 

it has been handled?

2) Science -  very open-ended
•What research have you conducted/are you conducting, and what is its 

relevance to mobile phone use?
•What led you to conducting research in this area?
•D oes your research suggest any possible health effects?
•What role, if any, did you play in the lEGMP? (e.g. membership, providing 

evidence)
•What, in your opinion, is the general feeling amongst scientists about the 

mobile phone debate?

3) Uncertainty — Introduce this: “Some commentators have pointed to significant
scientific uncertainties in this area”
• What is the extent of scientific uncertainty about health effects in the case of 

mobile phones?
• How is this uncertainty dealt with?

• (Can uncertainties such as this be adequately quantified?)
• Are we more or less uncertain about the health effects of mobile phones 

than we were 10 years ago?
• Were the precautionary recommendations of the Stewart report justified, in 

your opinion?
• For industry... How does the mobile phone industry deal with such levels of 

scientific uncertainty?

4) Policy for mobile phones
•D o  you think that the current policy and recommendations for mobile phone 

use are adequate?
•D o  you think that the Stewart report represent a significant shift in policy? If 

so, how?
•W ho do you think should provide funding for research into mobile phones 

health effects? — Stewart report recommended the companies and public 
sector (50/50)

5) Public participation
•  How do you think the pubhc should be informed about the mobile phones 

health issue?
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•  What role, if any, should the pubhc play within expert investigations such as 
the lEGMP?

• How might greater pubhc participation change how science is conducted, 
communicated etc.?

6) Anecdotal evidence — Introduce...

lEGMP paragraph: 1.70 We recommend that in a rapidly emerging field such as 

mobile phone technology where there is httie peer-reviewed evidence on which to 

base advice, the totahty of the information available, including won-peer-reviewed data 

and anecdotal evidence, be taken into account when advice is proffered.

“The Stewart report recommended that anecdotal evidence be used in the provision 
of scientific advice. This seemed particularly interesting to me.”

•What do you understand by the term ‘anecdotal evidence’ in science?
•What role do you think it plays in the course of normal scientific inquiry?
•H ow has this role changed over the last two decades (or so)?

•Why? (Do you think this is because of recent controversies such as BSE, 
GM foods?)

•D o  you agree that it should have been mentioned in the Stewart report?

As another prompt:

lEGMP paragraph: 1.58 We recommend that a substantial research programme 

should operate under the aegis of a demonstrably independent panel. The aim should 

be to develop a programme of research related to health aspects of mobile phones 

and associated technologies. This should complement work sponsored by the EU and 

in other countries. In developing a research agenda the peer-reviewed scientific 

literature, non-peer reviewed papers and anecdotal evidence should be taken into account.

Are there any final comments you would like to make about the issues we have 
discussed?
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Appendix 3: NVivo coding scheme

N o d e  L is tin g

Free N odes
(1) Activism
(2) Compliance
(3) Electrosensitivity
(4) Electromagnetic Compatibility
(5) Funding
(6) His tory/Future of Debate
(7) Human Volunteers
(8) ‘Independence’
(9) Industry
(10) Measurement/Dosimetry
(11) Media
(12) Other Actors
(13) Shields, Hands-free
(14) Technology (Inc TETRA, 3G)
(15) ‘The Pubhc’ (Concern/Consultation)

Tree Nodes
(1) /Anecdotal Evidence

(1 1) Definition 
(1 2) Importance 
(1 4) Epistemological Status 
(1 5) Social or Policy Status 
(1 6) Source
(1 7) Subjective/Reported Symptoms

(2) /Ignorance, Uncertainty
(2 1) For Policy 
(2 2) Certainty 
(2 3) Consensus

(3) /Dichotomies
(3 1) Thermal/Non-Thermal
(3 2) Dose Rate/Cumulative Dose
(3 3) Distinction between Phones and Masts -
(3 4) Distinction between Effects and Risk
(3 5) Acute/Chronic Effects
(3 6) Analogue/Pulsed, Digital Radiation
(3 7) Humans/Animals

(4) /Policy
(4 1) Precaution (Inc Risk Assessment/Management) 
(4 2) Opinion o f MTHR, Other Research 
(4 3) SAR, Standards, Guidelines 
(4 4) Opinion of lEGMP
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(4 4 1) Recommendation about Children 
(4 5) Opinion of NRPB, AGNIR
(4 6) Context of Previous Policies, Issues (e.g. BSE, GMOs)
(4 7) Planning Issues 
(4 8) Government 
(4 9) Economic Implications 
(4 10) Policies, Advice Abroad 
(4 11) Labelling

(5) /Risk
(5 1) To Subgroups

(6) /Science (Definitions (What ‘science’ is). Differences between Physics, Biology 
etc.)

(6 1) Replication 
(6 2) Mechanisms 
(6 3) Epidemiology 
(6 4) Peer Review


